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Great archaeological discoveries on land are frequently made by 
accident . . .But to wait upon the ocean to disgorge her secrets is 
to wait upon eternity . Let not the archaeologist, then, profes-
sional or otherwise, look with too unfriendly an eye upon a quest 
which has yet to grope among methods, and hazard many a folly and 
many a piece of empiricism ere it discover the instruments pecu-
liarly applicable to its needs . 

Lewis Spence 
1926 
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PREFACE 

This is the fourth in a series of four volumes entitled "Summary and 
Analysis of Cultural Resource Information on the Continental Shelf from 
the Bay of Fundy to Cape Hatteras" which were prepared for the Bureau 
of Land Management (BLM) by the Institute for Conservation Archaeology 
(ICA) of the Peabody Museum at Harvard University . These four volumes, 
their accompanying chart sets, a computer-compatible tape documenting 
the accumulated inventories, and a set of large scale (1 :125,000) maps 
showing the inventory and the results of our analysis constitute the 
final report for the project, performed under contract #AA551-CT8-18 
for the BLM . The purpose of this project is to provide the BLM with 
information about the existence of known or expected prehistoric sites 
and historically important sunken ships, as well as appropriate methods 
for locating the same, and planning recommendations for both offshore 
and onshore land use . 

One of the principal challenges of this project is to develop manage-
ment recommendations that can be implemented with maximum consideration 
for cultural resources and minimum impact to well-thought-out and use-
ful development . 

Archaeologists and historians generally agree that given the length of 
time the Continental Shelf (CS) was above sea level (about 15,000 years) 
and the intensity of European and other shipping along the northeastern 
coast of the US in the period after the CS was inundated, there is 
probably no area on the Shelf that does not have the possibility for 
containing remains of either prehistoric peoples or sunken shipping . 
All other things being equal, this would mean that whenever federal 
funds were involved in land-modifying projects anywhere on the CS, 
federal antiquities legislation would apply to these activities (see 
36 CFR 800 for a summary of the necessary procedures) . On the other 
hand, the cost of looking for and recovering data from any possible 
properties which might be impacted could in many cases exceed the 
cost of exploring for the resources that are considered necessary for 
the economic well-being of the nation . It is at this point that 
decisions about early planning with respect to possible cultural re-
sources on the CS will assist land users not only to meet their legal 
responsibilities in terms of historic preservation but to use cost-
effectively different levels of survey intensity to locate those sites 
or wrecks which may be endangered by land use. 

It is important to stipulate here that, using the data presently 
available, nobody in the historic preservation community could, in good 
conscience, ever entirely eliminate any area from consideration for 
further work . This study attempts to give guidance to potential land 
users and those having jurisdiction over the use of lands on or abutting 
the CS from the Bay of Fundy to Cape Hatteras . 



Volume IV, Management, integrates the results of the previous three 
volumes with additional studies aimed at assessing field strategies 
and approaches to resource management . The integration of the various 
Historic Shipping zones with the zones of Preserved Archaeology, coupled 
with recommended locational and management strategies is the end pro-
duct of the entire project . The key to the accuracy of our models 
for resource location and preservation, and thus to the management 
recommendations, is the accuracy and completeness of the data used 
to generate these models . As described in the various volumes, these 
data are in many cases sparse, lacking, misleading, and otherwise un-
reliable . This does not reflect on the reliability of our predictions 
as much as it calls for the testing of these models through pilot 
studies . Without this testing, our recommendations might well generate 
work where none is actually warranted or might indicate survey at a 
certain intensity . At all times where we have been uncertain, we have 
erred on the side of caution whereas another level of effort may be 
more appropriate . We are confident that our models for resource 
existence and possible preservation are as accurate as possible, given 
the existing data . The survey and management strategies recommended 
in this volume are, then, based on our feeling that while some of the 
details may change, the overall structure is sound and as accurate as 
possible . 

While the Program Manager of this study is the principal author of this 
volume, it could not have been developed and produced without the ma-
terial and theoretical assistance of much of the research team and the 
production staff of the ICA and the Peabody Museum. We would like to 
recognize the contributions of the following people in the development 
of the content of this volume : Mr. Warren Riess in underwater tech-
nology and conservation technology ; Drs . Bruce Bourque and Edwin Chur-
chill and Ms . Evilyn Garnett for historic shipping ; Mr . Randall Moir 
for physical environment of the Shelf ; Dr . Russel Barber, Mr . John 
Rempilakis, Mr . Mitchell Mulholland for prehistoric archaeology . Last, 
we would like to acknowledge all the consultants that contributed to all 
sections of this study . These consultants are individually identified 
in the references of the appropriate volumes of this final report . 

Acknowledgements for production on this volume and the 1:125,000 map set 
goes to a team of dedicated and qualified individuals from the ICA and 
the Peabody Museum, specifically Janet Johnson, Editorial Assistant ; 
Georges McHargue, Manuscript Editor ; Mary Beth Zickefoose, Staff Assis-
tant ; Irene Ferriabough and Joyce Christos, typists ; Lynne Perrotte, 
Gretchen Neve and Dorcas Brown, ICA artists ; Whitney Powell and her 
assistant artists at the Peabody Museum, Elizabeth Wahle, Mary Jane 
Westland, Laura .Ferafin and finally to Ann Wendell, ICA Business 
Manager . Thanks goes to Mitchell Mulholland's fine team from the 
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, namely Elana Filios, Pam Bested, 
Elise Brenner, Aida ChouZakian, Susan Mulholland, Rita Reinke, and 
Cass Mason . Thanks also goes to John Neff, Arthur Spiess, and John 
Cavallo for their input . The principal author takes full responsibility 
for the integration of these data . 



MANAGEMENT SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

Preparing a summary and analysis of cultural resource information in-
volves more than the simple collation of known inventory data with 
various theoretical predictive models of site distribution . The 
severity and nature of known and expected impacts upon cultural re-
sources must be considered . Impacts may be natural or man-made, direct 
or indirect . Finally, it is essential to identify and evaluate possi-
ble techniques for mitigating these impacts . 

Volumes I, II, and III of this study deal with the inventory, analysis, 
and predictive modeling of cultural resources on the CS . This volume 
relates the results of the work previously described in Volumes I, II, 
and III with potential impacts and identifies possible mitigating 
measures . The recommendations are cost-effective approaches to cultural 
resource management in various zones, and thus vary in their degree of 
specificity . It must be emphasized at the outset that these recommen-
dations necessarily reflect the nature of the data base which, in the 
present state of knowledge, is quite often deficient both in quantity 
and quality . Thus, in our recommendations for management strategies, 
we have felt it was desirable to take the cautious view, because there 
is too large an uncertainty factor in our predictions for us to be 
confident that by using less cautious approaches we will not run the 
risk of destroying valuable cultural resources through our own igno-
rance . It is imperative that ongoing research be continued and new 
research (including recommended pilot studies) be initiated, so that we 
may improve our data base and make possible the more accurate delinea-
tion of areas where intensive preliminary survey is required. 

Recommendations based on the results of the first three volumes, appear 
in two places in this report : section 6.0 Management Strategies, and 
section 7.0 Recommendations . Under Management Strategies are dis-
cussed specific approaches to cultural resource management that we be-
lieve will serve to minimize the impact upon resources of the many 
types of activities taking place within the study area, as identified 
in section 5 .0 . The recommendations include initiating locational sur-
veys, developing public education programs, identifying impacts to 
resources in environmental impact assessments, advising federal 
agencies on the types of effected impacts to archaeological properties, 
evaluating the effects of chemical dumping, and specifying the general 
levels of survey that will be required in the various stages of oil 
and gas development . The Recommendations section deals with both 
general and fairly large-scale specific recommendations and also pro-
poses some pilot studies . 

Some of the large-scale specific recommendations take the form of 
procedure changes, alterations to present methods of cultural resource 



evaluation, and recommended conservation strategies for various 
materials. Our recommendations for precedural changes comprise re-
sponses to the recently published Proposed Regulation 36 CFR 251 
"Geophysical and Geological Explorations of the Outer Continental 
Shelf." 

Our evaluation of present methods of cultural resource location and 
testing led us to the conclusion that the latter were inadequate . We 
therefore proceeded to review the state of the art in the methods and 
theory of archaeological survey and testing . On the basis of that re-
view, recommendations were made to replace archaeologists with the 
project geophysicists for analysis during preliminary or reconnaissance-
level surveys . 

We also proposed the development of a network of regional conservation 
centers in order to improve the quality and efficiency of conservation 
as it applies to materials recovered from the CS . Finally, we inte-
grated all the available information on the size, type, and distribu-
tion of prehistoric and historic resources in the study area. By 
means of this integration, we divided the area into various cultural 
resource zones and classified them as to the intensity of locational 
survey recommended for each . 

In order to acquire new data which will assist in the answering of im-
portant technical questions, we have recommended several pilot studies . 
Although many more could be developed, we feel these are the ones that 
will most rapidly and cost-effectively meet the needs of resource mana-
gers . 

The first is a study of a previously designed natural gas pipeline 
which was not built . Impact upon cultural properties along the pro-
posed pipeline route and the level and intensity of survey that would 
have been required to locate previously unknown resources would be 
evaluated . The result would be an analysis of the cost of cultural 
resource studies for a typical pipeline project . 

The second is a pilot study using on-going OCS activities as the base 
for assessing the costs of archaeology performed in conjunction with 
offshore construction and acting as a preliminary test of our pre-
dictive models . This study would see archaeologists becoming immediate-
ly involved in monitoring current offshore survey and construction 
activities, so that they would be in a position to identify any cul-
tural materials that might be discovered in the course of pre- and 
post-construction activities . 

The last pilot study is, we feel, of potentially the greatest long-term 
value . It takes the form of a series of offshore field tests designed 
to validate our predictive models concerning resource location, density, 
and distribution . Its principal asset is that, by improving our data 
base, it should make it possible for us to delineate more closely, thus 
perhaps paring down, the portions of the study area over which intensive 



survey is recommended . 

This entire project, including the recommendations sections, has been 
integrated into a planning model developed by Interagency Archaeologi-
cal Services, and identifies priorities for action on the basis of a 
realistic consideration of the needs of managers of resources of all 
types . The majority of the priorities so developed deal with the 
scientific and management aspects of cultural resources . 

At the same time, the new data must be interpreted to the public for 
purposes of education, and enjoyment . It is relevant to recall that 
providing "a sense of orientation to the American people" (preamble 
to the National Historic Preservation Act), to obtaining data that will 
"support diversity and variety of individual choice" (preamble to the 
National Environmental Policy Act), and contributing to the "overall 
welfare of man" (preamble to the National Environmental Policy Act) are 
the ultimate goals of cultural resource conservation. 

Within the framework of this study, then, the conservation or wise use 
of cultural resources can go hand in hand with the development of 
other much-needed resources of the Continental Shelf . With this in 
mind, we may say that all resources of the Shelf have value to one or 
more segments of the population of the nation and their proper exploita-
tion should be accomplished in an atmosphere of well-reasoned considera-
tion for them all . 
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1 .0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General 

The three previous volumes (Physical Environment, Archaeology and Pale-
ontology, and Historic Shipping) have established criteria for the lo-
cations and potential contents of the Continental Shelf (CS) with re-
gard to cultural resources . This volume is designed to use these data 
to develop management recommendations for these resources in a manner 
that will be consistent with both the growth needs of the nation and 
the letter and spirit of existing historic preservation legislation . 

1 .2 Background 

This four-volume study and the accompanying 1:125,000 scale map set and 
computerized inventory are one element in the BLM's program for address-
ing the planning needs of cultural resources . In recognizing this need, 
the agency is responding to several bodies of historic preservation 
law and regulations, Coastal Zone Management Acts (state and federal), 
and state and regional resource management plans . Most notable among 
these are the Antiquities Act of 1906 (PL 59-206) ; the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966 (PL 89-665), Executive Order 11593 ; the 
Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974 (PL 93-291) ; the 
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (PL 91-190) ; the Coastal 
Zone Management Act of 1972 (PL 92-583) ; the Federal Land Policy and 
Management Act of 1976 (PL 94-579) ; OMB Circular A-95, published draft 
on final regulations 36 CFR 60, 36 CFR 63, 36 CFR 64, 36 CFR 66, 36 CFR 
800, 33 CFR II 305 (Corps of Engineers) ; the Submerged Lands Act of 
1953; and the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act of 1953 . 

These regulations, however, deal only with "significant" resources . 
Thus it is important for us to address the concept of significance in 
this section of the study . We will deal in detail with the significance 
of the CS in a later section . 

1.3 Study Objectives 

The aim of this project is to identify the areas of the Shelf and coastal 
zone that can be expected to contain significant cultural resources, 
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either prehistoric or historic, which may be impacted by natural or 
human modification of the land or underwater surface . A major component 
of this study has been the evaluation of locational and data-recovery 
technology with a view toward making recommendations for the cost-
effective location and assessment of cultural resources on the CS . An 
analysis of tidal-zone sites as well as those within 0.5 miles of the 
coast is designed to assist planners of coastal facie ities to avoid, if 
possible, impacts to important cultural properties that may be threat-
ened by such activities . The ultimate purpose of the study is to pro-
vide the BLM and all other potential users of the Continental Shelf and 
Coastal Zone with recommendations for the consideration of cultural 
resources . With this information in hand, resource managers can make 
cost-effective mitigation plans for possible impacts to cultural re-
sources . 

By integrating the material contained in the preceding three volumes 
with this volume it is possible to identify areas where resources are 
expected to be encountered, to recommend methods for location of, 
avoidance of, or data recovery from cultural resources, and to recommend 
testing programs for validating the models of probable resource density 
developed in the course of this project . 

1 .4 Significance Framework 

The non-specialist wonders why the specialist is concerned about the 
welfare of certain resources . Perhaps the public is ill-informed about 
cultural resources because the specialist spends too much time in 
"crisis management" as opposed to resource management . Few people know 
the hows and whys of historic preservation, especially archaeological 
preservation . The public is, however, realizing on its own the im-
portance of the past . The lines waiting to enter the exhibits of arti-
facts from the tomb of Tut-ankh-Amen, the city of Pompeii, etc . are 
strong testimony to popular interest in archaeology, and the public, 
through its agents in Congress, has indicated its concern for the past 
and its desire for project planning . These concerns are articulated 
in the preambles of certain guiding pieces of legislation . 

The federal regulations which govern cultural resources are concerned 
with "significant" resources . "Significant" resources may be eligible 
for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places . Once eli-
gible, they come under the protection of the Federal Antiquities Act . 
A clearly stated discussion of the significance of the site must be a 
part of the documentation submitted by the federal agency when seeking 
a determination of eligibility . Thus the concept of significance in 
historic preservation is one of great importance and at the same time 
one that brings great consternation not only to resource managers but 
to the historic preservation community itself . The consternation arises 
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from the problem of defining significance . 

SIGNIFICANCE (Random House Dictionary of the English Language) 

1 . importance, consequence : The historical significance 
of an international blunder . 

2 . meaning, import : The familiar place had a new significance 
for her . 

3 . the quality of being significant or having a meaning : To 
give significance of the dullest of chores . 

SIGNIFICANCE (Oxford English Dictionary) 

1 . The meaning or import of something : What the several signi-
ficances of each must or may be according to the philosophic 
conception . (Coleridge) . 

These definitions imply that the concept of significance is purely philo-
sophical in nature and thus becomes a personal issue not easily subject 
to objective evaluation . 

From outside the archaeological profession the archaeologist must 
look somewhat like the King in Carroll's Alice in Wonderland. 

"Unimportant, of course, I meant," the King hastily 
said, and went on to himself in an undertone, "important 
--unimportant --unimportant--important--" as if he were 
trying which word. sounded best . 

It is even true that some archaeologists see the views of other arch-
aeologists in the same way . As an example, for one archaeologists the 
chronology of a site may be the significant feature, while for another 
it may be the distribution within it of chipped stone tools . Resource 
managers cannot have the luxury of such subjectivity . Resources must 
be managed for the benefit of the people of the nation and not merely 
to meet the needs of a limited number of specialists who have individual 
professional interests . This is not to say that, once determined to be 
such, significant properties should not be investigated within a problem 
-oriented framework based on the known or expected classes of data 
associated with them. But it is to say that the initial determination 
of significance must be established with as much objectivity as possible 
to allow for the location, identification, and conservation of the 
widest possible range of properties for the peoples of the nation . 

Because of the uncertainty surrounding the concept of significance, a 
conference was held in 1978 at Ft . Burgwin, New Mexico in an attempt 
to generate a statement "from the Profession" on this topic and other 
national pplicy issues . Although there has been some discussion about 
different elements of this report, it represents a first step in the 
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development of a professional consensus (Wendorf 1978) . This statement 
appears in full as Appendix A. 

1.5 National Register Criteria 

The National Register criteria are quoted below from 36 CFR 800 . 

(a) "National Register Criteria" means the following 
criteria established by the Secretary of the Interior 
for use in evaluating and determining the eligibility 
of properties for listing in the National Register : 
The quality of significance in American history, 
architecture, archeology, and culture is present in 
districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects 
of State and local importance that possess integrity 
of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, 
feeling and association and : 

(1) That are associated with events that have made a signif-
icant contribution to the broad patterns of our history; 
or 

(2) That are associated with the lives of persons signifi-
cant in our past; or 

(3) That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, 
period, or method of construction, or that represent 
the work of a master, or that possess high artistic 
values, or that represent a significant and distin-
guishable entity whose components may lack individual 
distinction ; or 

(4) That have yielded, or may be likely to yield, in-
formation important in prehistory or history . 

(b) Criteria Considerations . Ordinarily cemeteries, 
birthplaces, or graves of historical figures, prop-
erties owned by religious institutions or used for 
religious purposes, structures that have been moved 
from their original locations, reconstructed historic 
buildings, properties primarily commemorative in 
nature, and properties that have achieved signifi-
cance within the past SO years shall not be con-
sidered eligible for the National Register . How-
ever, such properties will qualify if they are 
integral parts of districts that do meet the 
criteria or if they fall within the following 
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categories : 

(1) A religious property deriving primary significance 
from architectural or artistic distinction or his-
torical importance ; 

(2) A building or structure removed from its original 
location but which is the surviving structure most 
importantly associated with a historic person or 
event ; 

(3) A birthplace or grave of a historical figure of 
outstanding importance if there is no appropriate 
site or building directly associated with his 
productive life ; 

(4) A cemetery which derives its primary significance 
from graves of persons of transcendent importance 
from age, from distinctive design features, or 
from association with historic events ; 

(5) A reconstructed building when accurately executed 
in a suitable environment and presented in a 
dignified manner as part of a restoration master 
plan, and when no other building or structure 
with the same association has survived ; 

(6) A property primarily commemorative in intent if 
design, age tradition, or symbolic value has in-
vested it with its own historical significance, 
or ; 

(7) A property achieving significance within the past 
50 years if it is of exceptional importance . 
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2 .0 METHODS AND MATERIALS 

2 .1 General 

This section describes the materials used and developed in the course 
of formulating management recommendations and the methods used to 
apply these materials to this end . By its nature this volume covers 
a wider range of topics than the three previous volumes . The recommen-
dations made in this volume result from an analysis of the first three 
volumes, an assessment of the present and projected state of the art 
in underwater technology, and the development of a planning framework 
for wise and efficient resource management . 

2 .2 Volumes I, II, and III 

The first three volumes of this study form the data base from which we 
will proceed to assess the types and probable locations of cultural 
resources on the CS . These volumes are : 

2.2 .1 Volume I . Physical Environment 
This volume reviews the extant literature on transgressional geological 
processes in the study area . Since the survival or integrity (state 
of preservation) of prehistoric cultural resources will be a direct 
result of the geological processes associated with post-glacial sea-
level rise, it was important to concentrate a large part of the study 
effort on this volume . Similarly, the locations of major Shelf fea-
tures will have a direct effect on the description of the environment 
of man on the CS and thus on the density and distribution of those 
cultural resources that fall into the category of prehistoric sites . 
Thus the Physical Environment volume describes the existence and geo-
logical history of major Shelf features as well as the description of 
areas affected by the erosional processes resulting from sea-level 
rise . 

2 .2 .2 Volume II . Archaeology and Palaeonotologv 
The Archaeology and Palaeontology volume used two approaches to pre-
dictive modeling of prehistoric site density and distribution on the 
CS . These models do not take into account the effects of the destruc-
tive transgressional processes evaluated in Volume I, but do rely 
heavily on the identification of major Shelf features . 

The first, an inductive model, is derived from the large body of 
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inventory data acquired in this study . The environmental situation of 
each site (when available) and other known elements, such as dates of 
occupation, were. used to get a general idea of possible site distribu-
tion on the CS . _ The second model, a deductive one, applies a body of 
theory that deals with the behavior of animals (and man) in the search 
for optimum food-resource acquisition . 

2 .2 .3 Volume III . Historic Shipping 
The volume on Historic Shipping also relies heavily on modeling to 
predict the density and distribution of ships that have been lost at 
sea and whose remains may rest on the CS . The models are developed in 
the framework of four separate time periods . The first (pre-1630) is 
based on analysis of the history of exploration of the north and mid-
Atlantic coasts . Predicted locations of ships from this time period 
are derived from the locations of known exploration routes which in-
clude both inbound and outbound courses . The second (1630-1800) is 
based on an analysis of the history of the growth of shipping along 
the Eastern seaboard of the United States . Predictions about the den-
sity and distribution of lost shipping result from an analysis of 
the locations of known sunken ships and shipping lanes together with 
an assessment of the depths at which the majority of ships from this 
period and earlier tended to be wrecked (five fathoms or less) . The 
final model encompasses two time periods (1800-1880 and 1880-1945) . 
The model for predicting the locations of shipwrecks from these time 
periods is derived from review and analysis of primary and secondary 
literature sources . The predictions from the first time period (1800-
1880) draw heavily on review of newspaper accounts of ship losses, 
supplemented by official records and secondary sources . The predic-
tions for the second period, on the other hand, draw more heavily on 
official records . 

2 .3 Survey of Cultural Resource Studies 

We have assessed the current status of cultural resource studies in an 
effort to develop a baseline for management recommendations . This has 
taken the form of assessing coastal zone management studies and specific 
cultural resource studies that appear to be relevant for developing this 
baseline . We have separated these studies along the above lines for a 
specific reason . The management of resources in the coastal zone is 
regulated by several bodies of federal legislation . Individual projects 
supported by federal funding or requiring federal licensing are gener-
ally dealt with on a project-specific basis under the appropriate 
federal agencies' rules and regulations . Large-scale land use planning 
is the goal of coastal-zone management legislation . Thus coastal-zone 
management is aimed at long-range planning, while individual projects 
are subject to project-specific or "crisis" management . 
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2 .3 .1 Coastal-zone management 
In the evaluation of coastal-zone management studies, we have sent to 
the project area's Historic Preservation Officers a questionnaire which 
asks for their opinion of the adequacy of the environmental impact 
statement for Coastal-Zone Management programs within their individual 
states . In addition, the questionnaire sought information on cultural 
resource management programs and research programs that had been con-
ducted in their areas . 

The results of the questionnaire range over a wide spectrum--from the 
opinion that the program is completely inadequate because it discusses 
only properties already on the National Register without recognizing 
that there are many potentially eligible but so-far-undiscovered sites 
(New York), to the view that the statement is perfectly adequate (Dela-
ware) . However, a review of the documentation provided by the Delaware 
SHPO's office indicates that no account has in fact been taken of 
potentially undiscovered sites in Delaware's case, either . 

2 .3 .2 Cultural resource management 
The management recommendations attached to the CRM studies so far con-
ducted in the project area run the full gamut from appropriateness 
to inadequacy . These studies include, but are not limited to, an 
analysis of the cultural resources in Acadia National Park, ME, and Fire 
Island, NY, performed for the National Park Service, an analysis of the 
accuracy of site records in the Merrimack River estuary, MA, a survey 
for wastewater treatment facilities on Long Island, NY, and studies 
conducted in the coastal zone of North Carolina . It should be noted 
also that many smaller CRM studies for a wide range of projects have 
been conducted in many parts of the study area, and management recom-
mendations of these also are of varying quality . 

Certain recent activities of the Corps of Engineers constitute a special 
case in CRM. They include the granting of permits for private and 
public development in the coastal zone, as well as special studies 
aimed at identifying the sources of floating debris encountered in 
several harbors within the study area . In general, the permit-granting 
procedures of the Corps in such cases neglect to consider the possible 
existence of as-yet-undiscovered cultural resources that may be eligi-
ble for the National Register . This is not invariably so, however . 
In a recent example of fruitful cooperation between the Corps and 
archaeologists, a preliminary survey revealed a complex site on a 
piece of private property belonging to the Montaup Power Company on 
which a Corps permit was desired for the dumping of sludge derived from 
dredging . ICA archaeologists performed field tests on the site, which 
has since been determined eligible for the National Register, and a 
preservation strategy was agreed, in consultation with the State His-
toric Preservation Offices (SHPO), to be the best option for fulfilling 
attendant legal requirements . Accordingly, barriers are being erected 
to keep the sludge from invading the confines of the site, which will 
thus be protected from the adverse effects of sludge-produced changes 
in soil chemistry (John Wilson, personal communication) . 
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The debris studies alluded to above have been conducted in the following 
harbors within the study area: Providence, RI, Boston, MA, New York, 
NY, and (in the planning stages for the near future) Portsmouth, NH 
(John Wilson, personal communication) . The scope of these studies is 
to find the source s) of floating debris that present hazards to navi-
gation . Among the possible sources is wrecked shipping which might be 
found to be eligible for the National Register . The studies had vari-
ous scopes of work, some assigning criteria for identifying the signifi-
cance of wrecked shipping, and some merely stating the source of the 
floating debris . 

2 .4 Underwater Survey, Evaluation, Excavation 

Surveying lease blocks for cultural resources, excavating underwater 
archaeological sites, and conservation of waterlogged artifacts are 
fairly new endeavors . Procedures and technologies for these activities 
are constantly changing . To acquire a comprehensive knowledge of the 
present state of these related subjects, it was necessary to interview 
a representative cross-section of professionals in each field . 

These people were chosen from a study of the literature, conversations 
with others in their field, and their accessibility for interview. We 
do not claim to have interviewed all of the best-qualified individuals, 
but only a representative sample of well qualified individuals from 
each field . The locations and affiliation of all individuals contacted 
appear in the list of personal communications (for locations to all 
individuals mentioned see Appendix G) . 

2 .4 .1 Lease block survey 
Three major questions were addressed in researching lease-block sur-
veying : 1) How are lease blocks presently surveyed? 2) What new pro-
cedures and/or technology will be utilized in the near future? 3) Are 
present procedures and equipment satisfactory, or should changes be 
made? To answer these questions a variety of people and organizations 
were contacted . These included the Bureau of Land Management, a survey 
company, a data analysis company, a company which retails and leases 
survey equipment, several equipment manufacturers, and a number of 
archaeologists who have used survey equipment . 

The survey company (Oceanonics, Houston, TX) provided detailed informa-
tion about the conducting of a field survey, including type of survey 
vessel, tow-path coverage, navigation systems, personnel, survey in-
struments, and recording devices . Discussions included reasons for 
choosing the various methods and systems, their qualities and limita-
tions of analog and digital data analysis were presented. The effect 
on survey procedures of a lease block's being in or out of an area 
of probable encounter with cultural remains was discussed . The survey 
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company also offered suggestions for improving the cost effectiveness 
of future surveys . 

A number of service firms are not involved with data acquisition but 
analyze survey data after they are recorded . As lease-block survey 
archaeologists are not normally directly involved with the field sur-
vey, it was felt that such a firm, which specialized in analyzing data 
it did not collect, might possess valuable insights into the situation . 
Discussions with personnel at Sytech (Houston, TX) provided such infor-
mation plus detailed information on digital data analysis and sugges-
tions for improving data acquisition and archaeological analysis . 

To gather information on survey equipment, Harvey-Lynch Inc . (Houston, 
TX), a company which retails and leases survey equipment, was visited . 
Technical characteristics, uses, possible uses, qualities, and limita-
tions of each piece of equipment which they carried were frankly dis-
cussed . They also provided information on new and expected equipment . 

To obtain further details on new and expected equipment, and to gather 
information on equipment research, four survey instrument manufacturers 
were contacted (EG&G of Massachusetts ; Geometrics of California ; Johnson 
Labs of New York ; and Klein Associates of New Hampshire) . Discussions 
with these people provided information not only on present features of 
and future improvements to equipment now being used, but also on new 
types of equipment which will or may be available in the future . 

After speaking with people directly connected with lease-block survey 
technology, contact was made with three archaeologists who have used 
similar equipment (J . Barto Arnold III, George Bass, and W. A . Cockrell) . 
These archaeologists provided information on the present efficiency of 
surveys in locating particular sites . Discussions were conducted on 
the quality and utility of present lease-block surveys, and suggestions 
were made for improved procedures and equipment . 

The final draft of the survey section was written after discussions with 
Joseph Guarino, a consulting ocean engineer . 

2 .4 .2 Underwater excavation 
In order to gather information on current and future methods of under-
water excavation, costs involved, and the practicality of excavating 
different sites, in-depth discussions were conducted with four 
archaeologists . J . Barto Arnold III, in addition to being familiar 
with sea bottom survey, provided information on the excavation of 
shallow sites in the Gulf of Mexico . 

George Bass gave an overview of the present state of nautical archae-
ology and its probable future . He also provided specific information 
on the desirability of conducting different types of underwater exca-
vations, and on the requisite qualifications of archaeological excava-
tors . Donald Keith, who participated in the discussions with Bass, 
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was able,to provide unpublished information on the latest benefits, 
limitations, and techniques of very-deep-water archaeological excava-
tions . 

Joseph Shaw provided information about sampling and excavating in a very 
shallow site . He also discussed probable remains of historic harbors 
which may exist underwater along the coast . 

In addition to in-depth discussions with the four archaeologists named 
above, papers presented at the latest conference of the Council for 
Underwater Archaeology, and subsequent conversations with the same 
speakers (specifically, John Broadwater, W. A . Cockrell, John Gifford, 
Robert Grenier, James Muche, R. Joseph Murphy, Reymond Ruppe, Don 
Schomette, and Gordon Watts) provided details of present techniques 
and future possibilities . 

2 .5 Conservation 

Different conservation techniques are used by various conservators of 
waterlogged archaeological artifacts for similar materials . This is 
the product not only of personal preferences, but also of the fact 
that new techniques usually require extensive, and often lengthy, ex-
perimentation before they are published or accepted by other conserva-
tors . For these reasons, we decided to undertake a higher-percentage 
sampling of conservators . Each was asked about present techniques and 
whether he or she felt they were good, acceptable or not acceptable, 
future techniques, costs, and the practicality of conserving different 
types of artifacts . 

Kenneth Morris (of Albany, NY) helped structure this investigation and 
provided information on techniques used in the conservation of arti-
facts from a Revolutionary War site within the study area . Virginia 
Greene gave a detailed review of problems with waterlogged artifacts 
and common treatments and mistreatments . 

Robert Organ, as director of conservation laboratories at the Smith-
sonian, gave an overview of conservation abilities of museums in the 
U.S . He also discussed possible national policies, costs, and the 
future of conservation of waterlogged artifacts . His knowledge of 
the conservation of metals was particularly helpful . Carolyn Rose, 
also at the Smithsonian, provided insight into the knowledge and 
technical abilities necessary for conservation, and the possibilities 
of overseeing the treatment of artifacts from more than one site . 

D.L . Hamilton,after 10 years' experience running the largest laboratory 
for conservation of waterlogged artifacts in the U.S ., was able to 
provide information on techniques, costs, timetables, and the present 
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and future of the field . Conversation with him also considered the 
relationship between conservation archaeology as it exists and as it 
should exist . 

A great amount of work on conservation is being done in Ottawa, Canada 
at both the Canadian Conservation Institute (CCI) and Parks Canada . 
CCI's mandate includes research on conservation processes . Scientists 
and conservators there are presently interested in waterlogged wood, 
among other subjects . Discussions of their work pointed out particular 
problems which exist with current methods . Their research may develop 
better methods for preserving artifacts . 

Parks Canada's conservation laboratories, which have the responsibility 
of treating artifacts which belong to the Canadian government, are 
currently treating a great many objects as well as conducting their 
own research . However, their research is aimed at developing technical 
improvements and efficiency . Their political experience enabled the 
staff to present advice not only on conservation techniques, but also 
on possible national policies . 

Following the thorough literature survey, a total of 41 professionals 
were interviewed, and six more contacted by mail or telephone to 
accumulate information for this section . A listing of all contacted 
people's addresses is in the list of personal communications . This 
final reduction of information was written principally with the help 
of Kenneth Morris . 

2 .6 Significance of Resources in the Study Area 

As opposed to the earlier section which dealt with the concept of sig-
nificance, this section discusses the details of significance with a 
specific focus on those of the study area . 

2 .6 .1 Documentation of significance 
The documentation of significance is generally addressed in the "summary 
statement of significance" that is called for in Procedures for Request-
ing Determinations of Eligibility for Inclusion in the National Regis-
ter of Historic Places (36 CFR 63) . What follows here is a discussion 
of some approaches to writing this summary statement in accordance with 

the requirements of that document, together with some remarks on the 
specific significance of the resources that may be found on the CS . 

The relevant portions of 36 CFR 63 are these : 

Summary statement of significance 

A statement of significance identifies qualities of the 
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property that may make it eligible for listing in the 
National Register . A concise opening paragraph summar-
izing the possible importance of the property being 
considered should be followed by a more detailed 
account of the events, personalities, prehistoric 
or historic occupations, or activities associated 
with the property . This concise history of the 
property should be directed to a whole property, 
rather than some functional segment . Thus, it is 
inappropriate to discuss a mound and not an associated 
village, burial area, etc., or to submit a house and not 
the associated outbuildings, etc . A statement of sig-
nificance should attempt to relate the property to a 
broad historical, architectural, archeological, or 
cultural context : local, regional, State, or nation-
al . For example, if a community has a number of 
neighborhoods with the same or similar qualities 
as the one being evaluated, this information should 
be included in the documentation . Any quoted ma-
terial which appears in this section or the des-
cription should be footnoted . Quotations taken 
out of context must faithfully represent the meaning 
of the original source . Supplemental information, 
such as newspaper articles, letters from professional 
historians, architects, architectural historians, or 
archeologists, etc . may also be submitted as appro-
priate . The statement of significance for properties 
that are less than 50 years old ; moved ; reconstructed; 
cemeteries and grave sites ; birthplaces, primarily 
commeanorative in nature ; or owned or used by re-
ligious institutions should address the specific 
exceptions set forth in the National Register 
criteria . 

(B) Period(s) and Area(s) of significance 

Identify the area (s) and period(s) with which the 
property's significance is associated . This may 
mean date of construction, major alterations, or 
association with an individual, event, or culture, 
etc . For some archeological properties ; assign-
ment to a very general time period or periods may 
be sufficient . 

The following areas of significance are listed on 
National Register forms . Agencies may find it 
helpful to consider these areas in identifying and 
evaluating properties : 

Archeology-Prehistoric : the scientific study of 
life and culture of indigenous peoples before the 
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advent of written records . 
Archeology-Historic : the scientific study of life and 
culture in the New World after the advent of written 
records . 
Agriculture : farming, livestock raising, and horti-
culture . 
Architecture : the style and construction of buildings 
and structures . 
Art : concerning creative works and their principles ; 
fine arts and crafts . Do not include architecture, 
sculpture, music, or literature here ; specific cate-
gories are established for these areas . 
Commerce : production and exchange of goods and the 
social contracts thereby encouraged . 
Communications : art or science of transmitting in-
formation . 
Community Planning : the design of communities from 
predetermined principles . 
Conservation : official maintenance or supervision of 
natural or manmade resources . 
Economics : the science that deals with the production, 
distribution, and consumption of wealth . 
Education : formal schooling or the methods and theories 
of teaching or learning . 
Engineering : the applied science concerned with utili-
zing products and sources of power for supplying human 
needs in the form of structures, machines, etc . 
Exploration/Settlement : the investigation of regions 
previously unknown ; the establishment of a new colony 
or community . 
Industry : enterprises producing goods and services . 
Invention : something originated by experiment or 
ingenuity . 
(Properties connected with the inventors themselves 
would be classified here) . 
Landscape Architecture : the art or practice of 
planning or changing land and water elements for the 
enhancement of the physical environment . 
Literature : the production of writings, especially 
those of an imaginative nature . 
Military : concerning the armed forces and individual 
soldiers . 
Music : the art of combining vocal or instrumental 
sounds or tones . 
Philosophy : system or principles for the conduct of life ; 
the theory or analysis of the principles underlying thought 
or knowledge and the nature of the universe . 
Politics/Government : an established system of political 
administration by which a nation, State, district, etc., 
is governed and the processes which determine how it is to 
be conducted . 
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Science : a systematic study of nature . 
Sculpture : the art of forming material into three-
dimensional representation. 
Social/Humanitarian : concerning human beings living 
together in a group or the promotion of the welfare of 
humanity . 
Theater : the dramatic arts and the places where they 
are enacted . 
Transportation : concerning the work or business or 
means of conveying passengers or materials . 

2 .6 .2 Prehistoric cultural resources (Evidence of man's activities prior 
to continuous European contact in the 1500's) 

In general, prehistoric cultural resources will fall within criterion 
#4 (see Section 1.5 above) . "That have yielded, or may be likely to 
yield, information important in prehistory or history." What follows 
is a discussion of the kinds of information prehistoric cultural resources 
on the Continental Shelf may be expected to yield . 

Judged by their ability to provide information which can be used to ans-
wer questions at the forefront of archaeological discussion, the prehis-
toric cultural resources of the CS are of the greatest value . Both in 
the past and in recent years, controversies have developed over a 
series of topics ; the controversies persist because the data sources 
necessary to resolve them lie untapped beneath the sea . 

Broadly conceived, archaeology is concerned with the ways of life of past 
peoples and with the general cultural and behavioral processes which 
shaped them . Given this conception, one cannot look at a single narrow 
band in the spectrum of prehistoric adaptation and expect to understand 
either the way of life of the prehistoric group or the processes under-
lying it . 

An example will clarify this point . Let us hypothesize that one pre-
historic community spent summer on the coast and winter on the coastal 
plain and a second community spent summer in the uplands and joined the 
first group on the coastal plain during winter . Archaeologists could 
not fathom either group's way of life by looking only at coastal sites 
or only at upland sites . Without viewing the entirety of the evidence, 
it is doubtful if the most imaginative or clever researcher could guess 
at the intricacies of scheduling and exploitation which either group 
certainly would have had . It is even more doubtful that the archaeolo-
gist could imagine the existence, let along structure, of the inter-
action between the two groups . 

The example was hypothetical, but it cuts to the core of the problem 
that has plagued discussion of early coastal adaptations on the Atlantic 
coast : at best, we have no more than hints about the nature of coastal-
zone adaptations . Archaeologists are left in the uncomfortable position 
of trying to speculate, sometimes on evidence as attenuated as that 
of the upland sites of our hypothetical example . 
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As a real-life example, the last decade has brought forth a procession 
of views on why early cultures along the northern Atlantic coast and 
elsewhere did not use shellfish . Ritchie (1969) claimed that the 
earliest coastal dwellers were emigrants from inland and did not know 
that shellfish were edible ; Snow (1972) suggested that technology was 
insufficient for shellfish exploitation . Osborn (1977) considered 
shellfish use as an option chosen only when population pressures de-
manded it . Braun (1974) and Sanger (1975) related shellfish use to 
availability . 

Only through an accident of preservation has a tentative solution been 
found : early cultures did use shellfish . Brennan and others (1974) 
have documented shell middens in the Hudson Valley at around 8,000 B.P ., 
some 4,000 years earlier than formerly believed . In this case, it 
appears that the absence of data from inundated areas so biased the 
data base that the research question posed was inappropriate . The 
question of why shellfish were not used could not be satisfactorily 
answered because it was based on a false assumption . 

Other problems whose solutions lie rooted on the CS are broader ones . 
For example, the apparent density of Paleo-Indian occupation in eastern 
North America is very low . But nearly all of the coastal zone during 
Paleo-Indian times is presently inundated and the density there is un-
assessed . If Penman's (1978) notions about the attractiveness of the 
coast to early settlement are correct, the inland data presently availa-
ble may badly underestimate Paleo-Indian population . Since population 
is generally recognized as one of several factors which are important 
in shaping cultures and behavior, the information from beneath the sea 
may have broad implications for interpretation of early cultures . 

Such questions about prehistoric ways of life abound, and the possible 
studies of cultural processes are limitless . The inveterate skeptic 
may ask what use such studies are . The answers to that question are 
various, and only a few will be discussed here . 

If human behavior follows general laws, patterns, generalities, or 
rules (depending on one's terminological preferences), the study of 
any group at any period has relevance to understanding human behavior 
as a whole . By studying human behavior, intellectual curiosity about 
ourselves is fed, if not satisfied ; in addition, we may derive valid 
insights which can be used to guide future decisions . 

The idea that archaeology--based on broken tools and bones--may con-
tribute insights superior to those derived from the study of modern 
peoples is not so far-fetched as it may appear . Only through archaeol-
ogy can one trace development over long periods of time . (Historic 
records can be misleading because of the recorder's biases . In addi-
tion, the record is short and rarely can be quantified .) Such studies 
as that of Sabloff and Rathje (1970) on the Classic Maya "collapse," 
documented only through archaeology, speak of such modern problems as 
a dwindling critical resource base . (Oil for instance?) 
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In addition to feeding intellectual curiosity and providing potentially 
useful insights into cultural processes, archaeology serves another 
purpose . As long as records have been kept (and surely long before 
then), human beings have felt a need for a past . At every level, from 
family or lineage through community, tribe, nation, and finally humanity 
itself, human groups have needed to know the story of their origin and 
development . Sometimes the story was created, apparently with no germ 
of reality in it ; in other cases, it appears to have been based on more 
solid events and elaborated . Only recently have techniques and re-
sources been available to allow us to discover, rather than create, the 
past . The popularity of "drugstore" archaeology books shows this need 
clearly and the success of Thor Heyerdahl's works about diffusion to 
Oceania and South America show that the interest is not confined to the 
origin of the dominant Euro-American culture . 

Archaeology as a discipline has been moving steadily toward a more 
scientific approach for the last 20 years or more . In view of that 
tendency, it still remains difficult to conceive of an overall goal 
more important than providing a satisfactory story of the human past . 

2 .6 .3 Historic-Period cultural resources 
For the purposes of this study, Historic-Period cultural resources are 
those resources that are at least 50 years old (unless determined to be 
specially significant) . They may, however, be as old or older than 
Viking times (ca . 1000 A.D .) . These resources include but are not 
limited to structures, dump sites, ships, and other material evidence 
from the period after first European contact in North America . All of 
these elements have the potential for meeting all four National Register 
criteria . 

2.6 .3 .1 . Historic shipping - In general, those who study wrecked ship-
ping in an academic framework find it difficult to describe in general 
terms the significance of thse resources in the context required by the 
National Register and resource managers . In general, the rationale 
"because it's there" has been considered sufficient to qualify a ship-
wreck for study, and the importance of the classes of data in any wreck 
is not generally addressed until after the research is completed . Re-
source managers, on the other hand, require an explicit statement of 
significance on which to base management decisions . Thus it is that 
preliminary examination of the resource will be used to identify those 
significant data in a resource and thus make possible an explicit state-
ment about the significance of the resource . 

As with prehistoric sites, the identification of significant data rests 
in those areas of limited knowledge . Thus those subjects about which 
we know little or are misinformed by written sources, are significant . 
This will change with time as questions are answered and new ones 
evolve, however . 

Since almost all our knowledge about the possible data in ships of the 
pre-1800 period comes from historic sources whose biases are not clearly 
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known, it follows that all data classes in all the ships of this period 
are significant to one degree or another, the earlier and thus less well 
known being proportionately more significant . On the other hand, ships 
of the post-1800 period (where there are some objective data available) 
may be individually significant as a result of carrying special cargoes, 
associations with important individuals, or other National Register 
criteria, including design changes through time . This latter subject 
will be of distinct importance to naval historians . A brief review of 
the data presented on Chart III-5 will illustrate the point . It appears 
that there is a clear break in ship types at about the year 1700 . The 
reason for this phenomenon would be instructive if evaluated in the 
light of events and trends on land . Similarly, an understanding of the 
effects of the industrial revolution on experimentation with different 
types of ship design, along with the necessity for more rapid travel 
between Europe and the New World, will be useful to students of the 
Industrial Revolution and thus to students of cultural change in general . 

The above discussion deals with significance (in a very general way) 
on the world and/or regional level . Certain wrecked ships also have 
local followings . Local heroes or villains (Captain Kidd, for example) 
can be associated not only with individual ships but with the salvage 
of such ships and the folklore growing up around such concepts as 
"moonrakers," "pirates," "treasure ships," etc . Locally important 
ships may in many ways be the subject of more intensive local concern 
than prehistoric sites . Such concern may not be restricted to ships 
lost in the local region, but may extend to those that went down "on 
distant shores, in seas forgotten." For example the loss off Cape Cod 
of a vessel captained by a famous Maryland mariner would have more 
local significance to Marylanders than to the general Massachusetts 
public . For this reason we have polled some (not all) local marine 
museums to acquire an idea of the distribution of locally significant 
historic shipping resources . 

From the discussion above and elsewhere in this volume, it should be 
clear that the significance of wrecked shipping of all periods can be 
as important to the study of humanity and its adaptations to environ-
mentally caused culture change as can the data from prehistoric sites . 
These data are complementary rather than discrete . For example, the 
remains of an average twentieth-century "liberty ship" for which there 
are plans and many examples, may not be as archaeologically important 
as those of a seventeenth-century fishing vessel . But the remains of 
a particular liberty ship whose cargo, history, or design features are 
significant, may be of much greater interest . 

A typical question that may be asked in the above context might be, 
"What was the effect of outlawing the slave trade in the colonies (1808) 
and nearby West Indies (in the 1830's) on the actual makeup of shipping 
to and from southern ports?" The written records may tell us one thing, 
biased by the view of the writer, while the archaeological data might 
tell us a different story . Accurate data may be important in explaining 
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how cultures react to changing situations-and might thus help us to 
understand how we may adapt and/or react to changing circumstances . 

2 .6 .3 .2 Historic-Period occupation sites - Volume III has discussed 
the early history of settlement along the coast of the study area . Many 
of these settlements have been destroyed or inundated by storm and re-
cent sea-level rise . There are early fishing settlements in the en-
dangered coastal zone of Maine that are known to the State Historic 
Preservation Officer (Arthur Spiess,personal communication) . Other 
sites within the study area may still be more or less intact in the 
nearshore area . The significance of these sites lies in their potential 
ability to help us understand a little-known element in the early his-
tory of North America, namely the day-to-day life of the earliest Euro-
pean settlers which was documented sparsely or not at all in the chron-
icles of the period . How these people actually lived, worked, and 
played will fill in a large gap in our understanding of the settlement 
period in the New World . Some of these sites may well meet most of the 
National Register criteria . The erosion-caused eradication of certain 
of their elements or features will not necessarily be as extensive as 
for prehistoric sites . Thus artifacts documenting the ethnic origin, 
class, and trade of individuals or groups may still be encountered 
with enough integrity to generate considerable significant data . 

2 .6 .3 .3 Dump sites - To the historic archaeologist terrestrial dumps 
are similar to gold mines . Just as prehistoric archaeologists derive 
most of their data from the "garbage" of prehistoric peoples, the 
"garbage" of Historic Period peoples is a significant source of data 
for the historic archaeologist . Artifacts found in terrestrial dumps 
are in general more nearly intact than those found in sheet refuse 
(materials randomly scattered across a site's surface or subsurface) . 
Offshore dumps on the other hand are not subject to the terrestrial 
soil compaction processes that lead to the fracturing of brittle 
materials such as ceramics . At the same time terrestrial soil chemistry 
destroys many classes of material including wood, leather, textiles, 
metals, and others, which are often better preserved in undersea 
environments . The significance of these offshore sites lies in the 
fact that the preserved material will complement data extracted from 
terrestrial sites to give us a more complete picture of the day-to-
day life of the Historic-Period peoples along the coast . Thus these 
sites can be of primary significance in answering questions regarding 
the lifestyles of the populations of early coastal America . 

2 .7 Planning Framework 

For the purpose of this study, the planning framework combined a planning 
model developed by Interagency Archaeological Services, Office of Archaeo-
logy and Historic Preservation of the Heritage Conservation and Recreation 
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Service with "A Study Design for Resource Management Decisions : OCS 
Oil and Gas Development and the Environment" (BLM Oct, l, 1978) . The 
IAS planning model was developed in a workshop field at Harper's Ferry, 
VA in 1978, and is currently being tested in several states . ICA per-
formed a modest pilot study of this model in a cultural resource over-
view of the Green Mountain National Forest, Vermont, under a contract 
with the U.S . Forest Service (ICA 472, Casjens and others 1978) . In 
addition, we elected to use the format of the BLM "Study Design," so 
that our recommendations may be more easily integrated into the planning 
procedures to be used in connection with oil and gas development on the 
CS . It should be noted, however, that the format has been generalized 
to meet the needs of all resource managers . 

2 .7 .1 IAS planning model 
This framework was developed in a planning workshop held by the Heritage 
Conservation and Recreation Service of the Department of the Interior . 
A pilot study of this approach was conducted in an ICA study for the 
Green Mountain National Forest . The framework proved a viable approach 
to this type of planning and is used here as a further step in its 
development . 

Description of planning method, adapted from workship project 
(Fig . IV-1 will assist the reader in visualizing the process as des-
cribed in the text .) 

Step 1--Organize Existing Data : The purpose of this operation is to 
provide the basis for defining archaeological study units . This is the 
start of the planning process, and must depend upon existing substan-
tive and theoretical knowledge about the history and prehistory of the 
area . The knowledge gathered during this part of the project is based 
on distributional studies, published or unpublished synthesis, models 
developed to account for cultural variability, ethnographies, and 
histories. Environmental data, as they bear on cultural/historical 
problems, are also considered . The model is clearly based on incomplete 
information and may be somewhat impressionistic or inaccurate, but it 
provides an approximation of the existing state of knowledge and theory 
and a foundation for initiation of the planning process . As time goes 
on, new data will feed back, making possible successively more satis-
fying formulations . 

Step 2--Define Study Units : Study units will be logically derived from 
the model s) developed in Step 1 . The precise nature of the units will 
vary, but all should be conceived with the intent of maximizing the 
internal homogeneity of the units in terms of cultural processes and 
events, and their resulting material remains . Because patterns of 
human behavior have varied over time and space, study units which 
mirror these patterns will be defined in terms of temporal and spatial 
dimensions . Because the initial study units will be created using 
imperfect information, we envision them as being broadly, rather than 
particularistically conceived . (That is, as an initial strategy, 
"lumping" is probably more appropriate than "splitting .") It would be 
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counter-productive to define the study units on the basis of political 
or administrative boundaries . As in Step 1, input from the academic/ 
professional community will be vital to delineation of useful initial 
study units. 

As the accumulation of new information permits the restructuring of the 
way in which cultural variability is conceived--thus necessitating the 
refinement of the model(s)(Step 1)--study units must be redefined . 

After the study units have 'been defined, each will be individually 
treated in the manner described below . Details may vary in accordance 
with characteristics of the particular unit, but the general approach 
will be as follows : 

a . Organize existing archaeological information as it pertains 
to the study unit . 

b . Define a set of "ideal" research and preservation priorities . 

c . Consider the impact of natural attrition, damage factors, and 
the interests of other groups on the "ideal" priorities . 

d . Redefine research and preservation priorities in the light 
of the above "real-world" impacts . 

Step 3--Organize Existing Data on the Study Area : At this level, all 
available data specific to this study unit shall be collected and 
synthesized . This material will include, but not be limited to, lists 
of site locations and contents, inventories of collections, published 
and unpublished reports, data from locally knowledgeable individuals, 
ethnohistories, histories, archival materials, and existing predictive 
statements and supporting data regarding locations of historic resources . 
Consideration of these data, in-light of the character of the study unit, 
will permit delineation of a set of "ideal" priorities . 

Step 4--Define "Ideal" Priorities : At the very least, these priority 
statements should include : 

a . Formulation of research goals appropriate to the study unit . 

b . Formulation of priorities for data retrieval consistent with 
these research goals. 

c . Development of a program for the in situ preservation of a 
proper array of archaeological resources, and for the orderly 
and parsimonious consumption of other resources in the re-
trieval of research data . 

It should be kept in mind that this is an "ideal" framework, which 
should be kept formulated with exclusive reference to scientific goals . 
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Step S--Consider Effects of Natural Processes : A variety of ongoing 
natural processes contribute to the attrition of archaeological re-
sources . At this point in the development of the plan, it is important 
to modify the "ideal" priorities taking these factors into account . For 
example, it may be necessary to reorder data and/or preservation re-
trieval priorities when sites in a particular part of the study unit are 
subject to greater than usual threat from this class of phenomena . For 
example, natural attrition to the resource base will result from flood-
ing, erosion, inundation, etc . These and more are constantly contribu-
ting to the loss or modification of Prehistoric and Historic Period 
resources . In 'some cases the effects of these processes on the land 
surface are familiar and localized . For instance, certain river courses 
may be well known to be subject to erosion in rain storms while some 
rivers and tides are continually eroding shorelines . 

Step 6--Consider the Interests of Other Groups : In addition to "natural" 
forces, activities of many special interest groups will have direct or 
indirect impact on the archaeological resources of the study unit . These 
impacts must also be assessed and priorities should be modified taking 
these "real-world" factors into account . Early consideration of these 
problems should make it possible to minimize potentially negative im-
pacts and to take advantage of new positive opportunities . Some examples 
of interest groups will include : 

Archaeologists 
Other academics 
Students 
The public in a non-structured education context 
The public in a context of recreation, tourism, etc . 
Social groups whose material culture is the subject of study, 

e.g ., ethnic, professional, local groups, etc . 
Avocational (sometimes called amateur) archaeologists 
Private landowners 
Federal agencies involved in specific projects 
State and local agencies involved in specific projects 
Land-using design and engineering firms 
The State Historic Preservation Officer 
Federal land management agencies 
Looters/vandals/pot-hunters/treasure hunters 

Stet/ 7--Modify Priorities--Develop Management Strategy : The operations 
described in Steps 5 and 6, above, should result in the formulation of a 
set of revised archaeological priorities that are acceptable as a 
scientifically sound research strategy and which simultaneously provide 
guidance for a realistic resource management program . 

These should not differ substantially from the "ideal" priorities in 
relation to research goals, but will reorganize the methods through 
which these goals will be reached . For example, data retrieval priori-
ties may be reordered in the context of threats posed by natural or 
human agencies, or opportunities created by new data or technology or 
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by new sources of funds or public support . Similarly, preservation 
priorities may be modified to reflect positive and negative influences 
as well as purely scientific considerations . 

Step 8--Decision Making : Once a management strategy has been developed 
in Step 7, decisions must be made regarding the course of action at 
several levels . These levels will be : 

a . State and local historic preservation objectives and priorities 

b . Continental Shelf land management 

c . Project planning 

d . Project execution 

Each of these levels will require different approaches to recommend 
actions . 

1) State and Local Historic Preservation Objectives and Priorities . 
The objectives and priorities for the State will normally be articulated 
in the State Historic Preservation Plan, while local priorities and ob-
jectives should be elicited from interested and concerned citizens of 
local communities . Local historical societies, commissions, and avoca-
tional societies are often the sources of these local data . 

2) OCS Land Management . There are many potential uses for the resources 
on and beneath the Shelf . In the main, the exploitation of these re-
sources will have positive effects on the economy of the nation . Some 
contend that these positive economic benefits are outweighed by negative 
effects to the environment and to the detriment of other sources of pos-
itive economic input to the nation . 

This study is not designed to assess the relative merits of the con-
tending parties but to act as an advocate for the wise use of the non-
renewable evidence of the nation's cultural heritage at a time of in-
creasing demands for energy and economic independence . This can best 
be accomplished by the early consideration of impact to cultural re-
sources in any cultural resource management plan . Appendix B has demon-
strated the complexity and thus the costly nature of mitigating project 
impact through site evaluation and excavation in an underwater situation . 
Thus Appendix B is important data for the resource manager and will help 
to identify the potential costs at the earliest possible planning stage 
and thus make possible reasoned planning decisions by resource managers . 

As will be pointed out in later sections, some land use as presently 
conceived should be encouraged to proceed (for cultural-resource-loca-
tion objectives) . These recommendations proceeded from the realization 
that industry is more appropriately adapted for these tasks than aca-
demia, but that industry will require academic supervision of specific 
tasks to assist resource managers in meeting their historic preservation 
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responsibilities for planned projects . 

This study, in identifying zones of potential resource existence, will 
urge that the full range of possible resources be located and that sites 
be protected and preserved for exploration and explanation by future 
generations with greater sensitivitiy to theory, more advanced analy-
tical techniques, and new, previously unthought-of research questions, 
the answers to which may solve the overriding problems of the day. 

For the preliminary purpose of land management, this study represents a 
first step in the acquisition and analysis of extant data for the pur-
pose of predicting the location and distribution of archaeological re-
sources on the Shelf . Pilot studies recommended in this report and the 
integration of industrial/scientific cooperative testing of the CS will 
direct the refinement and courses of future-resource management studies . 

3) Project Planning . As individual projects are planned, decisions 
must be made as to the need for survey and what level of survey is re-
quired to maximize the wise use of the resources . These decisions will 
also consist of making statements about significance in the context of 
the study unit and decisions compatible with the social and economic 
needs of the proposed project regarding the best treatment of these 
significant properties . Fig . IV-2 illustrates the relationship be-
tween the general planning process and the project planning . As illus-
trated, the process becomes one of the continuous decision-making con-
cerning the need for the project and the classes of impacts that may 
derive from various alternative designs of the project . Similarly, as 
the process develops, new data are obtained which feed back into the 
basic planning process and may aid in the reordering of priorities and 
redefinition of study units . The following is a discussion of each of 
the figure's elements : 

a) As social or economic needs are perceived, a specific project is 
proposed to meet these needs . 

b) During the design stage of the project, an assessment of the 
various classes of impacts will be made . These impacts will be 
not only direct (such as disturbance from land movement or con-
struction activities) but indirect (such as increased potential 
for vandalism) . 

c) Once the classes of impacts have been defined, cultural resource 
planning decisions will be made . These decisions will be based 
on the modified priorities established in the general planning 
process for the particular study unit involved . These decisions 
can take several directions . The need for the project may be re-
evaluated in the light of the impact to significant cultural re-
sources, resulting in the possible abandonment of the project . An 
alternate result may take the form of project redesign to reduce 
the potential for impacts to a maximum. 

d) The above-mentioned surveys may provide essential data for formal 
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Fig . IV-2 
Project decision-making . 
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compliance processes such as those associated with environmental 
assessments and others . At the same time, full-scale surveys may 
not be undertaken until the formal compliance process is begun . 
Whatever form the survey takes, the data may well influence the per-
ceived need for the project or the final design . 

e) This entire process of decision-making will allow for the maximum 
consideration of cultural resources in the planning of resource 
management . 

4) Project Execution . Before the execution of a specific project, all 
cultural resource planning should be completed . There are circumstances 
that will require the involvement of cultural resource specialists with 
the beginning of construction . For example : 

a) There is always a possibility that the results of a locational 
study will predict the existence of resources that will not be dis-
covered in a survey . At the same time a data recovery program 
may not recover 100 of the data (that is, in a sampling frame-
work) . In both these cases, monitoring of construction may be 
recommended . This monitoring will be used to recover data turned 
up in the construction process . Monitoring is clearly not a 
recommended procedure, as in general the data contexts are destroyed 
by the construction well before the monitor can do anything about 
it . When it is recommended, however, management decisions must 
be made concerning the types of steps that will be taken in the 
event of encountering resources . 

b) Another circumstance that will require decisions to be made during 
construction will result from unforeseen discovery (emergency) 
situations . In other words, provisions should be made to alert 
the land users to the appropriate procedures in the event the con-
struction process encounters previously undiscovered resources . 

Once a planning framework for cultural resources has been developed, 
the application of this framework to actual large-scale land use pro-
jects must be addressed . 

2 .7 .2 BLM resource management 
Leasing of offshore federal lands for oil and gas development is a 
planning process, involving decisions prior to and after the issuance 
of leases . The various steps in this decision-making process are 
identified in the national program document published by BLM, "A Study 
Design for Resource Management Decisions : OCS Oil and Gas Development 
and the Environment : BLM (1978) . Fig . IV-3 outlines these various 
steps . As in the IAS "Planning Model," each step in the process requires 
more detailed information and precise analysis than the preceding one . 

This present study has provided environmental information necessary for 
pre-sale decisions (Items 1-9), has delineated methods for use in post-
sale decisions (Items 10-14), and has identified recommended studies re-
quired to supplement the data base of environmental information . Pre-sale 
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decisions generally need regional information, with the necessity for 
more site-specific infromation in final tract selection (Item 7) and 
post-sale decisions . The final product of this study is a set of pre-
dictive models which indicate the probability and location of cultural 
resources in the mid- and North Atlantic regions . The information can be 
used in tentative tract selection (Item 3), environmental analysis (Item 
4), and for development of mitigating measures to protect and preserve 
cultural resource areas (Items 4 and 5) . The information, however, is 
only based on predictive models, and needs to be verified. Post-sale 
decisions require more site-specific information than pre-sale. If a 
tract is leased (Item 10) in an area which contains or probably contains 
a cultural resource site, then a lease stipulation (mitigating measure) 
could be imposed requiring an archaeological survey . The survey, con-
ducted prior to exploratory drilling, would be performed to identify the 
precise location of the sites in the tract . Appendix B reviews recommended 
archaeological field strategies . Transportation management planning 
(Item 11) may need surveys to identify any cultural resources that may lie 
in the path of the pipeline, and may require development of mitigating 
measures necessary to protect those resources . Development planning 
(Item 12) should address the results of previous studies, and should de-
velop a monitoring program designed to identify archaeological and cul-
tural resource sites which may be encountered . 

2 .8 Computerization 

The form of computerization used for data acquired during this project is 
illustrated in Fig . IV-4 . Most of the data was recorded on magnetic tape 
for computer data processing . There are several reasons for computeriz-
ing that information, and these include the following : 

1 . Creation of a data file listing all archaeological sites 
located within one-half mile of the coast that may be impacted 
by operations resulting from exploitation of the CS . 

2 . Creation of a data file containing all the historic shipwrecks 
located within the project area that can be located with an 
accuracy of 10 miles. 

3 . Creation of a sorted list including environmental and loca-
tional data on archaeological sites and known shipwrecks 
collected during the project . This file will serve as docu-
mentation of research completed, can be used as a reference 
for future CS studies, and have been used as data which were tabu-
lated for inclusion in Volume II of this report . 

4 . Tabulation and analysis of the site and environmental data for 
inclusion in the final report . 

S . Creation of a list of bibilographic references researched for 
the project that are referenced in the computer file . 
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Fig . IV-4 : Flow chart for OCS computerization . 
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Records of approximately 8,000 prehistoric terrestrial sites have been 
collected from the literature and state archives, and 2,000 sunken his-
toric vessels have been located to within 10 miles of their probable 
actual sites . In addition, over 1,000 bibliographic references have 
been researched . Because of the large volume of data, tabulation and 
analysis by hand was unmanageable . 

In order to accomplish the automation of the site records, the following 
steps have been taken : 

1 . The bibliography researched for the project has been keypunched, 
and unique 5-digit reference numbers assigned to each biblio-
graphic entry . These numbers allow for the entry of three 
references per site on the computer site file . 

2 . A program has been written that will print the final selected 
bibliography in the proper order . 

3 . A program has been written that will load the bibliographic 
file on magnetic tape for inclusion with the historic-shipping 
and archaeological site files to be discussed below . 

4 . The data recorded on the archaeological site data records, the 
historic shipping records, and the ethnohistoric site data 
forms have been coded on computer data sheets . A copy of the 
coding form is shown in Figs . IV-5 and IV-6 . 

5 . The data were keypunched and entered on a disc pack, verified, 
sorted by town, county, state and lease block and written on 
magnetic tape . A separate file was written for prehistoric 
sites and historic shipping . 

6 . A short program was written that will tabulate the data on the 
file, for use in the final report . The program will also ex-
tract all of the affected coastal sites and record them on a 
tape to be submitted to the BLM . 

7 . A short program was written that will convert the historic-
shipping data file into a list of all lease blocks containing 
possible shipwrecks . This was determined to be necessary be-
cause the majority of the ships, as a result of vague and in-
exact locational data, may be found in any one of the six 
lease blocks . Therefore, all possible lease blocks were re-
corded for each ship . In any case where more than one lease 
block may contain a given wreck, the listing program will show 
each separate lease block as possibly containing that ship . 
The listing produced will be supplied on magnetic tape, and a 
"print-out" . 

The files will be submitted in sequential order by lease block in the 
case of historic shipping, and by the ICA-assigned lease block in the 
case of coastal prehistoric sites . 
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Fig . IV-6 : Computer coding form for prehistoric sites . 
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r 2 .9 . Map Production 

A series of 41 maps at a scale of 1:125,000 were produced by the Peabody 
Museum staff artist and team of assistants . Twenty-five of these maps 
were drawn originals, while 16 were made available from the U.S . Coast 
and Geodetic Survey . The diazo blackline printing process was selected 
for aesthetic and economic reasons; all maps were prepared with the 
diazo process in mind . Thus, those maps which were originals were 
drawn on mylar, and those maps from the U.S . Geodetic Survey were con-
verted into plastic autopositives . Both mylar and plastic autoposi-
tives are capable of undergoing the diazo blackline process . 

Our aim was to transfer lease blocks and lease block numbers from a 
series of BLM maps at a scale of 1:125,000 and to lay them over the 
bathymetric lines on the USGS maps (1 :125,000), using the coastline 
(when applicable), but mainly using latitude and longitude as a guide . 
In examining the 1:125,000-scale maps, it was discovered that, in some 
cases, the measurement from one known point to another known point varied 
between 1.987 mm and 2 .123 mm. The variance occurred not only along 
latitude and longitude lines ; a different degree of error occurred from 
15-minute block to 15-minute block . 

To compensate for this variance, a series of cardboard templates marked 
at 0 .5 millimeter intervals (36 .0, 36 .5, 37 .0, 37 .5) were constructed . 
After plotting the end points of each 15-minute latitude and longitude 
block, a template was selected to match with the two end points . Though 
the resulting lease blocks may appear to be of uniform size, each may 
actually vary along its sides by 0.5 mm . This is because the map- 
maker had two choices in transferring information from one map to another, 
when confronted with a given error : 1) establish a fixed point and 
choose an interval which remains constant, or 2) distribute the error . 
We chose the latter course in order that the position of the lease 
blocks on the 1 :250,000-scale maps be as close as possible to their 
position on the 1 :125,000-scale maps . The lease blocks were plotted 
this way on both the plastic autopositives and the mylar originals . 

The mylar originals were produced by determining the area (i .e ., lati-
tude and longitude limits) of each new map, and laying out the borders 
of each new map at 1:125,000, taking into account the fact that the 
maps below the forty-second parallel were Mercator projection and 
those above the forty-second parallel were Transverse Mercator pro-
jection . The areas of the new maps at 1:125,000 were then marked off 
on the CS protraction diagrams (1 :250,000) . Lease blocks were added 
in accordance with the aforementioned procedure . 

These maps, however, were lacking bathymetric lines . Bathymetry was 
not supplied by the 1 :125,000-scale maps, so a map at 1 :1,000,000 of the 
entire area, drafted by the American Association of Petroleum Geolo-
gists, was consulted . This map was broken into two areas, north and 
south, and photographed using the Pro-480 process . Two Pro-480's 
were produced at 8" x 10" and mounted for use in an overhead projector . 
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Tissue paper guides of the 1:125,000-scale maps were mounted on the 
wall, and the overhead projector and slide were adjusted until the lati-
tude and longitude lines on the slide and the tissue matched each other . 
Coastlines were drawn on the tissues wherever applicable in order to 
test accuracy in matching . Everything matched perfectly, and the bathy-
metric lines projected on the wall were traced onto the tissues . The 
tissues were then laid under the mylar maps with the lease blocks al-
ready on them and inked in . 

In producing the series of 1:1,000,000-scale maps for each task group, 
the advantages of the diazo process again were utilized . A series of 
plastic sepias were printed from one original, drawn on mylar . The 
plastic sepia process, as an intermediate step, is even less expensive 
than the plastic autopositive process . 

Figure IV-7 presents the locational key for these maps and indicates 
the new maps made for this study . 
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drafted on mylar 

Autopositives made from 
existing maps 

Fig . IV-7 
Location diagram for 1 :125,000 scale map set identifying those 

maps created by the ICA . 
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3.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF PREVIOUS STUDIES 

The following summaries describe the results obtained in the three spe-
cial studies undertaken for previous volumes of this project . These 
described the CS's physical environment, its archaeology and paleon-
tology, and its Historic Period shipping patterns . The findings of 
these special studies are hereby integrated into this volume and re-
lated to expected impacts from natural and manmade processes . The re-
sults of this integration will be used to make our management recommenda-
tions concerning cultural resources on the CS . 

3 .1 Physical Environment 

The study's goals of locating major shelf features and describing the 
shoreline positions through time have been accomplished with a degree of 
accuracy limited only by the scale of the existing data . In some (very 
few) cases this accuracy is reasonably well refined, while in other 
cases, the results are strictly representative of hypotheses or best 
guesses . Shoreline positions have been described at 3,000-year inter-
vals . These data provide the seaward limits of archaeological sites 
of different time periods . For instance, possible sites of the Paleo-
Indian Period may be found anywhere on that portion of the CS that has 
been exposed since about 15,000 B.P . as well as on land presently ex-
posed, while sites of the Archaic Period will not be found further sea-
ward than the identified position of the 9000 B.P, shoreline . Identi-
fication of the major shelf features and analysis of the effect of trans-
gression on the pre-transgressive exposed land surfaces (subaerial sur-
faces) have made it possible to predict the relative amount of preserved 
sub-areal surface on the Shelf . While the predictions are based on the 
expected percentage of preserved surface per unit area, this figure 
does not refer to the percentage of any one site which may be preserved, 
but to the percentage of unit area that may remain intact . That per-
centage may thus contain all or none of the sites originally present, . 
or any number in between, assuming site distribution is asymmetrical . 
The expected amount of preserved surface is assigned to one of seven 
categories : 

1 . Considerable subaerial preservation on the basis of published 
data 

2 . Considerable subaerial preservation deduced hypothetically 

3 . Partial subaerial preservation on the basis of published data 
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4 . Partial subaerial preservation deduced hypothetically 

5 . Negligible subaeri.al preservation on the basis of published data 

6 . Negligible subaerial preservation deduced hypothetically 

7 . No preservation 

"Considerable" generally means an expected preservation of from 40 to 
1001 of the subaerial surface per unit area . In buried river valleys 
we can expect close to 100, while on the valley slopes we can expect 
closer to 40% . "Partial" generally means preservation of from 5-40% . 
Negligible preservation generally means less than 5% preservation . 
Figure IV-8 illustrates the concept . 

The vast majority of these predictions are deduced hypothetically from 
the available data and thus their accuracy is yet to be proven . Our 
recommendations for pilot studies are formulated partially around the 
need to verify these predictions . 

3 .2 Archaeology and Palaeontology 

Volume II of this report presents discussions of the former distribution 
of plants and animals in the project area and of the archaeological cul-
ture believed to have been present there. Through the study of palaeon-
tological remains, past environments on the CS have been reconstructed, 
with special emphasis on resources which could have been valuable to 
human occupants of the area and which are believed to have exerted 
strong influences on the location of human settlements . 

Models of human settlement on the CS were derived by two methods . On 
the one hand, data were assembled on archaeological sites known from 
areas contiguous to the project area which have not been inundated by 
rising sea levels . Using these data, patterns of settlement 
were derived for different periods, site types, and portions of the 
project area (Table IV-1) . These patterns, it is argued, can be ex-
tended to portions of the project area, with certain reservations, 
which are discussed in Volume II . Optimal foraging theory, a body of 
ecological theory concerned with the patterns of subsistence followed by 
populations in different types of environments, was also applied . Next, 
using the reconstruction of environment, models of human settlement in 
different zones were developed . These two sets of models -- one derived 
from archaeological data from adjacent areas, the other from theoretical 
expectations -- were combined to form a final model of settlement pattern 
believed to be the best approximation possible . The absence or virtual 
absence of direct archaeological evidence from the study area necessi-
tates the use of such relatively indirect methods of prediction . The 
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Fig . IV-8 : Example of types of expected preservation of 
archeological sites for unit area . 



TABLE IV-1 . Summary of predictions, final model of settlement, 
outer continental shelf from the Bay of Fundy to Cape flatteras . 

Includes 
Predicted Anadromous 

Period, Paleo- Site Predicted 'U ~ 'a Fishing 
Subarea B .P, environment Site Type Frequency Site Size ~ N 2: Sites Locational Attributes 

Maine 18,000- under glacier none 
12,000 or sea 

12,000- full seal low small 
9,000 coastal hunting 

camp 

estuarine fishing low small X near falls, rills, rapids, 
camp and narrows 

inland fishing low small X near falls, rills, rapids, 
valley camp and narrows 

upland habita- low small wide variety ; especially 
tion lakesides 

9,000- full seal low- small- X 
6,000 coastal hunting medium medium 

camp, 
shell 
midden 

estuarine fishing medium small X X 
camp, 
shell 
midden 

H 
C 
1 
A 
0 



TABLE IV-1 . Summary of predictions, final model of settlement, 
outer continental shelf from the Bay of Fundy to Cape Hatteras . (cont .) 

Includes 
Predicted ~ r. Mr- Anadromous 

Period, Paleo- Site Predicted ~ ~ 'a Fishing 
Subarea B.P, environment Site Type Frequency Site Size -c N *M-: Sites Locational Attributes 

inland fishing low, in- small X stream or river shores ; near 
valley camp creasing falls, rills, rapids, and 

narrows 

upland 

6,000- full 
3,000 coastal 

full 
coastal 

full 
coastal 

estuarine 

habita- low, in- small 
tion creasing 

shell medium small-
midden large 

black 
earth 
midden 

other 
habita-
tions 

shell 
midden 

low? medium-
large 

medium small-
large 

estuarine fishing medium small-
camp medium 

X near shellfish beds ; near 
sizable waterways with access 
to open sea 

41 
F-~ 

X near shellfish beds ; near 
sizable waterways with access 
to open sea 

X near falls, rills, rapids, 
and narrows 



TABLE IV-1 . Summary of predictions, final model of settlement, 
outer continental shelf from the Bay of Fundy to Cape Hatteras . (cont .) 

Includes 
Predicted mar- a Anadromous 

Period, Paleo- Site Predicted u a '-OO Fishing 
Subarea B .P, environment Site Type Frequency Site Size 15 N 'xESites Locational Attributes 

inland fishing medium small- X near falls, rills, rapids, 
valley camp medium and narrows 

inland other -- -- 
valley habita- 

tions 

upland habits- low small 
tion c 

3,000- full shell high small- X 
41 near shellfish beds ; elevation 

present coastal midden large, usually less than 5 ft above 
mean 20 present sea level ; protected 
ft shores ; southwest or south- 
diameter facing slopes 

full black medium? medium- 
coastal earth large 

midden 

estuarine shell high small- X near shellfish beds ; elevation 
madden large, usually less than 5 ft above 

mean present sea level ; southwest 
20 ft or south-facing slope 
diameter 



TABLE IV-1 . Summary of predictions, final model of settlement, 
outer continental shelf from the Bay of Fundy to Cape Hatteras . (cont .) 

Includes 
Predicted ~ ~ a Anadromous 

Period, Paleo- Site Predicted ~ ~ '00 Fishing 
Subarea B .P . environment Site Type Frequency Site Size .~ v'r-)*X-: Sites Locational Attributes 

estuarine fishing high small- X near falls, rills, rapids, 
camp medium and narrows 

inland fishing high small- X near falls, rills, rapids, 
valley camp medium and narrows 

inland other -- -- 
valley habita- 

tions H 
C 

upland habits- low small 
I 
41 

tions 

South- 18,000- full seal low small 
ern New 12,000 coastal hunting 
England camp 

estuarine fishing low small X 
camp, 
other hab- 
itations 

inland fishing low small X 
camp, 
other 
stations 



TABLE IV-1 . Summary of predictions, final model of settlement, 
outer continental shelf from the Bay of Fundy to Cape Hatteras . (cont .) 

Includes 
Predicted ~ - 2 Anadromous 

Period, Paleo- Site Predicted v a v Fishing 
Subarea B .P . environment Site Type Frequency Site Size 

6 
u ~ X: Sites Locational Attributes 

upland habits- low very 
tion small 

12,000- full seal low small 
9,000 coastal hunting 

camp 

estuarine shell low small X X 
midden, H 
fishing c 
camp 41 

41- 

inland fishing low small- X 
valley camp, large 

other 
habita- 
tions 

upland habits- very small X? wide variety ; near small rive ~-s 
tion and streams especially ; usually 

below 400 ft above present sea 
level, often on landforms high- 
er than surrounding terrain 

9,000- full shell medium small- X 
6,000 coastal midden medium 



TABLE IV-1 . Summary of predictions, final model of settlement, 
outer continental shelf from the Bay of Fundy to Cape Hatteras . (cont .) 

Includes 
Predicted mar- 5 Anadromous 

Period, Paleo- Site Predicted v ~ ~ 
- 

Fishing 
Subarea B .P . environment Site Type Fre ~aq ency -) *'_~7 Site Size "~ -V' Sites Locational Attributes 

estuarine shell medium small- X X 
midden, medium 
fishing 
camp 

inland fishing low- small- X near falls, rills, rapids, and 
valley camp, medium medium narrows ; well drained soil/lo- 

other cally high ground/less than 8% 
habita- slope ; usually below 100 ft 
tions above present sea level ; zones 

4.1 with 20% or greater oak pollen 

upland camp low small above 200 ft above present sea 
level ; zones with 20% or great- 
er oak pollen ; well drained 
soil/locally high ground/less 
than 8% slope/stream or small 
river shores 

6,000- full shell high small- X near shellfish beds ; protected 
3,000 coastal midden large shores ; well drained soil/local- 

ly high ground/less than 8% slope 

estuarine shell high small- X X near shellfish beds ; well 
midden large drained soil/locally high ground/ 

less than 8% slope 



TABLE IV-1 . Summary of predictions, final mi 
outer continental shelf from the Bay of Fundy 

Predicted 
Period, Paleo- Site Predicted 

Subarea B.P, environment Site Type Frequenc Site Size 

)del of settlement, 
to Cape Hatteras . (cont .) 

Includes 
Anadromous 
Fishing 
Sites Locational Attributes 

estuarine fishing medium- small X near falls, rills, rapids, and 
camp high narrows ; well drained soil/ 

locally high ground/less than 
8% slope ; sometimes at estuary 
heads 

inland fishing medium- small near falls, rills, rapids, and 
valley camp, high narrows ; well drained soil/ 

other locally high ground/less than 
habits- 8% slope ; all elevations 
tions 

upland 

coastal 
or inland 

habits- medium small 
tion 

camp 

well drained soil/locally high 
g round/less than 8% slope 

high small- all elevations ; well drained 
medium soil/locally high ground/less 

than 8% slope/stream or small 
river shores 

stream fish low- snall 
or river weir medium 

X near fishing camps (see above) 

H c 



TABLE IV-1 . Summary of predictions, final model of settlement, 
outer continental shelf from the Bay of Fundy to Cape Hatteras . (cont .) 

Includes 
Predicted ~ r- Wr- Anadromous 

Period, Paleo- Site Predicted v a v Fishing 
Subarea B .P, environment Site Type Frequent Site Size , 5, N *_7 Sites Locational Attributes 

inland village low- large lowlands ; usually below 100 ft 
valley or medium above present sea level ; well 
upland drained soil/locally high 

ground/less than 8% slope ; 
lake shores 

3,000- full shell high small- X near shellfish beds ; protected 
present coastal midden , large, shores ; well drained soil/local- 

mean 80 ft ly high ground/less than 8% slope 
diameter 

estuarine shell high small- X near shellfish beds ; protected 
midden large, shores ; well drained soil/local- 

mean 80 ft ly high ground/less than 8% slope 
diameter 

estuarine fishing high small- X often at estuary heads or near 
camp large falls, rills, rapids, and narrows ; 

well drained soil/locally high 
ground/less than 8% slope 

inland fishing high small- X stream or river shores ; often 
valley camp large near falls, rills, rapids, and 

narrows ; well drained soil/lo-
cally high ground/less than 8% 
slope 

H 
C 

v 



TABLE IV-1 . Summary of predictions, final model of settlement, 
outer continental shelf from the Bay of Fundy to Cape Hatteras . (cont .) 

Includes 
Predicted ~ .-- a Anadromous 

Period, Paleo- Site Predicted v a o Fishing 
Subarea B .P, environment Site Type Frequency Site Size ~ N ~ Sites Locational Attributes 

coastal camp high small- predominantly lowland, below 200 
or inland medium ft above modern sea level ; well 

drained soil/locally high ground/ 
less than 8% slope/stream or 
small river shores 

inland rock- low small 
shelter 

protected area near rock out-
crops or cliffs 

H 
C i upland 

900- estuarine 
15,000 
A .D ., in 
particular 

full 
coastal or 
estuarine 

camp low- small above 200 ft above present sea 
medium level ; well drained soil/local- 

ly high ground/less than 8% 
slope/stream or small river 
shores 

fishing medium- large X estuary heads ; well drained 
camp high soil/locally high ground/less 

than 8% slope 

habita- high small associated with and near shell 
tion maddens (see above) 



TABLE IV-1 . Summary of predictions, final model of settlement, 
outer continental shelf from the Bay of Fundy to Cape Hatteras . (cont .) 

0i u, Includes 
Predicted mar- 5 Anadromous 

Period, Paleo- Site Predicted 'U 'CUb Fishing 
Subarea B .P, environment Site Type Frequent Site Size 44 N ~ Sites Locational Attributes 

inland village high large lowlands ; arable and fertile 
valley soil ; usually on flood plains ; 

well drained soil/less than 
8% slope 

inland farm- high small lowlands ; arable and fertile 
valley stead soil ; usually on floodplains ; 

well drained soil/less than 
8% slope 

Mid- 18,000- full 
Atlantic 15,000 coastal 

estuarine 

inland 
valley 

upland 

15,000- full 
12,000 coastal 

camp 

fishing 
camp 

fishing 
camp 

camp 

camp 

very 
low 

low 

low 

low 

very 
low 

small 

small 

small 

X 

very 
small 

small 

X 

H 
C 

I 



TABLE IV-1 . Summary of predictions, final model of settlement, 
outer continental shelf from the Bay of Fundy to Cape Hatteras . (cont .) 

Period, Paleo-
Subarea B .P . environment 

e:tuarine 

inland 
valley 

upland 

12,000- full 
9,000 coastal 

estuarine 

inland 
valley 

Includes 
Predicted Anadromous 
Site Predicted v Z'00 Fishing 

Site Type Frequency Site Size ~ ~ ~ Sites Locational Attributes 

fishing low small X 
camp 

shell low small X 
midden 

fishing low small X 
camp 

camp very very 
low small 

shell medium small- X 
madden medium 

fishing medium small- X 
camp medium 

shell medium small- X 
madden medium 

fishing small- 
camp medium 

medium X along small to medium sized 
rivers ; areas of contemporary 
coniferous swamps 

H 
Q 

0 



TABLE IV-1 . Summary of predictions, final model of settlement, 
outer continental shelf from the Bay of Fundy to Cape Hatteras . (cont .) 

Includes 
Predicted '= ,- c Anadromous 

Period, Paleo- Site Predicted Z a OU Fishing 
Subarea B .P, environment Site Type Ere uenc Site Size ~ n 2: Sites Locational Attributes 

other medium very sandy coastal plain ; near 
camp I small to "pingos" 

small 

upland other low small- upland bluffs ; ridge tops ; 
camp II large near permanent water 

9,000- full shell medium small- X 
6,000 coastal madden medium 

estuarine fishing medium small- X 
camp medium 

shell medium small- X 
madden medium 

inland fishing medium small- X along small to medium sized 
valley camp medium rivers ; areas of cont emporary 

coniferous swamps 

other medium very sandy coastal plain ; near 
camp I small to "pingos" 

small 

upland other low- small- upland bluffs ; ridge tops ; near 
camp II medium large permanent water 

H 
C 

I 

F-~ 



Table IV-1 . Summary of predictions, final model of settlement, 
outer continental shelf from the Bay of Fundy to Cape Hatteras . (cont .) 

Includes 
Predicted ~ r.. ~ Anadromous 

Period, Paleo- Site Predicted Z Z ~ Fishing 
Subarea B .P, environment Site Type Frequency Site Size H N *xr-: Sites Locational Attributes 

6,000- full shell medium- small- X along protected coasts 
3,000 coastal midden high large 

estuarine fishing high small- X along small to medium sized 
camp large rivers ; at falls, rills, rapids 

shell high small- X near shellfish beds 
midden large 

inland other medium- small- X in piedmont ; near permanent 
valley camp I high medium water, wide variety of hab- 

itats 

other medium- small- on coastal plain ; near perman- 
camp II high very ent water ; wide variety of 

large habitats 

upland other medium small- on coastal plain ; near perman- 
camp II medium ent water ; wide variety of 

habitats 

3,000- full shell very small- X along lagoons ; on barrier is- 
present coastal madden high large lands ; protected shores ; near 

shellfish beds 

H 
C i 
N 



TABLE IV-1 . Summary of predictions, final model of settlement, 
outer continental shelf from the Bay of Fundy to Cape Hatteras . (cont .) 

H Includes 
Predicted ~ r- a) Anadromous 

Period, Paleo- Site Predicted v a '"Oa Fishing 
Subarea B.P . environment Site Tyke Frequent Site Size Sites Locational Attributes 

black high small- along lagoons ; headlands and 
earth medium protected embayments 
midden 

estuarine shell very small- X along estuaries ; near shell- 
midden high large fish beds 

fishing medium small- X along estuaries of small to 
camp medium large rivers ; at falls, rapids, 

rills 

black high small- along estuaries ; headlands and 
earth medium protected embayments 
midden 

inland fishing medium small- X along small to large rivers ; 
valley camp medium at falls, rapids, rills 

other medium small, in piedmont ; near permanent 
camp I less than water ; wide variety of 

100 ft habitats 

H 
C 

w 

diameter 



TABLE IV-1 . Summary of predictions, final model of settlement, 
outer continental shelf from the Bay of Fundy to Cape Hatteras . (cont .) 

Period, Paleo-
Subarea B .P, environment 

upland 

900- full 
1,500 coastal 
A.D . 

estuarine 

other medium- small, less on coastal plain ; near perm-
camp II high than 100 ft anent water ; wide variety 

diameter of habitats (low density 
(sometimes in New Jersey) 

Includes 
Predicted ~ .- a Anadromous 
Site Predicted v a I'VO Fishing 

Site Type Frequent Site Size Sites Locational Attributes 

larger near 
estuary 
head) 

other medium small, less in piedmont ; near permanent 
camp I than 100 ft water ; wide variety of habi-

diameter tats 

shell very small- X along lagoons ; on barrier is-
midden high medium lands ; protected shores ; near 

shellfish beds 

shell very small- X 
midden high medium 

along estuaries ; near shell-
fish beds 

inland village high large on arable soils, especially 
valley river valleys ; usually near 

coast 

H 
C 

4-1 
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final model discusses expected site type, location, size, frequency, and 
special characteristics and has been translated into graphic form on 
maps . 

In addition to the sections mentioned above, Volume II presents discus-
sions of culture history, the history of previous archaeological re-
search, and other topics . These sections are included to aid the reader 
by indicating in which periods, topics, and areas present archaeological 
and palaeontological knowledge is weakest, suggesting possible flaws in 
models necessarily based upon such knowledge. 

3.3 Historic Shipping 

An inventory of approximately 2,000 wrecked ships was compiled in the 
course of developing models for the distribution of wrecked historic 
shipping . The analysis of the history of shipping, population growth, 
and published sources of wreck location, has made it possible to pre-
dict the locations of wrecked ships of various time periods . The pre-
dictions derive from the integration of information on known shipping 
lanes, expected number of ships of any one period, hazards to naviga-
tion, and other elements . As a result of this analysis, it was deter-
mined that the 5-fathom and 10-fathom depths are critical boundaries 
for predicting historic shipping sites of different time periods in 
much the same way as shorelines of different time periods are critical 
to predicting the existence of possible archaeological sites . In this 
context ships from the pre-1880 era can be expected to cluster within 
the 5-fathom line while ships earlier than 1945 can be expected to be 
distributed inside the 10-fathom line . This does not rule out the 
existence of ships of these periods outside these boundaries . These 
boundaries define zones of highest probability for containing ship 
wrecks of the different periods . Zones located outside these limits 
are zones of lower probability and will affect the recommendations for 
locational strategies . Figure IV-9 illustrates the expected distribu-
tion of ships of all periods as a function of water depth . 
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Fig. IV-9 

Relative wreck densities for the three time periods studied . 
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4 .0 LOCATIONS OF RESOURCES 

As has been stated several times and in several different ways through-
out this study, it is highly probable that virtually every square inch 
of the CS contained at one time or another the remains of either pre-
historic peoples, sunken shipping, or refuse from the Historic Period 
cities, all of which have the potential for meeting the criteria of 
eligibility for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places 
(Ref 36 CFR 800.10) . Volumes II and III of this study discuss the 
known and potential prehistoric and historic cultural resources and 
their expected distribution . All other things being equal, this situa-
tion would require that resource managers implement intensive loca-
tional studies prior to development in order to meet the requirements 
of historic preservation legislation . While the conclusions drawn 
from the assessment of geological data give rise to models for offshore 
processes rather than to explicit maps showing preserved subaerial 
surfaces, these models become important factors in deciding the level 
of survey that will make it possible to comply with historic preser-
vation legislation in the most cost-effective manner . 

4 .1 General Identification of Zones 
of Cultural Resource Potential 

The identification of zones on the CS that have the potential for con-
taining significant cultural resources results from a process of corre-
lating all the available data (site locations, zones of probability, 
preserved former subaerial surfaces) and plotting the results on the 
large-scale maps . The correlation process takes the form of superim-
posing maps on which zones of prehistoric and historic potential have 
been plotted . The result is overlaid on the maps of predicted subaerial-
surface preservation or severe disturbance . The final result is a com-
plex but useable overview. 

The fact that zones of high resource potential are identified does not 
mean that resources existing in these zones will be encountered, either 
intentionally through locational surveys, or accidentally through land 
use . At present, little is known about the actual kinds of data that 
are preserved in sites that have been inundated on the CS . However, 
studies by the National Park Service (NPS) (Lenihan and others 1977) in-
dicate a significant range of data may be preserved . These data sources 
can include bone, shell, seeds, and soil discolorations, as well as 
stone tools, etc . This being the case, it seems clear that locating 
such subtle indications with today's technology is a difficult job . In 
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this study we have identified zones of high potential for containing 
prehistoric resources and recommended various subsurface testing strate-
gies for actually locating the sites . Sunken shipping, on the other 
hand, is in general less difficult to locate than prehistoric sites . 
The unique features of ships, such as shape, presence of metal, etc . 
lend themselves to types of locational techniques that are somewhat 
different from those used to locate prehistoric sites . In the case of 
historic shipping, remote sensing takes the place of subsurface testing . 

Because of various restrictions (depth, currents, etc.) on how and 
where locational techniques are used, we have identified zones where 
different combinations of strategies will maximize the possibility for 
locating resources . These zones are plotted in the same way as the 
zones of site potential and constitute our final recommendations for 
site-location strategies . 

4 .2 Detailed Location of Resources 

Before resource managers or land users can identify the actual impacts 
to archaeological sites, it is important to locate any known cultural 
resources that may occur in the area of proposed impact and also to 
designate any zones that are considered likely to contain so-far un-
identified resources . (These zones will hereafter be termed probability 
zones, or cultural resource zones .) 

The locations of known prehistoric archaeological sites, known Historic-
Period shipwrecks, and designated cultural resource zones are displayed 
on Maps ICA-88-1 through ICA-88-41 . Additional environmental, cultural 
and other descriptive data relating to known sites (both prehistoric 
and historic shipping) have been placed on computer tapes and delivered 
separately to the BLM under the terms of this contract . 

Figure IV-10 shows the key for interpreting data designations on these 
map sets . Six possible lease blocks were determined to be the maximum 
for this study, as described in Table IV-2 . This decision was further 
influenced by computerization requirements as well as by analysis of 
accumulated data . 

The number of possible lease blocks which can contain the remains of a 
specific ship represents in effect a measure of probability that a 
given block may contain that ship . For example, 1 indicates that we 
know that a particular ship is this block, 2 indicates that there is 
a 50% probability that the ship can be in this block, 4 indicates that 
there is a 25% probability that the ship is in this block, 6 indicates 
that there is a 16 .7% probability that the ship in in this block. 
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KEY FOR INTE RPRETING DATA DESIGNATION 
Number of 
prehistoric 
sites 703 
Number of 3 
possible 
lease blocks 

3- -2- - 
in which 
ships from 4 5-3-10-2- 

before 1800, 
1800-1880, 

- , , 

1880-1945 
may lie 

Fig . IV-10 
Key for interpreting data designation on 1 :125,000 scale map sets . 

In lease block 703 we have 7 known prehistoric sites, 6 ships from 
before 1800, and 12 ships from 1880-1945 . Two ships from 1800-1880 may 
lie either in this block or in 1 of 2 others (33.3% probability) ; and 
3 ships from before 1800, 10 from 1800-1880, and 2 from 1880-1945 may 
lie in this block or 1 of 4 others (20% probability) . 
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Table II-2 : Illustration of method for designating 6 lease 
blocks as the maximum number possible . 

Preliminary Analysis of First 959 Reports Which Could Be 
Assigned to Lease Blocks, Performed by Historic Shipping Group : 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total 
Maine 0 

Mass . 87 81 61 61 18 4 3 1 1 2 319 

R .I . 27 20 8 6 9 2 3 75 

Conn . 12 6 3 6 2 20 

N .Y . 15 47 27 38 14 22 2 9 10 184 

N .J . 20 63 29 48 12 14 2 3 2 1 194 

Del . 5 4 9 

Md . 

Va . 37 14 12 13 8 2 2 88 

N .C . 42 5 3 16 4 70 

Totals 245 236 143 192 52 53 9 9 12 17 959 

Accumulated 
Totals 481 624 816 868 921 

959= 26% 50% 65% 85% 90% 96% 

Note : Since 96% of the reports could be assigned to 6 blocks 
or fewer, we defined the limit at 6 and recorded as the 
maximum, 6 blocks plus the x-code on the computer site 
data form . 
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4 .2 .1 Historic shipping 
This section is designed to be used in conjunction with the 1:125,000 
map set, but can stand by itself when used with the maps that appear 
in this section . This latter scale will be used here to locate gener-
ally those zones described in Table IV-3 . We have identified and 
described separate historic shipping zones, their expected contents, 
what wrecks are known to be located in them, and what density of lost 
shipping of all periods they are predicted to contain . These zones 
were identified on the basis of several variables . These are : 

1 . Bathymetry and the predictions made by the various models 
regarding depths of shipping concentrations lost . 

2 . The groups involved in shipping at different time periods, as 
the Dutch, the English, etc . 

3 . The incidence of early (pre-1630) exploration . 

4 . Location of major and minor shipping lanes after 1630 . 

5 . Direction of currents into and out of heavily traveled 
shipping lanes . 

6 . The known inventory as developed in this project, sometimes 
separated by time period . 

7 . The expected density, based on a combination of factors . 

The following figures (IV-11 to IV-20) illustrate the various zones 
which are described in Table IV-3 . A detailed presentation of the lo-
cations of the wrecks inventoried is presented on the 1:125,000 scale 
maps . 

Definition of the terms used in the columns identified as "Known 
Inventory" and "Predicted Density" have in general been derived from 
the subjective evaluation of the existing record of known sites and past 
shipping densities . For the purposes of this report the following 
definitions of these terms are used : 

1 . None 

In the case of known inventory this means that no 
wrecks were identified in this zone in the course 
of this study . In the case of predicted density 
it means that we know of no wrecks and due to 
factors such as depth, scour, etc . we expect none 
to exist . 
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2 . Very Light 

In the case of known inventory, this generally 
means that we know of one to two ships from all time 
periods which may each be in any one of six or more 
lease blocks in the zone . 

In the case of predicted density it implies a very 
small and random distribution of lost shipping . 

3 . Light 

This term generally means that several ships of 
all time periods (known only to an accuracy of 
six or more lease blocks) exist or are predicted 
to exist in the zone . 

4 . Moderately Light 

In both known and predicted categories, this 
term means that not only are several ships known 
(to an accuracy of six or more lease blocks) to 
exist in the zone, but that a small number (between 
one and five) are known to an accuracy of between 
three and six lease blocks (33% to 177 probability 
per lease block) . Predicted density is similar, 
even though known density may be less . 

5 . Moderately Heavy 

For both known and predicted categories, the term 
means that more than five ships are known to exist 
within the zone to an accuracy of more than six 
blocks . At the same time, several ships may be 
known to a lease block or to within two to three 
blocks (50y-33y probability per block) while more 
will be known to within four and six blocks (25%-
17% per block) . 

6 . Heavy 

A large number of ships are known to exist in 
the zone at an accuracy of six or more blocks, 
while several ships are known to exist within each 
block and many more are known to exist to an 
accuracy within two to six blocks . 

7 . Very Heavy 

Many ships known to be in individual lease blocks, 
with more identified at an accuracy of two to 
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six blocks, and very many (up to 30) known to 
within. six blocks . 

Where predicted density differs from known inventory we have relied on 
an evaluation of the history of exploration, shipping, and population 
growth to assess the difference between known and expected densities. 
In general, the places where predicted densities are greater than 
known densities are in areas in which few data are available but where 
the histories of the area indicate that the inventory should be greater 
than that already known . 
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Fig . IV-11 
Historic shipping zones : HS-1,-2,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8 . Arrows indicate 

direction ships may have drifted out of the major inbound shipping lanes . 
(northern Gulf of Maine) . 
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Fig . IV-12 
Historic shipping zones : HS-2,-3,-4,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10,-11,-12,-13, 

-14,-15 . Arrows indicate direction ships may have drifted out of the 
major zone of inbound shipping . (southern Gulf of Maine) . 
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Fig . IV-13 
Historic shipping zones : HS-6,-12,-14,-16,-18,-19,-20,-21,-22,-17-

(southeastern New England shelf) . 
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Historic shipping zones : HS-6,-28,-31,-32,-33,-34,-38 . 

(Long Island shelf) 
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Fig . IV-17 
Historic shipping zones : HS-6,-31,-34,-35,-36,-37,-38,-39,-40 . 

Arrows indicate direction ships may have drifted out of the trade 
route zone . (New Jersey shelf) . 
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Historic shipping zones : HS-39,-40,-49 . (Delaware Bay) . 
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Fig . IV-19 
Historic shipping zones : HS-35,-36,-39,-40,-41,-42,-43,-44,-45,-47 

-48,-50 . Arrows indicate direction ships may have drifted out of the 
major shipping zones . (Delmarva shelf) . 
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Firj . IV-20 
fii ;toric shipping zones : HS-6,-43,-50,-51,-52,-53,-54,-55,-56,-57 . 
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Table IV-3 : Detailed description of historic shipping zones . 

Description Expected to Contain - Known Inventory Predicted Densit 

HS-1 : Inside the 20- pre-1630 : Light shipping Light distribution, but gen- Light . 
a Fan line from the associated with French erally more accurately known 
St . Croix River to a trade . Sane evidence of than other zones . Majority 
point south of Vinal- early exploration. in and around major bays . 
haven Island, and in- 
land to mean high tide 1630-1945 : Light shipping 
influence . associated with coastal 

trade and fishing. 

HS-2 : Inside the 20- re-1630: light shipping Light . Light. 
man line from south associated with early fish- 
of Vinalhaven to Essex ing and English settlement . 
bay just north of Cape May contain evidence of early 
Ann ; excludes HS-3 exploration 
around Portsmouth, NH 
inland to mean high 1630-1800 : Evidence of shipping 
tide influence. Tram minor trade routes ; English 

and American occupation and 
conflict ; French and English 
conflict . 

1800-1945 : Light shipping 
associated with coastal trade, 
recreation, and fishing . 

HS-3 : Area in and pre-1800 : Heavy shipping of Moderately heavy distribution Heavy. 
around Portsmouth alT types and some evidence with a concentration on pre-1800 
Harbor inside the 10- of early exploration . wrecks . 
fathom line from Cape 
Neddick to approxi- 1800-1945 : Moderately heavy 
mately Rye Beach, shipping of all types . 

HS-4 : Waters deeper Randomly distributed shipping Very light . Very light . 
tFa-n- 20 fathoms and of all periods . 
outside major trade 
routes (HS-6) and 
drift zone (HS-5) . 

HS-5 : Waters deeper Randomly distributed wrecks . None . Light . 
an 20 fathoms to The greater number should be 
westward of HS-6 . In of ocean-going class, but 
the drift zone of the light in tonnage, i .e ., those 
Labrador Current, out of 1800-1880 . 
of the major sea lanes 
of principally inbound 
shipping . 

HS-6 : This zone is 1630-1945 : Randomly distri- Moderately heavy distribution Moderately heavy, 
t-Fe largest in the buted wrecks of this period . of shipping of the periods rancho distribution 
study area . It in- Later wrecks will be local- after 1630 randomly distri- of post-1630 ship-
cludes the major ship- ized inside this zone be- buted in this zone . ping . 
ping lanes outside cause later lanes were most 
those zones of high- restricted . However, drift 
est expected density, from these zones will fall 
i .e ., inside the 10- into these wider areas . 
fathom line . This 
zone includes in-
bound, outbound, and 
coastwise major sea 
lanes . See Chart III-2a 
for a generalized view 
of these lanes . 
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Table IV-3 (continued) : Detailed description of historic 
shipping zones . 

Description Expected to Contain Known Inventory Predicted Densit 

HS-7 : Waters deeper Randomly distributed wrecks . None . Light . 
than 20 fathoms to These greater numbers should 
eastward and east- be of oceangoing class, but 
southeast of HS-6 in light in tonnage, i .e ., those 
the area north of 41° of 1800-1830 . 
north in the drift zone 
of the Labrador Current 
out of this major trade 
route zone of principally 
inbound shipping . At the 
far western end may be 
discovered drift from out-
ward-bound shipping drifted 
in from the south . 

HS-8 : Eastward of HS-7 . Occasional wrecks of all None . Very light . 
This is not included in periods, with more emphasis 
the inbound/outbound on evidence of early through 
coastwise major ship- modern fishing . 
ping lane north of 40° . 

HS-9 : Cape Mn from pre-1630 : Reasonably dense Moderately heavy distribution Moderately heavy . 
Essex Bay to Swampscott evidence of early explora- clustering around Cape Ann and 
inside the 20-fathom tion (pre-1614) (English set- Beverly. Beverly distribution 
line to mean high tide tlements) . tending to be pre-1800 while 
influence . Cape Ann distribution almost 

1630-1800 : Minor trade equally over all time periods . 
activities and from the 
Penobscot (English settle-
ment activity) . 

1800-1945 : Local trading 
and fishing activity . 

HS-10 : Boston Bay and A high density of shipping Heavy distribution, with a Heavy . 
outer islands from a from all periods . A large large percentage from before 
line drawn roughly from percentage from pre-1800 . 1800 . 
Nahant to Strawberry Evidence of early explora- 
Point . Mean high tide tion and English occupation . 
defining inner bounds . 

HS-11 : Boston Bay in- A distribution of shipping Moderately heavy concentra- Moderately heavy . 
side the 10-fathom line of all periods with clusters tions representing all time 
from Scituate to Pro- close to established points . periods at Scituate, Plymouth 
vincetown (Race Point) . Bay, and Provincetown . Barn-

stable Harbor concentrating 
in the years 1800-1880. 

HS-12 : Heavily trav- Ships of all periods evenly Moderately heavy density of Very heavy density 
eled zone seaward of distributed throughout . ships of all periods. of ships of all 
Cape Cod inside 5-fathom Possible strong evidence periods . 
line from Provincetown of early exploration, as 
to just south of Monanoy almost all exploratory 
Point. voyages passed close to 

this zone . 

HS-13 : In Cape Cod, re-1800 : Evidence of One possible later-period Light . 
outside the 10-fathom early exploration and wreck . 
line, and major ship- trade . 
ping lanes . 

1800-1945 : Light evidence 
of-sFfpping related to 
trade and fishing. 

HS-14: A discontinuous Randomly distributed ship- Light . Moderately heavy 
zone between the seaward ping concentrated in the density of post-
5- and 10-fathom lines period 1880-1945 . 1880 shipping . 
from Martha's Vineyard 
to Provincetown . 
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Table IV-3 (continued) : Historic shipping zones . 

Description Expected to Contain Known Inventory Predicted Density 

HS-15 : Off Scituate Lightly distributed shipping Very Light . Moderately heavy. 
an trawberry Point, of all periods ; sane possible 
outside zones HS-11 and evidence of earliest explora- 
13, southeasterly to tion . 
Provincetown . 

HS-16 : Inside the 5- High density of shipping of Heavy distribution, with the Heavy. 
a~ thorn line around all periods, with clusters majority in the pre-1800 

Nantucket Island, to of earlier shipping around period and that from 1800 
Martha's Vineyard, and points off Martha's Vineyard to 1880 ; pre-1800 wrecks 
the seaward side of and Nantucket. around points of islands . 
Martha's Vineyard . 

HS-17: Landward from re-163~0 : Evidence of A moderately light distribu- Light with some 
Nantucket, Martha's early exploration, Dutch tion of ships of all periods, clustering in the 
Vineyard, and Block settlement and coastal with concentrations of post- Cape Cod-Martha's 
Island . Generally in- trading and exploration . 1800 shipping between Vineyard region . 
side the 10-fathom line Martha's Vineyard and Cape Cod 
to mean high tide, ex- post-1630 : Evidence of and in Upper Narragansett Bay . 
eluding a limited zone minor coastal trading with 
around the mouth of sane random distribution 
Narragansett Bay . of ships carried into east- 

ern end by Labrador Current. 

HS-18 : Inside the p~re-163~~0 : Light evidence Moderately heavy for shipping Heavy . 
5-fathom line around o eat exploration ; some of all periods . 
Block Island . evidence of the Dutch occu- 

pation period . 

post-1630: Moderately high 
distribution of shipping 
related to minor coastal 
trade routes . 

HS-19 : Landward of All periods : Very low, Very light distribution of Very light . 
major shipping routes random distribution of post-1880 shipping cluster- 
from Nanatucket Shoals wrecks of all periods . ing off Martha's Vineyard . 
west to Block Island, 
bounded by other zones 
to landward (north) . 

HS-20 : West of Mono- Some evidence of early Light . Light . 
may Point to Osterville exploration. Early 
on Cape Cod, inside the coastal trading vessels 
5-fathom line . of all periods . 

HS-21 : Eastward of Nan- Sane small evidence of his- Light distribution of Moderately heavy 
tucket Island and south- toric exploration and early post-1880's shipping . distribution of 
ward of Monomoy Point, Dutch occupation ; also ran- shipping of all 
and including portions dourly distributed shipping periods . 
of the Nantucket Shoals of the post-1800 period, 
of less than 5-fathoms' carried into this zone from 
depth . HS-6 by the Labrador Current . 

HS-22 : Around the re-1630: Evidence of Dutch Moderately heavy for alt Moderately heavy 
mouth of Narragansett occupation and coastal activ- time periods . for all time 
Bay . ities, possibly light rancho periods. 

evidence of early exploration . 

post-1630 : Evidence of 
coastal-trade with increas- 
ing but still light coastal 
and transoceanic commercial 
shipping bound for Providence . 

HS-23 : Between Block 
- 

re-1630 : Light evidence of Light distribution of pre- Light but empha- Ts nd and Long Island Dutch occupation . 1880 shipping along coast- sizing early Sound from points deeper line and around Fishers shipping . 
than 10 fathoms to mean post-1630 : Evidence of minor Island . 
high tide . coasta~~rade routes . 
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Table IV-3 (continued) : Historic shipping zones . 

Description Expected to Contain Known Inventory Predicted Density 

HS-24 : Inside the 5-
fathom line on the 
south shore of Long Is-
land fr ;~m Montauk Point 
to the 73rd parallel . 

pre-1630 : Reasonably dense 
evidence of early explora-
tion and Dutch occupation . 

Moderately heavy density clus- Moderately heavy 
tering around Montauk Point, for all periods . 
with pre-1880 ships concen- 
trated around bay entrances . 

post-1630 : High density of 
all types of shipping asso-
ciated with coastal trade 
northeast of New York City . 

post-1800 : Recreational 
shipping . 

HS-25 : A discontinuous Moderate distribution of Moderately heavy distribution Moderately heavy 
zone running from Block post-1880 shipping . of post-1880 shipping . distribution of 
Island along the south post-1880 shipping ; 
shore of Long Island to light random dis-
just off Fort Tilden tribution of ear-
(L .I .), between the 10- lier shipping . 
and 5- fathom lines . 

HS-26 : Long Island re-1630 : Evidence of Light distribution of ship- Light, post-1880. 
Sound from Orient Point early Dutch occupation . ping, concentrated from 1800 Very little prior 
to the 73rd parallel, to 1880, predominantly in to 1880 due to 
including Peconic Bay post-1630 : Evidence of bays . Light density through- navigation hazards 
and Gardiners Bay and minor shipp ing lanes . out, 1880-1945 . for wind-powered 
excluding depths greater vessels . 
than 10 fathoms . post-1800 : Pleasure 

boating . 

HS-27 : All of Long Is-
aT nd from the 73rd par- 
allel to Flushing Bay, 
excluding depths over 
10 fathoms . 

pre-1630 : Evidence of 
early Dutch occupation 
and early exploration. 

post-1630 : Shipping 
associated with minor 
trade routes . 

osp t~1800 : Recreational 
shipping . 

Moderately heavy density of Maybe moderately 
randomly distributed ships heavy in western 
of all periods . Ships of end of zone pre-1800 . 
pre-1800 period cluster Light, post-1800. 
toward west end of Sound . Very little 1800- 

1880 due to navi-
gation hazards for 
wind-powered ves-
sels . 

HS-28 : Inside the 10- High densities of ships of Heavy density of ships of Very light . 
fathom line from the all periods, clustering in all periods ; very heavy 
73rd parallel west to upper and lower New York density of pre-1800 shipping . 
junction of Ambrose and Bay and around Sandy Hook 
Sandy Hook Channels, and the south shore of 
and south to Long Beach, Long Island . Consider-
NJ, including all of able evidence of early 
New York Harbor and exploration, Dutch and 
Raritan Bay. English occupation . 

HS-29 : A discontinuous 
zone of southern Long 
Island inside the outer 
beaches and including 
the landward side of 
most bays east to the 
73rd parallel . 

re-1630 : Evidence of 
early Dutch occupation 

ost-1630 : Evidence of 
early co oniai occupation 
and coastal trade . 

post-1800 : Recreational . 

Light distribution of ships Light . 
of all periods . 

HS-30 : A discontinuous Very light, randomly dis- Very light, 1800-1880. Very light . 
zone in Long Island Sound tributed shipping of all 
Sound containing areas periods . 
deeper than 10 fathoms . 
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Table IV-3 (continued) : Historic shipping zones . 

Description Expected to Contain Known Inventory Predicted Densit 

MS-31 : From Long Beach, post-1880 : Shipping asso- Very light distribution of Light disiribu-
NJ south to south of crate with coastwise trade, post-1800 shipping, ctus- Lion of post-
Cape May between the 5- recree :ion, and fishing. tered at far northern end . 1880 shipping . 
and 10-fathom lines, 
with a satellite subzone 
at approximately 73°45' 
and 39°45' . 

HS-32 : Inside the 5- re-1630 : Evidence of 
- 

Moderately heavy distribu- Moderately heavy . 
fathom line from Long early exploration and Lion of ships of all periods, 
Beach, NJ to just north Dutch occupation . concentrated after 1800 . 
of Barnegat Inlet. 

s t-1630 : Remains of 
shipalong major trade 
routes southbound from or 
northbound to New York 
City . 

HS-33 : In and around re-_16~30 : Evidence of Moderately heavy density Heavy . 
Barnegat Inlet. eat explpration and of ships of all periods, 

Dutch occupation . clustering before 1880 . 

spo t-1630 : Remains of 
Shipping along mayor trade 
routes southbound from or 
northbound to New York City . 

HS-34 : Part of a Very light random distribu- None . Very light. 
north-south-trending Lion of post-1630 shipping . 
zone between major 
shipping lanes, possi- 
bly containing ship- 
ping, both inbound 
and outbound, that was 
carried into it by the 
Labrador Current . 

HS-35 : The central Negligible . None . Very light . 
section of a north- 
south-trending zone 
with its northern 
bounding at 74° west, 
39° north . 

MS-36 : Southern sec- Very light random distri- None . Very light . 
Lion of a north-south- bution of post-1630 shipping . 
trending zone with its 
southern limit at 
13° 45' west, 38° 30' 
north. Possible con- 
tains outbound ship- - 
ping carried northward 
into it by the Labra- 
dor Current. 

HS-37 : Landward from 
- 

re-163 0 : Light evidence Light distribution of ship- Light. 
t Fe outer islands of - of early exploration and ping of all periods . 
New Jersey, from approx- Dutch occupation . 
imately Mill Creek to 
approximately Marnwra, post-1880 : Recreational 
NJ . and commercial shipping . 

HS-38: Along the outer re-1630 : Evidence of Moderately heavy density of Heavy. 
coast of NJ, inside the ear y exploration and ships of all true periods . 
5-fathom line from Dutch occupation . 
south of Barnegat Inlet 
to just north of Cape s~t -1630 : Shipping asso- 
MaY. 

_ 
c ati ed with major coastwise 
shipping routes . 
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Table IV-3 (continued) : Historic shipping zones . 

Description Expected to Contain Known Inventory Predicted Density 

HS-39 : Inside the 5- re-1630 : Evidence of Very heavy density of ships Very heavy espe- 
fathom line from Cape ear y exploration and dating before 1800 cluster- cially around 
May to Rehoboth Beach, Dutch occupation . ing around Cape Henlopen . Cape Henlopen . 
includin7 Henlopen but Heavy density from post-1800 
excluding the interior 1630-1700: Evidence of period, clustering around 
of Delaware Bay . wed~ish exploration and Cape May . 

Swedish-Dutch conflict . 

post-1700 : Shipping asso- 
ciated with major coast- 
wise trade routes, includ- 
ing commercial and pleasure 
craft bound from Philadel- 
phia to both northern and 
southern ports . 

HS-40 : Interior of pre-1630 : Evidence of Light distribution of ship- Moderately heavy . 
Delaware Bay, excep- Dutch occupation, possi- ping from before 1880 . 
ting the upper reaches . bly very light evidence 

of Dutch-Swedish conflict . 

post-1630: Evidence of 
commercial vessels in- and 
outbound from Philadelphia, 
and fishing and recrea- 
tional craft from Phila- 
delphia and other local 
ports . 

HS-41 : Inside the 5- re-163~0 : Evidence of Moderately heavy distribu- Moderately heavy. 
fathom line from Reho- early exploration and tions of ships of all per- 
both Beach to just Dutch activities . iods, somewhat more dense 
south of Hog Island in the pre-1800 period 
Bay . post-1630 : Evidence of around the inlet to Hog 

shipping major sea Island Bay . 
lanes coastwise in both 
directions . 

HS-42 : A discontinuous pre-1630 : Evidence of Very light distribution Very light . 
zone comprising the in- Dutch activities . post-1880 . 
land portions of bays 
from Rehoboth Beach to post-1630 : Evidence of 
Hog Island Bay . local fishing, commercial, 

and pleasure craft . 

HS-43 : Between the 10- post-1880 : Shipping asso- None . Moderately heavy. 
and 5-fathom lines from crate with major sea lanes . 
Rehoboth Beach to just 
north of Cape Hatteras, 
including one satellite 
subzone east of Hog 
Island Bay . 

HS-44 : The western por- post-1630 : Shipping asso- Very light, 1800-1880 . Very light . 
tion of an east-west- c ati ed with major coastal 
trending zone between sea lanes . 
major shipping lanes . 
Likely to contain re- 
mains of wrecks carried 
into the zone by the 
Labrador Current . 

HS-45 : Central portion post-1630: Shipping asso- Very light distribution, Very light. 
east-west-trending ctat~th major coastal 1800-1880 . 

zone between major sea lanes . 
shipping lanes . 
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Table IV-3 (continued) : Historic shipping zones . 

Description Expected to Contain Known Inventory Predicted Density 

HS-46 : The eastern post-1630 : Outward-bound None . Very light. 
portion of an east- s~ippiog associated with 
west-trending zone major sea lanes . 
between major shipping 
lanes . Likely to con-
tain remains of outward-
bound shipping carried 
northward into the zone 
by the Labrador Current. 

HS-47 : The south- post-1630 : Evidence of None . Very light . 
western portion of a inbound shipping associ- 
rectangular zone be- ated with major sea lanes . 
tween major shipping 
lanes, off Delaware 
Bay. Likely to con- 
tain wrecks carried 
into the zone from 
the south by the 
Labrador Current . 

HS-48 : The northwest- post-1630 : Very light dis- None . Very light . 
ern section of a rec- tribution of commercial 
tangular zone between shipping associated with 
major shipping lanes, adjacent sea lanes . 
off Delaware Bay . 

HS-49 : The upper pre-1630 : Evidence of Moderately heavy distribu- Moderately heavy. 
reaches of Delaware Dutch occupation . tion overall, with a some- 
Bay extending into what heavier distribution 
the Delaware River . 1630-1700 : Evidence of of ships of alt time periods 

Swedish occupation and around Philadelphia, and a 
Swedish-Dutch conflict . concentration in the lower 

reaches of the Delaware 
post-1700 : Evidence of River of ships of the period 
commercial vessels in- 1800-1880 . 
and outbound from Phila- 
delphia, and of fishing 
and recreational craft 
from Philadelphia and 
other local ports . 

HS-50 : Inside the 5- pre-1630 : Evidence of Heavy distribution of ships Heavy . 
fathom line from dust early exploration and of all periods with ships 
south of Hog Island to occupation by the London of the pre-1800 period clus- 
Virginia Beach, includ- Company . tered around Cape Henry. 
ing Cape Charles and 
Cape Henry . post-1630 : Shipping asso- 

ciated with major sea lanes, 
both inbound and outbound, 
in Chesapeake Bay . 

HS-51 : Inside the 5- re-~1630 : Evidence of Moderately heavy distribu- Moderately heavy . 
fathom line from Virgin- early exploration, in- Lion of ships of all periods, 
is Beach to Oregon In- cluding Spanish, and with ships of the pre-1800 
let, not including the possible the Roanoke period clustered in the 
inlaid portions of colony . northern portion . 
bays . 

post-1630 : Shipping asso- 
ciated with major sea lanes 
in- and outbound . 
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Table IV-3 (continued) : Historic shipping zones . 

Description Expected to Contain Known Inventory Predicted Density 

HS-52 : the northern post-1630 : Shipping asso- None . Very light. 
haTf-of a north-south- crated with major outbound 
trending zone between sea lanes and carried in from 
shipping lanes . The the north by the Labrador 
rough center of this Current . 
zone lies at 75° 15' 
west, 36° 30' north . 

HS-53 : Southern por- post-1630 : Shipping asso- None . Very light. 
tion of a north-south- crated with major sea lanes, 
trending zone between both in- and outbound, and 
sea lanes . The south- carried into the zone from 
ern tip of this zone the south by the Labrador 
lies approximately Current . 
74° 5' west, 36° north . 

HS-54 : Albemarle Sound 
and that part of Curri-
tuck Sound north of 
Oregon Inlet, including 
the Alligator River. 

pre-1630 : Possible evid-
dence of exploration by 
the Roanoke colony . 

post-1630 : Local fishing 
and commercial shipping . 

Very light distribution Moderately heavy. 
post-1880. 

HS-55 : Southern Croatan post-1630 : Evidence of None . Moderately heavy. 
ound and all of Pamlico fishing activities . 

Sound, including cakes 
and marsh areas . post-1880 : Recreational 

activity added to the above . 

HS-56 : Inside the 5- re~-1630 : Evidence of Heavy distribution of ships Very heavy . 
a~thqn line from Oregon earl exploration, includ- of all periods, with ships 
Inlet to Hatteras Inlet, ing Spanish. from before 1880 clustering 
including the 5-fathom around Hatteras and Diamond 
portions of Diamond post-1630 : Moderate distri- Shoals . 
Shoals . bution of wrecks associated 

with in- and outbound traffic, 
clustered especially around 
Diamond Shoals . 

HS-57 : Between the 5- post-7880 : Shipping also- Moderately heavy distribution, Heavy. 
and f0- fathom lines crated with major coastwise clustering between 1800 and 
of Diamond Shoals off sea lanes . 1880 . 
Cape Hatteras . 

HS-58 : A small zone of post-1630 : Moderate density None . Very light. 
ess than 10-fathoms' of shipping of all periods . 

depth on Georges Banks . 
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4 .2 .2 Archaeology 
In this study, known archaeological sites are documented for their exact 
location (to the nearest 3 x 3-mile block) and predictions concerning 
the locations of unknown sites are made on the basis of an analysis of 
the models developed in Volume II, The models specify the expected 
site type and expected site frequency as well as, in some cases, site 
size . In the past, many archaeologists have used the term "site den-
sity ." It is clear to us, however, that density should mean size per 
unit area and since prehistoric site size tends to be small, the number 
of sites in a given area will have more of an influence on encounter-
ability than any integration of size with number . For this reason, we 
will use throughout the discussion of archaeological site location the 
term site frequency . 

In this section two further terms will be discussed : original predicted 
site frequency, and residual predicted site frequency . The first term 
reflects the integration of the models of Volume II with the geography 
of the study area . Original predicted site frequency can thus be con-
sidered to show the area as it would have been without inundation . The 
second term reflects the integration of the first with the results of 
expected post-transgression preservation as discussed in Volume I, and 
thus refers to the resource predicted to remain intact after the inun-
dation process . 

The following three sections deal with archaeological resource location 
in three ways, each building on the previous one . The first section 
describes 122 detailed zones of prediction, the second describes 19 
"sequences" that are derived from an analysis of these zones and are used 
to lump site frequency predictions as a function of the environments of 
the study area . The third describes the expected effect of inundation 
on resource preservation on these sequences for specific areas, and 
thus acts as a predictor for the type and frequency of sites left in a 
given area (eighty-nine such zones have been described) . The predic-
tions are based on the multiplication of "original predicted site fre-
quency" by the expected percentage of preservation for a given area . 

4.2 .2 .1 Archaeological zones - Figs . IV-21 - IV-29 and Table IV-4 document 
and describe the zones according to predicted site type and period 
throughout the study area . Geographical location of the zone, period s) 
represented, site type, and expected frequency, are documented . 
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The site types used for the final model of settlement in the study area 
are based in part on those in the inductive model, and in part on those 
in the deductive model . The inductive model's site types were drawn from 
those found in existing literature and it was noted that they had not been 
developed systematically, but that their definitions were more or less 
generally agreed upon . The nature of the deductive model is such that the 
number of site types derived was very limited, since only exploitation of 
a zone was being discussed . Site types included "habitation" (for most 
zones) and special purpose sites, such as fishing camps . 

The site types used in the final model of settlement are defined and 
described below . Prefixes and suffixes modifying a basic site type are 
named for locational, functional, or arbitrary factors, but are necessary 
to differentiate sites of the same basic type whose site size, frequency, 
and locational attributes may differ . 

Came : a habitation site, usually presumed to be more or 
less temporary ; sometimes there is a connotation of 
special purpose use . 
fishing camp : used for fishing 
seal hunting camp : used for seal hunting 
other camp I : along coast 
other camp II : in piedmont or upland 

Rock shelter : a habitation site, located in a cave or 
under a rock overhang providing shelter; usually 
small, with the connotation of impermanence . 

Farmstead : a habitation site, small, associated with 
agricultural fields ; associated with but separate 
from larger sites . 

Village : a habitation site, of considerable size; 
permanent or semi-permanent . 

Habitation : a residual category, embracing sites 
which human beings occupied but whose exact na-
ture is unknown or does not fit other types . 
other habitation: in addition to habitation 
sites of documented or inferred type . 

Black earth midden : a deposit of organic refuse with 
little or no shell included ; may be a habitation 
or work area, where restricted functions were per-
formed by people from a separate habitation . 

Shell midden : a deposit of organic refuse with con-
siderable quantities of shell included ; may be 
a habitation or locale where functions were 
performed by people from a separate habitation . 
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Fish weir : anon-habitation site, consisting of a 
system of stakes, mats, nets, and/or other 
materials, placed in a river to capture fish . 
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Fig . IV-21 
Archaeology zones . 
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Table IV-4 : Detailed description of archaeology zones .- 

Description Period B .P . Site Type Frequency Size 

A1 : 12,000 coastline from 12,000-9000 Seal hunting camp Low Small 
St . Croix to Vinal Haven 
Island . 

A2 : 9000 coastline from 12,000-9000 Habitation Low Small 
St. Croix to Mt . Desert 9000-6000 Seal hunting camp/ Low-medium Small-medium 
Island . shell madden 

A3 : 6000 coastline from 12,000-9000 Habitation ? 
RE Croix to Mt . Desert 9000-6000 Habitation Low Small 
Island . 6000-3000 Shell madden Medium Small-large 

Black earth madden Low? Medium-large 

A4 : Modern coastline 12,000-9000 Habitation Low Small 
St. Croix to Mt . Desert 9000-6000 Habitation Low/increasing Small 
Island . 6000-3000 Habitation 7 7 

3000-present Shell madden High Small-large 
Black earth madden Medium Medium-large 

A5 : 12,000 shoreline to 12,000-9000 Estuarine fishing 
6000 shoreline from Mt. camp Low Small 
Desert to Vinal Haven 9000-6000 Fishing camp/ 
Island . shell madden Medium Small 

A6 : 6000 shoreline to 12,000-9000 Estuarine fishing 
inland of present day camp Loa Small 
shoreline around 9000-6000 Fishing camp/ 
Mt . Desert Island . shell madden Medium small 

b000-3000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
Shell madden Medium Small-large 

3000-present Shell madden High Small-large 
Black earth madden Medium? Medium-large 

A7 : Modern coast from Same as A6 Same as A6 Same as A6 Same as A6 
Mt . Desert Island to 
Brooklin . 

A8 : 6000 coastline to 12,000-9000 Same as A6 Same as A6 Same as A6 
Belfast in Penobscot Bay . 9000-6000 Same as A6 Same as A6 Same as A6 

6000-3000 Shell madden Medium . Small-large 

A9 : 6000 coastline from 12,000-9000 Same as A6 Same as A6 Same as A6 
Winal Maven to Camden 9000-6000 Same as A6 Same as A6 Same as A6 
in Penobscot Bay . 6000-3000 Shell madden Medium Small-large 

Black earth madden Low? Medium-large 
Other habitations 

3000-present Shell madden High Small-large 
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Table IV-4 (continued) : Archaeology zones . 

Description Period B .P . Site Type Frequency Size 

A10 : 6000 coastline to head 12,000-9000 Fishing camp Low Small 
of Penobscot Bay and 9000-6000 Fishing camp Medium Small 
Graham Lake . 6000-3000 Same as A9 Same as A9 Same as A9 

3000-present Same as A9 Same as A9 Same as A9 

All : 9000 coastline to 12,000-9000 7 ? ? 
6000 coastline from 9000-6000 Seal hunting camp/ 
Rockland to Portsmouth, NH shell madden Low-medium Small-medium 

A12 : 6000 coastline to mod- 12,000-9000 Habitation Low Small 
ern coastline from Rockland 9000-6000 Habitation Low/increasing Small 
to Casco Bay . 6000-3000 Shell madden Medium Small-large 

Black earth madden Low? Medium-large 
Other habitations ? ? 

A13 : Modern coastline 12,000-9000 Same as A12 Same as A12 Same as A12 
from Rockland to 9000-6000 Same as A12 Same as A12 Same as A12 
Casco Bay . 6000-3000 Habitation ? ? 

3000-present Shell madden High Small-large 

A14 : 6000 coastline to 12,000-9000 Fishing camp Low Small 
modern coastline . 9000-6000 Fishing camp/ 

shell madden Medium Small 
6000-3000 Shell madden Medium Small-large 

Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 

A15 : Modern coast to 12,000-9000 Habitation Low Small 
heads of Casco Bay . 9000-6000 Fishing camp Medium small 

6000-3000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
3000-present Fishing camp High Small-medium 

A16 : 6000 coastline to 9000-6000 Habitation Low/increasing Small 
modern coastline from 6000-3000 Shell madden Medium Small-large 
Casco Bay to Portsmouth, Habitation ? ? 
NH . 

A17 : Modern coastline 9000-6000 Same as A16 Same as A16 Same as A16 
from Casco Bay to 6000-3000 Habitation ? ? 
Portsmouth, NH . 3000-present Shell madden , High Small-large 

Habitation ? 

A18 : 9000 coastline to 12,000-9000 Fishing camp Low Small 
6000 coastline off 9000-6000 Shell madden/ 
Portsmouth, NH, fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
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Table IV-4 (continued) : Archaeology zones . 

Description Period B .P . Site Type Frequency Size 

A19 : 6000 coastline to 12,000-9000 Fishing camp Low Small-large 
modern coastline off 9000-6000 Shell madden/ 
Portsmouth, NH . fishing camp Medium Small-medium 

6000-3000 Shell madden High Small-large 
Fishing camp Medium-high Small 

A20 : Modern coastline 12,000-9000 Same as A19 Same as A19 Same as A19 
around Portsmouth, NH . 9000-6000 Fishing camps Low-medium Small-medium 

6000-3000 Fishing camps Medium-high Small 
3000-present Shell madden High Small-large 

A21 : 9000 coastline to 12,000-9000 Habitation Very low Small 
000 coastline from 9000-6000 Shell madden Medium Small-medium 
Portsmouth, NH to Cape Anne . Camp Low Small 

A22 : 6000 coastline to 12,000-9000 Habitation Very low Small 
modern coastline from 9000-6000 Camp Low Small 
Portsmouth, NH to Cape Anne . 6000-3000 Shell madden High Small-large 

A23 : Modern coastline 12,000-9000 Habitation Very low Small 
from Portsmouth, NH to 9000-6000 Camp Low Small 
Cape Anne . 6000-3000 Habitation Medium Small 

3000-present Shell madden High Small-large 
Camp High Small-medium 
Habitation High Small 

A24 : 9000 shoreline to 12,000-9000 Fishing camp/ 
6000 shoreline off Boston. habitation Low Small-large 

9000-6000 Fishing camp/ 
shell madden Medium Small-medium 

A25 : 6000 shoreline to 12,000-9000 Fishing camp/ 
modern shoreline off habitation Low Small-large 
Boston . 9000-6000 Fishing camp/ 

shell madden Medium Small-medium 
6000-3000 Shell madden High Small-large 

Fishing camp Medium-high Small 

A26 : Modern shoreline 12,000-9000 Fishing camp/ 
around Boston . habitation Low Small-large 

9000-6000 Fishing camp/ 
habitation Low-medium Small-medium 

6000-3000 Fishing camp Medium-high Small 
3000-present Shell madden High Small-large 

Fishing camp High Small-large 
Habitation High Small 
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Table IV-4 (continued) : Archaeology zones . 

Description Period B .P . Site Type Frequency Size 

A21 : 9000 shoreline to 12,000-9000 Fishing camp/ 
6000 shoreline from habitation Low Small-large 
Boston to Provincetown . 9000-6000 Shell madden Medium Small-medium 

Camp Low Small 

A28 : 6000 shoreline to 12,000-9000 Fishing camp/ 
modern coastline from habitation Low Small-large 
Boston to Provincetown . Habitation Very low Small 

9000-6000 Camp Low Small 
6000-3000 Shell madden High Small-large 

Habitation Medium Small 
Village Low-medium Large 

A29 : Along modern coast 12,000-9000 Fishing camp/ 
bran Boston to habitation Low Small-large 
Provincetown . Habitation Very low Small 

9000-6000 Camp Low Small 
6000-3000 Habitation Medium Small 

Village Low-medium Large 
3000-present Shell madden High Small-large 

Camp High Small-medium 
Habitation High Small 

A30 : 18,000 coastline to 18,000-12,000 Seal hunting camp low Small 
x,000 coastline from Cape 
Cod to Great South 
Channel . 

A31 : 15,000 coastline to 18,000-12,000 Habitation Low Very small 
T2 ,000 coastline from Great 
South Channel to tip of 
Georges Bank. 

A32 : 18,000 coastline to 18,000-15,000 Seal hunting camp Low Small 
T000 coastline from Habitation Low Small 
approximately 66° 30'/41° Fishing camps Low Small 
on Georges Bank to Block 
Canyon . 

A33 : 15,000 coastline to 18,000-15,000 Habitation Low Small 
12,000 coastline from tip Fishing camp Low Small 
of Georges Banks to 15,000-12,000 Seal hunting camp Low Small 
Block Canyon . Habitation Low Very small 

A34 . 12,000 coastline to 18,000-15,000 Habitation Low Very small 
9000 coastline from Cape 15,000-12,000 Habitation Low Very small 
cod to Block Canyon Fishing camp Low Small 
including Georges Banks . 12,000-9000 Seal hunting camp Low Small 

Habitation Very low Small 
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Table IV-4 (continued) : Archaeology zones . 

Description Period B .P . Site Type Frequency Size 

A35 : Inside 9000 coast- 18,000-12,000 Habitation Low Very small 
Tie on 6eorges Banks . 12,000-9000 Habitation Very low small 

9000-? Shell madden Medium Small-medium 
Habitation Low-medium Small-medium 

A36 : 9000 coastline to 18,000-12,000 Habitation Loa Very shall 
030 coastline from Cape 12,000-9000 Habitation Very low Small 

Cod to Block Canyon 9000-6000 Shell madden Medium Small-medium 
including Nantucket shoals Habitation Low-medium Small-medium 
and around Block Island . 

A37 : 6000 coastline to 18,000-12,000 Habitation Low Very small 
m~ern shoreline from Cape 12,000-9000 Habitation Very lour Small 
Cod to Narragansett Bay 9000-6000 Habitation Low-medium Small-medium 
including Martha's Vine- 6000-3000 Shell madden High Small-large 
yard and Nantucket Island . Habitation Medium Small 

Camp High Small-medium 

A38 : Along modern coast- 18,000-12,000 Same as A37 Same as A37 Sage as A37 
Tine from Chatham, MA to 12,000-9000 Same as A37 Same as A37 Same as A37 
Narragansett Bay. 9000-6000 Save as 1137 Save as A37 Same as A37 

6000-3000 Shell madden High Small-large 
Habitation Medium Shell 
Camp High Small-medium 
Pillage Low-medium Large 

3000-present Shell madden High Small-large 
Habitation High small 
Camp High Small 

A39 : 18,000 coastline to 18,000-12,000 Fishing camp/ 
T'7000 coastline in habitation Low Small 
Block Valley . 

A40 : 12 .000 coastline to X8,000-12,000 Fishing carp/ 
M coastline 1n Block habitation Low Small 
Valley . 12,000-9000 Shell madden/ 

fishing camp Low Small 

A41 : 9000 coastline to 18 .000-12,000 Fishing camp/ 
M coastline in Block habitation Lover small 
Valley. 12,000-9000 Fishing camp/ 

habitation LOW Small-large 
9000-6000 Shell ridden/ 

fishing camp Median Swell-Medium 
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Table IV-4 (continued) : Archaeology zones . 

Description Period B .P . Site Type Frequency Size 

A42 : 6000 coastline in 18,000-12,000 Same as A41 Same as A41 Same as A41 
Block Valley to end of 12,000-9000 Same as A41 Same as A41 Same as A41 
Block Valley in Long 9000-6000 Fishing camp/ 
Island sound and up habitation Low-medium Small-medium 
Narragansett Bay . 6000-inundation Shell midden High Small-large 

(LIS)-3000 Fishing camp Medium-high Small 
in (NB) Fish weir Low-medium Small 

A43 : Modern coastline 18,000-12,000 Habitation Low Very small 
around Narragansett Bay . 12,000-9000 Habitation Very low Small 

9000-6000 Fishing camp/ 
habitation Low-medium Small-medium 

6000-3000 Shell madden High Small-large 
Fishing camp Medium-high Small 
Habitation Medium Small 
Village Low-medium Large 
Camp High Small-medium 

3000-present Shell madden High Small-large 
Fishing camp High Small-large 
Habitation High Small 

A44 : 18,000 coastline to 18,000-12,000 Seal hunting camp Low Small 
TF;000 coastline from Habitation Low Very small 
Block Canyon to 
Hudson Canyon except 
A50 . 

A45 : 1,200 coastline to 18,000-12,000 Habitation Low Very small 
9000 coastline from 12,000-9000 Seal hunting camp Low Small 
Block Canyon to Hudson Habitation Very low Small 
Canyon except A51 . 

A46 : 9000 coastline to 18,000-12,000 Habitation Low Very small 
6000 coastline from Block 12,000-9000 Habitation Very low Small 
Canyon to Hudson Canyon . 9000-6000 Shell madden Medium Small-medium 

Camp Low Small 

A47 : 6000 coastline to 18,000-12,000 Same as A46 Same as A46 Same as A46 
modern coastline seaward 12,000-9000 Same as A46 Same as A46 Same as A46 
of Long Island, from 9000-6000 Camp Low Small 
boundry of A48 to present Habitation Low-medium Small-medium 
shoreline, along Long Shell madden/ 
Island and to Narragansett fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
Bay. 6000-3000 Shell madden High Small-large 

Habitation Medium Small 
Camp High Small-medium 
Fishing camp Medium-high Small 
Village Low-medium large 
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Table IV-4 (continued) : Archaeology zones . 

Description - - Period B .P . Site Type Frequency Size 

A48 : Long Island Sound 18,000-12,000 Habitation Low Very small 
amide 6000 coastline 12,000-9000 Habitation Very low Small 
outside Block Canyon 9000-6000 Fishing camp/ 
and inundated prior to habitation Low-medium Small-medium 
3000 . Camp Low Small 

6000-inundation Fishing camp Medium-high Small 

A49 : Modern coastline of 18,000-12,000 Habitation Low Very small 
Long Island and coast 12,000-9000 Habitation Very low Small 
from Narragansett Bay to 9000-6000 Camp Low Small 
New York City . 6000-3000 Fishing camp Medium-high Small 

Habitation Medium Small 
Camp High Small-medium 
Village Low-medium Large 

3000-present Shell madden High Small-large 
Habitation High Small 
Fishing camp High Small-large 
Camp Nigh Small-medium 

A50 : 18,000 coastline to 18,000-12,000 Fishing camp/ 
T2 ,000 coastline habitation Low Small 
Long Island Valley . 

A51 : 12,000 coastline 18,000-12,000 Fishing camp/ 
until inundation of other stations Low Small 
Long Island Valley. 12,000- Shell madden/ 

inundation fishing camp Low Small 

A52 : 18,000 coastline to 18,000-12,000 Fishing camp/ 
12,000 coastline habitation Low Small 
Hudson Canyon . 

A53 : 12,000 coastline to 18,000-12,000 Fishing camp/ 
9000 coastline in other station Low Small 
Hudson Canyon. 12,000-9000 Shell madden/ 

fishing camp Low Small 

A54 : 9000 coastline to 18,000-12,000 
X00 coastline in 
Hudson Canyon . 12,000-9000 

9000-6000 

Fishing camp/ 
other stations Low Small 
Fishing camp/ 
other habitation Low Small-large 
Shell madden/ 
fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
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Table IV-4 (continued) : Archaeology zones . 

Description Period B .P . Site Type Frequency Size 

A55 : 6000 coastline to 18,000-12,000 Fishing camp/ 
modern caostline in other stations Low Small 
Hudson Canyon. 12,000-9000 Fishing camp/ 

other habitation Low Small-large 
9000-6000 Fishing camp/ 

other habitation Low-medium Small-medium 
6000-3000 Shell midden High Small-large 

Fishing camp Medium-high Small 
Fish weir Low-medium Small 

A56 : 18,000 -coastline to 18,000-12,000 Coastal camp Very low small 
T2 ,000 coastline from Upland camp Low Very small 
Hudson Canyon to 
Great Egg Valley . 

A57 : 12,000 coastline to 18,000-12,000 Upland camp Low Very small 
X660 coastline from 12,000-9000 Shell madden Medium Small-medium 
Hudson Canyon to Upland other 
Great Egg Valley . camp II Low Small-large 

A58 : 9000 coastline to 18,000-12,000 Upland camp Low Very small 
000 coastline from 12,00-9000 Upland other 
Hudson Canyon to camp II Low Small-large 
Great Egg Valley. 9000-6000 Shell' mldden Medium Small-medium 

Upland other 
camp 11 Low-medium Small-large 

A59 : 6000 coastline to 18,000-12,000 Upland camp Low Very small 
modern coastline from 12,000-9000 Upland other 
Hudson Canyon to camp II Low Small-large 
Great Egg Valley . 9000-6000 Upland other 

camp II Low-medium Small-large 
6000-3000 Shell madden Medium-high Small-large 

Upland other 
camp II Medium Small-medium 
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, . 
Table IV-4 (continued) : Archaeology zones . 

Description Period B .P . Site Type Frequency Size 

A60 : Modern coastline 18,000-12,000 Upland camp Low Very small 
mom Hudson Canyon to 12,000-9000 Upland other 
Great Egg Valley. camp II Low Small-large 

9000-6000 Upland other 
camp II Low-medium Small-large 

6000-3000 Upland other 
camp II Medium Small-medium 

3000-present Shell madden Very high Small-large 
Black earth madden High Small-medium 
Village High Large 
Inland valley 
tamp I Medium Small 

A61 : 18,000 coastline to 18,000-15,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
T9-,000 coastline in 
Great Egg Valley . 

A62 : 15,000 coastline to 18,000-15,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
X000 coastline in 15,000-12,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
Great Egg Valley . Shell madden Low Small 

A63 : 12,000 coastline to 18,000-15,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
X060 coastline in 15,000-12,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
Great Egg Valley . 12,000-9000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 

Shell madden Medium Small-medium 

A64 : 9000 coastline to 18,000-15,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
X630 coastline in 15,000-12,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
Great Egg Valley . 12,000-9000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 

Inland valley 
other camp I Medium Small 

- Upland other 
camp II Low Small-large 

9000-6000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
Shell madden Medium Small-medium 

A65 : 6000 coastline to 18,000-15,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
modern coastline in 15,000-12,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
Great Egg Valley . 12,000-9000 Fishing camp (4edium Small-medium 

Inland valley 
other camp I Medium Small 
Upland other 
camp II Low Small-large 

9000-6000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
Inland valley 
other camp I Medium Small 
Upland other 
camp II Low-medium Small-large 

6000-3000 Fishing camp High Small-large 
Shell madden High Small-large 
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Table IV-4 (continued) : Archaeology zones . 

Description Period B .P . Site Type Frequency Size 

A66 : Modern coastline 18,000-15,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
around Great Egg Harbor. 15,000-12,000 Fishing camp Low Small 

12,000-9000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
Inland valley 
other camp I Medium Small 
Upland other 
camp II Low Small-large 

9000-6000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
Inland valley 
other camp I Medium Small 
Upland other 
camp II Low-medium Small-large 

6000-3000 Fishing camp High Small-large 
Inland valley 
other camp I Medium-high 
Inland valley 
other camp II Medium-high Small-very 

large 
3000-present Shell madden Very high Small-large 

Black earth madden High Small-medium 
Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
Inland valley 
tamp II Medium-high Small 
Inland valley 
camp I Medium Small 
Village High Large 

A67 : 18,000 coastline to Same as A56 Same as A56 Same as A56 Same as A56 
MOOD coastline from 
Great Egg Valley to 
Delaware Valley . 

A68 : 12,000 coastline to Same as A57 Same as A57 Same as A57 Same as A57 
9000 coastline from Great 
Egg Valley to Delaware 
Valley . 

A69 : 9000 coastline to Same as A58 Same as A58 Same as A58 Same as A58 
x(0-0 coastline from 
Great Egg Valley to 
Delaware Valley . 

A70 : 6000 coastline to Same as A59 Same as A59 Same as A59 Same as A59 
modern coastline from 
Great Egg Valley to 
Delaware Valley. 

A71 : Modern coastline from Same as A60 Same as A60 Same as A60 Same as A60 
Great Egg Harbor to 
Cape May . 
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Table IV-4 (continued) : Archaeology zones . 

Description Period B .P . Site Type Frequency Size 

A72 : 18,000 coastline to Same as A61 Same as A61 Same as A61 Same as A61 
X000 coastline in 
Delaware Valley. 

A73 : 15,000 coastline to Same as A62 Same as A62 Same as A62 Same as A62 
1'000 coastline in 
Delaware Valley . 

A74 : 12,000 coastline to Same as A63 Same as Afi3 Same as A63 Same as A63 
W0 coastline in 
Delaware Valley. 

A75 : 9000 coastline to Same as A64 Same as A64 Same as A64 Same as A64 
X660 coastline in 
Delaware Valley. 

A76 : 6000 coastline to Same as A65 Same as A65 Same as A65 Same as A65 
mouth of Delaware Bay. 

A77 : 18,000 river bank 18,000-12,000 Fishing camp Low small 
to 9000 river bank of 12,000-9000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
Delaware River from 
Cohansey River to 
present bay mouth . 

A78 : 9000 river bank to 18,000-12,000 Upland camp Low Very small 
5660 river bank of 12,000-9000 Inland valley 
Delaware River from camp I Medium Small 
Cohansey River to Upland camp II Low Small-large 
present bay mouth. 9000-6000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 

Shell midden Medium Small-medium 

A79 : 6000 river bank to 18,000-12,000 Upland camp Low Very small 
3000 river bank of 12,000-9000 Inland valley 
Delaware River from camp I Medium Small 
approximately Cohansey Upland camp II Low Small-large 
River to present bay 9000-6000 Inland valley 
mouth . camp I Medium Very small- 

small 
Upland camp II Medium Small-large 

6000-3000 Fishing camp High Small-large 
Shell madden High Small-large 
Inland valley 
camp II High Small-very 

large 
Upland camp II Medium Small-medium 
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Table IV-4 (continued) : Archaeology zones . 

Description Period B .P . Site Type Frequency Size 

A80 : Modern coastline of 18,000-12,000 Upland camp Low Very Small 
Delaware Bay. 12,000-9000 Inland valley 

camp I Medium Small 
Upland camp II Low Small-large 

9000-6000 Inland valley 
camp I Medium Very small- 

small 
Upland camp II Medium Small-large 

6000-3000 Inland valley 
camp II High Small-very 

large 
Upland camp II Medium Small-medium 

3000-present Shell madden Very high Small-large 
Black earth madden High Small-medium 
Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
Inland valley 
camp II High Small 
Village High Large 

A81 : Upper reaches of 18,000-12,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
Delaware Bay to modern 12,000-9000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
coastline from Cohansey 9000-6000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
River to Delaware City. 6000-3000 Fishing camp High Small-large 

Shell madden High Small-large 

A82 : Delaware River from 15,000-12,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
eTaware City to 12,000-9000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
Philadelphia . 9000-6000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 

6000-3000 Fishing camp High Small-large 
3000-present Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 

Inland valley 
camp II High Small 
Village High Large 

A83 : 18,000 coastline to Same as A56 Same as A56 Same as A56 Same as A56 
TT,_000 coastline from 
Delaware Valley to 
Susquehanna Valley . 

A84 : 12,000 coastline to Same as A57 Same as A57 Same as A57 Same as A57 
9000 coastline from 
Delaware Valley to 
Susquehanna Valley . 

A85 : 9000 coastline to Same as A58 Same as A58 Same as A58 Same as A58 
6000 coastline from 
Delaware Valley to 
Susquehanna Valley . 
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Table IV-4 (continued) : Archaeology zones . 

Description Period B .P . Site Type Frequency Size 

A86 : 6000 coastline to Same as A59 Same as A59 Same as A59 Same as A59 
modern coastline from 
Delaware Valley to 
Susquehanna Valley . 

A87 : Modern coastline from Same as A60 Same as A60 Same as A60 Same as A60 
Ta-pe Henlopen to Cape 
Charles . 

A88 : 18,000 coastline to Same as A61 Same as A61 Same as A61 Same as A61 
T57-,-000 coastline in 
Susquehanna Valley . 

A89 : 15,000 coastline to Same as A62 Same as A62 Same as A62 Same as A62 
M000 coastline in 
Susquehanna Valley . 

A90 : 12,000 coastline to Same as A63 Same as A63 Same as A63 Same as A63 
W0 coastline in 
Susquehanna Valley . 

A91 : 9000 coastline to Same as A64 Same as A64 Same as A64 Same as A64 
6000 coastline in 
Susquehanna Valley . 

A92 : 6000 coastline to Same as A65 Same as A65 Same as A65 Same as A65 
present mouth of 
Chesapeake Bay . 

A93 : 18,000 coastline to Same as A56 Same as A56 Same as A56 Same as A56 
T2'-,-000 coastline from 
Susquehanna Valley to 
James Valley . 

A94 : 12,000 coastline to Same as A57 Same as A57 Same as A57 Same as A57 
9000 coastline from 
Susquehanna Valley to 
James Valley. 

A95 : 9000 coastline to Same as A58 Same as A58 Same as A58 Same as A58 
X60 coastline from 
Susquehanna Valley to 
James Valley . 
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Table IV-4 (continued) : Archaeology zones . 

Description Period B, P . Site Type Frequency Size 

A96 : 6000 coastline to Same as A59 Same as A59 Same as A59 Same as A59 
modern coastline from 
Susquehanna Valley to 
James Valley . 

A97 : 18,000 coastline to Same as A61 Same as A61 Same as~A61 Same as A61 
T~,000 coastline in 
James Valley. 

A98 : 15,000 coastline to 18,000-15,000 Fishing camps Low Small 
T2 ,000 coastline in 15,000-12,000 fishing camps Low Small 
James Valley . Shell madden Low Small 

A99 : 12,000 coastline to 18,000-15,000 fishing camp Low Small 
9000 coastline in James 15,000-12,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
Valley . Shell madden Low Small 

12,000-9000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
Shell madden Medium Small-medium 

A100 : 9000 coastline to X8,000-15>000 Fishing camp Low Small 
6000 coastline in 15,000-12,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
James Valley . 12,000-9000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 

Shell madden Medium Small-medium 
Inland valley 
camp I Medium Very small- 

small 
Upland camp II Low Small-large 

9000-6000 fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
Shell madden Medium Small-medium 
Inland valley 
camp I Medium Small-medium 
Upland camp II Medium Small-large 

A101 : 6000 coastline to 18,000-15,000 fishing camp Low Small 
modern coastline in 15,000-12,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
James Valley . 12,000-9000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 

Inland valley 
camp I Medium Very small- 

small 
Upland camp II Low Small-large 

9000-6000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
Inland valley 
camp I Medium Small-medium 
Upland camp II Medium Small-large 

6000-3000 Fishing camp High Small-large 
Shell madden High Small-large 
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Table IV-4 (continued) : Archaeology zones . 

Description - Period B .P . - Site Type Frequency Size 

A102 : Modern coastline Same as A60 Same as A60 Same as A60 Same as A60 
from Chesapeake Bay to 
Currituck Sound . 

A103 : 18,000 coastline to Same as A56 Same as A56 Same as A56 Same as A56 
T2,000 coastline from 
James Valley to 
Albemarle . 

A104 : 12,000 coastline to Same as A57 Same as A57 Same as A57 Same as A57 
9000 coastline from 
James Valley to 
Albemarle. 

A105 : 9000 coastline to Same as A58 Same as A58 Same as A58 Same as A58 
~5~5(( coastline from James 
Valley to Albemarle . 

A106 : 6000 coastline to Same as A59 Same as A59 Same as A59 Same as A59 
modern coastline from 
James Valley to Albemarle. 

A107 : 18,000 coastline to Same as A61 Same as A61 Same as A61 Same as A61 
15,000 coastline in 
Albemarle Valley . 

A108 : 15,000 coastline to Same as A98 Same as A98 Same as A98 Same as A98 
12,000 coastline in 
Albemarle Valley . 

A109 : 12,000 coastline to Same as A99 Same as A99 Same as A99 Same as A99 
~W coastline in 
Albemarle Valley . 

AllO : 9000 coastline to Same as A100 Same as A100 Same as A100 Same as A100 
OW coastline in 
Albemarle Valley. 

Aill : 6000 coastline to Same as A101 Same as A101 Same as A101 Same as A101 
modern coastline in 
Albemarle Valley. 
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Table IV-4 (continued) : Archaeology zones . 

Description Period B .P . Site Type Freouencv Size 

A112 : 18,000 coastline to Same as A56 Same as A56 Same as A56 Same as A56 
T'f (l00 coastline from 
Albemarle Valley to 
Diamond Valley . 

A113 : 12,000 coastline to Same as A57 Same as A57 Same as A57 Same as A57 
X000 coastline from 
Albemarle Valley to 
Diamond Valley . 

All4 : 9000 coastline to Same as A58 Same as A58 Same as A58 Same as A58 
6000 coastline from 
Albemarle Valley to 
Diamond Valley . 

A115 : 6000 coastline to Same as A59 Same as A59 Same as A59 Save as A59 
modern coastline from 
Albemarle Valley to 
Diamond Valley . 

A116 : 18,000 coastline to Same as A61 Same as A61 Same as A61 Same as A61 
TS-,U00 coastline in 
Diamond Valley . 

A117 : 15,000 coastline to Same as A98 Same as A98 Same as A98 Safe as A98 
X000 coastline in 
Diamond Valley . 

A118 : 12,000 coastline to 18,000-15,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
TOM coastline in 15,000-12,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
Diamond Valley . Shell midden Low Small 

12,000-9000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
Shell midden Medium Shall-medium 

A119 : 9000 coastline to 18,000-15,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
6000 coastline in 15,000-12,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
Diamond Valley . Shell midden Low Small 

12,000-9000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
Shell midden Medium Small-medium 

9000-6000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 
Shell madden Medium Small-Medium 
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Table IV-4 (continued) : Archaeology zones . 

Description Period B .P . Site Type Frequency Size 

A120 : 6000 coastline to 18,000-15,000 Fishing camp Low 
modern coastline in 15,000-12,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
Diamond Valley. 12,000-9000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 

Shell midden Medium Small-medium 
9000-6000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 

Shell madden Medium Small-medium 
6000-3000 Fishing camp High Small-large 

Shell madden High Small-large 

A121 : In present day 18,000-12,000 Fishing camp Low Small 
amTico and Albemarle 12,000-9000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 

Sounds and Barrier Inland valley 
Beaches the more recent camp I Medium Small-medium 
sites tending toward Upland camp II Low Small-large 
modern shorelines . 9000-6000 Fishing camp Medium Small-medium 

Inland valley 
camp I Medium Very small- 

small 
Upland camp II Medium Small-large 

6000-3000 Fishing camp High Small-large 
Inland valley 
camp I High Small-medium 
Inland valley 
camp II High Small-very 

large 
Shell madden High Small-large 

3000-present Fishing camp Medium 
Shell madden Very high Small-large 
Inland valley 
camp II High Small 
Village High Large 
Black earth madden High Small-medium 

A122 : Wetland zones inside 18,000-12,000 Upland camp Low Very small 
North Carolina Barrier 12,000-9000 Upland camp II Low Small-large 
Beaches and bordering 9000-6000 Upland camp II Medium Small-medium 
Pamlico and Albemarle 6000-3000 Upland camp II Medium Small-medium 
Sounds . Inland valley 

camp II High Small-very 
large 

3000-present Inland valley 
camp II High Small 
Pillage High Large 
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4.2 .2 .2 Archaeological sequences - In this section Figs . IV-30 through 
37 locate areas where uniquely identifiable cultural sequences can be 
isolated . Table IV-5 describes in graphic terms what the composition of 
these zones (prior to inundation) may be expected to have been . The pre-
dictions are presented as an index (relative number) of original predicted 
site frequencies located within areas described by a combination of past 
shoreline positions and geophysical circumstances . 

The site frequency index is developed by adding the predicted site fre-
quencies for each type of site in each area . Individual site frequency 
is derived from the model in Volume II (Table IV-1) . From the combina-
tion of expected site types and expected site frequency for given environ-
mental situations is derived a series of identifiable archaeological 
sequences . These sequences will be the key to management recommendations 
in the remainder of this volume . Each sequence describes the expected 
site type and expected site frequency in geographically identifiable zones 
These zones have been developed using a combination of geographical and 
anthropological attributes extracted from Volumes I and II of this study . 

The sequences are described as a function of site type/frequency for a 
given area within identifiable shoreline positions . 
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Table IV-5 . Expected composition of Archaeological Sequence Zones 
prior to inundation . 

39 - 

38 - 

37 - 
Maine Full Coastal Sequence 

36 - 
LEGEND 

35 - 
FC Fishing camp 

34 - HAB Habitation 
SM Shell midden 

33 - BEM Black earth midden 
VIL Village 

32 - IVC I Inland valley camp I 
IVC II Inland valley camp II 

31 - UC I Upland camp I 
UC II Upland camp II 

30 - UC Upland camp 
cc Coastal camp 

29 - SHC Seal hunting camp 
MCL Modern coastline 

28 - P On shore 
SLV Shoreline positipn 

27 - 

26 - 

25 - 

24 - 

23 - 

w 22 - 
v 
.= 21 
r 
c20- v 
d 14 - 
w 
°' 18 
N 

1' 

16 - a 

o` 15 - 

14 - 

13 - 

12 - 

11 - 

10 - 

9- 

8 - Sequence stops in front of Penobscot 
BEM and Casco Bays 

l 
6- 

SM BEM SM 
5- 

SM 
4- 

SHC 
3 - 

HAB 6_3k HAB 
2 - 

HAB 9_bk HAB 
1- 

HAB12-9k 
SHC 

0- 
SLP P 3k (MCL) 6k 9k 12k 15k 18k 
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Table IV-5 . Expected composition of Archaeological Sequence Zones 
prior to inundation . (continued) 

38 - 
Maine Es tuarine Sequence 

37 - 

36 - 
LEGEND 

35 - 
FC Fis h in g camp 

34 - HAB Habitation 
SM Shell midden 

33 - BEM Black earth midden 
VIL Village 

32 - IVC I Island valley camp I 
IVC II Inland valley camp II 

31 - UC I Upland camp I 
UC II Upland camp II 

30 - UC Upland camp 
cc Coastal camp 

25 - SHC Seal hunting camp 
MGL Modern coastline 

28 - P On shore 
SLP Shoreline position 

27 - 

26 - 

25 - 

24 - 

23 - 

dZZ - 
a 
r 21 
r u 20 
W 
7 

d 19 - 
w 
a~+18- 
N " 

1/ 

A 

~16- 

o` 15 - 

14 

13 - 
SM 

12 - 

11 - 

10 - 
FC BEM 

g _ 6-3k 
SM 

8- 
SM 

7 - 6-3k FC 
6- BEM 6-3k 
5- 

SM SM 
4 - 9-6k 

3- 
FC FC 

2 - 9-6k 

1- 
FC 12-9k FL O - 

SLP P 3k (MCL) 6k 9k 12k 15k 18k 
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Table IV-5 . Expected composition of Archaeological Sequence Zones 
prior to inundation . (continued) 

38 

37 -

36 -

35 -

34 -

33 -

32 -

31 -

30 -

29 -

28 -

27 -

26 -

25 -

24 -

23 -

a 
.~ 21 
r 
~c`~20-

L 19 w 
18 - 

17 - 
A 

~ 16-

o` 15 - 

14 -

13 -

12 -

11 -

10 - 

9-

8-

7- 

6-

5-

4- 

3-

2-

1- 

o-L 
SLP P 9k 

Southern New England Full Coastal 
Sequence (truncated) 

LEGEND 

FC 
NAB 
SM 
BEM 
YIL 
IVC I 
IYC II 
UC I 
UC II 
UC 
CC 
SHC 
MCL 
P 
SLP 

Fishing camp 
Habitation 
Shell madden 
Black earth madden 
Village 
Inland valley camp I 
Inland valley camp II 
Upland camp I 
Upland camp II 
Upland camp 
Coastal camp 
Seal hunting camp 
Modern coastline 
On Shore 
Shoreline position 

2k 15k 18k 3k (MCL) 6k 
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Table IV-5 . Expected composition of Archaeological Sequence Zones 
prior to inundation . (continued) 

38 -

37 -

36 -

35 -

34 -

33 -

32 -

31 -

30 

29 -

28 -

27 

26 -

25 -

24 -

23 -

v 
r 21 
a U 20-

S919-
w 
:+18' 
N ' .~ _ 

1 

A HAB 
~16-

o` 15 - 

14 - 
FC 

13 - 

12 -

it - 
SM 

10 - 

9-

8-
FC 

7- 

6-

5-
SM 

~4 - 

3-
FG 

2- 

FC 
0- 
SLP P 

Southern New England Estuarine 
Sequence (truncated) 

LEGEND 

FC 
HAB 
SM 
BEM 
VIL 
IVC 1 
IYC II 
UC I 
UC II 
UL 
CL 
SHC 
MCL 
P 
SLP 

Fishing camp 
Habitation 
Shell midden 
Black earth madden 
Village 
Inland valley camp I 
Inland valley camp II 
Upland camp I 
Upland camp II 
Upland camp 
Coastal camp 
Seal hunting camp 
Modern coastline 
On shore 
Shoreline position 

FC 

SM 
6-3k 

SM 
9-6k 

FC 
9-6k 

12-9k 

3k (MCL) 6k 9k 12k 15k 18k 
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Table IV-5 . Expected composition of Archaeological Sequence Zones 
pri or to in undation . (continued) 

38 - 
Cape Cod Bay Sequence 

37 

36 - LEGEND 

35 - FC Fishing camp 
NAB Habitation 

34 - SM Shell midden 
BEM Black earth madden 

33 - YIL Village 
IVC I Inland valley camp I 

32 - IVC II Inland valley camp II 
UC I Upland camp I 

31 - UC II Upland camp II 
UC Upland camp 

30 - CC Coastal camp 
SHC Seal hunting camp 

29 _ MCL Modern coastline 
P On shore 

pg _ SLP Shoreline position 

27 - 

26 - 

25 - 

24 - 

23 - 

v 
21 - 

r 
c 20- 

19 - 
w 
;+ 18- 

17 - 
A SM 
5 16- 

o` 15 - 

14 - 
NAB 

13 - 

12 - 

11 - 
CAMP SM 

10 - 

9- 

VIL VIL 
6-3k f 

NAB NAB SH 
5 - 6-3k 

4 - 
CAMP CAMP 

3 " 9-6k 

2 - 
NAB 12-9k 

1 - 
FL 12-9k 

0- 
SLP P 3k (MCL) 6k 9k 12k 15k 18k 
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Table IV-5 . Expected composition of Archaeological Sequence Zones 
prior to inundation . (continued) 

38 - 
Southern New England Full 

37 - Coastal Sequence 

36 - 
LEGEND 

35 - 
FL Fishing camp 

34 - HAB Habitation 
SM Shell midden 

33 - BEM Black earth midden 
VIL Village 

32 - IVC I Inlaid valley camp I 
IVC II Inland valley camp lI 

31 _ UC I Upland camp I 
UC II Upland camp II 

30 - UC Upland camp 
cc Coastal camp 

pg _ SHC Seal hunting camp 
MCL Modern coastline 

28 _ p On shore 
SLP Shoreline position 

27 - 

26 - 

25 - 

24 - 

23 - 

,x 22 _ CAMP 

21 - 
r U 20- E 

19 - HAB 
w 

17 - 
1 0 

16 - o+ 
Sri 

o` 15 - 

14 - 

13 - VIL 
6-3k 

12 - 

11 _ CAMP CAMP 
6-3k 

10 - 

9- 
$ _ HAB HAB 

6-3k 

r-- feorges Banks exits sequence 
6 , SM Sri /~ 

6-3k North side of Georges 
5 - i HAB Banks to Cape Cod enters 

sequence . 
rAo 

SHC HAB 
3 _ HAB HAB SM 

9-6k 9-6k fC 15-12k SHC FC 

HAB HAB HAr 
HAB -9k HAB 2-9k HA B 12-9k - _ G ___ _ _ 

HAB 14-15k HAB 18-15 k HAB 18-15k HAB 
- 

18-15k FC 1F,-1 ;~;Hr, 
0- 
SLP P 3k (MCL) 6k 9k 12k 15~ 
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Table IV-5 . Expected composition of Archaeological Sequence Zones 
prior to inundation . (continued) 

38 - 
Southern New England Estuarine Sequence 37 - 

36 - 
LEGEND 

35 - 
FC Fishing camp 

34 _ HAS Habitation 
SM Shell midden 

33 - BEM Black earth midden 
VIL Village 

32 _ IVC I Inland valley camp I 
IVC II Inland valley camp II 

31 - UC I Upland camp I 
UC II Upland camp 11 

30 - UC Upland camp 
CC Coastal camp 

29 _ SHC Seal hunting camp 
MCL Modern coastline 

Z8 _ P On shore 
SLP Shoreline position 

27 - 

26 - 

25 - 

24 - 

23 - 

WZZ- 

p1 

~20- 

19 - 
w 

1 w 
SM 

17 - 
A 

~16- 

o` 15 - 
FC St4 

14 - 

13 - 

I 12 - 
VIL VIL 

11 - 6-3k 

10 - 
FC FC 

9 - 6-3k 

8- 

7- 

6 ' 
HAB 

9-6k 
SM 

5- 
i FC I FC 

9-6k SM 

3 , FC FC 
2- 12-9k 

!HAB18-12k HAS _ 

0 _ ~F~ 18-12k FC 

SLP P 3k (MCL) 6k 9k 12k 
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Table IV-5 . Expected cowposition of Archaeological Sequence Zones 
prior to inundation . (continued) 

38 -

37 -

36 -

35 -

34 -

33 -

32 -

31 -

30 -

29 -

28 - 
H 

27 - 

26 - 

25 - -
I 

24 - 

23 -

v 
r 21 ' 
r 
~20-

41 19 -
w 
~ 1g_ I 

N ' .~ -
1/ 

c 16 
v! 
o` 15 -

14 

13 -

12 -

11 -

10 -

9-

g_ . 

7-

6-

5- I 

4-

3-

2-

1-

0-
SLP P 3k 

Narrangansett Bay and 
New York Harbor Sequence 

LEGEND 

FC Fishing camp 
HAB Habitation 
SM Shell madden 
BEM Black earth madden 
VIL Village 
IVC I Inland valley camp I 
IVC II Inland valley camp II 
UC I Upland camp I 
UC II Upland camp II 
UC Upland camp 
cc Coastal camp 
SHC Seal hunting camp 
MCL Modern coastline 
P On shore 
SLP Shoreline position 

6k 9k 12k 15k 18k 
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Table IV-5 . Expected composition of Archaeological Sequence Zones 
prior to fi,undation . (continued) 

38 - 
Long Island Sound 

37 _ Pre-Inundation Sequence 

36 - LEGEND 
35 - FC Fishing camp 
34 - HAB Habitation 

SM Shell midden 
33 - BEM Black earth madden 

VIL Village 

32 _ IVC I Inland valley camp I 
IVC II Inland valley camp II 

31 - UC I Upland canp I 
UC II Upland camp II 

30 - UC Upland camp 
CC Coastal camp 

29 - 
SHC Seal hunting camp 
MCL Modern coastline 

28 ' 
P On shore 
SLP Shoreline position 

27 - 

26 - 

25 - 

24 - 

23 - 

v 
r 21 
a 
cpp- d 
d 19 L w 
a+18- 
N ' .~ 

1/ 

16 

o` 15 - 

14 - 

13 - 

12 - 

» " Sequence lasts until Long Island 
Sound fully inundated 

10 - 

9 - fC 

8- 

7- 

6 _ 9-6k 

5 _ FC 
9-6k 

4- 

3 - HAB 
9-6k 

2- 
2-9k 

HAB 18-12k 
0- 
SLP P 3k (MCL) 6k 9k 12k 15k 18k 
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Table IV-5 . Expected composition c-F archaeological Sequence Zones 
prior to inundation . (continued) 

38 -

37 -

36 -

35 -

34 -

33 -

32 -

31 -

30 -

29 -

28 -

27 -

26 -

25 -

24 -

23 

4, 22 -
v 

21 -
U 
% 20-

1- 19 -
w 
a+ 18 -
V 

IL 
-

4 

16 -

O 15 

14 -

13 -

12 -

11 -

10 - 

9-

S-

7-

6-

5 

4 -

3-

2-

1-

0-
S1 .D P 

Mid Atlantic Full Coastal Sequence 

LEGEND 

FC Fishing camp 
HAB Habitation 
SM Shell midden 
BEM Black earth madden 
VIL Village 
IVC I Inland valley camp I 
IVC II Inland valley camp II 
UC I Upland camp I 
UC II Upland camp II 
UC Upland camp 
cc Coastal camp 
SHL Seal hunting camp 
MCl Modern coastline 
P On shore 
SLP Shoreline position 

3k (MCL) 6k 9k 12k 15k 18k 
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Table IV-5 . Expected composition of Archaeological Sequence Zones 
prior to inundation . (continued) 

38 - 
SM 

37 - Mid Atlantic Estuarine Sequence 

36 - 
LEGEND 

35 - FC Fishing camp 
34 - HAB Habitation 

BEM SM Shell midden 
33 - BEM Black earth madden 

VIL Village 
32 _ IVC I Inland valley camp I 

IVC II Inland valley camp II 
31 - UC I Upland camp I 

UC II Upland camp II 
30 - 

VIL UC Upland camp 
CC Coastal camp 

29 " 
SHC Seal hunting camp 
MCL Modern coastline 
P On shore 28 ' SLP Shoreline position 

IVC I 
27 - 

26 - 
IVC II 

25 - 

24 - 

23 - 
FG 

xpp- d 
.° 21 _ 
n ., IVC II 
20 - 6-3k 

19 - 
w 

18 - 
IVC I SM 

17 - 6-3k 

t 16- 

0 15 - 
FC FC 

14 _ 6-3k 

13 - 

12 - 
UC II 

11 - 9-6k 

10 - 
IVC I SM 

9 - 9-6k 

8- 
FC FC 

7 - 9-6k 

6 - 
UC II9-12k 

5 - 
IVC I SM 

q _ 9-12k 

3- 
pC FC 

2 - 9-12k SM 

FC 
18k-12k 

SLP P 3k (MCL) 6k 9k 12k 15k 18k 
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Table IV-5 . Expected composition of Archaeological Sequence Zones 
prior to inundation . (continued) 

38 - 
Delaware Bay Sequence 

37 _ (Main Bay) 

36 - 
LEGEND 

35 - 
FC Fishing camp 

gq _ HAB Habitation 
SM Shell madden 

33 - BEM Black earth madden 
YIL Village 

32 _ IVC I Inland valley camp I 
IVC II Inland valley camp II 

31 - UC I Upland camp I 
UC II Upland camp II 

30 - UC Upland camp 
cc Coastal camp 

29 _ SHC Seal hunting camp 
MCL Modern coastline 

28 . P On shore 
SM I SLP Shoreline position 

27 - 

26 - 

25 - 

24 - 
BEM 

23 

22 - 0x1 
r 21 
'+ VIL 
20- 4, 
19 - 

w SM 
18 T 

FC 

A C 16 - -a 
IVC II FC 

o` 15 - 

14 - 

13 - 
UC II UL II 

12 - 6-3k 

11 - 
IVC II IVC II 

10 - 6-3k 

9- 

8- 
UC II SM 

7 - 9-6k 

6- 
IVC I FL 

5 _ 9-6k 

4 - 
UC 12-9k 3 - 
IVC I 

2 _ 12-9k 
FC 

1- 
UC 18-12k 

FC 
0- 
SLD P 3k (MCL) 6k 9k 12k 15k lBk 
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Table IV-5 . Expected composition of Archaeological Sequence Zones 
prior to inundation . (continued) 

38 - 
Delaware Bay Sequence Set 

37 _ (Upper Reaches) 

36 - LEGEND 

35 - FC Fishing tamp 
HAB Habitation 

34 - SM Shell madden 
BEM Black earth madden 33 - VIL Village 
IVC I Inland valley damp I 

32 ' IVC II Inland valley camp II 
UC I Upland camp I 

31 - UC II Upland camp II 
UC Upland camp 

30 - CC Coastal camp 
SHC Seal hunting camp 

29 - MCL Modern coastline 
P On shore 

28 - SO Shoreline position 

27 - 

26 - 

25 - 

24 - 

23 - 

v 
21 - 

20- ~ 

i 19 
w 
a~+18- 

sti 
N " 

1/ 
_ 

A 

~16- 

0 15 

1 4 - 
BEN 

13 

12 - 

11 - 

10 - 

9- 

B- 

1- 

6- 

5- 

4 - 

4 
3- 

FC FC 
2- 12- 9k 

1- 

0- 
SLQ Q 3t (MCL) 6k 9k 12k 15k lBk 
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Table IV-5 . Expected composition of Archaeological Sequence Zones 
prior to inundation . (continued) 

38 Delaware Bay 'Sequence Set 
37 - (Lower River) 

36 LEGEND 
35 - FC Fishing camp 
34 - HAB Habitation 

SM Shell midden 

33 - BEM Black earth madden 
VIL Village 

3Z - IVC I Inland valley camp I 
IVC II Inland valley camp II 

31 UC I Upland camp I 
UC II Upland camp II 
~ Upland camp 30 - CC Coastal camp 
SHC Seal hunting camp 

29 " MCL Modern coastline 
P On shore 

Z$ ' SLP Shoreline position 

27 - 

26 - 

25 - 

24 - 

23 - 

X 22- 

p1 
r 
dZ0 - 

i 19 w 
+;18- 

1 0 

~16- 

0 15 - 
YIL 

14 - 

13 
IVC II 

12 - 

11 - 

10 - 
FC 

9 i 

8 - 
I FL FL 

7 - 
, 

6-3k 

6- 

5 - 
FG FC 

4 ' 9-6k 

3- 
FC FC 

Z - 12-9k 

1- FC 15-12k FC 
0- 
SLP P 3k (MLL) 6k 9k 12k 15k 18k 
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Table IV-5 . Expected composition of Archaeological Sequence Zones 
prior to inundation . (continued) 

38 -

31 -

36 -

35 -

34 -

33 -

32 -

31 -

30 -

29 -

28 -

27 -

26 -

25 -

24 -

23 - 

N 
22 

- 

21 -
r 
~ 20-

w 
19 - 

18 - 
N 

,7 

A 

~16-

0 15 -

14 -

13 -

12 -

11 -

10 -

9-

8-

7-

6-

5-

4-

3-

2-

1-

0-
SLP P 

S . Mid Atlantic Full Coastal Sequence 

LEGEND 

FC Fishing camp 
HAB Habitation 
SM Shell madden 
BEM Black earth madden 
VIL Village 
IVC I Inalnd valley camp I 
IVC II Inland valley camp II 
UC 1 Upland camp I 
UC II Upland camp II 
UC Upland camp 
cc Coastal camp 
SHC Seal hunting camp 
MCL Modern coastline 
P On shore 
SLP Shoreline position 

8k 3k (MCL) 6k 9k 12k 15k 
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Table IV-5 . Expected composition of Archaeological Sequence Zones 
prior to inundation . (continued) 

38 -

37 -

36 -

35 -

34 -

33 -

32 -

31 -

30 -

29 

28 -

27 -

26 -

25 -

24 -

23 -

21 -

20-~ 

w 
.°'+18-
N _ " 

1/ 

A 

!16-

0 15 -

14 -

13 -

12 

11 -

10 -

9-

8-

7-

6-

5-

4-

3-

2-

1-

0-
sI-o P 

S . Mid Atlantic Estuarine Sequence 

LEGEND 

FC Fishing camp 
HAB Habitation 
SD1 Shell midden 
BEM Black earth midden 
VIL Village 
IVC I Inland valley camp I 
IVC II Inland valley camp II 
UC I Upland camp I 
UC II Upland camp II 
UC Upland camp 
cc Coastal camp 
SHC Seal hunting camp 
MCL Modern coastline 
P On shore 
SLP Shoreline position 

3k (MCL) 6k 9k 12k 15k 18k 
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Table IV-5 . Expected composition of Archaeological Sequence Zones 
prior to inundation . (continued) 

39 -

38 -

37 -

36 -

35 -

34 

33 -

32 -

31 -

30 -

29 -

28 -

27 -

26 -

25 -

24 -

23 -

r 21 -
a 
~ 20-

~19-
w 
d18-

17 -
A 

~ 16-

o` 15 - 

14 -

13 -

12 -

11 -

10 -

9-

8-

7-

6-

5-

4-

3-

2-

1-

0-
SI.P P 

Diamond Sequence 

LEGEND 

FL Fishing camp 
NAB Habitation 
SM Shell madden 
BEM Black earth madden 
VIL Village 
IVC I Inland valley camp I 
IVC II Inland valley camp II 
UC I Upland camp I 
UC II Upland camp II . 
UC Upland camp 
cc Coastal camp 
SHC Seal hunting camp 
MCL Modern coastline 

On shore 
SLP Shoreline position 

3k (MCL) 6k 9k 12k 15k 18k 
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Table IV-5 . Expected composition of Archaeo-iegical Sequence Zones 
.prior to inundation . (continued) 

39 - 
BEM 

-38 

37 - 

36 - 
VIL 

35 - 

34 - 

33 - 
IVC Ii 

32 

31 - I . 

30 
SM 

29 

28 - 

27 - 

26 - 
FC 

25 - 
24 i _ 

!SM 23 - I 6-3k 

22 - 

21 - 

~ 20 
0J 

- 
;, IYC II 

I 6-3k 

v 19 - 
w 

I 

I I 
18 ~-----J ^, _ , 

N 
i IVC I 

~ 11 - '~ 6-3k 
1 q 

c, 16 " 
` 1 

i 
o 5 - 

I FC 
14 - i 6-3k 

13 - 

12 - 
C I I ' 

11 - 
, U 
' 9-6k 

10 
I 
' - 

IVC I 
g _ 9-6k 

8 ' - 
! FC 
' 9-6k 

I UL II 
5 12-9k . 

IVC I 
4 - 12-9k 

3- 
FC 

2 - 12-9k 

1 - 
FC 18 12k 

0 
- . 

- 
SLP P 3k (MCL) 6k 9k 

North Carolina Sound Sequence 

LEGEND 

FC 
HAB 
SM 
BEM 
VIL 
IVC I 
IVC II 
UC I 
UC II 
UC 
CC 
SHC 
MLL 
P 
SLP 

12k 

Fishing camp 
Habitation 
Shell madden 
Black earth madden 
Village 
Inland valley camp I 
Inland valley camp II 
Upland camp I 
Upland camp II 
Upland camp 
Coastal camp 
Seal hunting camp 
Modern coastline 
On shore 
Shoreline position 

15k 18k 
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Table IV-5 . Expected composition of Archaeological Sequence Zones 
prior to inundation . (continued) 

39 -

38 -

37 

36 -

35 -

34 -

33 -

32 -

31 -

30 -

29 -

28 -

27 -

26 -

25 -

24 -

23 - 

WZZ-
v 

21 -

c pQ-d 
d 19 -
w 

:+18' 
N 

17 
_ 

A 

~16-

o` 15 

14 - 

I1 13 - 

12 -

11 -

10 -

9-

S-

7-

6- 
t 

5- 

4-
l 

3- 

l 

1 - 

0-
SLP P 3k (MCL) 6k 

North Carolina Wetland Sequence 

LEGEND 

FC Fishing tamp 
NAB Habitation 
SM Shell madden 
BEM Black earth madden 
VIL Village 
IVC I Inland valley camp I 
I4C II Inland valley camp II 
UC I Upland camp I 
UC II Upland camp II 
UC Upland camp 
cc Coastal camp 
SHC Seal hunting camp 
MCL Modern coastline 
P On shore 
SLP Shoreline position 

12k 15k 18k 
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4.2 .2 .3 Preserved archaeology zones - The integration of archaeological 
sequences with zones of different expected subareal surface preserva-
tion results in identifiable preserved archaeology zones . Figs . IV-38 
through 46 shows the location of these zones while Fig . IV-47 illustrates 
by means of histograms the difference between original predicted site 
frequency and residual predicted site frequency for each zone . 

The calculation of residual site frequency is performed by multiplying 
the original site frequency index for a given archaeological zone by 
the percentage of expected preservation in that zone . The percentages 
are : 

1 . negligible preservation - expect a maximum of 5% of the 
subareal surface intact . 

2 . partial preservation - expect a maximum of 40% of the sub-
areal surface intact . 

3 . considerable preservation - expect from 40% to 100 of the 
subareal surface to be preserved . (The multiplier for this 
level of preservation has been arbitrarily set at 757.) 
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Fig . IV-47 (continued) 

Original predicted site frequency versus residual predicted site 
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Fig . IV-47 (continued) 
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Fig . IV-47 (continued) 

Original predicted site frequency versus residual predicted site 
frequency 
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Fig . IV-47 (continued) 

Original predicted site frequency versus residual predicted site 
frequency 
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Fig . IV-47 (continued) 

Original predicted site frequency versus residual predicted site 
frequency 
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Fig . IV-47 (continued) 
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Fig . IV-47 (continued) 
Original predicted site frequency versus residual predicted site 

-frequency 
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Fig . IV-47 (continued) 

Original predicted site frequency versus residual predicted site 
frequency 
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Fig . IV-47 (continued) 

Original predicted site frequency versus residual predicted site 
frequency 
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Fig . IV-47 (continued) 

Original predicted site frequency versus residual predicted site 
frequency 
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Fig . IV-47 (continued) 
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Fig . IV-47 (continued) 

Original predicted site frequency versus residual predicted site 
frequency 
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Fig . IV-47 (continued) 

Original predicted site frequency versus residual predicted site 
frequency 
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4 .3 Impacts To Cultural Resources By Ocean Inundation 

Using an existing study (Lenihan and others 1977), we have assessed the 
effects of inundation on site integrity . This was done in an effort to 
determine the data classes which might still be found in archaeological 
sites on the CS . 

The effect of inundation by ocean waters on prehistoric archaeological 
sites is little known. The same is true for Historic Period sites, al-
though work at places such as Port Royal (inundated rapidly as a result 
of earthquake) has helped to illuminate the results of this process on 
Historic Period materials (Flemming 1962) . On the other hand, the work 
of Lenihan and his colleagues at the National Park Service has provided 
an impressive body of data on the known and expected effects of inunda-
tion by fresh water on prehistoric as well as historic archaeological 
sites . The following analysis will draw heavily on Lenihan's work 
under the assumption that the differences between ocean inundation and 
reservoir inundation are identifiable . We will retain the general for-
mat used by Lenihan in our analysis, while at the same time discussing 
the special effects of the ocean environment . 

4.3 .1 Mechanical impacts 
Lenihan and others (1977) dealt with the mechanical effects on the 
structure of archaeological sites, focusing primarily on architectural 
sites as found in the Southwest . There are, however, predictive data 
on intensity of impact to some site types that may be found in the 
various environments of the now-inundated shelf . 

The following statement conceptualizing the interrelated variables of 
mechanical impacts, modified for the ocean situation, is presented below: 

A TYPE OF SITE (VARIABLE 1 : CULTURAL MANIFESTATION) IS 
LOCATED IN A SOIL OF A CERTAIN TYPE AND CONSISTENCY (VARI-
IABLE 2 : ENVIRONMENTAL MATRIX) WHICH IS SUBJECTED TO 
THE EFFECTS OF WAVE, TIDE, STORM, UNDERCURRENT, ETC. 
(VARIABLE 3 : OCEAN DYNAMICS) . 

Table IV-6 is an adaptation of Lenihan's chart (found on P .20 of the 
work referred to above) applying the predictions of relative impacts to 
different environmental matrices under various conditions of ocean 
dynamics . It must be emphasized that the predictions are relative , with 
effects of ocean dynamics extrapolated from the freshwater predictions . 

The susceptibility of some types of archaeological sites to the mechani-
cal effects of ocean dynamics is illustrated in Table IV-7 and is based 
again on the extrapolation of freshwater predictions . Ocean dynamics 
in the several forms it may have taken during the process of sea-level 
rise has been extensively discussed in Volume I of this study . The 
susceptibility scales are from 0 to 3 . A rating of 1 indicates lesser 
susceptibility, 3 indicates greater susceptibility, while 0 indicates 
negligible or even favorable impact . 
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Table IV-6 : Relative impact of ocean dynamics to soils . 

Erosion Factors 
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Well-graded gravels, gravel-sand I 1 1 1 1 mixtures, little or no fines . 

Poorly-graded gravels, gravel-sand 1 1 1 1 1 mixtures, little or no fines . 

Silty gravels, poorly graded gravel- 
sand-silt mixtures . 

Well-graded sands, gravelly sands, 2 2 2 2 1 little or no fines . 

Poorly graded sands, gravelly sands, 2 2 2 2 1 little or no fines . 

Silty sands, poorly-graded sand-silt 3 3 3 3 2 mixtures . 

Clayey sands, poorly-graded sand clay 2 2 2 2 1 
mixtures . 

Inorganic silts and very fine sands, 
rock flour, silty or clayey fine sands 3 3 3 3 3 
with slight plasticity . 

Inorganic clays of low to medium plas- 
ticity, gravelly days, sandy clays, 1 l 1 2 1 
silty clays, lean clays . 

Organic silts and organic silt-clays 3 3 3 3 2 of low plasticity- 

Inorganic silks, micaceous or diatomaceous 3 3 3 3 2 fine sandy or silty soils, elastic silts . 

Inorganic clays of high plasticity, 
fat clays . 

Organic clays of medium to high 
plasticity . 

Peat and other highly organic soils . 3 3 3 3 2 

*Numerical weighting predictions in this chart are courtesy of the Bureau of Reclamation 
Engineering and research Center . Numeral 1 = minimal impact, numeral 2 = moderate 
impact, and numeral 3 = maximum impact . 
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Table IV-7 . Susceptibility to mechanical impact due 
to general transgressive processes (after LenThan T977) . 

Susceptibility 
Value 

A . Low-lying rubble of stone : 
In the absence of such water dynamic specifics 
as high current and/or heavy erosion, the material 
should be only minimally disturbed . 

B . Lithic and/or ceramic surface-scatter : 
Very little impact will occur . If the material 
is located on a slope, high current may cause 
redistribution . 

C . Standing earthworks, prehistoric mounds, and 
military structures : 

These situations will be highly susceptible to 2 
the impact of transgression specifics such as 
current, erosion, and silting on the soil matrix . 

D . Subsurface foundations : 
Negligible impact may be expected . 

E . Subsurface foundations of wood : 
If the matrix in which the foundations are 
located is well-consolidated, the impact will 
be lessened somewhat . 

F . Shell midden : . 
Minimal impact. may be expected, although silting 
and redistribution due to current and erosion 
may take place under certain conditions . 

G . Soil midden : 
The material will be more susceptible to 2 . 
erosion than a shell midden . 

H . Talus-slopes in front of rockshelters : 
In the absence of specifics such as high current 
and/or erosion, the talus-slope should remain 1 
relatively intact, though redistribution of any 
surface material may take place . 

I . Non-backfilled archeological excavations : 
Trenches, test pits, balks, etc ., created as a 
result of archeological activity, will be 
heavily impacted, primarily because of slumpage . 
Backfilling will substantially reduce the 
severity of the impact . 
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4 .3 .2 Differential preservation of cultural materials 
In our discussion of the preservation of submerged archaeological ma-
terials, we will focus on freshwater effects as they are modified by 
the chemistry of sea water, using the chemical model of sea water de-
veloped by Sillen (1961), in which the pH of sea water is taken as 8 .2 . 

The following discussions relate to materials buried below the sea floor 
and not to those that may be presently on the surface of the floor, and 
thus subject to ongoing erosional processes . 

4 .3 .2 .1 Bone - It has been shown that submerged bone may be either pre-
served or destroyed in a freshwater situation depending on a combina-
tion of factors such as soil and water chemistry . In ocean water the 
case may well be the same, with the bias in favor of greater preserva-
tion . For example in a case where bone is deposited in bog (bog being 
acidic, a condition which accelerates the deterioration of bone) and 
is subsequently covered by the more basic sea water, deterioration may 
be arrested and preservation enhanced . Similarly, the process of fossi-
lization may be increased by the liquification of the surrounding soil 
matrix, coupled with the introduction of more of the minerals that con-
tribute to the process than are normally found in terrestrial soil in 
the Northeast. 

4 .3 .2 .2 Ceramics - Ceramic preservation will depend on the porosity 
and permeability of the original ceramic . Samples of low porosity and 
permeability, and high strength, will be in a state of preservation 
comparable to samples of similar nature taken from a non-inundated con-
text . At the same time samples of high porosity and permeability, and 
low strength, will not be well preserved. 

4 .3 .2 .3 Stone - Stone materials of varying chemical compositions react 
to fresh water, and probably ocean inundation differentially . Patina 
on cherts, quartzites, and other materials of similar type is developed 
as a function of hydration or dehydration and can change the surface 
characteristics of the artifact . Other effects may help to maintain 
surface configuration if the chemical properties of the material are 
not subject to dissolution . Lithic (stone) artifacts manufactured from 
feldspar or carbonate minerals are subject to degradation when inundated 
by acidic liquids (rain water) and generally (?) fresh water . Thus the 
inundation of these stone types by the more basic (pH 8 .2) ocean water 
may well enhance the preservation of these materials ; at the very least 
it should reduce the rate of degradation of these stone types . 

One can expect in ocean submergence that chert-like stone (found in 
different sites of different periods in the study area) may be well 
preserved (neglecting other effects of the inundation process) to the 
point of use-wear retention, while even ground stone artifacts created 
from more granular, granitic types (which are more susceptible to acidic 
reduction) will be better preserved than similar materials in a fresh-
water context . 
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One important element of the analysis is that chipped and ground stone 
artifacts that have been structurally weakened in the process of inun-
dation (or previously by chemical processes) are subject to severe modi-
fication of all features that may be used in the analysis of function . 
At the same time it has been shown that stone tools can be analyzed for 
function even after severe modification of sandblasting, (a process of 
dune activity in coastal situations) with a reasonably high degree of 
specificity (Roberts 1975) . 

It will be important to discover the degree to which specific character-
istics generally used for the analysis of stone tools are modified by 
the effects of ocean submergence . In general, however, it is predicted 
that stone artifacts below the ocean floor will have a higher probability 
of survival than those in the fresh-water situation of the NPS study . 

4.3 .2 .4 Glass - In general, glass materials (normally of the Historic 
Period) will not react differently in the submerged ocean environment 
than in freshwater . In other words, the condition of glass from salt-
water inundation sites will not differ markedly from that of samples 
extracted from terrestrial sites except for the effects of the inunda-
tion process itself . 

4 .3 .2 .5 Shell - It has been shown elsewhere that shell material will 
generally deteriorate faster in an inundated condition than in above-
water situations . Qualifications dependent on the distribution of shell 
in the environmental matrix are offered . Shell appears in the archaeo-
logical record in several forms . First it appears in industrial con-
texts (see Vol . II) as shell mounds resulting from the extraction of 
meat from the shellfish . Second, it appears in a utilitarian form as 
tools or other functional artifacts . And lastly, it appears in a 
social context as ornamentation such as beads, plaques, decorated shell, 
etc . In the industrial context, shell will appear as concentrations in 
a localized setting . The concentrations will, in a submerged state, 
tend to form their own microchemical environment, such as to increase 
the pH value above that of the present model for sea water (8 .2) . This 
more basic environment will tend to preserve or fossilize otherwise 
reducible materials within the shell mound, while at the same time en-
hancing the shells' own preservation . The more dispersed utilitarian 
and cultural shell artifacts are at the mercy of the surrounding en-
vironment . However, with a pH higher than that of fresh water, it is 
predicted that the degradation of shell will be somewhat inhibited . 

4.3 .2 .6 Leather - Leather in the form of skins, clothing, etc . may have 
a better opportunity for survival in an inundated context than is gen-
erally the case for terrestrial sites . It has been shown (Reed 1972) 
that leather recovered from waterlogged situations (especially where 
oxygen is reduced) has an excellent chance of survival . However, in 
highly acid situations (pH less than 5), leathers may be subject to 
chemical attack . Reed also indicates that in alkaline situations bac-
teria become the major destructive element . 
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Nevertheless, we can predict with a reasonable level of confidence 
that skins and leather deposited in sites subsequently covered by la-
goonal deposits followed by ocean inundation (see Volume I) have a good 
chance of survival . While this is primarily due to the expected an-
aerobic condition of the site, the pH of the sea water may help to 
neutralize the acid of possible bog materials to such a level that 
preservation over a long period is acutally enhanced . 

4 .3 .2 .7 Animal and vegetable fibers - Animal fibers in the form of 
sinew, etc . and vegetable fibers in the form of basketry, mats, etc . 
are similar to leather in their reactions to local pH factors and 
oxygen presence . Therefore, we can predict that in sites such as those 
described above these materials also have a good chance for survival . 

4.3 .2 .8 Wood - The same elements that act to preserve wood in fresh-
water inundation situations will probably operate in sea water, while 
preservation may even be enhanced under anaerobic conditions . Thus 
the preservation of wood in inundated sites is superior to that found 
on land . 

4.3 .2 .9 Ferrous materials - Iron artifacts are not expected from 
archaeological sites of the Pre-contact Period (the era before European 
contact with peoples indiginous to the study area) . However, sites of 
the Contact Period and those associated with wrecked shipping can be 
expected to contain such materials. The reduction of this material 
occurs at different rates, depending on the level of oxygen in the water. 
In general, however, corrosion may completely reduce the artifact or 
may form a protective covering thus reducing the rate of destruction . 
In essentially anaerobic environments, corrosion of iron may be 
effectively inhibited, but only when sulphate-reducing bacteria are 
absent . 

4.3 .2 .10 Non-ferrous metals - These materials can be found in prehis-
toric as well as Historic Period sites . It is expected that non-ferrous 
metals will be subject to greater corrosion in sea water and this effect 
may be accelerated in anaerobic situations where sulphate-reducing 
bacteria survive (Lenihan and others 1977) . 

4 .3 .2 .11 Discussion - From the above analysis it can be seen that cer-
tain artifact types actually stand a better chance of preservation after 
inundation, assuming they have survived the pre-inundation environment 
and the mechanical effects of inundation . Thus the recovery of materials 
from sites on the CS may give us opportunities to add significantly to 
our knowledge of man . At the same time, some classes of artifacts are 
destroyed more rapidly after inundation than before . In some cases, the 
presence of such objects may be detected from the hollow cavities left 
in a dense matrix after the reduction of the material . Remains of 
either type will be extremely fragile ; and suitable excavation strate-
gies must be developed to deal with this probability . 
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4 .3 .3 Impacts on analytical techniques 
An understanding of the function, time, and population components (num-
ber of individuals, purpose, culture, etc.) of an archaeological site 
is derived from more than the simple recovery of surviving artifacts . 
The application of techniques for analyzing many of the non-artifactual 
components of a site can lead to significant insights which make possi-
ble a greatly refined description of the site . These techniques and 
their effectiveness will be different for submerged ocean sites than 
they would be for terrestrial ones . 

4 .3 .3 .1 Soil.-chemistry analysis - There are many tests presently being 
used by archaeologists on archaeological site soils . We predict that 
the utility of the selected analysis techniques will be much the same 
in the ocean environment as in the fresh-water one. Thus, pH analysis 
will be useful for describing the relative pH values in a site . Nitrate 
analysis will be ineffective . Phosphate analysis will be useful in 
the description of relative concentrations, except when applied to 
iron-rich sandy loam. The analysis of organic matter will only be use-
ful in contexts below the bottom surface . Finally, potassium analysis 
can be applied for relative measurements both vertically and horizontally 
across the site . 

4.3 .3 .2 Flotation - The recovery of micro-floral and micro-faunal re-
mains by flotation will be affected by the process of inundation . Re-
mains deposited in loose soils or on the surface will be floated or 
washed out of context so that the analysis will be skewed . However, 
remains in the buried strata could be found intact . 

4 .3 .3,3 Lithic-source identification - Lithic-source analysis techniques 
will not be affected by aqua-chemical results of site submergence . 

4 .3 .3 .4 Microscopic analysis of stone tools - The function of specific 
stone tools has been inferred from microscopic analysis by many re-
searchers (Tringham and others 1974, Roberts 1975, Semenov 1973, among 
others) . Microscopic use wear implying function may even be detected 
on tools that have been subjected to minor levels of erosion by air-
and water-borne sands (Roberts 1975) . Ocean inundation, regardless of 
how low an energy regime, will in general eradicate all traces of use 
wear and, if violent, will destroy the evidence of human manufacture 
completely . When the tool is buried and not subjected to these effects, 
however, modification of use-wear patterning will only be accomplished 
through chemical changes on the surface of the stone . These effects are 
a function of chemical interchange between stone and deposition medium 
and may be severe or negligible (Lenihan and others 1977) . 

4 .3 .3 .5 Pollen analysis - The use of pollen analysis in the reconstruc-
tion of paleo-environments has been discussed elsewhere in this study 
(Volumes I and II) . Several of the samples used came from the study area 
and from other inundated contexts . Thus it is clear that this type of 
analysis is little affected by submergence . It is important to note, 
however, that redistribution and rede-position of pollen grains is 
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possible during inundation and thus analyses derived from zones subject 
to this effect may give faulty data . 

4.3 .4 Impacts upon dating techniques 
The general effects of fresh-water submergence on selected dating tech-
niques will probably be found to be similar in sea water (Erickson, 
personal communication) . Thus the summary of effects in Table IV-8 will 
suffice for the purposes of this report . 

Table IV-8 summarizes the predicted effectivity of selected dating 
techniques, adapted for the ocean situation from the fresh-water case . 
As can be seen from our discussion of both dating techniques and 
analysis techniques it is reasonable to expect that many of the sophisti-
cated types of analysis presently in use for terrestrial sites can be 
used with equal effect in the submerged context of sites on the CS . At 
the same time, other techniques may not be effective, so that it may be 
necessary to develop new methods especially adapted to the submerged 
environment . 

As with the fresh-water examples cited by Lenihan and others (1977), we 
do not expect to find significant impact to soil profiles and/or features 
on sites that have maintained their integrity through the inundation 
process . 
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Table IV-8 . Summary of Effects on Dating Techniques . 

Technique Effect 

Carbon-14 dating No effect, except larger sample sizes 
may be required . 

Dendrochronology No effect if structural integrity of 
wood is not lost . 

Archaeomagnetic dating No effect if feature sample retains its 
structural and direction integrity 
after submergence . 

Fluorine dating Not useful after inundation . 

Thermoluminescence dating Useful only at reasonable small depths 
on sites that have been inundated for 
only 20% of their archaeological life . 
Example : a site 15,000 years old that 
has been inundated for only 3,000 years . 

X-ray diffraction dating Not useful . 

Fission-track and alpha- Would normally be tested using thermo-
recoil-track dating luminescence techniques (samples that 

have had their temperatures raised to 
the annealing point) . 
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5.0 NATURAL AND HUMAN CONFLICTS WITH KNOWN OR EXPECTED RESOURCES 

Conflicts with resources are generally discussed in terms of impacts to 
these resources through various agents . In this section we will dis-
cuss these agents` impacts to cultural resources. This discussion will 
form the basis for management and planning recommendations designed to 
deal with known and expected impacts . 

We have relied on several sources in our assessment of the impacts of 
human activities upon archaeological sites . These impacts may be 
loosely identified as those deriving from fishing, oil and gas develop-
ment, boating and recreational activities, and onshore land development . 
The impacts from fishing were analyzed with the aid of various docu-
ments that describe fishing methods and the degree of bottom disturbance 
they cause . The impacts of oil and gas development activities (a pri-
mary and major type of impact) was ascertained through the services 
of the consulting firm of H.O . Mohr, Inc . of Houston, Texas, specifically 
from communication with their employee Mr . Joseph Guarino, who has 
extensive personal experience in the oil and gas industry . Mr . Guarino 
is also familiar with the requirements of the historic preservation 
process, having overseen on behalf of the Tenneco Corporation an en-
vironmental impact study performed by ICA in connection with a pro-
posed LNG pipeline running from Canada to Pennsylvania . 

The assessment of impact from inshore and offshore coastal zone activi-
ties was made from a study of the Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management 
Environmental Impact Statement . 

5.1 Ongoing Coastal Erosion 

Volume II has shown the importance of the coastal and estuarine environ-
ments for the location of prehistoric sites, while Volume III has shown 
the zones of Historic Period activities in the nearshore environment . 
These locations are under constant threat from erosion caused by either 
storms or shoreface erosional processes, as described in Volume I . 
Natural tide and wave activities are constantly destroying archaeological 
sites . This is one of the factors contributing to the estimate that 
two sites a day are lost in each state in the United States (Davis, 
Dincauze, King, McGimsy, Roberts among others, personal communication) . 
Because of this statistic, it will be important for resource managers 
to initiate locational and evaluational surveys in the coastal zone 
of all states potentially subject to such erosional loss . 
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5 .2 Storm-Caused Impacts 

The study area is one which has been subjected to severe storms since 
the earliest recording of such data . It can be expected that storms 
were prevalent in the more distant past as well . Variation in this 
pattern would be a function of climatic change, which has been dis-
cussed earlier in this study (see Volumes I and II) . 

The impact of storms on archaeological sites will be assessed from two 
points of view: effects on sites in the nearshore environment, and 
effects on sites in the offshore environment . 

5 .2 .1 Nearshore effects 
The primary effect of storm conditions on archaeological sites is the 
erosion generated by increased wave energy and the higher tides asso-
ciated with both the wave activity and, in some cases, the season of 
the storm. As an example, the "great storm of 1978," the worst in 
close to 100 years, caused the loss of a great many prehistoric sites 
on the coast of Maine . We can expect similar conditions to exist 
throughout the study area, even though in some areas in the effects 
of wave action will be dampened by the presence of tidal marshes and 
lagoons . 

An important secondary effect of storms is the general increase in 
water runoff, which produces further erosion along rivers and streams 
and is thus destructive of sites that favor these situations . These 
two effects are especially devastating at stream and river mouths, a 
zone that was considered highly attractive by prehistoric peoples . 

The movement and redistribution of shore-front sands during a storm is 
well known for its ability to cover and uncover wrecked ships . Thus a 
storm's effect on the "locatability" of wrecked shipping may be great . 

5 .2 .2 offshore effects 
The effects of storms on the ocean floor can have considerable impact 
on archaeological sites . The increased strength of currents will have 
a scouring effect on stone tools and other artifacts which may be lying 
on or very near the bottom surface . At the same time, transported 
sediments and/or shifted sand waves may cover previously exposed sites 
(or, of course, uncover sites previously hidden) . 

5 .3 Human impacts 

In this area, we have assessed human impacts to archaeological sites on 
three fronts . First, we have considered the impacts of shell- and fin-
fish extraction on the archaeological record . Next, we have assessed 
the effect of predicted coastal-zone activities as described in the 
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Coastal Zone Management Environmental Impact Statement for Massachusetts 
(assuming that similar patterns of activity will pertain throughout the 
study area) . Finally, we have assessed the known and predicted impacts 
of offshore mineral- and energy-extraction activities on the archaeolog-
ical record in light of both present practices and preferred practices. 

5 .3 .1 Fishing 
The importance of fishing of the Northeast coast has been established 
since the sixteenth century (Jensen 1967) . For the purpose of this 
report the analysis of fishing will be divided into fin-fishing and 
shellfishing . 

5 .3 .1 .1 Fin-fishing - The adverse impact to potential archaeological 
sites from fin-fishing can be considered to have been low from the six-
teenth century until about 100 years ago . This is due mainly to the 
fact that methods in general were limited to handlines, line trawls, 
and gill nets (Jensen 1967) . These devices may occasionally snag on 
wrecked ships or the odd prehistoric artifact, but their adverse effect 
on a site is minimal . A worked bone implement assumed to be part of a 
fishing spear was "brought up by the anchor of a fishing vessel at the 
mouth of Viral Haven Harbor, Maine" and is presently on display at the 
Peabody Museum, Harvard University . After this period, with the intro-
duction of the beam trawl, otter trawl, and other advanced methods, 
the potential impacts to submerged sites increased . The dragging along 
the sea floor of hauls weighing in excess of several thousand pounds 
can have a significant adverse effect on prehistoric sites . 

5 .3 .1 .2 Shellfishing - It was not until after World War II that shell-
fishing (surf clam) became a major industry on the East Coast . At that 
time, an increased demand for high-protein food sources produced a 
greatly increased interest in shell-fishing, which had previously been 
confined to rather casual and peripheral operations such as dory raking . 
The impact of dory raking was very limited in area, as work was seldom 
carried out more than 1.5 miles from shore (Parker 1971) . Its effect 
on submerged sites would have been slight, and limited in most cases 
to the recovery of a few odd artifacts . 

The 1920's saw the introduction of scraper-type dredges, which left a 
swath on the bottom 18 to 28 in wide and 6 to 9 in deep . With the ex-
pansion of the market, less dense clam beds were exploited with the aid 
of the hydraulic jet dredge . This dredge impacts a bottom swath 40 to 
84 in wide and may dig 12 to 20 in deep . At present it is used to 
harvest surf clams (Parker 1971) and recent experiments have shown it 
can be successfully used for ocean quahogs as well (National Fisherman, 
Dec . 1977) . The potential crop of quahogs harvested from between Canada 
and Cape Hatteras has been estimated at 100 to 150 million bushels per 
year, and it has been predicted that the U.S . production of quahogs 
could grow to a yearly sustained catch of 150 million pounds yield of 
meat per year (National Fisherman, Dec . 1977) . Because established 
clam-fishing grounds are shrinking as a result of pollution and over-
exploitation, jet dredging operations are being carried on at greater 
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and greater distances offshore . 

The impact of these operations on archaeological sites near the bottom 
surface may be severe . Mathieson (1974), working from data obtained in 
Maine, has shown that jet dredges may excavate 6 to 10 in into the blue 
clay of the bottom . The recent development of mechanical oyster har-
vesters, which excavate a track 32 to 36 in wide and 3 to 4 in deep, 
will also have an effect, similar to but not so deep as that of jet 
dredging . 

Airlife systems, very much like those used for archaeological excavation 
(see Appendix B), have been shown to be effective for use in smaller 
clam beds (Parker 1971) . Quahog, oyster, and surf-clam fishing tends 
to be concentrated in beds reasonably near the shore, while scallop-
dredging takes place at much greater depths and offshore distances, 
an example being the Georges Banks (National Fisherman, Jan . 1978) . 

Scallop beds, generally on gravel, sand or sand/mud bottoms are dredged 
all the way from the Gulf of St . Lawrence to Cape Hatteras . North of 
Cape Cod, scallop beds lie just below the low tide line ; further south, 
they are found in the deeper, colder offshore water. However, the 
richest known sea-scallop grounds are found between the 20- and 50-
fathom marks on the Georges Banks . Since sea scallops live on the bot-
tom surface, it is not necessary to excavate to recover them, but the 
dredgers are dragged along the bottom, creating a certain minimal shal-
low disturbance . As an example of the fact that scallop dredging can 
effect archaeological evidence is the experience of Foye Brown of North 
Haven, Maine, who recovered a plummet and hammerstone from his scallop 
dredge while working near Dogfish Island off Vinal Haven, Maine (Robert 
Lewis, Maine State Museum, personal communication) . In general, each 
boat drags two 11-ft-wide dredges . While it is expected that these 
activities will have only small impact on archaeological sites, it must 
be noted that prehistoric artifacts have been recovered by scallop 
dredges . 

Offshore lobster dredging such as that now practiced on the Georges 
Banks may well have an impact similar to that of other shellfish 
dredging techniques . 

In summary, the expected impact to archaeological sites from shell-
fishing occurs within the first two feet of the bottom surface, so that 
in the case, at least, of jet dredging, impact to sites at those levels 
may be severe . In view of the fact that annual shellfish yields are 
expected to rise, archaeological impacts from these activities can also 
be expected to rise . 

5 .3 .2 Other human impacts 
It is of course impossible to document every single one of the multiple 
types of human impact to cultural resources on the CS . So far we have 
reviewed the impacts derived from the fishing industry, but others still 
remain to be considered . 
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5 .3 .2 .1 Coastal zone activities - The types of activities that may im-
pact archaeological sites close to shore have been evaluated by means of 
a review of the Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management Program Environ-
mental Impact Statement . We feel that these classes of impact are rep-
resentative of those that prevail throughout the study area . 

5 .3 .2 .1 .1 New private development - By far the largest portion of the 
coastline along the study area is privately owned . For this reason, 
there is little that can be done to control impacts of these properties 
except in such cases as require Corps of Engineers permits or fall under 
the purview of state or local ordinances . 

The impacts from private development can be among the most destructive 
to the archaeological resource base . This is due primarily to the fact 
that private individuals have little knowledge of the fragility and the 
importance of archaeological resources and, in a vast majority of cases, 
are unaware of their existance in a specific project area . As is evi-
dent from other sections of this volume, any land disturbance has the 
potential for destroying archaeological sites . Thus private individuals 
proposing land modification have the power to destroy a large portion 
of the nation's cultural heritage . 

5.3 .2 .1 .2 Harbor dredging and pier construction - The dredging of har-
bors and the construction of piers can have a severe effect on under-
water archaeological resources, principally by removing large amounts 
of underwater soils that either contain archaeological material or 
have hitherto served to protect sites that lie beneath them . Pier con-
struction may have a more severe impact on deeply buried sites because 
of the deep footings required . 

5 .3 .2 .1 .3 Cable laying - With the advent of communications satellites, 
cable laying for the purpose of international communication has been 
greatly reduced or eliminated . However,cable is still laid for local 
use in some cases, and may have some subsurface impact when it is buried, 
although much of the cable laid in the earlier decades has had minimal 
impact on cultural resources, having been laid on the bottom surface 
rather than buried . It should be noted, also, that old, sometimes 
disused cable can be a source of confusion to instruments used in lo-
cating historic shipping remains such as magnetometers . 

5.3 .2 .1 .4 Pipeline construction, coastal zone to the shoreline - Con-
struction in this area can be classified under two headings : 

1) Dry-land construction 
2) Wet-land construction 

Conventional dry-land construction for a nominal size pipeline (36 in) 
will require a right-of-way (ROW) of not less than 50 ft in width. This 
allows room for the heavy equipment to maneuver and pass, and for a 
spoils bank containing the excavated dirt . Ditching is usually done with 
a back-hoe . The ditch is to be deep enough to allow for three ft of 
cover over the top of the pipeline . Thus a 36 in pipe would require a 
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ditch approximately five ft wide by six ft deep . The pipe is set in 
with side-boom machinery equipped with tracks like the back-hoe . The 
initial clearing and the use of this heavy equipment can destroy up to 
three ft of the ROW's upper surface, depending upon soil conditions . 
The ditch will be refilled, graded and resodded . Marsh construction 
methods are determined by the amount of water and the depth . In some 
cases if the water is deep enough, a barge is used . The pipe is 
joined and "pushed" into the ditch. Should the marsh or swamp be shallow, 
or the'soil condition such that the pipe will not bury itself naturally, 
a ditch is again required . This ditching is done with a dragline either 
from a barge or from padding placed in the marsh. 

5.3 .2 .1 .5 Pipeline construction, shoreline to the 10 ft water depth -
As in onshore conditions, this area requires that the pipe be buried 
three ft deep . Ditching is normally done at the shoreline crossing with 
a back-hoe or dragline . The offshore trenching will be done according 
to the soil conditions listed below: 

1) Dragline barge - silt, sand, clay 
2) Water or air jet sled - silt, light sand 
3) Bury plow - hard clay 
4) Explosives - rock 

The pipe is lowered into the trench from a small barge (spud barge) . 
It is moved along the route as the pipe is laid . Anchors may be used 
as the water depth increases . An alternate method is called the "beach 
pull method ." This method requires the pipe strings to be assembled 
on the beach, then pulled into place and joined . Onshore, the beach 
crossing requires a lot of dirt work (bulkheads, piers, etc.) . A 200 
ft right-of-way is normal in this shallow water . 

All these activities that disturb the surface have the potential for 
impacting sites which may be in the zones discussed . 

5.3 .2 .1 .6 Industrial and sewage discharge - Although discharge of in-
dustrial waste and sewage does not impact the physical structure of 
archaeological sites, it may be found to have altered the preservation 
characteristics of the sites' environments by changing their pH, 
anaerobic characteristics, or quantities and types of dissolved salts . 

5.3 .2 .1 .7 Disposal of dredge soil - Although the disposal of spoil from 
dredging will not of itself directly affect the physical structure of 
a submerged archaeological site, it may do so indirectly, either by 
changing the anaerobic characteristics of the site's environment or by 
altering the underwater topography in such a way as to increase erosion 
of the site by current action . It may also alter the site's "discover-
ability," by making it more difficult to detect or its "excavatability," 
by covering it with yards of undifferentiated overburden . At the same 
time, it must be admitted that deposition of dredge spoil might serve 
to protect a site from erosion already occurring . 
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5.3 .2 .1 .8 Flood- and erosion-prevention measures - Many parts of the 
study area, most notably those coastal localities that are historically 
susceptible to erosion by storms, have been or are being protected from 
further damage by the excavation of offshore sand and gravel for the 
purpose of beach nourishment, erosion prevention, or the creation of 
dunes . Such operations may potentially destroy remains of historic 
shipping in the sand or gravel layer, or remove protective covering 
from prehistoric sites buried beneath them. 

5 .3 .2 .1 .9 Mariculture - Since mariculture involves the possible exca-
vation of marshes and wet-lands, it has a potential for destroying pre-
historic sites in these environments, which have been shown to be par-
ticularly favorable for preserving certain types of archaeological ma-
terials not usually preserved in terrestrial sites (Robbins 1965) . 

5 .3 .2 .1 .10 Recreation - "The beach" is of course proverbial as a magnet 
for recreational activities of all types for persons of all ages, as 
may be demonstrated by the rapidly increasing numbers of public beach 
facilities under state, local and national auspices . In addition, 
recreation also takes place in certain other nearshore environments, 
both above and below water. 

5.3 .2 .1 .10 .1 Shore access - The provision of rights-of-way for public 
access to the shore carries with it the potential for producing heavy 
impacts to prehistoric archaeological sites . Primary impacts under 
this heading include those resulting from the use of heavy construction 
equipment and the concomittant erosion caused by wind, water or foot 
traffic . A notable secondary impact is the opening up of previously 
inaccessible areas where sites may exist (both historic and prehistoric), 
to vandalism. 

5 .3 .2 .1 .10.2 Boating - The greatly increasing popularity of recreational 
boating may have impacts very similar to those mentioned above under 
Shore Access, with the exception that the areas affected are likely to 
be even more remote--for example, offshore islands, where the construc-
tion of landing slips, piers, and campgrounds may seriously impact sites, 
especially prehistoric ones, and render sites of all types more vulner-
able to vandalism . 

5 .3 .2 .1 .10 .3 Scuba diving - The growth of public interest in recrea-
tional scuba diving has the potential for both positive and negative 
effects on underwater archaeological resources . On the one hand, scuba 
divers engaged in treasure hunting may disrupt or even destroy the re-
mains of significant sites of the Historic Period . On the other hand, 
there are instances in which scuba divers have aided archaeologists by 
reporting the locations of previously unknown undersea sites, both 
historic (wrecks) and prehistoric . 

5 .3 .2 .2 Offshore activities - Note : For the purpose of this report, 
"offshore" is defined as the zone of federal jurisdiction that lies 
beyond the 3-mile limit . 
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5.3 .2 .2 .1 Sand and gravel mining - The archaeological impacts of sand 
and gravel mining in the offshore zone are similar to those that occur 
in the coastal zone (5 .3 .2 .1 .8), except that an additional purpose of 
mining activities in the offshore area is the borrowing of materials 
for stabilization of oil and gas pipelines, such as is now taking place 
in the North Sea (Guarino, personal communication) . Increased mining 
may also be expected to provide differentiated construction materials 
to a growing eastern seaboard . 

5.3 .2 .2 .2 . Offshore mineral extraction - The form of undersea mining 
that is presently receiving the greatest attention from industry is the 
extraction of manganese nodules, a resource that normally occurs at 
depths much greater than those found on the CS . However, it is certain-
ly within the bounds of possibility that other mineral resources will in 
the future be found to occur in commercially valuable concentrations 
on the Shelf, and in that case, the dredging operations usually asso-
ciated with recovery of undersea minerals would be highly destructive 
to any historic or prehistoric archaeological resources that lay in 
their path . 

5.3 .2 .2 .3 Offshore dumping - The dumping of materials in offshore loca-
tions falls generally into four categories, each of which has its asso-
ciated types of archaeological impact : 

a) Dumping of heavy materials may physically alter the integrity 
of sites by crushing them, and also serves to restrict access . 

b) Dumping of chemicals (such as arsenic, acids, alkalis, sewage) 
may alter the preservation characteristics of undersea soils, thus 
destroying preserved materials therein . 

c) Dumping of explosives restricts access to sites for all but 
the fool-hardy . 

d) Dumping for the purpose of creating artificial fishing reefs 
combines the impacts listed under a) and c) above, namely, crushing 
and restricting access . 

5.3 .2 .2 .4 Gas and oil construction - The following table (Table IV-9) 
shows the archaeological impact of various operational CS activities . 
It uses the item names and activity descriptions from Chapter 3 
of the BLM's "Study Design for Resource Management Decisions" (BLM, 
1978) . While this section deals mainly with offshore impacts this 
table includes some coastal zone activities . 
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Table IV-9 : Archaeological impacts of gas and oil construction . 

Operation Phase Activity /Technology Used Pollutant/Agent Archaeological Impacts 

1 . Geophysical/ A . Seismic surveying A. Noise from explosives, A. Positive-may result 
Evaluation sparkers, or acoustic in site location 

B . Bottom sampling B . Disturbed sediments B . Negative-will disturb 
(1) Coring surface and buried re- 
(2) Dredging sources ; positive-may 

result in site location 

2 . Oil and Gas A . Rig fabrication A . Location of fabrication A . Waterfront land use = 
Exploration facility site destruction 

Dredging _ Destroy tidal-zone 
sites 

Filling May protect sites from 
mechanical activity ; 
may destroy sites 
chemically 

B . Rig emplacement 

Anchoring and 
installation 

C . Drilling 

B . Rig location 

(1) Disturbed surface 
sediments 

(2) Disturbed subbottom 
sediments 

C . Drill cuttings, drilling 
muds and fluids 

B . 

(1) Disturb surface 
resources 

(2) Disturb buried 
resources 

C . Site burial, site des-
truction through chem-
ical activity 

D . (Same as 2 .A above D . Temporary rig servicing D . (Same as 2 .A . above) 
(1) Logistic bases 
(2) Service craft 

3 . Field Develop- A . Platform fabrication 
ment 

B . Platform installation 

C . Drilling 

D . Completion- installa-
tion of "Christmas 
Tree," riser, and flow 
lines and connection 
of wellhead to flow 
lines 

A. (Same as 2 .A . above) 

B . (Same as 2 .B, above) 

C . (Same as 2 .C . above) 

D . Oil and petroleum 
compounds 

A . (Same as 2 .A . above) 

B . (Same as 2 .B . above) 

C . (Same as 2 .C . above) 

D . Chemical effects to 
historic shipping (as-
phalting) and chemical 
modification of sur-
face soils . 

Disturb surface sites 

E . Routine rig operations 

F . Platform servicing 
(1) Permanent logistic 

bases 
(2) Service craft 

Risers, connections, 
flow lines 

E . (Same as 2 .D . above) 

F . (Same as 2 .E . above) 

E . (Same as 2 .D . above) 

F . (Same as 2 .E . above) 

4 . Production A . Separation of oil/water A . Refinery location 
oil/gas, and scrubbing 

B . Workover B . (Sam as 2 .C . and 
3 .D . above) 

A . (Same as 2 .A . above) 

B . (Same as 2 .c . and 3 .D 
above) 
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Table IV-9 (continued) : Archaeological impacts . 

Operation Phase Activity/Technology Used Pollutant/Agent Archaeolo ical Impacts 

4 . Production C . Improved recovery C . Chemical residues C . Chemical modification 
(continued) (1) fracturing of sites 

(2) High pressure 
reinjection 

(3) Water/Detergent 
Flooding 

(4) Polymer floating 
(5) Thermal techniques 

5 . Transportation A. Fabrication of trans- A . * q . 
and Storage portation and/or 

storage facilities 

B . Storage facility em- B . Storage facility - B. Sea-surface site dis- 
placement at sea or location turbance ; ashore-site 
ashore destruction 

C . Transfer to tankers/ C . Chronic oil discharge C . (Same as 3 .D . above) 
barges from tank cleaning and 

D . Construction and em-
placement of pumping 
facilities 

E . Routine tanker/barge 
operations 

F . Pipeline fabrication 
and emplacement 

G . Pipeline operations 

6 . Refining A . Construction or 
expansion 

B . Processing 

bilge pumping . 

Sewage/effluent discharge . 
Atmospheric discharges 
Disposal of debris 

D . Pumping facility location D. Shore site destruction 
Competition for labor 

E . (Same as S .C . above) 

F . ** 

Disturbed sediments 
Pipeline location 

Competition for labor 

G . Oil 

A . Refinery location 
Dredging and filling 

B . Refinery emissions 
Waste disposal 

E . (Same as 5 .C . above) 

F . ** 

Surface site distur-
bance 

G . (Same as 3 .D . above) 

A . (Same as 2 .A . above) 

B . (Same as 4 .C . above) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Fabrication of storage and transportation facilities will probably be done at existing facilities . * 
Impacts associated with this activity are the same as those for any steel fabrication plant . 

** Fabrication of pipe will probably be done at existing facilities . Impacts associated with this 
activity are the same as for those of any steel fabrication plant . 
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6 .0 MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 

Management strategies are designed to mitigate conflicts between recog-
nized impacts to resources and planned development . We say planned de-
velopment because management is virtually impossible in unplanned sit-
uations . However, regulatory agencies with this study in hand may also 
be in a better position to assess the destructive effects of unplanned 
activities on resources. 

The following management strategies take the form of recommendations 
for impact mitigation and are arranged according to the impacts iden-
tified in Section 5.0 (Natural and Human Conflicts with Known or Ex-
pected Resources) . 

6.1 General Management Strategies 

As data in Volumes II and III indicate, much work remains to be done on 
the location and assessment of cultural resources in the study area, es-
pecially along the coastline, which may be expected to experience heavy 
pressure from public and private development and natural erosional 
forces . Therefore, we recommend that each state implement a comprehen-
sive program of locational studies in the coastal zone, with the specific 
purpose of identifying any sites endangered by natural processes or by 
human activity . Next, we recommend that each state begin a thorough re-
view of existing state and local regulations governing land use in the 
coastal zone, so that it may identify and remedy any deficiencies in such 
legislation . 

6 .2 Specific Management Strategies 

6 .2 .1 Impacts from fishing 
Although the impacts of shell- and fin-fishing upon deeply buried archaeo-
logical sites appear at this time to be minimal, impacts to sites on or 
near the surface may be very severe . 

It will be very difficult to regulate the choices made by fishermen as 
to where and how they work, for which reason we do not recommend the 
development of any new legislation or regulations to be applied to the 
fishing industry . At the same time, fishermen should be made aware of 
the valuable contributions they can make to archaeological knowledge by 
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reporting to the proper authorities (that is, the State Historic Pre-
servation Officer) the location and nature of any archaeological ma-
terials they may recover in the course of their operations . There are 
several mechanisms that may be used to accomplish this goal : 

1 . Direct discussions between the SHPO and the local fishing 
community . 

2 . The writing of articles for journals such as the "National 
Fisherman" on the research value of archaeological resources 
and the correct manner of reporting them. 

3 . Giving of credit to individual fishermen involved in any pub-
lished reports of archaeological sites discovered in this 
manner . 

4 . Institution of a program to encourage fishermen to report sunken 
shipping that may be a hazard to navigation or to fishing gear 
not only to navigation authorities but to the SHPO . Informa-
tion on possible archaeological sites beyond the three-mile 
limit (that is, on federal property) should be reported to the 
BLM directly . 

6 .2 .2 Impacts from coastal-zone activities 
Any activities that will result in disturbing coastal lands or the near-
shore bottom surface should be evaluated for their cultural resource 
potential through one of several survey strategies . 

6.2 .3 Impacts from recreational and boating activities 
Although archaeological surveys should be conducted in connection with 
any projected development of recreational facilities, it will be very 
difficult to control the activities of members of the public who use 
such facilities, or of private individuals engaged in recreational 
pursuits such as boating and scuba-diving . Accordingly, we recommend 
a well-thought-out program of public education which will encourage a 
responsible attitude toward archaeological resources (which are after 
all the property of the public), and discourage destructive activities 
such as vandalism. In no case should the location of any archaeological 
site be marked or disclosed to the press or general public unless ade-
quate precautions have been undertaken to protect the sites against 
destruction by looting . At the same time, any sites discovered by users 
of a recreational facility should be promptly reported to the SHPO and 
appropriate agency and the value of such discovery and recognition of 
the discoverer given due emphasis . 

6 .2 .4 Impacts of offshore activities 

6 .2 .4 .1 Sand and gravel mining - Sand and gravel mining has not yet had 
any major impact on the CS, except in the instance of nearshore activi-
ties for the purpose of beach stabilization . However, with the increase 
in these activities that is associated with oil and gas exploitation and 
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with an increased need for construction materials, one may expect a 
steep upswing in sand and gravel mining of the kind now being experienced 
in the North Sea . Therefore, environmental impact statements and 
permitting procedures relating to future oil and gas exploration and 
sand or gravel extraction for construction will have to address the 
types of expected impacts to archaeological properties . 

6 .2 .4 .2 Offshore mining - At present, offshore mining activities are 
confined to depths greater than those found on the CS, but the possi-
bility exists that commercially valuable mineral resources will be 
found there at some future time . Accordingly, the BLM and U.S . Geologi-
cal Survey should be aware of the types of impacts to archaeological 
properties that may result from undersea mining, and should integrate 
the archaeological element into its planning and permitting procedures . 

6.2 .4 .3 Offshore dumping - Although alternatives to the offshore dumping 
of sludge, acid, and other noxious or hazardous materials are currently 
being developed, such dumping is still going on in the study area . In-
deed, sewage sludge from New York City is currently being disposed of 12 
miles offshore in the Hudson Canyon (Seaport 1978), one of the areas 
pinpointed in this report as being most likely to contain preserved 
subaerial surfaces (Vol . I) . The fact that this type of sludge dumping 
is a potential hazard to archaeological properties should be added to 
the other arguments advanced against this practice . At the same time, 
it should be borne in mind that these archaeological impacts are pre-
dicted, not demonstrated . It would be very helpful to resource managers 
if bottom studies could be undertaken in order to determine what, if 
any, chemical changes in submerged sediments actually occur as a result 
of sludge dumping, since chemical changes constitute the major type 
of archaeological impact predicted from such dumping . 

6 .2 .4 .4 Oil and gas development - By far the most extensive types of 
new impact to archaeological properties that may be foreseen for the CS 
in the study area are those that are occurring as a result of oil and 
gas development . For this reason, we intend to treat this type of 
development separately, addressing both offshore and onshore facilities 
and their associated impacts . The framework for this discussion will 
be the BLM's "Study Design for Resource Management Decisions : OCS Oil 
and Gas Development and the Environment", modified for a more general 
audience of resource managers . 

The following discussion, like the "Study Design", is developed around 
certain questions that resource managers ask about cultural resources . 
In essence these questions can be stated as follows : Where are cultural 
resources? What are the impacts to cultural resources? and What is cost-
effective (socially efficient) mitigation of impact? 

6.2 .4 .4 .1 Q) Where are cultural resources on the CS? - A) The previous 
volumes of this study give the resource manager a view of the likelihood 
that prehistoric sites are preserved on the CS, the potential type, size, 
and distribution of prehistoric sites through time, and the expected 
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density and distribution of wrecked shipping on the CS . This volume 
integrates these data to give the resource manager a view of the present-
ly expected type, size, time period, distribution, and integrity of all 
cultural resources on the CS . The inventories have been acquired and 
documented to the nearest-leaseblock level, in order to maintain their 
security and preserve these data from misuse by unauthorized persons . 
Cultural resource zones have been defined as a result of integrating 
historic shipping with preserved archaeology . Figures IV-42 to IV-51 
and Table 10 (Section 7 .4) illustrate and describe these zones . They 
appear in Section 7.4 because they are accompanied by recommended sur-
vey strategies and are thus classifiable as recommendations . 

6.2 .4 .4 .2 Q) What are the impacts to cultural resources? - To expand 
upon the above question, - what losses due to damage of archaeological 
and historic resources or gains by discovery can be expected as a re-
sult of a land-use proposal, or what damage to or enhanced preservation 
of these resources will result from oil spills? A) The losses due to 
damage of archaeological and historic resources as a result of any land-
use proposal may be assessed with the aid of this report in the early 
stages, and in greater detail as those further reports required in more 
advanced stages of planning provide better data and more solid recommen-
dations from which to work. It should be noted, however, that the 
losses described in these reports will be exclusively those to the 
archaeological data base, and not, as elsewhere specified, economic in 
nature . Some would argue that the mere consideration of archaeological 
impacts entails economic losses, and we will discuss socially efficient 
mitigating measures below. The primary loss from the destruction of 
archaeological resources is the loss of valuable scientific information . 
Contrary to what is generally supposed, this information has broad po-
tential applications beyond the narrow bounds of one academic discipline . 
Scientists of many disciplines are coming to understand the value for 
their own research needs of data locked in archaeological sites . These 
disciplines include, but are not limited to, climatology, geography, 
ecology, geology, and biology . Thus it can be said that archaeological 
sites have become much more valuable to science in general in the last 
few years . In addition, many anthropologists and archaeologists share 
our view that data of the kind that may be recovered from sites on the 
CS may assist humanity in its effort to understand the processes that 
drive both cultural change and the environmental interactions that ul-
timately make it possible or impossible for our species to survive on 
the planet Earth . We also wish to point out that, as stated below, it is 
possible that distinct benefits to archaeology may accrue from oil and 
gas development and that these possible benefits should be taken into 
consideration in any decision-making process . 

In the event of an oil spill, resources that have been determined eligi-
ble for the National Register of Historic Places will come under the 
protection of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. 
However, the vast majority of known (and unknown) archaeological 
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resources in the tidal zone (that zone where we expect the greatest 
danger to cultural resources from oil spills) have not been evaluated 
as to their eligibility for the NR . Until such evaluations are complete, 
it will be impossible to determine the full impact of oil spills on 
the resource base . 

It is entirely possible that oil spills may actually serve to protect 
archaeological resources by reducing the physical impact upon them of 
wave energy and/or sealing them off from oxygen and creating an anaero-
bic condition inimical to decay of organic materials or corrosion of 
metals . At the same time, oil may modify the chemical characteristics 
of overlying soils, though it is impossible to know whether this effect 
would be positive or negative . Any land-moving operations undertaken 
as part of spill clean-up would probably be entirely negative in their 
effects . 

Resources that may be impacted by oil spills are those in the tidal 
zone . The impacts will be of two kinds : the mixing of the oil itself 
with the surface materials of the site, producing as-yet-unknown physi-
cal and chemical effects ; and disturbance of the land surface incidental 
to clean-up activities such as bulldozing . While this study has identi-
fied many of the resources in the tidal zone, it is clearly not a compre-
hensive listing of all such sites . Therefore, it is important, when 
assessing the possible archaeological impact of oil spills, to take into 
account not only the known but the probable locations of sites . 

While this study has identified resources with sufficient specificity 
for the environmental statement (that is, tract-specifically or to the 
nearest two to five km of coastline) (BLM "Study Design"), further 
activities cannot be carried out until we are in possession of more 
detail . Thus, in the development of the Exploration Plan, the locations 
of specific sites which may be impacted by the proposed exploration 
should be identified . Since exploration in the study area will probably 
be performed from floating drill rigs (Philip Thomas, personal communi-
cation), expected impact to the bottom will arise only from the drilling 
template, subsequent drilling, and disposition of drilling muds . The 
evaluation of potential archaeological impact can be accomplished by 
means of an appropriately applied hazards analysis . Mitigation may be 
assured by avoidance of any areas indicated by the survey to be highly 
likely to contain cultural resources . If avoidance is judged undesirable 
because of other factors, intensive locational surveys must be performed 
in order to determine the exact locations of any resources to be 
impacted . If no resources are discovered, then the exploration may con-
tinue . However, if resources are discovered, it should still be pos-
sible to avoid them by accurate placement of the drilling template, 
thus obviating the necessity for expensive site evaluation and excava-
tion . We wish to emphasize here that even the reporting of previously 
unknown sites will constitute a valuable scientific contribution which 
may, among other things, assist in verifying the models developed in 
this report . 
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In the development of transportation-management plans, the specific 
locations of sites to be impacted by pipeline routings, platform place-
ment, establishment of onshore facilities and other land-disturbing 
activities must be identified . This may be accomplished by a recon-
naissance survey or hazards analysis, either on land or offshore, as 
part of early planning activities for possible pipeline corridors or 
offshore platforms . When more detailed planning is undertaken, an 
attempt should be made to avoid those locations that have a high prob-
ability for containing archaeological resources . If such avoidance is 
impractical, then an intensive survey must be performed in order to 
determine the exact locations of any resources to be impacted . If, 
after the intensive survey, avoidance is still judged to be impossible, 
the sites must then be evaluated in order to determine whether or not 
they are eligible for the NR . 

The expected damage to cultural resources will vary according to the 
type of proposed activity . The construction of onshore facilities 
may disturb large areas and thus destroy one or more entire sites, 
while the excavation of a pipeline trench may only impact narrow sec-
tions of any site encountered, and the establishment of platforms will 
have only a limited effect on deeply buried sites, but cause considerable 
damage to sites on or near the surface . Table IV-9 details the impacts 
associated with various activities . 

Resources that have been determined eligible for the NR will come under 
the protection of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act . 
As discussed earlier, the vast majority of archaeological resources in 
the study area have not been evaluated to determine their eligibility 
for the NR . 

An important factor in this discussion is that, as we have demonstrated 
elsewhere in this study, cultural resources on the CS are to be located 
not only horizontally (in terms of submerged and/or buried subaerial 
surfaces), but vertically (in terms of the depth at which they may be 
buried by protective sediments) . Thus we must ascertain the depth at 
which cultural resources may be expected to occur in the impact area . 
For example, the laying of a pipeline by plow-trenching, which may dis-
turb an area two m deep by six m wide (Oil and Gas Journal, May 8, 1978), 
may not destroy a prehistoric site located 12-15 m beneath the "surficial 
sand sheet ." On the other hand, footings for platforms, which may go 
down many meters, will disturb such a site . Similarly, sites on the 
bottom surface may be impacted by anchor drag or many other types of 
superficial disturbance . We have tried here to identify the depths of 
expected impacts from various types of offshore activities so that 
appropriate survey strategies may be selected for each case . Consider 
the situation in which a pipeline will disturb the top two m of bottom 
surface in an area where predictions indicate either a sunken ship (on 
the bottom surface) or a prehistoric archaeological site (at a depth 
of 12-15 m) may be found . The desired survey strategy will be designed 
to locate only the wrecked ship, as the prehistoric site will not be 
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impacted by this particular activity . 

In contrast to the foregoing discussion of negative impacts is the 
possibility that there may be positive benefits to cultural resources 
from oil and gas development . At present, the predictions about site 
location that we have been able to make in this report rest on an inade-
quate data base . Thus, even in cases where all site location procedures 
have been followed and no sites have been found, it will still be im-
portant to watch for unpredicted archaeological sites that may be en-
countered in the course of land-moving operations on the sea bottom. 
Since we are predicting that portions of the CS may contain exceptionally 
ancient Paleo-Indian sites displaying organic preservation superior to 
that known from any comparable sites anywhere in the world, the public 
relations benefits accruing to any exploration or development firm that 
uncovered such a site or sites could be considerable . An additional 
point is that a discovery of this kind might easily be made in the 
course of normal exploration or development activities . It cannot be 
emphasized too strongly that discovery of an example of Paleo-Indian 
site or certain other types of site would constitute an extremely sig-
nificant contribution to mankind's knowledge of its past . 

6.2 .4 .4 .3 Q) What is cost-effective mitigation? - A) The socially 
efficient level of investment in mitigation of impacts is difficult to 
assess, since the value of a given cultural resource may be inestimable . 
An example of the way in which such a socially efficient level of in-
vestment in mitigation may be determined has been given by the BLM in 
its "Study Design" . 

"When the planned investment in a mitigating measure reduces 
expected damage by an amount equal to the social rate of dis-
count, the investment is socially efficient . For example, 
if commercial fishing losses due to placement of onshore 
and offshore OCS related structures was projected to be 
$10 million, then clearly the investment of $20 million 
to avoid this damage would not be appropriate . If an 
investment of $9 .1 million would eliminate the projected 
loss, and the social discount rate is 10%, the investment 
would be socially efficient . It should be noted that 
with respect to marine and coastal ecosystems, expected 
dollar damages cannot be determined . Where populations 
or habitants are defined as having high biologic or 
social value, it is assumed that whatever investment 
is necessary to reduce damage to an acceptable level 
of risk of interference with ecological relationships 
is socially efficient ." 

Since it is equally true that the intrinsic value of archaeological 
sites cannot be assigned a dollar figure, we suggest that in any case 
where the cost of avoiding a site is less than that of Site Evaluation 
and 100% excavation (see Appendix B for typical field strategies) the 
socially efficient option is avoidance . This statement assumes, as 
required by the relevant federal regulations, that any site considered 
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for mitigation or avoidance has been judged "significant" in terms of 
the criteria for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places . 

A discussion of the nature of archaeological significance may be found 

above . 

After arcaheological sites have been located through survey, and after 
they have been determined eligible for the NR on the basis of Site 

Evaluation, the level of investment in mitigating measures may be dis-

cussed . These discussions will most often result in the preparation 

of memoranda of agreement indicating appropriate mitigation measures . 

We have just considered an approach to social efficiency in mitigation 
planning in terms of trading off the coast of evaluation and complete 
excavation against project modification . In some cases, operating 
orders and special stipulations can be developed in order to implement 
the memorandum/memoranda of agreement that result from site evaluation 
and eligibility determination . At the same time, tract deletions may 

be implemented if Intensive survey has indicated large concentrations 
of potentially eligible cultural resources and the cost-benefit of 
mitigating the impact will be less than that of avoiding the area 
completely, as a result of the uncertainty inherent in tract development 
potential . 
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7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

7 .1 General Recommendations 

7 .1 .1 Philosophy behind recommendations 
We think it appropriate to stipulate at the outset that there is a 
philosophical outlook behind the following recommendations concerning 
suitable action to be taken in mitigating impacts to historic or pre-
historic resources located on the Continental Shelf . Stated simply, this 

philosophy is one based on our current state of ignorance . Since we do 
not really know anything substantive about the nature or distribution of 
sites on the CS, it would be pointless for us to adopt a hardline "pre-
servationist" position concerning the "wise use" of these submerged cul-
tural resources . In short, we consider that any recovery of data will 
leave us further ahead than we were before, and for this reason, we do 
not advocate the indefinite delaying or "turning off" of projects that 

may impact the submerged CS environment . 

The recommendations set forth in this volume will be of two types . Gen-

eral recommendations will address assessments of any modification to 
existing or pending federal regulations concerning activities and each 
state's Coastal Zone Management Statement (the latter being in many 
forms, from drafts to accepted final versions) . In the event that 
Coastal Zone Management Statements are already accepted, recommendations 
will be made for improving any inadequate impact-mitigation plans that 
may be included . If the statements are in process of preparation, mea-
sure for strengthening their archaeological input will be suggested . 

Specific recommendations will deal with the various classes of impacts 
that were identified in Section 5 .0 . It should be noted that impacts 
treated there included those presently known to be occurring and those 
readily predictable for the future, but also that there are additional 
types of impact that may easily develop in years to come . 

The point to be made here is that any activity that disturbs the undersea 
surface, penetrates bottom sediments, or chemically modified undersea 
deposits on the CS is likely to have an impact on whatever archaeological 
properties may lie in its path . 

7 .1 .2 Summary of general recommendations 
The following is a summary of general recommendations for the mitigation 
of impacts identified in various other sections of this volume . 

1 . States and agencies responsible for coastal zones should initi-
ate locational surveys to locate sites undergoing or subject to 
coastal erosional processes . 

2 . States should review their coastal zone management programs with 
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a view toward locating those presently unknown resources that 

may be eligible for inclusion in the National Register . 

3. Programs of public education should be initiated by states, 
federal agencies, and archaeologists to inform fishermen, rec-
reational land-users, commercial land-users and private land 
developers of the fragility of cultural resources and the 
valuable contributions to science that can be made by reporting 
the locations of sites discovered in their day to day activi-
ties . 

4 . Commercial land-users and land-using agencies should integrate 
the location of cultural resources into their land use planning . 
Cooperation between resource managers and land users is the 
most cost effective use of the taxpayer's dollar to meet the 

growth and resource management needs of the nation . 

7 .1 .3 Recommended changes to proposed regulations 
The USGS has recently issued and called for comment on a set of regula-
tions entitled 30 CFR, Part 251, "Geological and Geophysical Explorations 
of the Outer Continental Shelf." These proposed regulations amend those 

that currently govern activities on the CS and result from a policy de-

cision by the Secretary of the Interior . In reviewing these regulations, 

we have some comments to offer regarding the adequacy or inadequacy of 
their consideration of cultural resources . What follows are detailed 
recommendations for dealing with those deficiencies . These comments 

address specific sections which are quoted herein . The full body of pro-

posed regulation is found in Appendix F. 

1) 251 .3 Definitions . 

(h) Permit . The contract or agreement approved for a specified 
period of not more than 1 year under which a person acquires the 
right of conduct (1) geological exploration for mineral resources, 
(2) geophysical exploration for mineral resources, or (3) geological 
and geophysical exploration for scientific research which includes 
the use of solid or liquid explosives or a deep stratigraphic test . 

Comment on Section 251.3 

It is important to note, under h) Permits, that allowance should be 
made for the examination by archaeologists committed to the SOPA code of 
ethics (see Appendix F) of results obtained from geological and geophysi-
cal exploration for mineral resources . 

An additional definition should be provided for cultural resources . Such 
a definition should be developed by knowledgeable individuals within the 
federal bureaucracy in consultation with the professional archaeological 
community . 
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2) 251 .4 Functions of Director . 

The Director shall regulate all operations and other activities 
under this Part and perform all duties prescribed by this part . 
In order to do so effectively, the Director is authorized to issue 
OCS Orders and other written and oral orders and to take all other 
actions necessary to carry out the provisions of this part and 
to prevent damage to, or waste of, any natural resource or injury 
to life and property from any activity hereunder . The Director 
shall confirm oral orders in writing as soon as possible . 

Comment on Section 251.4 

Cultural resources should be considered as well as natural resources . 

3) 251 .5 Requirement of notices and permits . 

(b) Geological or geophysical exploration for scientific research . 
1 . . A person may not conduct geological and geophysical exploration for 
scientific research without a permit if the exploration includes the 
use of solid or liquid explosives or a deep stratigraphic test . 
Separate permits will be issued for geological exploration for scien-
tific research and for geophysical exploration for scientific re-
search . 

2 . A person may conduct geological and geophysical exploration for 
scientific research without a permit if the exploration does not 
include the use of solid or liquid explosives or a deep stratigraphic 
test . However, the person must file with the Director a notice of 
intent to conduct exploration which does not involve such explosives 
or a deep stratigraphic test at least 30 days prior to commencing the 
exploration . Shallow test drilling may not be conducted if within 
21 days of the filing of the notice the Director rejects the notice 
by sending a statement of rejection by certified mail to the person 
who filed the notice . A statement of rejection may suggest changes 
in the notice which, if filed again, may render the notice accepta-
ble to the Director . 

Comment on Section 251 .5(b) 1 and Section 251 .5(b) 2 . 

(b)1 . Permits for scientific research should include survey 
activities designed to locate, identify, and recover data from 
cultural resources . 

(b)2 . Shallow test drilling may be especially useful for cultural-
resource identification . 

4) 251 .8 General conditions of notices and permits 

(b) General restrictions on operations . Exploration authorized 
under this part shall be conducted so that operations do not : 
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6 . Disturb cultural resources, including sites, structures, or 
objects of historical or archaeological significance . 

(c) Report of hydrocarbon shows, hydrocarbon discoveries, or ad-
verse effects . Any person conducting exploration under this part 
shall immediately report to the Director any hydrocarbon shows, pos-
sible hydrocarbon discoveries, or any adverse effects of the explo-
ration on the environment, aquatic life, cultural resources, or 
uses of the area in which the exploration is conducted . 

Comment on Section 251.8 

(b)6 . It is not clear how cultural resources will be identified, 
although disturbance of such resources may be important to the 
scientific community . It should be recognized that planning for 
impact avoidance requires close cooperation between land users and 
cultural resource managers . 

(c) There seems to be no mechanism for reporting potential adverse 
impacts to cultural resources . 

5) 251 .9 Test drilling under notices and permits . 

General comment : With the proper cooperation between land users and 
cultural resource managers, shallow test drilling can lead to the 
identification of cultural resource potential . The drilling plan 
should specify the means that will be used to identify and assess 
impacts to cultural resources . It should also address the question 
of possible impacts to cultural resources resulting from oil spills 
or other natural or man-made accidents . 

6) 251 .9 Test drilling under notices and permits 

(v) High resolution geophysical data, processed geophysical infor-
mation, and interpreted geophysical information from, but not 
limited to, bathymetric, side-scan sonar, and magnetometer systems 
collected across any proposed drilling location so as to permit 
determination of shallow structural detail in the vicinity of the 
proposed test, and for stratigraphic tests proposed to depths great-
er than 1,000 feet (304 .8 meters) below the mudline, common depth 
point seismic data from the area of the proposed test location, and 
processed geophysical information and interpreted geophysical in-
formation therefrom. 

Comments on Section 251 .9 

(v) It is imperitive to note that if explorers and cultural-resource 
managers cooperate, they can use the techniques described in this 
section to locate and assess important cultural resources, thus 
assisting in their protection . These data will be important inputs 
to the Environmental Reports (VI) in its assessment of the "signifi-
cant environmental consequences of the proposed activities" as they 
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relate to cultural resources . 

7) 251 .9 Test drilling under notices and permits 

(vi) An Environmental Report . At the same time the permittee 
submits a proposed plan to the Director, he shall submit an En-
vironmental Report . The report shall address all activities in-
cluded in the proposed plan and shall identify all environmental 
and safety features required by law, together with such additional 
measures as the permittee proposes to employ . The report shall 
be as detailed as necessary to enable identification and evaluation 
of the significant environmental consequences of the proposed activ-
ities and shall include all information available to the permittee 
at the time of submission . The Environmental Report shall include 
data and information obtained or developed by the permittee, to-
gether with other sources . The permittee shall cross-reference in-
formation in the most recent applicable environmental documents and 
shall summarize pertinent information contained in other published, 
accredited reports . The report shall clearly identify the source of 
all data and information contained therein . The Environmental Report 
may be tiered to other environmental documents or Environmental Re-
ports for the same or adjacent areas . Specific guidelines for im-
plementing this section will be issued by the Director . The En-
vironmental Report shall contain the following sections : 

(A) Description of the Proposed Action . This section shall 
briefly summarize the nature and scope of the proposed action 
contained in the proposed plan . This section shall include, but 
not be limited to, the following: Company and operator name, 
objective of the proposed action, a description and location of 
vessels or platforms, and time frames for completion of various 
functions . In describing the proposed action, the report will 
also include a discussion of equipment, a discussion of oil spill 
contingency plans, statements of certification of consistency 
with appropriate coastal zone management programs when applica-
ble, a comprehensive list of new or unusual technologies to be 
used, a detailed description of these technologies, the location 
of travel routes for supplies and personnel, the kinds and 
approximate quantities of energy to be used, and the environmental 
monitoring systems proposed for use by the permittee . The pro-
posed action section will also include suitable maps and diagrams 
showing details of the proposed project layout . 

(B) Description of existing environment . This section is to 
contain a narrative description of the existing environment, and 
emphasis shall be placed on those environmental values that may 
be affected by the proposed action . This section shall include, 
but not be limited to, discussion of the following : Geology, 
physical oceanography, other uses of the area, flora and fauna, 
cultural resources, socioeconomics, and existing environmental 
monitoring systems, other unusual or unique characteristics 
which may be affected by the drilling . 
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(C) Impact evaluation and mitigating measures . This section 
shall contain a narrative description or tabulation of the 
probable impacts of the proposed action on the environment and 
existing mitigating measures, as well as measures which have 
been proposed in the plan, to mitigate the impacts. 

(D) Alternatives to the proposed action . This section shall 
discuss all relevant alternatives to the proposed action or 
major segments of the proposed action which would result in less 
risk of adverse environmental impacts. 

(E) Unavoidable adverse environmental effects of the proposed 
action . Any unavoidable or irreversible adverse environmental 
effects that could occur as a result of the proposed action 
shall be summarized in this section . 

The permittee shall, when required, submit an appropriate num-
ber of copies of each Environmental Report to permit the Director 
to transmit a copy to the Governor and Coastal Zone Management 
Agency of each affected State and to the United States Office 
of Coastal Zone Management . This director shall transmit such 
copies at the same time he transmits copies of the applicable 
plan . The Director shall also make copies of the Environmental 
Report available to the public, in accordance with the Freedom 
of Information Act . 

Comments on Section 251 .9 (vi) 

There does not seem to be enough detailed description of the way cultural 
resources are assessed and evaluated in the specifications for the con-
tents of this report (including the NEPA Guidelines of the recently re-
vised 36 CFR 800 . 

8) 251 .9 

(d) Cultural resources . Any person who holds a permit authorizing 
a deep stratigraphic test shall, if requested by the Director, con-
duct studies sufficient to determine the possible existence of any 
cultural resources, including sites, structures, or objects of his-
torical or archaeological significant (sic) that may be affected by 
such drilling, and shall report the findings of the studies to the 
Director . Any person who holds a permit authorizing shallow test 
drilling or who has filed a notice for shallow test drilling may be 
required to conduct such studies at the discretion of the Director. 
If any study indicates the possible presence of a cultural resource, 
a full explanation will be included in the report . The person shall 
take no action that may result in the disturbance of cultural re-
sources without the prior approval of the Director, and if any cul-
tural resource is discovered during a test, the person shall imme-
diately report the finding to the Director and make every reasonable 
effort to preserve and protect the cultural resource from damage 
until the Director has given directions as to its preservation . 
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Comment on Section 251.9 (d 

The discussion of cultural resources in this section is adequate as far 
as it goes, but there are other types of testing besides deep or shallow 
stratigraphic testing that will reveal the presence of cultural resources, 
and the results of these other types of tests should be reported to the 
Director . Examples are sub-bottom profiling, side-scan sonar, magneto-
metry, and a host of others discussed in this volume . 

7 .2 Recommended Changes To Present Me thods Of Cultural-Resources 
Evaluation Associated With Oil And Gas Development 

In assessing present cultural-resource-evaluation practices as they re-
late to impacts of oil and gas exploration on cultural resources, we have 
asked Mr . Joe Guarino of H. 0. Mohr and Associates Inc., Houston, Texas, 
to identify the methods of cultural resource assessment now used by 
firms engaged in leasing for oil and gas exploration and/or production 
in the Gulf of Mexico . The adequacy or inadequacy of these practices 
may in turn constitute a guideline for procedures to be undertaken in 
the North and Mid-Atlantic study area . 

7 .2 .1 Pipeline routing and survey, coastal zone to shoreline 

7 .2 .1 .1 Present practices - The onshore pre-lay archaeological survey 
consists of a library search and walkover . If marsh or swamp is en-
countered, helicopter flyover is substituted for walkover . 

7 .2 .1 .2 Recommended practice - The above procedure is clearly inade-
quate to locate all of the resources that may be impacted in the course 
of pipeline construction . Library research identifies only sites that 
are well known and/or obvious, while a walkover identifies only surface 
manifestations of previously unknown sites, although it also makes it 
possible to assess any previous disturbance that may have destroyed 
whatever sites were present . We recommend that if a pipeline corridor 
is in the final evaluation stage, Intensive (land) archaeological survey 
be instituted (Appendix B) . Swamp or marsh sites (as distinct from 
submerged ocean sites) should be treated differently . Library search 
is just as inadequate to locate previously unknown marsh sites as in the 
terrestrial case described above, while a helicopter flyover offers 
little possibility of locating historic or prehistoric sites buried in 
the marsh or swamp environment . Arnold (1979) has described a pro-
cedure of helicopter-borne magnetometer exploration and R. Anuskiewicz 
of the U.S . Army Corps of Engineers (personal communication) has been 
testing methods of coring in shallow-water situations . Intensive survey 
(nearshore) should be instituted in this case (Appendix B) . 

7 .2 .2 Pipeline routing from the shoreline to the 10-foot water depth 
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7 .2 .2 .1 Present practices - According to Mr . Guarino of H. 0 . Mohr and 
Associates, this zone receives the least adequate cultural-resource sur-
vey of any potential study area . This is partially due to the fact that 
most vessels designed for pipeline survey draw too much water to operate 
in depths less than 10 ft . Small boats could handle a small magneto-
meter, however, although it would be difficult to take cores and vir-
tually impossible to use the side-scan sonar and sub-bottom profiler . 
In present practices, these areas are not surveyed at all, and only a 
library search is performed . As we have said in other parts of this 
report, the area inside the present five-fathom (30-ft) mark is that 
with the greatest potential for containing the remains of historic 
shipping, and is also the area where a large fraction of prehistoric 
and Contact Period (when European explorers made contact with native 
peoples) sites may be found (see Figs . IV-11 to IV-20) . It is un-
fortunate that this particular zone should be the one to be skimped by 
current procedures . 

7.2 .2 .2 Recommended practice - Once the right-of-way has been establish-
ed in detail, it will be important to locate any sites that lie within 
its corridor at this depth . The recommended locational strategies will 
be found in Appendix B of this report . These may be used as a basis for 
the appropriate federal agencies to generate regulations . 

7 .2 .3 Pipeline routing from the 10-foot to 600-foot depth 

Present practices - Information is taken and recorded by side- 
scan sonar, sub-bottom profiling, magnetometer, and core samples, and 
the raw data given to archaeologists . This present practice is, to 
put it bluntly, inadequate for cultural-resource identification . 

One major problem is that few if any marine archaeologists have the 
training that is required for competent interpretation of raw data from 
side-scan sonar or sub-bottom profiling . What usually happens in prac-
tice is that the archaeologist on the project is given only the raw 
seismic data to work with and never sees the reduced, mapped out data 
produced later by the project geophysicist . It would be much more pro-
ductive and cost-efficient if site-locational information were derived 
from the reduced data, either by geophysicists who have been briefed 
on what to look for, or by marine archaeologists with access to the 
reduced data . It must be remembered, however, that the reduced seismic 
data will serve only to give an idea of where sites may be, and cannot 
be considered a tool for pinpointing actual site locations . In some 
cases wreck marks which are bottom scour and sand ridges, that result 
from bottom sediment transport around wrecks and are distinctive in 
shape with respect to wreck orientation and bottom condition are identi-
fiable on side-scan data and can be used to pinpoint the locations of 
possible wrecks . These areas should be subjected to intensive magneto-
meter scan for confirmation of wreck location . 

Since the lessor is sometimes the party who perform these kinds of sur-
veys (except in the case of hazards analysis) and since the data are 
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often capable of a number of interpretations, some more favorable to the 
lessor than others, the reduced data and their accompanying operating 
logs should form a part of any submittals of documentation associated 
with the Transportation Management Plan and the Development and Pro-
duction Plan . In this way, qualified agency personnel may review the 
information upon which conclusions about the presence or absence of 
potential sites are based . 

A second difficulty with present practice in pipeline routing at these 
depths lies with magnetometer survey . We will document (Appendix B) the 
inadequacy of this type of instrumentation to locate the remains of most 
early shipping because these contain less ferrous metal than is required 
to produce a detectable magnetic anomaly unless the survey vessel happens 
to pass very close to them . Thus it is precisely those wrecks that are 
potentially the most interesting, namely the earliest, that are likely 
to be missed by the standard magnetometer search . Magnetic anomalies 
usually show up as point sources . Since magnetometry results are 
customarily analyzed for other purposes by the project geophysicist, and 
since it is relatively simple to route pipelines around such sources 
without further investigation, there seems little reason to bring in an 
archaeologist at all in the preliminary stage of survey . The project 
geophysicist, or even the magnetometer technician, can simply note the 
locations of anomalies without attempting to determine whether they re-
sult from sunken shipping or other causes . 

This study has defined, as accurately as possible, given the current 
state of the data base, those portions of the study area where pre-
historic and/or historic cultural resources may be expected to occur. It 
is therefore unnecessary to engage in future work until the proposed 
locations of offshore facilities are more accurately known . The pre- 
lay survey or hazard analysis will ordinarily provide the information 
required for a reconnaissance archaeological survey . If, after such 
surveys, locations of proposed offshore facilities are found to lie in 
zones of high archaeological probability, that is the time to institute 
intensive survey procedures, detailed recommendations for which will be 
found in the section on field strategies (Appendix B) . 

7 .2 .4 Offshore platforms 

7 .2 .4 .1 Present practices - Survey performed before installation of 
offshore platforms usually uses the same complement of instruments as 
that described above under Pipeline Survey (7 .2 .3), and is just as ade-
quate . The only necessary data that are not available before installa-
tion are the results of deep stability coring . 

7 .2 .4 .2 Recommended practice - We recommend the same procedures as 
those described above under Pipelines (7 .2 .3), with the reminder that 
platform installation generally disturbs bottom sediments right down to 
bedrock, so that any sites beneath a platform are sure to suffer some 
impact, no matter what their depth . 
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7 .2 .5 Recommended additions or changes to present underwater archaeolog-
ical practices 

While Appendix B describes the current state of the art in archaeological 
methodology we feel it important to discuss some of the expected advances 
in this area and to recommend changes to current practice as appropriate . 

7 .2 .5 .1 Reconnaissance or, preliminary survey (offshore) - Presently 
of major importance to reconnaissance survey in offshore areas are three 
types of instrumentation . Of these, the sub-bottom profiler and the 
side-scan sonar may be treated together . The two patterns presently in 
use with these instruments are generally adequate, and in the case of the 
profiler, no important technical innovations seem imminent . New devel-
opments are constantly taking place, however, and there are two ad-
vances in side-scan sonar that may have an effect on archaeological sur-
vey . One is the SMS 960 system of EG&G, which has the capacity to con-
vert the standard raw data into an aerial-view "map" of the bottom with-
out any processing delay . (In computer terms, the conversion is per-
formed in real time .) Onboard preliminary analysis is thus made possi-
ble, so that the survey procedure becomes much more flexible and re-
sponsive . For example, interesting bottom features may be investigated 
more thoroughly on the spot and it would seldom be necessary to come 
back another day for an expensive second look that seemed indicated 
after data reduction . In another development, Klein Associates has this 
year (1979) come out with a side-scan system whose pulse repetition 
rate is 500 kHz rather than the standard 100 . This increase in fre-
quency will provide significantly better resolution of objects on the 
bottom than is now possible . Fig . IV-48 illustrates the difference . 
Note that because they are so new, these two improvements have not yet 
been integrated with each other, but it is hoped that they may be com-
bined in the future . 

On the subject of magnetometry, we demonstrate in Appendix B the in-
adequacy of this technique, as presently used, for locating remains of 
early shipping . This results directly from the fact that standard tow 
paths are too far apart for the magnetometer to pick up other than very 
large anomalies if these happen to lie halfway between the paths . Using 
the example sited in Appendix B, a seventeenth-century cannon could only 
be discovered if the magnetometer were within 36 ft of it, whereas the 
instrument may be as far away as 225 ft in a standard tow pattern. 
Accordingly, an adequate distance between tow paths for magnetometry 
would appear to be more like 100 ft than the standard 450 ft . There 
are several approaches to this problem . One is to have the magneto-
metry performed from a separate vessel, which has the added advantage 
that the vessel may be smaller and made of nonferrous material, thus 
making it possible to reduce the minimum detectable anomaly from five to 
three gammas . Alternatively, more than one magnetometer might be 
streamed from a single survey vessel, one in central position and 
another on each side . This three-instrument array could be accomplished 
by means of either paravanes (100 ft on either side of the vessel) or 
of steerable magnetometer fish at a similar distance . 
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A final element in the survey is the taking of cores from the bottom for 
the purpose of verifying the existence of any preserved subaerial sur-
faces delineated by the electronic survey . 

7.2.5 .2 Intensive survey (offshore) - For offshore work, we believe that 
the most cost-effective approach to intensive survey is the use of 
mechanized coring for the extraction of samples of subsurface sediments 
that may contain the cultural materials necessary to identify a site . 
Any coring program whose goal is to locate a site should be performed 
within a statistically valid sampling strategy . The analysis of these 
cores must be done by an archaeologist familiar with the kinds of cul-
tural materials associated with either prehistoric or historic sites . 

A remote-controlled vehicle (RVC) carrying closed-circuit video should 
be used to examine the bottom surface and should be monitored and guided 
by a qualified archaeologist who can identify the materials observed or, 
if necessary, direct the RCV toward areas of particular interest . When 
there is a question of locating sunken shipping, the RCV should be 
equipped with a gradiometer, so that the gradiometer readings may be 
used to direct the RCV to the location of the anomaly . Once located, 
the anomaly may be examined by an excavating mechanism such as an air 
lift . In our estimation, this procedure will be significantly less 
expensive than using two or more human divers for visual inspection of 
the bottom surface . A further point is that this phase of intensive sur-
vey can be accomplished with the same equipment and at the same time 
as pre-construction survey . 

It should be noted that technologies are constantly evolving, and the 
recommendations we have made here may be made obsolete at any time by 
developments that either reduce the expense or improve the quality of 
bottom-inspection techniques . 

7 .2 .5 .3 Data recovery (underwater) - The techniques described in 
Appendix B reflect the current state-of-the-art as it applies to data 
recovery . However, with the testing of new techniques and procedures, 
we anticipate tremendous advances in data recovery procedures . One 
effected innovation is in the more accurate and rapid recording of 
three-dimensional (x, y, z) coordinates of underwater objects . One sys-
tem, described in Appendix B, is that of Mazel and Smith (1979), in 
which three tapes are used to define the position of an object in re-
lation to a grid . A second method is in the early development stage 
and consists of very short-range three-dimensional sonar positioning 
system which can be integrated into computer graphics systems to pro-
duce a three-dimensional representation of an object or the relative 
positions of several objects . 

It has previously been standard practice that data recovery under deep-
water saturation diving conditions is carried out by commercial divers 
who are observed by archaeologists in a submersible . However, satura-
tion diving training is now available, and we believe it will be much 
more cost-effective to have this work carried out in future by the 
archaeologists themselves . 
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7.3 Recommended Materials Conservation Strategies 

Because necessary resources are not always available, laboratories 

staffed by untrained or inexperienced "conservators" may be all that is 
available for potentially important artifacts . At present, even the 
existing laboratories are operating with few if any qualified staff 
members, on limited budgets . 

The creation of many small conservation laboratories dissipates available 

personnel and resources . Erratically-funded laboratories have trouble 

keeping good personnel who may move to jobs outside either this specific 

field or a given geographical area . When a good conservator has become 

familiar with a region's artifacts, specific conservation problems, 
archaeologists, museum staffs, and helpful scientific laboratories, he/ 
she is a great asset, not only to that conservation center but also to 

the area's archaeology and museums . If funds are temporarily not 
available, or one center closes while another opens in a neighboring 
state, the staff is often lost . Thus conservation suffers a loss 
which takes a great deal of time, effort, and funding to recover . In 
addition, the first artifacts from new sites are typically lost due to 
unavailability of qualified conservation personnel and proper equipment . 

The establishment of regional conservation centers for waterlogged arti-

facts in the U.S . would make it possible for objects from any site to re-

ceive the best possible treatment at a reasonable level of funding . 
There is a drastic difference in necessary funding per artifact treat-
ment between that conducted at an ongoing special conservation laboratory 
and that conducted at a general conservation laboratory which must 
handle a waterlogged artifact . A solitary waterlogged artifact, treated 

at the Smithsonian Institute conservation-analytical laboratory, which 

needed to prepare especially for it alone, cost approximately $6,000 to 
conserve (Orgon, personal communication) . The central conservation 
laboratory of Parks Canada, Ottawa, Canada, which constantly deals with 

many waterlogged artifacts, estimated conservation costs of $40 to $60 

per artifact in 1978 (Miback, personal communication) . 

In addition, a stable regional center would provide information and 

advice for the region . A stable staff of at least one professional 
conservator and one technician would be most cost efficient . The con-
servator would become familiar with waterlogged artifacts and their 
problems, and with the region as well as area archaeologists, museums, 
helpful scientists in universities and industry, and the center's staff 
and physical capabilities . 

The existence of a few permanent, or long-term, regional centers would 
allow these centers to not only have necessary laboratory equipment, but 

also to be a clearing house, or lender, of necessary field conservation 
equipment . The latter would obviate the present need for purchasing 

separate field conservation equipment for each archaeological excavation . 

Well-equipped centers would be ideal locations for practical training 
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of newly educated conservation students . These centers could also serve 
as research laboratories for in-house conservators, who wish to investi-
gate conservation problems or theories . 

These facilities would quickly become regional centers of knowledge with 
which museums and archaeologists could communicate to answer questions 
which often must be dealt with quickly, before an artifact is lost . 
Correct, realistic estimates of funding for the conservation of a group 
of artifacts could be derived while an archaeologist was planning an 
excavation or a museum considering the acquisition of a collection . 

A second step in promoting a more organized policy toward conservation, 
would be the encouragement of conferences or seminars at national and 
international general conservation meetings, on the conservation of 
waterlogged artifacts . Stimulating private, academic, and government 
(local, state, and federal) conservators to develop their methodology, 
with the aid of regular intercommunication, would be a notable service 
for the preservation of cultural material in this country . 

Meetings would promote cooperation and dissemination of ideas and infor-
mation on the quality and limitations of~present methods, newly developed 
techniques, and techniques used by other conservators which might be 
applicable to waterlogged artifacts . Informal cooperation with museums 
and archaeologists, including advice on the care of artifacts before and 
after their treatment at conservation centers, might also develop . 

It is suggested that a federal agency establish a committee to provide 
guidelines for setting up regional conservation centers to meet the 
needs of archaeologists who recover waterlogged materials. The members 
of this committee should be conservators and conservation scientists 
who are actively involved in. the conservation of waterlogged artifacts . 
Suggested general qualifications for serving on the committee are either 
an appropriate degree in conservation (MS, MA, or BA) and more than 
one year's active experience in the conservation of waterlogged materials 
or simply 10 years' experience in the conservation of waterlogged 
archaeological materials . The committee would consist of six persons ; 
two would rotate off the committee each year, and new members would 
be chosen at random from the pool of qualified applicants . 

7.4 Recommended Survey Strategies 
In Designated Cultural Resource Zones 

Using the information from earlier sections on the location of historic 

shipping (Section 4 .2 .1) and preserved archaeology (Section 4 .2 .2), it is 
possible to identify zones of combined expected cultural resources . 

For the purpose of this report these zones will be called Cultural 
Resource Zones (CRZ). Figs . IV-49 through IV-57 locate the various 
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zones, while Table IV-10 describes the location, composition, and rec-
ommended preliminary survey strategy for locating resouces or more accu-
rately defining zones of potential . 

The tables illustrate the fact that survey procedures for lost shipping 
and preserved prehistoric resources will differ but survey strategies can 
be devised that maximize the probability of encountering both classes of 
sites . In general, the strategies can be related to the expectations 
for resource existence . Thus, in depths shallower than five fathoms 
where we expect to find the majority of lost shipping from before 1880 
(generally wooden ships with metal fixtures), a magnetometer survey as 
recommended in Section 7.2 .5 should be required in all cases . In areas 
deeper than five fathoms, intensive magnetometer survey should only be 
performed once the location of facilities is in the planning stage . Sur-
vey recommendations for prehistoric sites are based on the expected depth 
and degree of preservation of these resources . The section on preserved 
archaeology describes the various zones of preservation for these re-
sources . As a general rule for the recommendations in Table IV-10 , 
the following criteria have been established : 1) In areas of negligible 
preservation (5I maximum) the monitoring of land disturbance appears to 
be the most appropriate form of locating resources that may be encount-
ered by a given project . 2) In areas of partial preservation (40I maxi-
mum) we can expect prehistoric resources to be reasonably close to the 
sea floor and thus any type of project may possibly disturb them . In 
this area we recommend thorough study of the data derived from a Hazards 
Analysis aimed at locating lagoonal soils, gassy sediments, buried 
river channels or other indicators of possible site location . Intensive 
(Appendix B) survey should be performed if proposed bottom disturbance 
will impact these areas . Monitoring of construction is appropriate when 
construction will not directly impact these areas . 3) In areas of con-
siderable preservation (75I average) sites will tend to be deeply buried . 
Thus sub-bottom profiles must be taken to determine the actual depth of 
expected preserved surfaces . Once this depth is determined, the pro-
posed impact of a specific project can be assessed . Intensive survey 
should only be required when expected preserved surfaces will be dis-
turbed . A pipeline, for example, will not disturb surfaces ten meters 
below the ocean floor while the installation of a platform will . In 
this case intensive survey will be recommended for only the platform 
construction . 
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Fig, IV-49 : Cultural Resource Zones . 
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Fig . IV-53 Cultural Resource Zones, 
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Fib . IV-57: Cultural Resource Zones . Northern PJorch Carolina 
- southeastern Virginia shelf . 
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Note to Table IV-10 

1) In this table the composite results of the entire study are 
presented . The identification of Cultural Resource Zones and the 
recommended survey strategy are the results of careful consideration 
of the data found in Section 4 .0 (Location of Resources) . For each 
Cultural Resource (CR) Zone we have identified the Historic Shipping 
(HS) Zone and Preserved Archaeology (PA) Zone to be encountered . 
In many cases several Historic Shipping Zones exist in a single 
Cultural Resource Zone . This is due to the similar nature of those 
Historic Shipping Zones in terms of recommended survey strategy . 
In those cases where predicted density of shipping in a given 
Historic Shipping Zone may be less than that in another Historic 
Shipping Zone of the same Cultural Resource Zone, we have recommended 
the more intensive survey strategy for all zones due to the uncertainty 
inherent in our models . 

2) The following is a summary of features which, when located in an 
offshore reconnaissance survey, indicate cultural resource potential 
and should lead to intensive survey or avoidance . 

A. 
B. 
C . 
D . 
E . 
F . 
G . 
H . 

Lagoonal sediments 
Buried river/stream channels 
Gassey sediments 
Exposed surface with limited 
Identifiable buried subareal 
Magnetic anomalies 
Wreck marks 
Obvious surface features such as wrecks 

(and areas just outside) 

scour 
surfaces 

The results of recommended pilot studies may modify or eliminate 
some of these criteria . 
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Table IV-10 : Recommended survey strategies in 
Cultural Resource Zones . 

Recommended Survey Strategy 

Reconnaissance Survey Intensive Survey 

C .R . Contains On- Near- Hazards On- Near- Off- 
Zone Description HS PA shore shore Anal . Notes shore shore shore Notes 

1 Maine full coastal se- 4 1 X X -Magnetometer sur- 
quence ; St . Croix River vey in area of 
to Penobscot Bay ; coast- impact . 
line 12,000-9000 B .P . -Only if recon- 

naissance indicates 
need for further 
work . 

2 Maine full coastal se- 1 2 X X X -Magnetometer sur- 
quence ; St . Croix to 4 X vey in area of 
Penobscot Bay ; coast- impact . 
line 9000-6000 B .P . -Only if recon- 

naissance indicates 
need for further 
work . 

3 Maine full coastal se- 1 3 X X X X -Magnetometer sur- 
quence ; St . Croix to vey in area of 
Penobscot Bay ; coast- impact . 
line 6000 B .P . to -Only if recon- 
present shore area . naissance indicates 

need for further 
work. 

4 Maine full coastal se- 4 4 X X -Magnetometer sur- 
quence ; in front of vey in area of 
Penobscot Bay ; impact . 
coastline 12,000- -Only if recon- 
9000 B.P . naissance indicates 

need for further 
work . 

5 Maine estuarine se- 1 5 X X 
quence ; around Penob- 
scot Bay ; present 
shore area . 

6 Maine estuarine se- 1 6 X X -Magnetometer sur- 
quence ; offshore vey in area of 
Penobscot Bay ; coast- impact . 
line 6000 to modern -Only if recon- 
coastline. naissance indicates 

need for further 
work . 
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Table IV-10 (continued) : Recommended survey strategies . 
Recommended Survey Strategy 

Reconnaissance Survey Intensive Survey 

C .R . Contains On- Near- Hazards On- Near- Off- 
Zone Description HS PA shore shore Anal . Notes shore shore shore Notes 

7 Maine full coastal se- 4 7 X X -Only if hazards 
quence ; Penobscot to analysis indicates 
Casco Bay ; coastline preserved surfaces . 
9000-6000 B .P . 

8 Maine full coastal se- 2 8 X X X X -Magnetometer sur- 
quence ; Penobscot to 4 vey in area of 
Casco Bay ; coastline impact . 
9000-6000 B .P . 

9 Maine estuarine se- 2 9 X X -Intensive X X 
quence ; Casco Bay ; magnetometer 
coastline 6000 B .P . survey . 
to modern coastline . 

10 Maine estuarine se- 2 10 X 
quence ; Casco Bay ; 
present shore area . 

11 Maine full coastal se- 2 11 X 
quence ; Casco to Penob- 
scot Bay ; present 
shore area . 

12 Maine estuarine se- 1 12 X X X X -Magnetometer sur- 
quence ; Penobscot vey in area of 
Bay ; coastline impact . 
9000-6000 B .P . 

13 Maine full coastal se- 4 13 X X -Only if hazards 
quence ; Casco Bay to analysis identi- 
Portsmouth, NH ; coast- fies preserved 
line 9000-6000 B .P . surfaces . 

-Magnetometer sur- 
vey in area of 
impact . 

14 Maine full coastal se- 2 14 X X X X -Magnetometer sur- 
quence ; Penobscot Bay vey in area of 
to Portsmouth, NH ; impact . 
coastline 6000 B .P . 
to modern coastline . 
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Table IV-10 (continued) : Recommended survey strategies . 

Recommended Survey Strategy 

Reconnaissance Survey Intensive Survey 

C .R . Contains On- Near- Hazards On- Near- Off- 
Zone Description HS PA shore shore Anal . Notes shore shore shore Notes 

15 Maine full coastal se- 2 15 X X 
quence ; Casco Bay to 
Portsmouth, NH ; pre-
sent shore area . 

16 Southern New England 4 16 
estuarine (truncated) 
sequence ; off Ports-
mouth, NH ; coastline 
9000-6000 B .P . 

17 Southern New England 2 17 X 
estuarine (truncated) 3 
sequence ; off Ports- 4 
mouth, NH ; coastline 
6000 B .P . to modern 
coastline . 

X X -Only if hazards 
analysis identi-
fies preserved 
surfaces . 

-Magnetometer sur-
vey in area of 
impact . 

X -Intensive X X 
magnetometer 
survey . 

18 Southern New England 2 18 X X 
estuarine (truncated) 3 
sequence ; around 
Piscataqua River mouth ; 
present shore area . 

19 Maine full coastal se- 4 19 X X -Only if hazards 
quence ; Portsmouth, NH analysis identi-
to Cape Ann ; coastline fies preserved 
9000-6000 B .P, surfaces . 

-Magnetometer sur-
vey in area of 
impact . 

20 Maine full coastal se-
quence ; Portsmouth, NH 
to Cape Ann ; coastline 
6000 B.P . to modern 
coastline . 

2 20 X X X X -Magnetometer sur-
4 vey in area of 

impact . 
-Only if recon-
naissance indicates 
need for further 
work . 

21 Maine full coastal se- 2 21 X X 
quence ; Portsmouth, NH 
to Cape Ann ; present 
shore area . 
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Table IV-10 (continued) : Recommended survey strategies . 

Recommended Survey Strategy 

Reconnaissance Survey Intensive Survey 

C .R . Contains On- Near- Hazards On- Near- Off- 
Zone Description HS PA shore shore Anal . Notes shore shore shore Notes 

22 Southern New England 4 22 X X -Only if hazards 
estuarine (truncated) 6 analysis identi- 
sequence ; Cape Ann to fies preserved 
Scituate ; coastline surfaces . 
9000-6000 B .P . -Magnetaneter sur- 

vey in areas of 
impact . 

23 Southern Nevi England 4 23 X X -Intensive X X -Only if recon- 
estuarine (truncated) 6 magnetometer naissance indicates 
sequence ; Cape Ann to 9 survey . need for further 
Scituate ; shoreline 10 work. 
6000 B .P . to modern 11 
coastline. 13 

15 

24 Southern New England 9 24 X X 
estuarine (truncated) 10 
sequence ; Cape Ann to 
Scituate ; present 
shore area . 

25 Cape Cod Bay sequence ; 13 25 X X -Magnetometer sur- 
Scituate to Province- vey in area of 
town ; coastline impact. 
9000-6000 B .P . 

26 Cape Cod Bay sequence ; 11 26 X X -Intensive X X -Only if recon- 
Scituate to Province- 13 magnetometer naissance indicates 
town ; coastline survey . need for further 
6000 B .P, to modern work . 
coastline. 

27 Cape Cod Bay sequence ; 11 27 X X 
Scituate to Province- 12 
town ; present shore 
area . 

28 Southern New England 6 28 X -Intensive X -Only if hazards 
full coastal sequence ; 14 magnetometer analysis ldenti- 
Provincetown to Nan- survey. fies preserved 
tucket Shoals ; coast- surfaces . 
line 9000-6000 B .P . 
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Table IV-l0 (continued) : Recommended survey strategies . 

Recommended Survey Strategy 

Reconnaissance Survey Intensive Survey 

C .R . Cont ains- On- Near- Hazards On- Near- Off- 
Zone Description HS PA shore shore Anal . Notes shore shore shore Notes 

29 Southern New England 12 29 X X -Intensive X -Only if hazards 
full coastal sequence ; 14 magnetometer analysis identi- 
Provincetown to Mono- survey . fies preserved 
moy ; coastline surfaces . 
6000 B .P, to modern 
coastline . 

30- Southern New England 6 30- X -Intensive X -Only if hazards 
31 full coastal sequence ; 31 magnetometer analysis identi- 

Provincetown to Nan- survey . fies preserved 
tucket Shoals ; coast- surfaces . 
line 9000-6000 B .P . 

32 Southern New England 6 32 X -Intensive X -Magnetometer sur- 
full coastal sequence ; 7 magnetometer vey outside 10- 
Cape Cod around 8 survey, in- fathom line in 
6eorges Banks to south side 10- area of impact . 
of Nantucket ; coastline fathom line . 
15,000-12,000 B .P . 

33 Southern New England 6 33 X 
full coastal sequence ; 7 
Georges Banks to Block 8 
Valley ; coastline 
15,000-12,000 B .P . 

X -Only if hazards 
analysis identi-
fies preserved 
surfaces . 

-Magnetometer sur-
vey in area of 
impact . 

34 Southern New England 6 34 X -Intensive X 
full coastal sequence ; 7 magnetometer 
Monomoy to Georges 8 survey from 
Banks to Block Valley ; Block Valley 
coastline 15,000- to lower part 
12,000 B .P . of Georges 

Banks . 

35 Southern New England 6 35 X -Intensive X -Only if hazards 
full coastal sequence ; 7 magnetometer analysis identi-
discontinuous zones 8 survey . fies preserved 
include Georges Banks, surfaces . 
Nantucket Shoals, Block -Magnetometer sur-
Island Valley and Long vey in area of 
Island Valley; coast- impact . 
line 9000-6000 B .P . 
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Table IV-10 (continued) : Recommended survey strategies . 

Recommended Survey Strategy 

Reconnaissance Survey Intensive Survey 

C .R . Contains On- Near- Hazards On- Near- Off- 
Zone Description HS PA shore shore Anal . Notes shore shore shore Notes 

36 Southern New England 6 36 X -Intensive X -Only if hazards 
full coastal sequence ; 14 magnetometer analysis identi- 
Nantucket Shoals ; 19 survey . fies preserved 
coastline 9000-6000 B .P . 21 surfaces . 

37 Southern New England 
full coastal sequence ; 
Nantucket Shoals ; 
coastline 6000 B .P . to 
modern southeastern 
coastline on Nantuck-
et Island . 

14 37 X -Intensive 
21 magnetometer 

survey . 

X -Only if hazards 
analysis identi-
fies preserved 
surfaces . 

38 Southern New England 
full coastal sequence ; 
Nantucket Shoals to 
Narragansett Bay ; 
coastline 9000 B .P . 
to modern coastline . 

6 38 X X -Intensive 
12 magnetometer 
14 survey . 
17 
19 
20 
21 

X X -Only if recon-
naissance indicates 
need for further 
work . 

39 Southern New England 17 39 X X 
full coastal sequence ; 20 
Chatham to Narragansett 
Bay and Narragansett 
Bay to New York Harbor, 
including north of 
coast of Long Island ; 
present shore area . 

40 Narragansett Bay/New 17 40 X X 
York Harbor sequence ; 22 
Narragansett Bay ; 
present shore area . 

41 Southern New England 6 41 X -Intensive X 
full coastal sequence ; 7 magnetometer 
northern edge of 8 survey . 
Georges Banks to Block 
Valley ; coastline 
18,000-15,000 B .P . 

42 Southern New England 6 42 X -Intensive X 
full coastal sequence ; magnetometer 
north of Block Valley ; survey . 
coastline 18,000- 
15,000 B .P . 
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Table IV-10 (continued) : Recommended survey strategies . 

Recommended Survey Strategy 

Reconnaissance Survey Intensive Survey 

C .R . Contains On- Near- Hazards On- Near- Off- 
Zone Description HS PA shore shore Anal . Notes shore shore shore Notes 

43 Southern New England 6 43 X -Intensive X 
full coastal sequence ; magnetometer 
at mouth of Block Val- survey . 
ley and Hudson Canyon ; 
coastline 18,000-
15,000 B .P . 

44 Southern New England 6 43 X -Intensive X -Only if hazards 
full coastal sequence ; magnetometer analysis identi- 
at mouth of Block Val- survey . fies preserved 
ley and Hudson Canyon ; surfaces . 
coastline 18,000- 
15,000 B .P . 

45 Southern New England 6 X X -Intensive X X -Only if sub- 
estuarine sequence ; 17 magnetometer bottom data in- 
Block Valley and Hud- 19 survey . dicate preserved 
son Canyon ; coastline 22 surfaces within 
15,000 B .P, to 28 impact zone . 
modern coastline . 

46 Southern New England 6 46 X X -Intensive X X -Only if recon- 
fuli coastal sequence ; 25 magnetometer naissance indicates 
Block Valley to Hud- 28 survey. need for further 
son Canyon ; coastline work . 
12,000 B .P, to 
modern coastline . 

47 Southern New England 25 47 X -Intensive X 
full coastal sequence ; 26 magnetometer 
2 discontinuous areas survey . 
off Long Island- 
Peconic Bay and Great 
South Bay ; coastline 
6000 B .P, to modern 
coastline . 

48 Mid-Atlantic full 6 48 X X -Only if hazards 
coastal sequence ; analysis identi- 
between Hudson Can- fies preserved 
yon and Great Egg surfaces . 
Valley ; coastline 
18,000-15,000 B .P . 
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Table IV-10 (continued) : Recommended survey strategies . 

Recommended Survey Strategy 

Reconnaissance Survey Intensive Survey 

C .R . Cont ains On- Near- Hazards On- Near- Off- 
Zone Description HS PA shore shore Anal . Notes shore shore shore Notes 

49 Mid-Atlantic full 6 49 X -Intensive X X -Only if recon- 
coastal sequence ; 31 magnetometer naissance indicates 
between Hudson Canyon 33 survey. need for further 
and Great Egg Valley ; 34 work . 
coastline 15,000 B .P . 35 
to modern coastline . 36 

50 Mid-Atlantic full 6 50 X -Intensive X -Only if hazards 
coastal sequence ; magnetometer analysis identi- 
south of Hudson Can- survey . fies preserved 
yon ; coastline surfaces . 
12,000-6000 B .P . 

51 Mid-Atlantic full 6 51 X X -Intensive X X -Only if recon- 
coastal sequence ; 31 magnetometer naissance indicates 
Hudson Canyon to 32 survey . need for further 
Great Egg Valley ; 33 work . 
coastline 12,000 B .P . 34 -Only if sub- 
to modern coastline . 35 bottom data indi- 

cate preserved 
surfaces within 
impact zone . 

52 Mid-Atlantic full 28 52 X X 
coastal sequence ; 32 
Sandy Hook to Great 33 
Egg Harbor ; present 37 
shore area . 

53 Mid-Atlantic estuarine 6 53 X X -Intensive X X -Only if sub- 
sequence ; Great Egg 31 magnetometer bottom data in- 
Valley ; coastline 38 survey . dicate preserved 
15,000 B.P . to modern surfaces within 
coastline . impact zone . 

54 Mid-Atlantic estuarine 6 54 X -Intensive X -Only if recon- 
sequence ; Great Egg magnetometer naissance indicates 
Valley ; coastline survey . need for further 
12,000-9000 B.P, work . 

55 Mid-Atlantic estuarine 38 55 X - X 
sequence; around Great 
Egg Harbor ; present 
shore area . 
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Table IV-10 (continued) : Recommended survey strategies . 

Recommended Survey Strategy 

Reconnaissance Survey Intensive Survey 

C .R . Contains On- Near- Hazards On- Near- Off- 
Zone Description HS PA shore shore Anal . Notes shore shore shore Notes 

56 Mid-Atlantic full 38 56 X X 
coastal sequence ; 39 
Great Egg Harbor to 
Cape May ; present 
shore area . 

57 Mid-Atlantic full 31 57 X X -Intensive X X -Only if recon- 
coastal sequence ; 38 magnetometer naissance indicates 
Great Egg Valley to 39 survey. need for further 
Cape May ; coastline work . 
9000 B .P, to modern 

f coastline . bottom data in- 
dicate preserved 
surfaces within 
impact zone . 

58 Mid-Atlantic full 6 58 X X -Intensive X X -Only if recon- 
coastal sequence ; 31 magnetometer naissance indicates 
Great Egg Valley to 39 survey . need for further 
Delaware Valley ; work . 
coastline 15,000 B .P . 
to modern coastline . 

59 Mid-Atlantic estuarine 6 59 X X -Intensive X X -Only if sub- 
sequence ; Delaware 39 magnetometer bottom data in- 
Valley ; coastline 47 survey . dicate preserved 
12,000 to mouth of 48 surfaces within 
Delaware Bay at impact zone . 
12,000 B .P . 

60 Mid-Atlantic full 6 60 X -Intensive X -Only if hazards 
coastal sequence ; dis- 48 magnetometer analysis identi- 
continuous zone flank- survey . fies preserved 
ing Delaware and Sus- surfaces . 
quehanna Valleys ; 
coastline 18,000- 
15,000 B .P . 

61 Mid-Atlantic full 6 61 X X -Intensive X X -Only if recon- 
coastal sequence ; be- 41 magnetometer naissance indicates 
tween Delaware and 43 survey . need for further 
Susquehanna Valleys; 44 work . 
coastline 18,000 B .P . 45 
to modern coastline. 46 
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Table IV-10 (continued) : Recommended survey strategies . 

Recommended Survey Strategy 

Reconnaissance Survey Intensive Survey 

C .R . Contains On- Near- Hazards On- Near- Off- 
Zone Description HS PA shore shore Anal . Notes shore shore shore Notes 

62 Mid-Atlantic full 6 62 X X -Intensive X X -Only if sub- 
coastal sequence ; be- 41 magnetometer bottom data in- 
tween Delaware and 43 survey . dicate preserved 
Susquehanna Valleys ; surfaces within 
coastline 9000 B .P . impact zone . 
to modern coastline. -Only if recon- 

naissance indicates 
need for further 
work . 

63 Mid-Atlantic full 39 63 X X 
coastal sequence ; Cape 42 
Henlopen to Cape 50 
Charles ; present 
shore area . 

64 Mid-Atlantic full 39 64 X X -Intensive X X -Only if hazards 
coastal sequence ; sev- 41 magnetometer analysis identi- 
eral discontinuous 42 survey. fies preserved 
zones south of Dela- 43 surfaces . 
ware Valley ; coastline 
6000 B .P . to modern 
coastline . 

65 Mid-Atlantic estuarine 6 65 X -Intensive X -Only if hazards 
sequence ; Susquehanna 46 magnetometer analysis identi- 
Valley ; coastline survey. fies preserved 
15,000-12,000 B .P . surfaces . 

66 Mid-Atlantic estuarine 6 66 X -Intensive X -Only if hazards 
sequence ; 2 discontin- 46 magnetometer analysis identi- 
uous zones on either survey. fies preserved 
side of the Susquehanna surfaces . 
Valley ; coastline 
15,000-12,000 B .P . 

67 Mid-Atlantic estuarine 6 67 X X -Intensive X X -Only if sub- 
sequence ; Susquehanna 43 magnetometer bottom data in- 
Valley ; coastline 44 survey. dicate preserved 
15,000 B .P, to mouth 45 surfaces within 
of Chesapeake Bay . 46 impact zone. 

50 
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Table IV-10 (continued) : Recommended survey strategies . 

Recommended Survey Strategy 

Reconnaissance Survey Intensive Survey 

C .R . Contains On- Near- Hazards On- Near- Off- 
Zone Description HS PA shore shore Anal . Notes shore shore shore Notes 

68 Delaware Bay (Main Bay) 39 68 X X -Intensive X X 
sequence ; mouth of Del- 40 magnetometer 
aware Bay to Susquehanna 49 survey off 
River excluding antes- coastline . 
tral river channel ; 
coastline 18,000 B .P . 
to present shore area . 

69 Delaware Bay (upper 
reaches) sequence ; 
from Susquehanna 
River to Delaware City ; 
coastline 18,000 B .P . 
to present shore area . 

70 Delaware Bay (lower 
river) sequence ; Del-
aware City to Philadel-
phia ; coastline 
15,000 B .P . to present 
shore area . 

40 69 X X 
49 

49 70 X X 

-Intensive X X 
magnetometer 
survey off 
coastline . 

-Intensive X X 
magnetometer 
survey off 
coastline . 

71 Mid-Atlantic full 6 71 X X -Intensive 
coastal sequence ; 43 magnetometer 
south of Susquehanna 50 survey . 
Valley ; coastline 
18,000 B .P . to 
modern coastline . 

72 Mid-Atlantic full 6 72 X 
coastal sequence ; be- 52 
tween Chesapeake and 
Susquehanna Valleys ; 
coastline 18,000-
6000 B .P . 

X X -Only if recon-
naissance indicates 
need for further 
work . 
-Only if sub- 
bottom data in-
dicate preserved 
surfaces within 
impact zone . 

X -Only if hazards 
analysis identi-
fies preserved 
surfaces . 

73 Mid-Atlantic full 6 73 
coastal sequence ; 52 
north of Chesapeake 53 
Valley ; coastline 
18,000-6000 B .P . 

X -Intensive 
magnetometer 
survey . 

X -Only if sub-
bottom data in-
dicate preserved 
surfaces within 
impact zone . 

-Only if hazards 
analysis identi-
fies preserved 
surfaces . 
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Table IV-10 (continued) : Recommended survey strategies . 
Recommended Survey Strategy 

Reconnaissance Survey Intensive Survey 

C .R . Contains On- Near- Hazards On- Near- Off- 
Zone Description HS PA shore shore Anal . Notes shore shore shore Notes 

74 Southern Mid-Atlantic 6 14 X X -Intensive X X -Only if sub- 
estuarine sequence ; 43 magnetometer bottom data in- 
Chesapeake Valley ; 50 survey . dicate preserved 
coastline 18,000 B.P . 51 surfaces within 
to mouth of Chesapeake 52 impact area . 
Bay . 53 

75 Mid-Atlantic full 6 75 X X -Intensive X X -Only if recon- 
coastal sequence ; 43 magnetometer naissance indicates 
south of Chesapeake 51 survey . need for further 
Valley ; coastline 53 work . 
18,000 B .P . Lo 
modern coastline . 

76 Mid-Atlantic full 6 76 X X -Intensive X X -Only if recon- 
coastal sequence ; be- 43 magnetometer naissance indicates 
tween Chesapeake and 51 survey . need for further 
Albemarle Valleys ; work . 
coastline 9000 B .P . 
to modern coastline . 

77 Mid-Atlantic full 6 77 X -Intensive X -Only if hazards 
coastal sequence ; magnetometer analysis identi- 
north of Albemarle survey . fies preserved 
Valley ; coastline surfaces . 
12,000-6000 B .P . 

78 Mid-Atlantic full 6 78 X -Intensive X -Only if hazards 
coastal sequence ; magnetometer analysis identi- 
north of Albemarle survey . fies preserved 
Valley ; coastline surfaces . 
18,000-12,000 B .P . 

79 Southern Mid-Atlantic 6 79 X X -Intensive X X -Only if sub- 
estuarine sequence ; 43 magnetometer bottom data in- 
Albemarle Valley ; 51 survey . dicate preserved 
coastline 12,000 B .P . 56 surfaces within 
to modern coastline . impact area . 

80 Southern Mid-Atlantic 6 80 X X -Intensive X X -Only if recon- 
estuarine sequence ; 43 magnetometer naissance indicates 
Albemarle Valley ; 51 survey, need for further 
coastline 9000 B .P, work . 
to modern coastline . 
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Table IV-10 (continued) : Recommended survey strategies . 

Recommended Survey Strategy 

Reconnaissance Survey Intensive Survey 

C .R . Contains On- Near- Hazards On- Near- Off- 
Zone Description HS PA shore shore Anal . Notes shore shore shore Notes 

81 Southern Mid-Atlantic 6 81 X -Intensive X -Only if hazards 
estuarine sequence ; magnetometer analysis identi- 
Albemarle Valley ; survey. fies preserved 
coastline 18,000- surfaces. 
9000 B .P . 

82 Southern Mid-Atlantic 6 82 X -Intensive X -Only if hazards 
estuarine sequence ; magnetometer analysis identi- 
Albemarle Valley ; survey . fies preserved 
coastline 18,000- surfaces . 
12,000 B .P . 

83 Southern Mid-Atlantic 6 83 X X -Intensive X X -Only if recon- 
full coastal sequence ; 51 magnetometer naissance indicates 
between Albemarle and 56 survey . need for further 
Diamond Valleys ; coast- work. 
line 12,000 B .P . to 
modern coastline . 

84 Southern Mid-Atlantic 6 84 X X -Intensive X X -Only if recon- 
full coastal sequence ; 43 magnetometer naissance indicates 
between Albemarle and 56 survey. need for further 
Diamond Valleys ; coast- work . 
line 18,000 B .P, to 
modern coastline . 

85 Diamond sequence ; Dia- 6 85 X X -Intensive X X -Only if recon- 
mond Valley ; coastline 43 magnetometer naissance indicates 
18,000 B .P . to modern 56 survey . need for further 
coastline. 57 work . 

86 Diamond sequence ; Dia- 6 86 X X -Intensive X X -Only if sub- 
mond Valley ; coastline 43 magnetometer bottom data in- 
18,000 B .P, to modern 56 survey . dicate preserved 
coastline. 57 surfaces in 

impact area . 

87 North Carolina sound 51 87 X X -Intensive X X 
sequence ; Albemarle 54 magnetometer 
and Pamlico Sounds ; 55 survey 
coastline 3000 B .P . 56 offshore . 
to present shore area . 
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Table IV-10 (continued) : Recommended survey strategies . 

Recommended Survey Strategy 

Reconnaissance Survey Intensive Survey 

C .R . Contains On- Near- Hazards On- Near- Off- 
Zone Description HS PA shore shore Anal . Notes shore shore shore Notes 

88 North Carolina wetland 54 88 X X 
sequence ; wetland 55 
areas between Pamlico 
and Albemarle Sounds 
and adjacent to Albe- 
marle Sound ; coast- 
line 3000 B .P, to 
present shore area . 

89 Mid-Atlantic full 50 89 X X 
coastal sequence ; Cape 51 
Henry to head of 54 
Currituck Sound ; coast- 
line 3000 B .P . to 
present shore area . 

90 Lightly travelled trade 4 - -Magnetometer 
routes from Cape Ann survey in area 
to St . Croix River . of impact. 

91 Drift zone to west of 5 - -Magnetometer 
major northern ship- survey in area 
ping lanes from of impact. 
Boston . 

92 Major coastal lanes 6 - -Magnetometer 
from Boston to survey in area 
Georges Banks . of impact. 

93 Drift zone of Labrador 7 - -Magnetometer 
Current south from survey in area 
major northern ship- of impact. 
ping lanes east of 
Cape Cod . 

94 Outside of major ship- 8 - -Magnetometer 
ping lanes and drift survey in area 
zones east of Cape of impact . 
Cod . 

95 Beyond the 10-fathom 13 - X -Intensive 
line in Cape Cod Bay. magnetometer 

survey. 
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Table IV-10 (continued) : Recommended survey strategies . 

Recommended Survey Strategy 

Reconnaissance Survey Intensive Survey 

C .R . Contains On- Near- Hazards On- Near- Off- 
Zone Description HS PA shore shore Anal . Notes shore shore shore Notes 

96 Outside Cape Cod Bay 15 - X -Intensive 
from Boston Harbor magnetometer 
to Cape Cod . survey . 
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7 .5 Recommended Further Studies 

Throughout the previous three volumes of this study, data gaps have been 
identified and recommendations have been made for additional work design-
ed to fill those gaps . This section will not repeat all of those rec-
ommendations, but some of the more important of them will be discussed 
in further detail . We will also propose pilot studies that will test the 

models of prehistoric and historic site "encounterability" on the CS . 
This section will recommend the acquisition of new data to answer tech-
nical questions . 

7 .5 .1 Test evaluation of a previously designed gas pipeline 
The Tenneco Corporation has designed a pipeline right-of-way from the 
Georges Banks to the east coast of the U.S . (Joe Guarino, personal 
communication) . Although this pipeline apparently will not in fact be 
installed, the right-of-way was established and pre-construction data 
were assembled and analyzed . It would be highly instructive to resource 
managers if the models developed in this present study were tested against 
that proposed right-of-way in a "paper study," so that the impact of the 
pipeline's routing on any known sites or cultural resource zones could be 
assessed, and the cost of any required intensive surveys or mitigation 
efforts estimated . It should be pointed out that as of this writing this 
pipeline appears to traverse every possible sort of cultural resource 
zone, from minimum to maximum likelihood of encountering previously 
unknown sites . The proposed pilot study should include a review of all 
existing design data, an analysis of the proposed right-of-way and its 
various cultural resource zones, and a discussion is adequate for 
identifying cultural resources to the "site-specific" level required 
for an environmental study by the BLM (BLM 1978) . 

These actions should be followed by an actual pre-lay survey, performed 
in accordance with the recommendations made for such surveys earlier 
in this study . Since the proposed pipeline traverses such a wide range 
of cultural resource zones, it will be possible to test not only the 
predictive models, but survey techniques as well . This element of the 
pilot study will evaluate the effectiveness of our attempt to integrate 
cultural resource surveys with presently accepted industry procedures 
for pre-lay pipeline right-of-way inspection . (In this phase of the 
pilot study, surface manifestations of prehistoric or historic shipping 
sites may be located .) 

7.5 .2 Archaeological monitoring of sea-bottom activities already planned 
On the basis of present information, it is clear that offshore oil drill-
ing and/or undersea mineral exploration will take place in the study 
area in the near future, if indeed they are not taking place already . 
We recommend that qualified archaeologists follow these activities by 
monitoring the remote video units of the RCV's used in pre- and post-
construction surveys to identify geological hazards . By observing both 
phases of this undersea reconnaissance, archaeologists will gain valuable 
insights into the actual, as opposed to the predicted, impacts of various 
types of disturbance on the sea bottom, and thus on any potential sites 
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that may be located there . It cannot be emphasized too heavily that 
in the present state of our knowledge, any prehistoric archaeological 
site that might be discovered in the course of this study would be of 
national, and probably world-wide interest because of the uniqueness of 
the circumstances and the extraordinary degree of preservation of organic 
materials that has been predicted to occur in, for example, sites of 
the Paleo-Indian Period . Therefore, considerable public relation bene-
fits may accrue to any corporations who are willing to accept our 
recommendations for the integration of archaeologists into the construc-
tion or exploration team . This study, like the preceding one, can and 
should be carried out as soon as possible . 

7 .5 .3 Analysis of existing cores 
Many cores have been taken in the study area and the sediments and bio-
logical materials from a large percentage of these are preserved and are 
available for study . These constitute a data source which can efficiently 
and effectively be studied to provide reconstructions useful in refining 
the models presented in this study . 

A few examples will clarify this point . To date, only two pollen samples 
have been analyzed from the study area and they were taken from major 
river valleys and are believed by those who published them (Balsam and 
Heusser 1976) to be composed of pollen transported from areas upstream, 
areas which today are dry land . In essence, therefore, there are no 
pollen reconstructions based on data from the CS, only reconstructions 
extrapolated from dry land data. Cores have been taken from many inter-
fluve areas of the study area, which, if analyzed for pollen, could pro-
vide direct evidence of vegetational and climatic sequences on the CS . 
If enough samples were analyzed, it might be possible to assess the 
effects of the ocean on the paleoclimate and paleoenvironment of nearby 
areas, a critical but unsolved problem. 

In addition to terrestrial climate, marine climate should be examined in 
greater detail to refine concepts of marine resource distribution in the 
past . Studies of the remains of plankton in ancient sediments can help 
reconstruct water temperatures and salinities, as can technical studies 
of element and isotope ratios in the shells of marine bivalves (Butzer 
1972 ; Dodd 1967) . Using cores with nearshore sediments, these factors, 
so critical to assessing marine resource abundance, could be assessed . 

Many more such studies aimed at refining resource reconstructions could 
be undertaken using already collected (but as yet unanalyzed) data . 
The more specific environmental reconstruction becomes, the more specific 
can predictive models be made . By using existing samples, costs are 
reduced and more effective decisions can be made regarding field study 
for Dllnt studies . 

7 .5 .4 Testing this studys' models of distribution and density 
This present study is not the last word or the definitive statement on 
the location of every historic or prehistoric site on the submerged CS, 
in the tidal zone, or on parts of the shoreline, that may be impacted 
by future construction related to Shelf development . We have, however, 
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attempted to construct predictive models for the probable distribution 
and densities of historic and prehistoric sites in the study area . 
These models require to be tested, since they are based principally on 
extrapolations from terrestrial data and on unverified hypotheses about 
past environmental conditions . 

Unlike the three previous pilot studies, this one will require a certain 

amount of preparation, planning, and funding, and may not be undertaken 

immediately . It is therefore desirable (though not necessary) that the 
results of the first three studies be available before this fourth study 
is fielded, as the information derived from them will be of great use to 
those who carry it out . We recommend that surveys, both Reconnaissance 
and Intensive (as described in the section on Recommended Field Strategies 
(Appendix B) be implemented in a selection of areas on the CS . These 
areas will be chosen so as to include within them the widest possible 

spectrum of preservation classes, probability zones (both historic and 
prehistoric) and environmental types known or predicted to exist within 
the study area . 

Since we expect shell middens to be the most easily identified type of 
sub-bottom (and possibly bottom-surface) prehistoric archaeological 
remains in the study area, we have analyzed the site type data for the 
nineteen archaeological sequences discussed above and have eliminated 
from these sequences every component except that of shell midden . The 
expected offshore shell-concentration index thus derived is displayed 
in Fig . IV-58 . In this manner, we can identify those archaeological 
sequences that may be expected to contain the greatest frequency and 
broadest range of time periods for shell maddens . It may be seen from 
Fig . IV-58 that the most favorable combination of shell-madden frequency 

and time depth are displayed by the mid-Atlantic estuarine, southern 
mid-Atlantic estuarine, and Diamond sequences . However, an examination 
of the data on expected preserved archaeology in the three zones indi-
cates that the two estuarine zones fall almost entirely within the areas 
where preservation is expected to be a maximum. The estuarine sequences, 

therefore, must be considered less suitable for the purpose of verifying 
our site-preservation predictions than the non-estuarine Diamond sequence . 

This pilot study is designed to test our models of both expected subAerial 
preservation and site frequency and type distribution . It thus seems 
appropriate that several areas be selected for underwater reconnaissance 
and intensive survey . 

7.5 .4 .1 Test 1 - The goal of this test is to verify or refute our models 
of site frequency and type distribution, so that it would be desirable 
to choose for this test an area with high indexes of expected preservation 
and broad ranges of expected site types and time periods, as well as a 
dense expected concentration of shell maddens . A review of the shell-
concentration index in Fig . IV-58 and the zones of preserved archaeology 
(Fig . IV-47) indicates that estuarine sequences in the mid-Atlantic and 
southern mid-Atlantic are particularly suited for this test . The maps 

in section 4.2 .2 . characterize the Susquehanna Valley as lying almost 
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Shoreline position in thousand years B .P . 

5 18 

Sequence : Maine Full 
Coastal 

Sequence : Maine 
Estuarine 

Sequence : Southern New 
England 
Estuarine 
(truncated) 

Sequence : Southern 
New England 
Full Coastal 
(truncated) 

Fig . IV-58 . 
Expected offshore shell concentration index . 
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Shoreline position in thousand years B .P . 
Present 3 6 9 12 15 18 

Sequence : Cape Cod Bay 

Sequence : Southern 
New England 
Full Coastal 

Sequence : Southern 
New England 
Estuarine 

Sequence : Mid-Atlantic 
Full Coastal 

Fiq . IV-58 continued . 
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Shoreline position in thousand years B .P . 
Present 3 6 9 12 15 18 

sequence : Mid-Atlantic 
Estuarine 

Sequence : Delaware Bay 
(Maine Bay) 

Sequence : Delaware Bay 
(Upper Reaches 

Sequence :' Southern 
Mid-Atlantic 
Estuarine 

Fig . IV-58 (continued) . 
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Shoreline position in thousand years B .P . 
Present 3 6 9 12 15 18 

Sequence : Southern 
Mid-Atlantic 
Full Coastal 

Sequence : Diamond 

Fig . IV-58 Continued . 
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precisely on an east-west line, thus making it unnecessary to change 
course during the entire transect, from the 200-m depth to the mouth 
of Chesapeake Bay . All shell middens are expected to-lie in the zone 
of maximum preservation (from the shoreline of 15,000 B .P . westward) . 
Also, the line of the entire transect has the added advantage of 
traversing, in its eastward portions, zones of moderate preservation as 
well . We recommend that the test consist of reconnaissance survey using 

side-scan sonar and sub-bottom profiler along four parallel transects 
at 150-m intervals, from the 200-m line to the mouth of Chesapeake Bay 
in an area just north of the 37th parallel . In addition, magnetometer 
survey should be performed along parallel transects of 30-m separation 
over the same ground . 

Once the data from this test have been analyzed, intensive archaeological 
survey (offshore), such as that described in Appendix B of this study, 
should be performed in those areas where preserved subaerial surfaces 
appear to exist, where wreck marks or magnetic anomalies are identified, 
and where gassy sediments have been found . Special attention should be 
paid to subaerial surfaces identified as lagunal deposits, buried 
river valleys, and sub-bottom reflectors that may be evidence of shell 
concentrations . 

7 .5 .4 .2 Test 2 - The goal of the second test is to verify or refute 
our models of subaerial preservation . The criteria for selecting the 
test zones are the same as those applied in Test l, except that the 
transects will be designed to traverse a complete sample of the various 
preservation zones . A review of the maps of Figs .IV-38-46, the shell-
concentration indices of Fig . IV-58, and the residual predicted site 
frequencies of Fig . IV-47, have been used in selecting the area for 
Test 2 . Methodology should be exactly the same as that described in 
Test 1, but the zone to be tested lies along a line dug east-west frank the 
mouth of the Hudson Canyon to Atlantic City, NJ, at approximately 39 
degrees, 30 minutes north . A second test zone, on which an identical 
test strategy will be employed, lies across Georges Banks along 
latitude 67 degrees, 30 minutes north . 

7 .5 .4 .3 Test 3 - The goal of this test is to discover whether prehistoric 
shell concentrations played a part in the evolution of shoals in the CS . 
A review of the shell-concentration indices in Fig . IV-58 indicates that 
the Diamond sequence has the greatest concentration of predicted shell 
middens, and coring from previously untested parts of that area could 
serve to validate or deny the hypothesis that the creation of prehistoric 
shell middens may have played a role in the development of the surficial 
geology of the CS . 
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8 .0 PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE 

The IAS Planning Model and the BLM Study Design can provide useful 
frameworks for future planning activities . Some of the elements in 
these models have already been addressed by this study . In this sec-
tion, we will describe the present status of work performed within the 
framework of the models with a view toward helping managers to foresee 
future needs . Figure IV-59 illustrates the planning process flow chart 
presented at the beginning of this volime and .the effect of this study 
on the completion of the various steps . 

Step 1 - Organize Existing Data : The preceding sections of this 
study represent the gathering of known data with the subsequent develop-
ment of models for past human use of the project area . 

Step 2 - Define Study Units : The integration of Historic Shipping 
Zones with Archaeological Sequences can be used to define study units 
for the CS . 

Step 3 - Organize Existing Data on Study Area: At this point in 
our study, it is too early to differentiate data organization into 
various study units. 

Step 4 - Define "Ideal" Priorities : At this point, with the limited 
inventory of offshore prehistoric sites, it is difficult to isolate a 
great body of "ideal" priorities . However this lack of data can itself 
lead to the development of a set of priorities . For the Historic Period 
a larger inventory exists but our predictions concerning resource loca-
tion and density are based on inductively derived models and require 
verification . Thus priorities similar to those for prehistoric sites 
can be developed. 

Priority #1 

Test the accuracy of models developed in this report for environmental, 
cultural, and demographic predictions . The testing of these models 
can be achieved through a combination of pilot studies (some of which 
are recommended in Section 7 .5), cooperation between science and in-
dustry (as described in Section 6.0), and public education programs 
(discussed in Section 6.0) . 

Priority #2 

Test the predictions about the effect of inundation of cultural materials 
as described in Section 5 .0. These predictions, while testable in some 
of the studies recommended for Priority #1, should be the subject of 
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A . 
ORGANIZE EXISTING DATA . 

B .TO PUBLIC VIA DfVELOPE CULTURE HISTORY . C,ACADEMI 
INTERPRETATION INPUT 

C . 
DEFINE STUDY UNITS (BASED ON 
CULTURALLY RELEVANT FACTORS) . 

STUDY UNIT I STUDY UNIT 2 
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--------- 
C.~TUDY UNIT 
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° "'' NON-RESEARCH CONCERNS 

N I .E . ' 
--LAND MANAGEMENT INTERPRETATION 
--VANDALISM PREVENTION, ETC . 

~~ ESTABLISH MODIFIED PRIORITIES 
BASED ON REAL WORLD INPUTS 

B . DECISION MAKING (SEE FIG . IV-2) --------- ----------- 

D . ACTION RESULTS IN NEW DATA D . TO PUBLIC VIA 
INTERPR TATI 

Fig . IV-59 
Planning process flow chart . A . Completed in this study ; B . Recommended in this study ; C . Partially completed in this study ; D . Accomplished if recommendations 
followed . 
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separate pilot studies . Some of these studies are recommended in 
Section 7.5 . 

Step 5 - Consider the Effect of Natural Processes : Earlier (Sec-
tion 5.0) we identified the predicted effects to archaeological material 
and sites as a result of natural processes . These effects can be sepa-
rated into 2 elements, first, past effects resulting from sea-level rise 
and second, present on-going effects of coastal erosion, etc . Once 
having recognized the possible impacts of ongoing processes on cultural 
resources, those individuals in federal, state and local agencies can 
plan for their protection . Such planning may take the form of encourag-
ing interested individuals to report cases of site damage to the SHPO's 
office, reviewing results of storm damage for impact to sites, and in-
creasing efforts to locate all cultural resources which may be subject 
to these processes. Protection may take the form of bank stabilization, 
site burial, or data recovery from sites incurably endangered . 

Step 6 - Consider the Interests of Other Groups : In the section on 
impacts (5 .0) we discussed the effects to cultural resources of various 
human activities within the study area . The persons performing these 
activities represent the groups whose interests are to be considered 
at this step . In summary, these activities are : 

Fishing 
Fin-fishing 
Shellfishing 
Private development (coastal zone) 
Harbor dredging 
Pier construction 
Cable laying 
Industrial and sewage discharge 
Gas and oil facility construction 
Dredge spoil disposal 
Flood and erosion prevention 
Mariculture 
Recreation : shore access, boating, scuba diving 
Sand and gravel mining 
Offshore mineral extraction 
Offshore dumping 

It should be remembered that the above do not represent all the activi-
ties that may be going on in the study area, but they do represent the 
range of types of such activities . 

Step 7 - Modify Priorities/Develop Management Strategy : The 
priorities for future action identified in Step 4 will be modified on 
the basis of the expected loss or modification of the existing resource 
base that may result from the factors identified in Steps 5 and 6 . It 
should be kept in mind, however, that any modifications should strongly 
consider the priorities outlined in Step 4 . 
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Modified Priority 4f1 

Begin surveys to locate all archaeological sites that may presently be 
undergoing modification or destruction due to erosion and other natural 
impacts . Once located, the sites should be protected if possible . If 
it is impossible to stabilize the erosion or otherwise protect the sites, 
then mitigation of this impact should be performed . This mitigation 
will most probably take the form of data recovery . A data-recovery 
program must be accomplished within a professionally developed re-
search design that not only recovers as much data as possible but re-
covers it in such a manner that questions which the data from this 
site might help solve are formulated and used to direct the course of 
data recovery . 

Modified Priority #2 (Ref . Priority #l & #2) 

Begin a program of industry/scientific cooperation, pilot studyies, 
and independent research that will allow for the testing of models for 
settlement distribution and expected preservation . As described more 
fully in Section 6 .0 and 7 .0, this will involve archaeologists in the 
actual construction phases of planned offshore land use . 

Modified Priority #3 (Ref . Priority #1) 

Begin a series of pilot studies using terrestrial as well as underwater 
data . Some recommended pilot studies are discussed in Section 7.5 . 
The studies should be designed to assist in confirming or modifying the 
models presented in this study . These designs should include but not 
be limited to statistically valid sampling strategies in all the various 
zones of expected resources . 

Modified Priority #4 

Once the models are verified, land-users and archaeologists should be 
encouraged to interact with the goal of avoiding where possible areas 
where cultural resources are expected . This will also include the de-
velopment of an industry/scientific communications network designed to 
provide the interested scientific community with locational and other 
information relating to accidental encounter of archaeological sites . 

Step 8 - Decision Making : With the revised priorities in hand, we 
can provide recommendations for future activities on the Continental 
Shelf . These will take the form of general recommendations and short-
term and long-term recommendations geared to the sources of impacts as 
identified in Section 7 .0 . 
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With this study in hand, and with the implementation of the recommenda-
tions of this volume by resource managers, land users, the scientific 
community, and the public, new data will be generated which must be 
used to reinforce or modify the conclusions of this summary and analysis 
of known data . These new data derived from the implementation of the 
recommended pilot studies will provide necessary support for our man-
agement recommendations . Without this confirmation (or denial) the 
management recommendations regarding the level of intensitivity of sur-
vey must stand as the best approximation of the actual needs of the 
resource manager . The new data, however, are expected to give a greater 
level of accuracy to our delineation of the different zones of cultural 
resource potential. This refined accuracy could conceivably reduce the 
area of those zones that are expected to have the highest potential 
for containing resources and that thus require the most intensive sur-
vey procedures since we have tended to be conservative (on the side of 
resource protection) in our present zone descriptions . 

At the same time, the new data must be interpreted to the public for 
purposes of education, and enjoyment. It is relevant to recall that 
providing "a sense of orientation to the American people" (preamble to 
the National Historic Preservation Act), obtaining data that will 
"support diversity and variety of individual choice" (preamble to the 
National Environmental Policy Act), and contributing to the "overall 
welfare of man" (preamble to the National Environmental Policy Act) are 
the ultimate goals of cultural resource conservation . 

Within the framework of this study, then, the conservation or wise use 
of cultural resources can go hand in hand with the development of other 
much-needed resources of the Continental Shelf . With this in mind, we 
may say that all resources of the Shelf have value to one or more seg-
ment of the population of the nation and their proper exploitation 
should be accomplished in an atmosphere of well-reasoned consideration 
for them all . 
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Appendix A 

THE FORT BURGWIN CONFERENCE ON NATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL POLICIES 

This is a draft of a report on the results of a 
conference on national policies regarding ar-
chaeology, held at the tort Burgwin Research 
Center at ~Taos, New Mexico on September 
29-October 1, 1978 . 
The Advisory Council on Historic Preserva-

tion has recently convened a Task Force to 
consider national archaeological policies . The 
Coordinating Council of National Archaeolog-
ical Societies was invited to nominate a dele-
gate to this Task Force, and Fred Wendorf 
was so designated. The Task Force is to de-
liver its report to the Advisory Council on 
May 2, 1979 ; two meetings have already been 
held, and several others are scheduled . 
Among the problems to be considered by 

the Task Force is a national policy relating to 
the determination of significance as this refers 
to archaeological occurrences . There has been 
persistent and increasing criticism that no un-
derstandable system exists whereby the rela-
tive importance of archaeological remains can 
be determined, and therefore that consistent 
procedures to protect these resources cannot 

[1] be devised . As responsible citizens archaeolo-
gists have 'an obligation to provide a basis 
whereby it is possible to determine which ar-
chaeological sites must be saved, and, of those 
which cannot be saved, . which should be sci-
entifically excavated and which might be de-
stroyed without excavation or study: 

As the first step toward the involvement of 
the larger archaeological community in these 

deliberations, the Fort Burgwin Conference 
was organized by Fred Wendorf and funded 
by the Office of Archeology and Historic 
Preservation, U.S. Department of the Interior . 
The conference was attended by twenty ar-
chaeologists with three non-archaeologist ob-
servers representing several federal agencies . [2] 
Five of the archaeologists had been participat- 
ing in the Task Force discussions, and the re-
maining fifteen were selected to provide a di-
versity of geographical, topical, and tlieoreti- [3] 
cal interests . 
The conference began with the presenta-

tion of five "position papers" reflecting the 
variety of policy problems concerning ar-
chaeology . After discussion of these papers, 
the participants were divided into four soups 
each assigned a different set of topics . The 
reports of these groups were then debated, 
revised, and finally adopted by the entire con-
ference . 
?he results of their deliberations are pre-

sented below . It is our hope that you will read 
and carefully consider their statements, and 
should you have any substantive criticisms 
that you will convey them to us as soon as 
possible, and in any case before December 1, 
1978 . They should be mailed to : 

Fred Wendorf 
Department of Anthropology 
Southern Methodist University 
Dallas, Texas 75275 

REPORT OF THE FORT BURGWIN CONFERENCE 
ON NATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL POLICIES 

Significance acrd Compliance 

Until recently, few archaeologists found it 
necessary to hive much thought to archaeolog-
ical site significance in the context in which 
the term has now come to be used . That situa-
tion has now changed dramatically, and there 
appears to be growing concern about the ap-
plication of tile teen significant . Nonetheless, 
it is sometimes argued that the teen is un- 

clear, that it has been extended to sites that 
are not significant under the original intent of 
the pertinent federal policies, and that appli-
cation of the concept results in slow and ex-
pensive planning processes. 

It is, however, appropriate to point out 
that some of the most critical concepts of 
many professions are less than precise . Were, 
for instance, the meanings of legal concepts 
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exquisitely clear, courts of law Would not 
spend so much time in dealing with complex 
issues of their interpretations in specific cases. 
By stnicturing issues and controversy, the 
concept of significance may, in fact, leave ac-
complished a great deal . 
A variety of proposals lave been made for 

modifying the concept of significance, slide as 
[4] checklists or scorecards . preserving, a random 
[5] or representative sample of sites, and preserv- 

ing an honor roll of sites . Unfortunately, all 
such proposals have one or more of the fol-
lowvig problems : 

I . they presume that neither our under-
standing of the archaeological record nor 
the criteria by which significance is judged 
will change through time ; 
2, checklist approaches could not be con-
sistently applied on a national scale ; and 
3 . checklist approaches might well increase 
rather than decrease the grounds for argu-
ments about significance . 
We believe that : 

l . The need to deal with significance de-
rives in large measure from its relationship 
to the management concept of eligibility 

[6] for listing on the National Register . 
2 . Significance is a value judgement made 
for administrative reasons ; it is not an in-
herent property of an archaeological re-
source. 
3 . The value system relevant to such a 
judgement reflects diverse research and pre-
servation goals . 
4 . Significance assessments change through 
time so that sites that arc judged significant 
now may be judged insignificant in the fu-
ture and vice versa . 
5 . The units of reference for significance 
determination should be states and cultural 

[7] historical regions . 
6 . The existing Register criteria are satis-
factory for the purpose of identifying the 
classes of cultural properties to be listed on 
the National Register . 

7 . The problems of efficiency and cost- 
effectiveness that exist in compliance pro- 
ceciures stem from problems other than 
those generated by the current significance 
criteria . [8] 
We further believe that application of the 

following processes nay go tar towards re- 
movinE., the difficulties associated with the 
concept of Sigt1lfIC3-I1CC . 

1 . The Process of Making ProJessionul Juclge- 
nrents . Professional judgements concerning 
cultural resources represent the most impor- 
tant contribution archaeologists have to 
make . Decisions about the fate of cultural re- [91 
sources should not be made i» the absence of 
s u ch judgements, and these judgements 
should be sought and provided early in the 
planning process . A major opportunity to [10] 
manage arcliaeolodcal resources has been lost 
to the extent that archaeologists have not pro- 
vided such judgements in an explicit and de- 
tailed manner and that such judgements have 
not been sought by federal agencies . We rec- 
ommend every effort to change this situation . 

The Process of D()C1/111C'171717J; fill(' . Basis f0!' 

Judgement . Judgements arc credible only 
when clearly and objectively documented . 
The major basis for documenting such judge- J 
meats should be the State Plan . [7,1 
3 . The Process of Comparison . In the final 
analysis, comparison within a region is the op- 
timal basis for significance judgements . While 
cultural-historical regions might be the most 
appropriate, the state emerges as the practical 
unit to employ . We. therefore recommend the 
development of thorough state cultural re- 
source plans, and also that means he devel- 
opeci for coordination of effort between ad- 
jacent states . [7,1 
4 . The ,Process of Setting Priorities. Once 
comparative frameworks have been devcl- 
oped, priorities of archaeological site signifi- 
cance can be established . Archaeological sig- 
nificance is not an all-or-none affair . We 
should state in a well-documented mariner 
which sites should be preserved, which ones 

2] 
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investigated, and which ones denied protec-
tion . 
We believe that the preservation and com-

pliance processes will increase in efficiency in 
proportion to the development of these pro-
cesses . 

Compliance Problems 

[9] 

[13] 

fast difficulties with compliance and com-

pliance Procedures are not of sufficient mag-

nitude to warrant an overhaul Of tile SyStC111 . 
nor can the problem be blamed solely on ar-
chaeologists, on the Advisory Council, or on 
federal agencies . We believe the following 
commitments are necessary to avoid future 
occurrence of these problems : 

1 . The professional archaeological com-
munity SIIOUICI accept the responsibility for 
identifying and documenting site signifi-
cance or eligibility decisions, within the 
framework of ~ the State Plan as explained 
above . 
2 . The Advisory Council is obligated by 
Section 106 procedures to act in the public 
interest . Public interest in this respect 
should be defined in terms of the national 
cultural resource management policies and 
goals established by Congress in the exis-
ting historic preservation legislation . 
3 . The Advisory Council should adopt a 
position as advocate for the preservation 
community . Agency C01114)11111C2 will be 
variable until the Council demonstrates its 
commitment to utilize those legal resources 
available to it .to insure compliance by all 
agencies . 
4 . Tie Council should adopt the position 
that preservation i5 the preferred conserva-
tion approach and that data recovery 
should be employed only when no prudent 

[l4] and feasible alternative exists . 
5 . Greater attention should be riven by the 
Advisory Council to the question of wheth-
er federal agencies have formulated plans 
and implemented programs that will CUI7-
scrve archaeological resources . 

G . Means of monitoring overall agency per-
fonnance within these implemented pro-
gams should be developed by the Advisory 
Council. [i51 
7. AC the same time, means OF monitoring 
compliance with Memoranda developed in 
the 106 process should be developed . [16] 

The State Historic I'reseri~ation Plan 

The State Plan IS the logical framework for 
making de tcrmina ti oils of archaeological sig-
nificance and hence demonstrations of eligi- 
bility for the National Register . The actvan- [7,17] 
tages to this approach arc : 

l . National policy already requires a State 
Plan . [18] 
2 . National policy requires some uniform- 
ity and standardization . 
3 . National policy has established a focal 
point for action . the Office of the State 
Historic Preservation Officer . [l9] 
4. A state is a small enough unit to make it 
possible for the creation of effective work- 
ing groups . 
5 . Most states already have such working 
groups or archaeological Councils . 
G . This approach would encourage better 
communication between the archaeologists 
l(1 each state . 
7 . It would encourage the archaeologists 
1110 tile State Historic Presei-vation Officers 
to work more closely together . 
The goals of a State flan arc to establish a 

statewide system for archaeological survey : to 
maintain a data center ; to design a decision-
making framework for establishing priorities : 
to promote communication with tile profes-
sional archaeological community working 
within the state ; to coordinate with state and 
federal agencies that have managgcment re-
sponsiUilities within the state, and to provide 
for dissemination of information to the puU-
lic . Specific recommendations for realizing 
these goals are as follows : 
1 . We recommend that formal guideline state-
ments from the Office of Archeology and His- 
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toric Preservation of the Department of Inte-
rior to the State Historic Preservation Officers 
should emphasize the absolute necessity for 
highly focused state planning programs in or-
der to achieve an efficient preservation pro-
gram. 
2 . Current State Plans amount only to inven-
tories, status reports and progress reports, 
which are inadequate for assessing archaeolog-
ical significance, The State Plan should con-
tain a planning framework for the .. practical 
management of the state's resources. A re-
search orientation should be employed to 
structure practical management assessments 
for determining the significance of cultural re-
sources. It is through the research process that 
management practices change, so that a State 
Plan, by its very nature, is a dynamic docu-
ment. 
3 . Funding for state planning is a cooperative 
federal-state-private venture . There should be 
substantial federal encouragement to upgrade 
and revise State Plans to accomodate the par-
ticular concern of significance for cultural re-
sources . Encouragement should take the form 
of provision for a 70-30% match for survey 
and planning purposes as provided by Section 
102C of the National Historic Preservation 
Act of 1966, as amejided, and provision by 
the Heritage Conservation and Recreation Ser- 

[20] vice of revised guidelines tor the State Plans . 
State appropriated funds, in-kind matches and 
the solicitation at the state level for contribu-
tions from the private sector constitute means 
to implement the revised functions for State 
Plans. 
4 . State based planning can be successful and 
credible only if given the opportunity for 
open participation by the archaeological com-
munity . In formulating State Plans it is there-
fore incumbent upon the State Histo:7c Pres-
ervation Officers and the federal agencies to 
work with professional archaeological organi- 

[21] zations in states where they exist . In states 
without such organizations the State Historic 
Preservation Office, federal agencies, acid na- 

tional archaeological community should co-
operate in fostering the development of such 
organizations. 
5 . The State Flan is the vehicle for coordinat-
ing tile management of the state's cultural re-
sources. Maintenance of a data base consisting 
of site inventory records, supporting docu-
ments, and study results is a major charge of 
the state . [22] 

Federal-State Commitments 

These recommendations are intended to re-
inforce the mandate given to the federal gov-
emment to take the lead in the identification, 
protection and enhancement of our nation's 
cultural and historic environment . 
We encourage the Advisory Council to ex-

plore various means to improve and enhance 
mechanisms for better communication be-
tween tile federal agencies with cultural re-
source responsibilities, the profession and the 
general public . The support of the President 
could be solicited to assist in this effort . 

Sound archaeological judgements depend 
upon the availability to the profession of the 
results of federally-sponsored cultural re-
source activities . Furthermore, an informed 
and supportive public deserves the opportu-
nity to understand and appreciate the cultural 
resource activities undertaken by federal agen-
cies . Therefore, we recommend that the fed-
eral agencies be encouraged to develop and 
implement a mechanism for dissemination of 
such information in such forms as indices, an-
notated bibliographies and summaries 'of the 
cultural resource activities, as well as more 
popular accounts for the general public . Also, 
in order to increase tile effectiveness of inter-
action between the professional archaeologi-
cal community and federal agencies, we rec-
ommend the dissemination by the agencies of 
information about cultural resource policies 
and procedures. 
To avoid or eliminate unnecessary delays in 

federal program planning we recommend that 
the Advisory Council revise its procedures in 

[2 3] 

[2 2] 
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order to expedite the execution of Mctnoran-
da of Agreement under their Section 106 re-
view process . 

Because the State flan has been recognized 
as the critical clement in achieving an efficient 
preservation prograun, we recommend that the 
Advisory Council explore ways of improving 
and strengthening the position of the State 

[24] Historic Preservation Officer in state govern-
ment. Furthermore, the Advisory Council 
should urge the President to provide the full 
holding which has been authorized by Con-
gress for all historic preservation programs. 
An efficient state planning process has been 

recognized as a reflection of the state-federal 
commitment to historic preservation, and we 

therefore urge the Secretary of the Interior to 

use his authority in Section IOC of the 1966 
National Historic Preservation Act for the 

[251 70-30 percent funding formula. 
The Advisory Council should urge all feder-

al and state agencies to recognize that ade-
quate curation of cultural resources (both col-
lections and data) is an integral and necessary 

[22] part of their responsibilities . 
We recognise the need for increased profes-

sional competence in cultural resource man-
agement throughout the federal government . 
Therefore, we recommend that efforts be di-
rected toward upgrading the Civil Service 
Commission standards of professional com-
petence and the agencies' standards of per- 

[26] formance in archaeology . We also recommend 
that the Advisory Council provide for high 
level professional archaeologists in their Wash-
ington and field offices, and that the Advisory 
Council urge all federal agencies to develop 
cultural resource management awareness 
training programs for their non-archaeological 
employees . 
We recommend that all federal agencies be 

required to undertake field investigations to 
locate and identify archaeological resources 
and to make evaluations of _their significance, 
whenever a federal undertaking involves land 
mollification, in order to prevent inadvertant 

destruction of these resources . Such investi-
gations should be Conducted as a part of the 
pre-project planning and should be made be-
fore the implementation of procedures for de-
termination of National Registry eligibility . 
We recommend that federal agencies, be-

fore contracting for archaeological services, 
should insure that the contracting organiza-
tion or individual has the professional capabil-
ity and resources to fulfill the contract in a 
manner consistent with historic preservation 
policies . [2 7] 

Archaeological site preservation, 
sanctioned site clestr-uction, 
and professional credibility 

In order to participate fully and effectively 
in the federal process relating to the conserva-
tion of the nation's archaeological resources, 
the archaeological profession must take a 
strong stand for the preservation of archaeo-
logical resources, must make difficult and 
well-reasoned decisions which may sanction. 
tile destniction of archaeological resources 
and must maintain high professional stan-
dards. 
Definitions: 

1 . Protection: we use the term "protec-
tion" in the archaeological context to refer 
to the review process of the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, as codi-
fied in the Council's "Procedures for the 
Protection of Historic and Cultural Proper-
ties" published in 36 CFR 800. 
2 . Preservation: we use the term "preserva-
tion" to refer to maintenance of archaeo-
logical resources in or on the ground in per-
petuity . Some active arrangement to guard 
against the accidental or purposeful de-
struction of the preserved resource is im-
plied by the t;,rm . Such an arrangement 
may range from withholding knowledge of 
the location of a site to its actual purchase. 
3 . Cnnscrration : we use the term "conser-
vation" to refer to the wise use of arcliaea 
logical resources through time. Techniques 
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of conservation include protection, preser-
vation and data recovery, as well as other 
archaeological resource management tools . 

Preservation 
The preservation of archaeolooca! re- 

sources should be a prime goal of the federal-

[14] state historic preservation program and for 
the following reasons : archaeological re-
sources are non-renewable darts of tile cultur-
al environment, only a small proportion of 
which is considered in any kind of protective . 
decision-making process ; archaeological per-
ceptions of data change through time (as oc-
curs in every dynamic science) ; and tech-
niques for recovering such data are continual-
ly improving. Only if this goal is effectively 
pursued can the national policy to protect 
and enhance the cultural environment of the 
nation be achieved . While data recovery in the 
salvage setting may often be appropriate, eve 
urge that the following principles be recog-
nized : 

1 . The preservation of archaeological re-
sources should be viewed as tile prefeiTed 
management alternative . Once implement-
ed, preservation of a given resource or set 
of resources Should remain in effect until 
some wiser use of these resources can be 
convincingly demonstrate(]. Such use may, 
for instance, 111CIUdf', data recovery opera-
tions for salvage forced by changed circum-

[28] stances, or for pure research purposes; 
2 . The goal of archaeological data recovery 
must be to obtain the greatest amount of 
archaeological data for the least amount of 
archaeological resource destruction, and 
3 . Archaeological resource preservation 
may be a cost-effective means of avoiding 
the expenses relating to archaeological data 
recovery and to the curation of the resul-
tant materials . 
We arc concerned that insufficient consid-

cration has been and is being paid to the pres-
ervation of archaeological resources by federal 
agencies, by the Advisory Council on Historic 

Preservation and by the archaeological pro-
fession . We urge that preservation tie given a 
greater role in the management of archaeology 
ical resources, and that, in any revision of fed-
eral cultural resource procedures, this prin-
ciple be embodied in gill appropriate places . 

Recommendations to the Profession 

It is clear that the continued success and 
improvement of the federal cultural resource 
management program is greatly dependent up-
on the m~untenance of high professional stan-
dards by all members of the archaeological 
community . Accordingly, we urge the follow-
ing policies be adopted by all those involved 
in the program : 

1 . If preservation of the cultural resources 
is not possible, tile first responsibility of 
the archaeologist is to fulfill the terms of a 
cultural resource contract throu~~h the enr 
ployment of a professionally acceptable da-
ta recovery strategy. If it is the professional 
judgement of the archaeologist that the Re-
quest for Proposal and Scope of Work do 
not allow food archaeology, the archaeolo-
gist should not respond to the Scope of 
Work . The archaeologist should, however, 
supply the agency with a detailed explana-
tion as to why the Scope of Work was not 
acccptablc . [29] 
2 . In order to avoid III iswidcrstancling bc-
tween the contracting agency and the ar-
chaeologist accepting the contract, the 
work to be performed must be stipulated in 
detail in the legally binding contract . Any 
deviation from such contractual agreements 
must be agreed to in writing by both par-
ties prior to their implementation . Archae-
ologists should avoid promising more than 
they can deliver and should demonstrate 
their ability to complete the contract . 
3 . Archaeologists should provide contrac-
tors with maximum results for reasonable 
costs and should not inflate the cost of a 
project in any way. It is, for instance, un-
ethical to impose personal or institutional 
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research goals on projects When such action 
results in costs above those which Would 
otherwise be necessary to fulfill the con- 

[301 tract . Such actions severely harm the cred-
ibility of the archaeological profession. 
4 .' It is a prime responsibility of archaeolo-
gists to inform the public about their goals 
anal accomplishments and about the public 
benefits thereof. It is equally important 
that the sponsor be provided with a report 
which not only meets contract require-
ments, but is also intelligible to that spon-
sor. In certain cases, this may rewire that 
portions of a report be summarized in 
terms readily understandable by the non-

[31] archaeologist . 

Sanctione(I Archaeological 
Resource Deso-uctiun 

There are situations in which archaeological 
resources must be destroyed without mitiga-
tion. Accepting that sorb destruction may be 
a necessary part of the federal cultural re-
source management program, how arc the de-
cisions best made as t0 which parts of a set of 
archaeological resources might be destroyed? 

There are two separate points in the man-
agement process at which the decision to al-
low the destruction of archaeological re-
sources may be made . The first occurs when a 
set of resources is determined not to be clig-
ble for the National Register . The second 
point at which it may be decided to allow 
archaeological resources to be destroyed oc-
curs in the formulation of management plans 
for the appropriate treatment of National 
Register eligible resources . The need for such 
a decision may arise for the simple mason 
that, once all significant resources have been 
identified, it may be impossible to mitigate 
the adverse effects of a project on all of those 
sites . While such situations arc extremely un-
fortunate and run counter to the intent of the 
law, it should be recognized that they do nev-
ertheless arise . 

Therefore, we recommend that, in situa-
tions in which adverse effects upon National 
Register eligible sites by federally related pro-
jects cannot be avoided, the federal agency 
should solicit, and the archaeologists should 
provide, the best professional jud.-cment a-
bout alternative mitigation strategies . Such 
strategies should recognize that archaeological 
resource significance is not an all-or-none af-
fair and that some National Register eligible 
sites are of greater import than others . The 
preferred mitigation strategies clay include 
some combination of archaeological data re-
covery and resource destruction. Detailed 
documentation and explanation of all steps of 
all alternative mitigation strategies should be 
supplied, anal all such stcps should he con-
gruent with the state or regional archaeologi-
cal resource management plan . 

Adrian .Anderson (lo\%a State Ilistorical Commission) 

La\crence f . Ater (U.S . Department of the Interior) 
Jams fi . Ay"res (University of Arizona) 
S:uah Bridges (U.S . Department of the Interior) 
Carl 1-L Chapman (Universit) of Missouri, Columbia) 
John L. Cotter (University of Pennsylvania) 
llcstcr Ua~is (Arkansas Archaeological Sunny) 
Don: .ld h. Grayson (University of Washington) 
Lrnestine L. Green (U.S . Forest Service) 
Jams J . Ilestur (Advisory Council on (listoric Preservation) 
Alexander 1 . Lindsay (Museum of Northern Arizona) 
Fred Plog (Arizona Stag University) 
David G . Rice (University of Idaho) 
Michael E . Roberts Olarvard University) 
Bert Sale cn (U.S . Department of the Interior) 
Robert L. Stcphenson (University of South Carolina) 
Raymond 11 . Thompson (University of Arizona) 
Curtis "I'unncll (Texas Stag Historical Commission) 
feed 1VcndorC, Chairman (Southern Methodist University) 
Rcx L. Wilson (U.S . Department of the Interior) 

[32] 

[33,34] 
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A _ ? D D A 2 . Site Preservation is the best alternative 
A A 3 . S .H .P .O . needs an archaeological advisory counci 

A 4 . Need to do inventory at earliest stage of plan-
ning 

A A A 5 . Need a central data repository 
A A 6 . Research and mitigation are different goals Char 

management 
A A D A D 7 . Advisory Council should be the Preservation Ad-

vocate 
A A A 8 . Supports upgrading of Civil Service Requirement . : 

for archaeologists 
A A A D 9 . Need to augment the performance of the S .EI .P .O .` 

A A A 10 . Need to recognize Native American values 
A A A 11 . Need revision in the National Register nominations 

and eligibility forms 
? A 12 . Compliance foul-ups are due to the A .C .H,P . guide-

lines 
A 13 . Curation needs should have higher priority 

A A 14 . Need a better site protective system 
D A 15 . Supports concept of regional centers 

A A A A 16 . Need for public ini)ut and dissemination of info 
mation to the public 

A A A 17 . Need for superior research as a part of mitigatioq 
18 . Supports concept of regional research designs 

A A 19 . Need to justify sanctipned site destruction 

a 
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footnote 

1. IL has, however, been suggested that consistency is undesirable, and that each 

assessment of significance should be made in the light of its own, unique set of 

circumstances . (Fox) 

2 . Not all federal agencies involved in cultural resource management were repre-
sented . (Scott) 

3 . The far West (Oregon, and especially California) were not represented . 

4 . There was one advocate for the use of informal check-lists . (Henry) 

5 . It has been suggested that a "significant" "representative sample" of sites might 
in fact be preserved (a certain percentage of every type of site) . (DeGarmo, Binds) 

G. This is not universally accepted . (King) 

7 . There is some feeling that regions are a snore useful division than states . (Lewis, 
Davis, 1vIcNutt, Henn) 

8 . Compliance and eligibility procedures are too long and complex . (Rosenthal, 
Chalouplca) 

9 . Federal agencies are also responsible for making decisions of Register eligibility 
(Roy) ; and ultimately decide the fate even of eligible occurrences . (Henn) 

10 . There is some doubt; that significance really can be assessed purely on the basis 
of field-surveys . (DeGarnlo, Yerkes, McNutt) 

11 . It was pointed out that a clear distinction must be maintained between the State 
Plan and the Annual Preservation Plan. (Downer) 

12 . The "regions" should play a part in the development of State Plans . (Henry, McNutt) 

13. While there was some comment that the Advisory Council has an obligation to act 
in the interests of preservation (Irwin-Williams), it was also felt that it cannot be ex-
pected to do so and that archaeologists should be their own advocates . (King, Somers) 

14 . There is general agreement with the point, provided that "preservation" also im-
plies protection if necessary (Wilson, Limp et al.), but there is also some feeling that 
the statement is rather inflexible : that excavation might sometimes be preferahle, such 
1s to prevent site-deterioration from natural causes or to "use the cultural resource" 
by obtaining knowledge from it now, rather than later. (King, Judge, I-Ienn) 

15. It was felt that the agencies are not consistent in interpreting the laws (i4lcNutt), 
but also that greater reliance should be placed upon the agencies and less upon the 
Advisory Council. (Scott) 
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dev e l 16 . It was suggested that theState Historic Preservation Officer should also develop o 
pamonitorinb system, and that effective compliance should be integrated into the State 

Plan. (Roy) 

17. There is however, great variability in standard between State Plans, from highly 
sophisticated to almost non-existent . They also have some tendency to become rigid 
and fossilised . (Irwin-Williams, Levine, Lewis) 

18 . It was suggested that there should be a schedule established for the completion of 
the State Plans. (Guthe) 

19 . However, State Historic Preservation Officers are political appointees and there-
fore open to political pressure ; some luiow very little about archaeology proper and 
would therefore not be competent to administer or revise State Plans ; some can be 
actually unhelpful (it was suggested that there might be a need to monitor S . 11 . P . 0 . s) . 
Finally, in states ~vith tightened budgets (notably California), the office of the S. II . P .O. 
no longer has the staff necessary to create a State Plan, so that the Office could arrange 
to have a Plan drawn up, but could not do the work itself . (Irwin-Williams, Rosenthal, 
Gutlie, Ye eke s ) 

20 . It was observed that the Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service Branch of 
Plans seems to be moving away from true planning towards "program management" . 
(King) 

21. There was felt to be a need for a survey of the states' archaeological councils and 
that those states lacking such bodies should be actively encouraged to create ttiem . Such 
encouragement could involve an actual requirement that the State Historic Preservation 
Officer consult with the state archaeological council (which might also help to improve 
the standards of the S . 1-1 . P . O . s), it was also suggested that the relevant ethnic grooms 
(such as Native Americans) should he consulted as well as interested members of other 
disciplines, such as ethno-historians . (Irwin-Williams, Kelly, Brugge) 

22 . There is also a need for a central, national source of site-survey information and 
other data, and a nationwide system of federal curaLion facilities might not be inappro-
priate . (Wilson, Rosenthal) 

23 . There is some feeling that archaeologists themselves should be responsible for the 
dissemination of popular accounts of their work . (Somers) 

24 . and of the State Archaeologist . (hlcNutt) 

25 . These funds might be used in part for strengthening tie Office of the State Archae-
ologist, if this permissible . (McNutt) 

26 . The Civil Service should be sure that their "archaeologists" really have been for-
mally trained as such, and should recognise that there are two types of M . A . degrees 
(the M . A . proper, and the "failed Ph, n. ") . The Advisory Council itself might recom-
mend improved standards of professional competence for the Civil Service . (DTcNutt, 
Judge, Rosenthal) 
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27. It should also be ensured that the project-schedule in the Scope of Work is 
realistic, and it is suggested that funds be assigned in accordance with the im-
portance of the cultural resources, not as a firmed percentage of the total project 
costs . (11~IcNutt, Kelly) 

28 . The fear vas expressed that, since techniques are continually improving, it 
might be difficult to determine when "pure research" is justifiable. (Somers) 

29 . The archaeologist should also inform the State Historic Preservation Officer 
why the Scope of Work was not acceptable . (McNutt) The question was raised of 
whether an agency would be taken to court if its (inadequate) Scope of Work was 
re,jrct .ecl lay all archaeologists, and it nevertheless continued the project without 
mitigation. (Somers) 

30 . It was widely felt that research must have a place in contract work since it 
deals with a research resource ; perhaps "inappropriate, idiosyncratic or un-
realistic" research goals should be avoided. (King, Downer, Limp et al ., Rey-
nolds, Cook) 

31 . An additional Recommendation : The archaeologist accepting a contract shall 
inform the appropriate agencies (the State Historic Preservation Officer, the 
State Archaeologist acid the archaeological council of the states) concerned) of 
the planned work (including plans for curation) as soon as the contract is awarded ; 
he shall remain in contact with them during the work, which shall be performed 
in accordance with the State Plan, and shall supply to them complete records of 
all observations and activities . (Sudbury, McNutt) 

32 . It was noted that some archaeological resources, such as petroglyphs, can 
be reproduced if destruction is inevitable. (Swanger) 

33 . Several Californians said there was no mention of their having to bring in the 
Indians . 

34 . A couple (Toulouse and Molitar/Opperman) thought something ought to be done 
about protecting all sites, not just those that get involved with the I eds . 
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APPENDIX B 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD METHODS 

The following discussion provides the reader with an idea of the field 
methods used by many archaeologists at present to identify areas of site 
potential, locate sites, and recover data from sites unavoidably endan-
gered . These methods vary from the on-land to the nearshore and off-
shore cases . The organization of this section deals with reconnaissance 
survey (all environments), intensive survey (all environments), site 
evaluation (all environments), and data recovery . 

B.1 RECONNAISSANCE SURVEY (LAND) 

A reconnaissance survey is designed to give planners an idea of where 
significant archaeological resources may be . In practice, reconnais-
sance survey is usually performed over a relatively wide area, some 
portion of which will ultimately be selected as the site of a land-
moving construction project . 

Once the area is established, it becomes important to identify those 
sections of the project area that have been so disturbed that if prop-
erties were extant their integrity would be too much comprised to 
qualify them as eligible for the National Register . Disturbance can be 
assessed through interviews with the consulting professional engineer 
(PBD, ect planner) and the local or regional engineer for the town or 
district . Disturbance can be inferred from the existence of buried 
utilities installations, whose original emplacement would have 
severely disturbed the subsurface soils . Another source of distur-
bance may be previous construction that may have stripped or filled 
various sections of the project area . It is important to note that the 
mere existence of some disturbance does not rule out the possibility 
that intact properties exist . The depth and magnitude of previous 
disturbance must be compared with the depth and magnitude of the pro-
posed construction . If the former is less than the latter, significant 
historic properties may still be impacted . 

At the same time, it has been demonstrated that the mere fact of dis-
turbance does not eliminate a property from eligibility for the 
National Register . The types of data that can be recovered from a 
property must be assessed by the archaeologist . 

The next step is to verify sites that are well known from documenta-
tion . Even though a review of previous disturbance indicates that the 
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project area is seriously disturbed, the location of previously known 
sites with respect to the project area should be pinpointed . Previous-
ly known sites are in general large, easily identifiable concentrations 
of cultural remains that, even though disturbed, may at some time have 
been determined eligible or may still qualify as eligible properties . 
In any event, the fact that previously-known properties have been 
disturbed should be communicated to the official data banks. 

The following sources of data should be checked at this time : 
1 . The National Register of Historic Places . 
2 . The files of the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) . 
3 . The files of the State Archaeologist (if different from the 

SHPO) . 
4 . The files of universities and colleges known to be active 

in local archaeological research . 
5 . The files of local avocational archaeological societies. 
6 . The files of local historical societies and commissions . 
7 . The local or regional library or libraries . 
8 . The local town hall, etc . (especially the offices of the 

Town Clerk and Assessor) . 
9 . Any local or regional museum . 

10 . This present study . 

The archaeologist and others using these sources must be cautioned that 
the accuracy of much of this information is variable and must be 
evaluated before the analysis of archaeological potential is accom-
plished . Part of the process consists of reading local and regional 
histories and noting references to historic properties that appear to 
be in the project area . These histories can be found in widely 
scattered places and not necessarily in the local area . As with those 
in the official records, the location of properties described in these 
histories may not necessarily be accurate, and field checking is the 
best way to confirm their location . 

At this point a decision must be made regarding the continuation of 
the survey . If it is clear from the analysis of past disturbance and 
other factors that no significant properties will be impacted then no 
further work may be required . If it is determined that no further 
work is required, then a report should be written documenting the 
condition of the project area and containing sufficient data to assure 
the reviewing authorities that no significant properties will be 
impacted . This is a highly unlikely eventuality at this stage, how-
ever, since in earlier steps of the historic preservation process the 
project designer and the SHPO or other reviewing archaeologist will 
have determined in general terms the extent of previous disturbance . 

If the survey is to continue, the next step is to locate those proper-
ties that are known from local sources . This operation has been so far 
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delayed because it is considerably more labor-intensive than the loca-
tion of properties recorded in well known and easily available documen-
tation . 

The basic approach is interviewing local collectors of artifacts . 
While in general collectors reside in the local area, in some cases the 
most active live elsewhere (being summer residents, casual visitors, 
etc .) . The identity of collectors is in many cases known to residents 
of the area, who must be interviewed in order to find them . 

Once data have been gathered concerning well known or locally known 
sites, the next step is to obtain data that will assist in the predic-
tion of unknown sites . The prediction of sites is based on models of 
past human occupation or resource utilization . These models are con-
tinually evolving and are usually based on existing concepts of human 
use of the environment . Thus it is that reconstruction of past 
environments is essential in the development of predictions about the 
location of properties . Once the survey area's environments are 
reconstructed, it is important to apply. regional theories of settle-
ment distribution supported (or contradicted) by the location of known 
sites identified in earlier steps of the survey . The result should be 
a hypothesis about the location of various types of sites . This hypo-
thesis will be tested in the field by the various methods employed by 
the archaeologist . It must be emphasized that the survey should be 
designed to locate all the properties in the survey area, and that 
hypotheses leading to the "prediction" of site location are merely 
that, hypotheses, and will not guarantee the location of all sites . 
However, well-thought-out predictions by archaeologists with exper-
ience in the location of sites in the region are more reliable than 
predictions by those less well qualified . 

The major contribution of environmental reconstruction and settlement 
prediction is to establish the intensity and depth of field testing 
required to locate properties . At the same time, too much reliance 
on predictive models can become blind adherence to possibly fallacious 
hypotheses and thus lead to testing that may fail to discover proper-
ties . Thus while prediction can make the process of site location more 
efficient (if valid hypotheses are used), the use of good judgment, 
based on experience and scholarly evaluation of the background data, 
is also necessary . 

The reconstruction of past environments to assist in the prediction of 
historic property location is by its very nature complex . However, 
much of the necessary data is usually available at the time a survey is 
initiated . The kinds of data that are useful to the archaeologist for 
this purpose are represented in the following list (although many 
archaeologists will expand the list on the basis of personal exper-
ience or other information) : 

1 . Geohistory 
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2 . Hydrology 
3 . Climatology 
4 . Floral and faunal studies 

The geohistory of an area is available in documentation (maps, reports, 
etc.) that reveals the changing pattern of land form and deposition of 
soils . This category includes, but is not limited to : 

1 . Bedrock geology . 
2 . Surficial geology . 
3 . Soils data . 
4 . Land-form studies or topography . 

Bedrock geological data can be used to indicate formations that may 
lead the researcher to outcrops of special materials useful to prehis-
toric and historic populations . Examples are soapstone and copper . 

The local topography will in many ways be determined by the bedrock 
geology, which will define the slope of the land surface and thus be 
factored into predictions of site potential . Surficial geological 
data illustrate the results of glacial scouring and other phenomena, 
and can be useful in reconstructing land forms of the near post-
Pleistocene Period . 

Bedrock and surficial geology, coupled with data from soil surveys, 
will lead to an analysis of post-Pleistocene soil deposition and of 
the chemical and drainage characteristics of this soil . It is impor-
tant in the development of a field strategy to understand the processes 
and chronology of soil deposition . For instance, the recurring depo-
sition of alluvium (as in a flood plain) will perhaps enhance the 
potential for diachronic separation (stratification) by preserving 
cultural strata sandwich-wise between layers of sterile soil . Simi-
larly, heavily alluviated areas may require the use of heavy equipment 
in order to get deep enough to locate impacted properties (although 
one must remember that testing should only be done to the depth that 
is expected to be disturbed by the project) . Areas of thin soils may 
only require the use of hand tools for the same purpose . The chemical 
and drainage characteristics of the soil can be used to predict the 
occurrence of soil types known to have been favored by the early popu-
lations for occupation, farming, or other activities . 

Hydrological data provide the researcher with information pertaining to 
the location and distribution of wetlands, springs, watercourses, and 
possible near-surface aquifers . All of these features can be factored 
into the process of predicting site location because proximity to 
water was an essential consideration in settlement location by early 
populations . At the same time, islands or rises in wetlands tend to 
be highly favored site locations . 
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The local climate of the survey area, coupled with the past and pre-

sent topography as derived from geological information, will give the 
researcher a sense of the location of those areas that may have been 
used by previous populations as protected habitation sites or for 
other purposes . 

It should be remembered, however, that present climates do not neces-
sarily reflect those of the past . Thus paleoclimatic data must be 
used in prediction as well . 

The nature and distribution of present-day flora and fauna can provide 
an index to soil chemistry, drainage characteristics, and other eco-
logical data that may be clues to the areas favored by previous popu-
lations or areas exploited by those populations . 

The prediction of settlements and settlement systems has not presently 

reached a state of great sophistication . (Thus the warning given above 
concerning over-reliance on predictive methods to locate all properties 
in a project area .) However, well-thought-out prediction can provide 
a level of confidence that properties will be located in a more cost-
effective manner than would be achieved by subjectively-directed 
subsurface testing . At the same time, a compromise between dependence 

on theoretical prediction and the individual's best judgment seems the 

most appropriate strategy for maximizing accuracy in locating proper-

ties . It should also be noted that prediction becomes increasingly 
powerful as it is reinforced by new techniques and additional data . 

Once data concerning settlement prediction have been collected and 
analyzed, and a degree of confidence in their reliability has been 
established, it is time to apply these data to the task of prediction 
in the project area . This is in general a process of "stratifying" 
the project area in terms of its archaeological potential . Zones of 
the project area are, on the basis of the analysis of background data, 
assigned various levels of probability that they will contain historic 
properties . The strata may be identified as "primary," "secondary," 
or "tertiary," although other terminologies may be used . 

For a reconnaissance survey, it is now time to undertake limited testing in 
order to locate those areas of previous disturbance that may be un- 
known to official sources and to verify the environmental analysis . 

This testing will generally consist of a walkover survey of the project 
area, accompanied by some limited subsurface testing designed to locate 
disturbance (as identified by disruption of soil layers) . It is possi-
ble that this testing will happen upon previously unknown properties 
but the limited testing itself is not meant to locate all the resources 
to be impacted by the project . 
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The testing may employ one of several techniques, whichever may be con-
sidered by the consulting archaeologist to be the most reliable method 
of meeting the requirements of the strategy . In many cases, combina-
tiorys of techniques will be proposed . Some, but not all of the possible 
techniques are : 

I . Soil coring . 
2 . Shovel test pitting . 
3 . Area clearing (wide test excavations exposing large areas of 

subsurface soil) . 
4 . Post-hole excavation . 
5 . Chemical soil testing . 

The field work is also designed to verify the conclusions developed in 
the environmental analysis and initial stratification . This is done, 
of course, by direct observation of the local environment . 

A report analyzing the area's archaeological potential should be pre-
pared at this time . For a sample report outline, see below. 

The final report of a reconnaissance or intensive survey should document 
all the background data used in the initial analysis and provide the 
reviewer with a framework within which to evaluate the potential signif-
icance of sites discovered in the location process . This can generally 
be done by describing the historic and prehistoric background of the 
region and the . local area . 

The reports should contain, but not be limited to, the items found in 
the following outline/check list . 

Abstract 
Table of Contents 
Introduction 

Outline and Justification of Background Study and Field Work 
Relevant Federal and State Legislation (by citations) 

Site Location 
Project Description and Impact 
Environmental Description 

Climate 
Physiography 
Geology 
Hydrology 
Soils 
Flora 
Fauna 

Land Use and Prior Disturbance of the Project Area 
Overview of Regional Historical and Prehistoric Resources 

Paleoclimatic Reconstruction 
Overview of Local Historic and Prehistoric Resources 

Description of Known Sites in Area 
Prediction of Areas of High Potential 
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Field Work 
Methodology 
Results (profiles, descriptions, cultural materials, chemical 

tests) 
Impact Evaluation 

High potential/moderate potential/low potential areas for 
analysis of potential 

Sites for intensive survey or site evaluation 
Description, extent 
Eligibility for the National Register of Historic Places, 

justification (if evaluation study also done) 
Secondary impact 

Conclusion 
Recapitulation of areas of archaeological potential or sites 

(primary and secondary impact) 
Further work or mitigation needed 

Estimated time and labor required 
Bibliography 
Acknowledgments 
Illustrations 
Appendices 

List of collections 
List of collectors 
List of known sites 

B.2 RECONNAISSANCE SURVEY (NEARSHORE) 

This zone is currently the one that receives least adequate 
archaeological attention, a fact that results primarily from the 
limitations of existing technology . Another factor is the 
unwillingness of the present survey companies to undertake the 
additional expense of using shallow-draft vessels for nearshore 

survey . However, shallow-water surveys have been successfully 
carried out in the past . An example is helicopter-borne magneto-
metry as employed by Arnold (1978) . Magnetometers have also been 
placed in rubber rafts and towed behind shallow-draft boats, 
making it possible to survey virtually up to the shoreline (Warren 
Riess, personal communication) . It is also possible to fix a sub-
bottom profiler to the bow of a shallow-draft boat, rather than 
dragging it behind as is normally done (Warren Riess, personal 
communication) . However, this technique is limited to depths 
greater than 10 or 12 ft because of the "noise" characteristics 
of the equipment . Similarly, some side-scan sonar systems can be 
used so that they look sharply sideways into shallow water while 
the survey vessel itself cruises further out (Klein Associates, 
n .d .) . Another shallow-water technique is the use of aerial 
photographic survey, which should be done in black-and-white, color, 
and infrared during periods of optimum sea state and lighting but 
minimal algal bloom . A further possible refinement of nearshore 
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survey from boats could be accomplished by use of a radar positionia6 
system, such as the Mini-Ranger, to achieve more accurate plottings of 
survey tracks followed by other instrumentation . An inherent limita-
tion on radar positioning systems, of course, is that they must nor-
mally operate within 20 milts and line-of-sight from shore reflectors . 
Other navigational systems, such as those that use range markers and 
theodolites or transits with programmed calculators, are often used in 
academic projects having a large pool of student labor, but they are 
highly labor intensive and may not be cost-effective from the point of 
view of commercial employers . 

In certain parts of the nearshore zone, it may simply be impractical 
to perform effective survey . Examples are salt marsh and shallow 
lagoon, where the only easy alternative may be helicopter-borne magne-
tametry . In such cases, it may be important to supplement magneto-
metry with coring techniques of the kind developed by Anuskiewicz 
(personal communication) . An ideal combination might be coring and the 
use of a helicopter for both magnetometry and aerial photography as 
described above . 

B .3 RECONNAISSANCE SURVEY (OFFSHORE) 

The location of archaeological sites offshore is normally performed by 
remote sensing techniques . The same techniques are used by geophy-
sicists to identify potentially hazardous zones or features in a 
potential lease area . Thus the "hazards analysis" in many ways performs 
the functions and meets the needs of a reconnaissance offshore sur- 
vey . What follows is a discussion of the techniques employed and the 
way archaeologists can use them in reconnaissance survey . 

Typically, 3 or 4 seismic instruments are simultaneously utilized 
during field acquisition of data : a sub-bottom profiler, a mid-range 
seismic boomer, and/or a seismic sparker . A sub-bottom profiler pro-
duces a sound whose frequency is 3 .5 to 14 kHz (Fig. IV-B1) . The 
frequency of the soundwaves is great enough to allow penetration of the 
sea bottom, reflection off geophysical layers typically down -to 60 m 
(200 ft) below the water-sediment interface, and return to the hydro-
phone receiver . The hydrophone converts the soundwaves into electronic 
impulses which are recorded on the survey vehicle . Transmitting and 
receiving are performed by the same fish (hydrophone) towed behind a 
survey vessel . The data record, when properly interpreted, indicates 
the existence, depth, and consistency of various geophysical strata and 
large objects, which have implications for site location . 

Mid-range seismic boomers and sparkers are similar to sub-bottom pro-
filers, except they produce and receive higher energy, lower frequency 
soundwaves . These waves penetrate deeper, down to 1,200 meters (3,900 
feet), into the sea floor . 
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Fig . IV-B1 

(A) Sub-bottom profiler being towed ; (B) a typical analog record 
(provided by Klein Associates, Inc .) . 
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While bottom-penetrating instruments are being towed, a side-scan 
sonar equipment and a magnetometer are towed to investigate sea-bottom 
topography and objects on or near the bottom, respectively . Side-scan 
sonar transmits high frequency sound waves in fan-shaped beams from a 
fish towed near the sea bottom (Fig . IV-B2) . Objects or topographic 
features on the sea floor produce echoes which are received by trans-
ducers on the same fish . The high frequency of the unit allows almost 
no penetration ; a relatively accurate map of the topography, or objects 
lying on the sea bottom, can therefore be made from side-scan sonar 
records . 

A magnetometer records the earth's magnetic field . A proton-precession 
magnetometer measures the earth's magnetic field by aligning and then 
measuring the natural realignment of protons in an incased fluid . The 
earth's magnetic field naturally varies little over a small area . But 
iron, steel, or other ferrous objects, or in the case of prehistoric 
sites the burned and solidified soils of a fireplace (hearth), 
measurably change the field in their immediate area . A magnetometer 
will therefore indicate the presence of ferrous material or burned soil . 

A number of geophysical conclusions are reached through interpretation 
of survey data . Geophysicists construct maps of the lease block, and 
suggest probable areas of hydrocarbon deposits utilizing seismic data 
obtained from the sub-bottcrl profiler, mid-range boomer, and sparker . 
Dangers to .onstruction and operation can also be identified with sonic 
equipment . 

Manmade obstructions can be particularly dangerous to offshore con-
struction (Table IV-B1) . Although some manmade obstructions, such as 
gas-filled pipelines, produce signatures on sonic records, a larger 
number of such objects will contain ferrous material and are thus best 
detected with magnetometers . 

Archaeolagic~:? resources require identification before they can be' 
avoided, but svch identification is difficult . Prehistoric inundated 
sites have been located by coring, but sonic detection signatures for 
prehistoric sites are presently not easily recognized (Ruppe 1978) . 
Probable sites are therefore inferred from data which indicate pre-
inundation topography . Prehistoric archaeologists recognize certain 
topographical features which often yield cultural remains just as they 
do in presently dry sites . Magnetic anomalies produced by ferrous 
material are rare in North American prehistoric inundated sites . 

Seismic signatures for inundated historic sites also are not easily 
recognized, especially from the quick passes used on present surveys . 
However, some historic sites are recent enough to protrude above the 
sea floor .. Side-scan sonar would show structural remains, such as 
pier pilings or chimneys . A fair number of iron and steel objects 
were used on historic sites, but except for cannon or caches of shot 
or tools, a site will often produce only many small anomalies which are 
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Impacted Drilling and Construction Equipment 
grill rt y Drill rS y Drill rig Lay Barge Jet Barge Jet Sled Crane 
Jack up `leg) Jack up (barge) Floating Barge 

O 
"~- 

U 

i 

N 

O 

Sunk ship Serious damage Serious damage' Foul anchor Damage pipe . Foul anchor Foul sled Foul 
Foul anchor and anchors Anchor 

Pressure Serious damage ; Serious damage ; Serious damage ; Serious damage ; Serious damage ; Serious damage ; Serious 
Pipeline Death Death Death Death Death Death damage ; 

Death 

Grill pipe Serious damage Serious damage Foul anchor Damage pipe ; Serious damage ; Serious damage ; Foul 
Joint pipe Foul anchor Foul anchor Foul anchor Anchor 

Sub-sea Serious damage Serious damage ; Foul anchor ; Foul anchor ; Foul anchor ; Foul anchor ; Foul 
sell head Sink barge Serious damage Serious damage Serious damage Serious damage Anchor ; 

S ri s = ge 

Cables/chain Minor charge minor damage Foul anchor Foul anchor 8 Foul anchor Serious foul Foul 
pipe sled Anchor 

Ship Anchors Negligible Serious damage Negligible Endanger Negligible Serious tout Negligible 
Large Pipeline sled 

Anchors, Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible Foul sled Negligible 
small 

Bombs Serious damage Serious damage Negligible Endanger Negligible Serious damage ; NeglSgiDle 
Pipeline Death 

N Mines 
C 

L 

f 

NI 
S I 

CI 

O I 

Serious damage Serious damage Negligible Endanger Negligible Serious damage ; Negligible 
Pipeline Death 

iorpedos Serious damage Serious damage Negligible Endanger Negligible Serious damage ; Negligible 
Pipeline Death 

Mud lide Serious damage Serious damage Negligible Over stress Negligible Negligible Negligible 
Pipeline 

Gas cones Serious damage Serious damage Negligible Over stress Negligible Negligible Negligible 
Pipeline 

River channels Serious damage Serious charge Negligible Over stns Negligible Lose control of Negligible 
(Buried) Pipeline ditch size 

Faults Blow out Blow out Slow out Over stress Negligible Negligible Negligible 
Pipeline 

Gas charged Blow out Slow out Bloom out Dyer stress Negligible Minor damage Negligible 
sediment Pipeline 

Boulders Serious damage Serious damage Negligible Damage Negligible Serious damage Negligible 
Pipeline 

.Reefs Serious damage Serious damage Foul anchor Dams 
PIP* IM Foul anchor Serious damage Foul 

anrhor 

Table IV-BI : The 
and construction 
from Oceanonics, 

impact of various marine obstructions on drilling 
equipment . (prepared by, and reprinted with permission 
Inc., Houston, Texas .) 
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not recognizable with present survey techniques . Historic inundated 
sites are therefore best recognized by side-scan records of protruding 
objects or magnetometer records of large ferrous objects . 

Historic shipping remains from before 1860 generally have no massive 
ferrous cargo or equipment to produce a significant magnetic anomaly . 
Only a small percentage of ships had steam engines or carried iron 
cargo before 1860 . Location of the wrecks of these ships therefore is 
similar to that for other historic sites, except that ship sites more 
often contain iron cannon which produce significant magnetic anomalies . 

A dramatic increase in the use of ferrous metals on ships after 1860 
was especially marked by the advent of steam engines and iron or steel 
hulls and super-structures . The remains of these vessels on the CS 
alter the local magnetic field enough to be easily detected by a 
magnetometer which passes close by . But as a magnetic anomaly can be 
caused by other factors, side-scan sonar and sub-bottom profiler data 
are important in the identification of these anomalies . Many post-
1860 sailing vessels are low in ferrous materials . The techniques for 
locating these vessels are similar to that of pre-1860 vessels--
necessitating magnetometer, side-scan sonar, and high resolution sub-

bottom profiler to be towed over the survey area . 

In present surveys, tow paths across a lease block are standardized at 
150 m apart, producing a total data acquisition path, in the approxi-
mately 3 x 3 mi square block, of 100-120 miles . Including turns and 
navigational alignment before each run, a total tow path length of 
240 miles is typical . 

Accurate navigation is achieved by means of radio position-finding 
equipment . In sight of land, high frequency systems make navigation 
to within 1 m possible in ideal conditions (Arnold, 1977) . Out of site 
of land, Loran systems, especially Loran-C, are commonly used to give 
accuracy to within 30 m. Private "in-house" radio navigation systems 
are able to produce 1 m accuracy out of site of land . Refinements in 
Loran-C receiving equipment, and satellite navigation systems promise 
increased offshore accuracy in the near future . 

The swath covered by towed instruments varies with each type . As the 
mid-range boomer and sparker are not applicable to archaeological 
survey, it is the other instruments we will consider here . A sub-
bottom profiler typically records a beam width of 500 . Thus, 
if the fish is towed 10 m (33 ft) off the bottom, a 9 .4-m 

(30-ft)-wide swath (4 .7 m or 15 ft to each side of the tow line) is 
recorded at sea bottom, and a 66-m (215-ft) swath is recorded 60 m 
(195 ft) below sea bottom . Although the swath is less than the 150-m 
(500-ft) separation between tow paths, sub-bottom profiler data are 
used more for indicating the local topography than for locating parti-
cular sites by their signature . 
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Side-scan sonar primarily transmits and receives its signal horizon-
tally. Even under less than ideal conditions, its swath 
can cover the 150 m (500 ft) on either side to the next tow path . 
Side-scan sonar, therefore, gives 200 coverage of the sea floor topo-
graphy in a lease-block examination . 

Range for a magnetometer varies, as it does not transmit and receive a 
signal, but measures a magnetic field around it . The effect of an 
object on the earth's magnetic field is determined by its mass, and the 
anomaly in the field diminishes by either the square or the cube of 
the distance, depending on the object's magnetic property (monopole or 
dipole) . 

Magnetometers read in gamma units . Survey magnetometers typically are 
sensitive to one gamma . As interference from sea state and on-board 
electronics often causes a "noise" of 3 to 5 gammas, anomalies below 
5 gammas are not noticed during normal surveys . One kg (2 .25 lbs) of 
iron must be within 2 m (7 ft) of the magnetometer fish to be detected ; 
100 kg (225 lbs) must be within 10 m (33 ft) ; and 1,000 kg (2,250 lbs) 
must be within 23 m (75 ft) . Thus, it would take a 78-ton piece of 
ferrous material to produce a 5-gamma (minimum detectable) anomaly if 
it were equidistant from 2 tow paths--75 m (250 ft) from each (Breiner 
1973) . 

In terms of the location of different objects, a common iron cannon 
from an early seventeenth-century inundated site or merchant-ship 
wreck would have weighed approximately 670 kg (1,500 lbs) . Only about 
one-third of the iron (about 225 kg) may still be present after 350 
years of submergence in salt water. 

This 225 kg of iron must be within 11 m (36 ft) of the magnetometer 
fish to register 5 gammas . If the magnetometer is towed 10 m (33 ft) 
off the sea floor, remains of the hypothetical cannon must be almost 
directly below the tow path and under little sediment . By contrast, 
almost all twentieth-century steel-hulled vessels contain more than 
78 tons of ferrous material . They can therefore be located with lit-
tle difficulty by present survey methods . 

Until recently, data from the various survey instruments were only 
displayed and recorded by analog chart recorders . These recorders 
pushed out graph paper at a set rate while one or more ink needles 
indicated the quantitative reactions of the recorder's survey instru-
ment . All of the graphs and navigation information were synchronized, 
by manual or automatic means, to facilitate later analysis . Some 
recorders used special damp paper and electrostatic charging, instead 
of dry paper and ink. Graphs produced by either the dry- or wet-paper 
method are referred to as analog data . 
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More recently, computers are becoming common in the analysis of survey 
data . Computers must use "digital," or numeric, data in their compu-
tations . For this reason some survey companies are now converting to 
digital recording equipment for their survey instruments . These re-
corders electronically convert incoming signals from the survey instru-
ments to numerical values . These values are displayed and then recor-
ded on magnetic tape, which is later fed into a computer for analysis 
(Fig . IV- B3) . 

Both analog and digital systems have negative features . Analog re-
cords are not as easily converted to digital values for computers as 
are the original survey instrument signals . This disability can be 
overcome by recording the original analog signal on magnetic tape . 
The tape can be played later, and the signal converted to digital 
values . Analog data, however, are more susceptible to fading in tape 
storage . 

Digital display on board the survey vessel has the serious drawback of 
not showing a continual picture of its signal to the operator or field 
director of the survey unless he/she is properly experienced in such 
data evaluation . It is easier to detect a shallow bump on a contin-
uous graph display than it is to detect the same from continuous ob-
servation of a changing numerical display . Immediate recognition of 
such anomalies may cause the survey director to make variations in a 
planned tow pattern . It is easier, quicker, and therefore far cheaper 
to make additional runs with a tow vessel during or directly after a 
planned survey, i .e . in real time, than it is to do the same a week 
later when the vessel, crew, and instruments must gear up and travel to 
the survey area again . An analog chart display is therefore sometimes 
produced before the signal is digitized and recorded on magnetic tape . 
As this procedure presents certain electronic problems the signal is 
sometimes digitized, recorded, translated to an analog signal again, 
and displayed on a chart recorder . 

Once field data have been recorded, they are processed and analyzed . 
If the data are on analog graphs they are most often analyzed by hand . 
Contour maps and cross-sectional plans of the geomorphology are made . 
Magnetic anomalies are indicated on at least 1 map. If an analog tape 
has been made, a computer can convert the recording to digital values . 
These values are then plotted onto maps and cross-sectional plans . 
Although a computer can draw the contour lines and cross-sectional 
stratigraphy lines, smoother and probably more accurate lines can be 
drawn between the printed values by a specialist than by the normal 
computer used in survey work at this time . 
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Fig . IV-B3 
Analog and digital recording of survey data . (A) a simplified 

analog chart record of a hypothetical electronic signal from a survey 
instrument ; (B) represents the translated digital record of the same 
signal ; (C) a flow diagram of the five possible on-board data processes . 
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B .4 INTENSIVE SURVEY (LAND) 

In an intensive or location study more intensive field testing is 
needed . The methods for this more intensive work are similar to 
those used in the limited testing of a reconnaissance study but are 
applied at much shorter intervals as defined by the stratification 
done during the background study . Limited field testing should be 
used to verify the accuracy of the stratification before intensive 
field work is begun . In general, however, strata with high potential 
will be subjected to more intensive testing than those with lower 
potential . Since an intensive study is designed to find all the pro-
perties in a project area, the archaeological consultant must be 
familiar with the techniques appropriate to the location of buried 
sites in an eastern woodland setting . The report should document 
the methodology employed in order to assure the reviewing agencies 
that everything has been done to insure that the project will not 
impact any significant unknown properties . 

B.5 INTENSIVE SURVEY (NEARSHORE) 

In this case, where the object of the survey is to locate any actual 
sites that may be impacted by underwater activity, it is certainly 
necessary to have the services of a qualified underwater archaeolo-
gist to ermine the bottom surface for evidence of prehistoric or 
historic sites and to probe and take cores in order to help identify 
cultural resources that may be beneath the surface . It may be desirable 
to use an air lift, a water dredge, or prop blaster for the purpose 
of direct identification (see B.8) . 

B .6 INTENSIVE SURVEY (OFFSHORE) 

While it is possible, as has been suggested earlier, that reconnais-
sance survey can be accomplisehd by the geophysicist in a hazards 
analysis or other similar process, intensive survey must be done by 
an archaeologist qualified to deal with the data which may be the evi-
dence for archaeological sites wither of the historic or prehistoric 
period . Intensive survey in an offshore context generally means survey 
in the direct impact zone of proposed facilities . These facilities may 
be platforms (deep disturbance) or pipelines (shallow disturbance) . 
The type_.of survey required will be a direct function of the expected 
depth of cultural resources and the proposed depth of construction . 
Locational techniques offshore are, to say the least, primitive . This 
stems from the fact that the remote-sensing "signatures" of all pre-
historic and most historic sites have not been established . Thus the 
location of sites must rely on the use of coring, trenching, RCV moni-
toring of construction activities and other direct identification 
methods . It will be important then for professional archaeologists 
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who can identify the typical artifacts of the area's earlier cultures 
and in the analysis of materials recovered from coring or other opera-
tions . It should be noted that in most cases the activities of an 
archaeologist can and should be directly integrated into the normal 
activities of the exploration program, or the construction program . 
The primary impact to exploration or construction activities will come 
from sites that are located in this process . In general, however, the 
location of the site will constitute a major step forward in our under-
standing of the past and will clearly offset the damage form such dis-
covery . Once discovered and evaluated, the site may become eligible 
for grants that will make possible the extraction of data the likes of 
which cannot be derived from the excavation of terrestrial sites . It 
should be noted that the overall constraints of construction are mini-
mal in this process while the public relations benefits from the 
location of very early sites on the Shelf could be very important to 
the companies involved . 

B.7 SITE EVALUATION STUDY (LAND) 

Once sites are found in a location study, each must be evaluated in 
terms of its potential eligibility for inclusion in the National 
Register of Historic Places . This process generally takes additional 
background research and fieldwork . Regulation 36 CFR 63 contains pro-
cedures for requesting determinations of eligibility and Appendix A of 
these procedures gives guidance as to the level of documentation 
needed for such a determination . These regulations have appeared in 
the Federal Register and are quoted extensively herewith . 

The recommendations concerning documentation come from the most recent 
version of Appendix A, as developed by the Park Service . 

This appendix gives guidance to Federal agencies in the 
preparation of the basic documentation (description, state-
ment of significance, maps, and photographs) necessary to 
evaluate the eligibility for the National Register of dis-
tricts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects . Where 
possible this documentation should be prepared by profes-
sionals in the fields of history, architectural history, arch-
itecture, and archeology . Although in some cases a deter-
mination of eligibility can be made on less information, the 
Department of the Interior recommends these guidelines as a 
general standard for the amount and kinds of documentation 
necessary to evaluate properties against the National Register 
criteria . The categories of information here are those 
required for nomination of properties to the National Register . 
Documentation submitted with determination of eligibility 
requests may be recorded on National Register nomination forms, 
although such forms are not required . If the information on 
the property has been compiled through a survey, the agency 
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should submit the survey report as part of the documen-
tation . Information included in the survey report or in 
other material need not be recorded in the format sug-
gested in this appendix . As long as the basic categories 
of information are provided, the agency may use any format 
for submitting this documentation, which it finds convenient . 
Each category should be provided : 

I . 
II . 

III . 
IV . 

V . 
VI . 

VII . 
VIII . 

IX . 
X . 

XI . 
XII . 

Request for determination 
Property name 
Location 
Classification : district, site, building, structure, 
or object 
Ownership 
Representation in 
Description 
Significance 
Bibliography 
Geographical data, 
Photographs 

existing surveys 

maps, and acreage 

Individual(s) compiling documentation 

Many of these categories require only a very brief statement . 
Special attention should be given to VII Description and VIII 
Significance . Much of the guidance under VII and VIII applies 
to a specific classification of resource . Not all this infor-
mation is required for each classification (building, site, dis-
trict, structure, object) . 

I . Request for determination of eligibility 
The name and address of the agency and the agency official making 
the request should appear in the letter of request or as part of 
the documentation . Communities requesting determinations of 
eligibility in accord with the "Environmental Review Procedures 
for Community Development Block Grant Program" (24 CFR 58) should 
certify that the request is made as part of planning for a com-
munity development block grant project . 

II . Property name 
C . Archeological site name . Archeological sites are gen-
erally named for the project, a nearby geographic feature, 
an aspect of cultural significance, the owner of the property, 
etc . For an archeological site with no name, use the number-
ing system in use in the State . The State site number should 
also be appended to the designation of a named site for cross-
reference . 

III, Location 
Include the number and the name of the street or road on which 
the property is located . If the road has a number rather than a 
name, indicate whether it is a Federal, State, or county road . 
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If a property does not have a specific address, give the names 
of the nearest roads . For rural properties and others without 
specific street addresses, precise location may be specified 
by indicating the side of the road (North, South, East, or West) 
and exact distance from nearest intersection (North, South, East, 
or West) . If a property is rural and in the vicinity of a town 
or city, this should be indicated . In the case of a historic 
district or similarly complicated property, inclusive street 
address numbers for all the properties within the district should 
be given . 

IV . Classification 
A. Categories . Classify the property in the appropriate 
category if possible . If it is unclear what category is 
appropriate, this should be indicated . Agencies may, for 
example, request assistance in determining whether proper-
ties should be considered individually or together as a 
district . 

1 . A "district" is a geographically definable area, 
urban or rural, possessing a significant concentration, 
linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures, 
or objects which are united by past events or aesthe-
tically by plan or physical development . A district 
may also be comprised of individual elements which are 
separated geographically but are linked by associations 
or history . 
2 . A "site" is the location of a significant event, a 
prehistoric or historic occupation or activity, or a 
building or structure whether standing, ruined, or 
vanished, where the location itself maintains historical 
or archeological value regardless of the value of any 
existing structures . 
3 . A "building" is a structure created to shelter any 
form of human activity such as a house, barn, church, 
hotel, or similar structure . "Buildings" may refer 
to a historically related complex, such as a courthouse 
and jail or a house and barn . 
4 . A "structure" is a work made up of interdependent 
and inter-related parts in a definite pattern or organ-
ization . Constructed by man, it is often an engineering 
project large in scale . 
5 . An "object" is a material thing of functional, 
aesthetic, cultural, historical, or scientific value 
that may be, by nature or design, movable yet related 
to a specific setting or environment . 

B . Some properties may be most properly classified within 
two or more of the categories given above . 

V . Ownership 
Give the name of the owner of the property . Indicate "multiple 
ownership" for districts . 
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VI . Representation in existing surveys 
Identify local, State, or Federal historic resource surveys that 
include or refer to the property in question . Include name of 
survey, date, and person or organization that conducted the sur-
vey . Federal surveys other than the National Register include, 
but are not limited to, the Historic American Buildings Survey, 
the Historic American Engineering Record, and the National Survey 
of Historic Sites and Buildings (National Historic Landmarks Pro-
gram) . 

VII . Description 
Description of the physical appearance and condition of a pro-
perty is important in making an accurate assessment of its sig-
nificance . To be useful, the description of the property should 
use appropriate professional terminology and should be concise, 
factual, detailed, and well organized . 

B . Archeological site descriptions should include the fol-
lowing information : 

1 . Site type (e .g ., midden, rockshelter, flake scatter, 
historic factory, etc .) . 
2 . A description of the site including its immediate 
environment, using standard archeological terminology . 
If local terms are used, they should be defined . The 
following data should be included . 

a . Boundaries of the site and methods by which 
these boundaries have been defined . 
b . The immediately surrounding environment, both 
as it probably was when the site was in use and as 
it is today . 
c . Any disrupting influence (urban development, 
roads, agriculture) at work on or immediately around 
the site . 
d . Descriptions (or summaries) of known data on 
internal characteristics : stratigraphy, artifact 
classes and their distribution, structural remains, 
etc . 
e . Extent and nature of any excavation, testing, 
surface collecting, etc . 
f . Descriptions of any standing or ruined struc-
tures or buildings that might be of architectural 
or historic importance . 

3 . A list of pertinent previous investigations at the 
site, if any, indicating dates, institutions, or organ-
izations responsible, and bibliographic references . 

4, Quality and intensity of survey that resulted in 
recording the site ; any limitations this may impose on 
the data available for purposes of evaluation . 

D . District 
4 . Archeological district descriptions should include : 
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a. General description of the natural and man-
made elements of the district : structures, build-
ings, sites, objects, prominent geographical fea-
tures, density of development . 
b . A statement of the date, level, and kind of 
archeological survey that has been done in the dis-
trict . 
c . A list of archeological properties within the 
district, including their locations . Data on indi-
vidual sites, as required by section VII.B, should 
be appended . 
d . A statement of the cultural, historic or other 
relationships among the sites within the district 
that make the district a cohesive unit for investi-
gation . 
e . A summary of the nature and level of damage the 
sites within the district have received or are 
receiving . 
f . A statement of the extent to which the intersite 
relationships that give the district its cohesion 
remain intact . 

VIII . Significance 
A. Summary statement of significance . A statement of 
significance identifies qualities of the property that 
may make it eligible for listing in the National Register . 
A concise opening paragraph summarizing the possible impor-
tance of the property being considered should be followed 
by a more detailed account of the events, personalities, 
prehistoric or historic occupations, or activities associa-
ted with the property . This concise history of the property 
should be directed to a whole property, rather than some 
functional segment . Thus, it is inappropriate to discuss 
a mound and not an associated village, burial area, etc ., 
or to submit a house and not the associated outbuildings, 
etc . A statement of significance should attempt to relate 
the property to a broad historical, architectural, archeo-
logical, or cultural context : local, regional, State, or 
national . For example, if a community has a number of 
neighborhoods with the same or similar qualities as the 
one being evaluated, this information should be included 
in the documentation . Any quoted material which appears 
in this section or the description should be footnoted . 
Quotations taken out of context must faithfully represent 
the meaning of the original source . Supplemental infor-
mation, such as newspaper articles, letters from profes-
sional historians, architects, architectural historians, 
or archeologists, etc . may also be submitted as appropriate . 
The statement of significance for properties that are less 
than 50 years old ; moved ; reconstructed ; cemeteries and 
grave sites ; birthplaces ; primarily commemorative in nature ; 
or owned or used by religious institutions should address 
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the specific exceptions set forth in the National 
Register criteria . 
B . Period s) and area s) of significance . Identify 
the area (s) and period(s) with which the property's 
significance is associated . This may mean date of 
construction, major alterations, or association with an 
individual, event, or culture, etc . For some archeological 
properties, assignment to a very general time period or 
periods may be sufficient . The following areas of sig-
nificance are listed on National Register forms . Agencies 
may find it helpful to consider these areas in identi-
fying and evaluating properties : 
Archeology-Prehistoric : the scientific study of life and 
culture of indigenous peoples before the advent of written 
records . 
Archeology-Historic : the scientific study of life and 
culture in the New World after the advent of written 
records . 
Agriculture : farming, livestock raising, and horticulture . 
Architecture : the style and construction of buildings and 
structures . 
Art : concerning creative works and their principles ; fine 
arts and crafts . Do not include architecture, sculpture, 
music, or literature here ; specific categories are estab-
lished for these areas . 
Commerce : production and exchange of goods and the social 
contracts thereby encouraged . 
Communications : art or science of transmitting information . 
Community Planning : the design of communities from pre-
determined principles . 
Conservation : official maintenance or supervision of 
natural or manmade resources . 
Economics : the science that deals with the production, dis-
tribution, and consumption of wealth . 
Education : formal schooling or the methods and theories 
of teaching or learning . 
Engineering : the applied science concerned with util zing 
products and sources of power for supplying human needs in 
the form of structures, machines, etc . 
Exploration/Settlement : the investigation of regions pre-
viously unknown ; the establishment of a new colony or 
community . 
Industry : enterprises producing goods and services . 
Invention : something originated by experiment or ingenuity . 
(Properties connected with the inventors themselves would 
be classified here) . 
Landscape Architecture : the art or practice of planning or 
changing land and water elements for the enhancement of 
the physical environment . 
Literature : the production of writings, especially those 
of an imaginative nature . 
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Military : concerning the armed forces and individual 
soldiers . 
Music : the art of combining vocal or instrumental sounds 
or tones . 
Philosophy : system or principles for the conduct of life ; 
the theory or analysis of the principles underlying thought 
or knowledge and the nature of the universe . 
Politics/Government : an established system of political 
administration by which a nation, State, district, etc ., 
is governed and the processes which determine how it is 
to be conducted . 
Religion : systems and expressions of belief in a supra-
human power that have made a contribution to the patterns 
of culture . 
Science : a systematic study of nature . 
Sculpture : the art of forming material into three-dimen-
sional representation . 
Social/Humanitarian : concerning human beings living together 
in a group or the promotion of the welfare of humanity . 
Theater : the dramatic arts and the places where they are 
enacted . 
Transportation : concerning the work or business or means 
of conveying passengers or materials . 
C . Additional facts to be included on specific categories 
of properties, as appropriate : 

1 . Buildings, structures, or objects . 
a . The architect or builder, if known, 
b . Historically significant events and/or patterns 
of activity, 
c . Data concerning individuals significantly asso-
ciated with the property, and 
d . Consideration of any possible archeological 
significance present . 

2 . Sites . 
a . A statement of the kinds of information known 
or thought likely to be present in the property ; 
types of data that might be recovered if the pro-
perty were thoroughly investigated by archeologists, 
art historians, architectural historians, or other 
appropriate scholars . Some categories of infor-
mation will be directly observable ; others can be 
inferred based on knowledge of similar properties 
that have been extensively investigated . Reasons 
for believing that given categories of information 
are present and have been preserved in the property 
should be given . 
b . A statement of the relationships between the 
information believed to be present in the property 
and topics that might be studied there ; i.e ., what 
kinds of research could be done using the informa-
tion known or thought to be present in the property . 
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4 . Archeological districts . 
a . A summary statement concerning the significance 
of individual properties within the district . (Data 
on individual properties meeting the standards set 
forth in VIII .C .2) . 
b . A concise statement of the characteristics that 
give the district cohesion as a unit for study ; what 
categories of data might be derived from study of the 
district that would not be derived from the study of 
individual properties within it? 
c . A concise statement explaining the scientific 
and/or interpretative yield or potential of the 
district in terms of the cultural and natural contexts 
or interrelationships described in VII.D .4 .d . 
d . Consideration of any possible architectural or 
historic significance present in the district, above 
and beyond its value for information purposes . 
e . An explanation of how district boundaries were 
chosen should be included . Considerations may include 
presence of a natural geographic barrier, such as 
a river or drainage divide ; a project boundary if 
this delineates a group of resources which conform 
to the definition of a district given above; man-
made features such as a highway or other structure ; 
or decline in settlement density . 

D . Federal agencies should attempt to answer the following 
questions when seeking to determine whether a property meets 
National Register criteria . 

1 . Building, structure, object . 
d . If a building, structure, or object is submitted 
for its archeological associations, does it contain 
attributes that are amenable to study in order to 
extract useful information about history or prehis-
tory? For example, has it been rebuilt or added to 
in ways that reveal changing concepts of style or 
beauty? 

2 . Site . 
a. How does the site relate to the significant event, 
occupation, or activity that took place there? 
b . How have alterations (destruction of original 
buildings, changes in land use, changes in foliage or 
topography) affected the integrity of the site? 
(The site of a treaty signing which took place in a 
deep woods is probably not eligible if the area is 
now a suburban development . 
c . If the site has been submitted for its archeo-
logical significance, has the site contributed or 
does it have a potential for contributing important 
information regarding human ecology, culture history, 
or culture process? What is the potential information 
yield of the site, and how does this information 
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potential relate to theories, problems, and 
research questions that could be or have been 
addressed in the region or elsewhere? Evidence 
supporting these evaluations of significance should 
be provided, including references to specific 
scholarly investigations . 
d . Does an excavated site retain interpretative 
value or did the information yielded make a funda-
mental contribution to knowledge of American cul-
tures, such that the act of investigation consti-
tuted a historic event? Sites already completely 
excavated are eligible only if the answers to 
these questions are positive . 

3 . District (in addition to the questions on individual 
buildings, structures, and objects) . 

d . How has the district affected the historical 
development of the overall community, region, or 
State? 
e . What effect do intrusions have on the integrity 
of the district? 
f . How were boundaries chosen? (Considerations may 
include boundaries at specific time in history ; the 
presence of a visual barrier or edge, such as a river, 
highway or new development ; change in character of 
the area ; or decline in concentration of significant 
properties to the point where the integrity of the 
district has been lost .) 
g . Are the qualities that distinguish the district 
from its surroundings identified and described? 
h. If the district has been submitted for its 
research value, do the sites or individual resources 
have cohesion as a unit for study or do they have 
an identifiable geographical relationship? Questions 
on individual sites under VIII .D .2 above should also 
be answered for districts . 
i . How does the district compare to other similar 
areas in the State, region, or locality? 

IX . Bibliography 
The bibliography should contain a list of sources from which infor-
mation on the property was compiled . General reference works on 
architecture, archeology, etc ., should not be included unless they 
provide specific information which is of assistance in evaluating 
the property . Use standard bibliographical style, listing author, 
full title, date and location of publication, and publisher . For 
an article, list the magazine or journal from which it was taken, 
volume number and date . For unpublished manuscripts, indicate 
where copies are available . Interviews should also be listed here 
with the date of interview . 

X . Geographical data, maps, and acreage 
A map clearly locating the property within a city or broader con- 
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text must accompany each request . A 7 .5 or 15 minute series 
United States Geological Survey map, State highway map, or other 
suitable map will be acceptable . Latitude and longitude coordi-
nates or UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) reference points 
are useful in identifying the geographical location of properties . 
Photocopies of maps are acceptable provided they are clear and 
properly referenced . If the property is a district, a detailed 
sketch map should be included . The sketch map need not be pre-
cise in scale, but it should indicate : 

A . All buildings, structures, or sites in the district . 
B . Extent of district boundaries, carefully drawn . 
C . Street and place names, including inclusive street 
numbers . 
D . Highway numbers . 
E . Architectural styles or periods, if appropriate . 
F . Pivotal structures and important spaces (parks, squares, 
etc .) . 
G . Present type of district (mixed, residential, commer-
cial, public, etc .) . 
H . Intrusions or other elements not contributing to the 
significance of the district . 
I . North arrow (magnetic or true), if not printed on map . 
J . Approximate scale . 
K. Land use in rural district--woods, fields, swamps, etc . 
L . Significant aspects of the natural environment, if 
appropriate . 

Sketch maps should also be provided for large archeological sites, 
indicating significant cultural features and intrusions . Maps of 
archeological districts should clearly indicate the areas within 
the district boundaries which have actually been surveyed . If 
portions of the districts have been inspected using different 
techniques or at different levels of intensity, this should be 
indicated on maps . 
Acreage : The acreage of the property in question should also be 
given . 

XI . Photographs 
Along with written documentation and maps, photographs form the 
basis of the Secretary of the Interior's determination of a pro-
perty's eligibility for inclusion in the National Register . For 
this reason, photographs submitted should have an honest visual 
representation of the property and should illustrate those qual-
ities discussed in the description and statement of significance . 
Photographs should be identified in detail, giving the name and 
location of the property, view or detail shown, and direction of 
photo . Historical photographs may also be useful but are not 
required . Black and white glossy photographs are preferred since 
these are required for National Register nominations, but other 
photo formats are also acceptable . Xeroxed copies of photographs 
rarely provide sufficient detail to accurately protray a property 
and should therefore be avoided . The number of photographs 
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required for a determination varies according to the complexity 
of the property : 

B . Archeological Sites . Photographs should document the con-
dition of the property and, if relevant to the evaluation of 
significance, show artifacts that have been recovered and fea-
tures present in the site . Drawings may be substituted for 
photographs of artifacts or other features where relevant and 
if it is not possible to take photographs . Site submissions 
must include at least one photograph, however, showing the 
physical environment and configuration of the site . 
C . Districts . . .Photographs of important topographical elements 
should be included, as well as representative types of intru-
sions in their settings . It is useful to indicate on the 
sketch map the location and direction of view of photographs . 
Views of archeological districts should show significant 
natural and/or cultural aspects of the environment and typi-
cal sites, structures, buildings, and objects . 

XII . Individual s) compiling documentation 
Names and qualifications of persons directly involved in compiling 
information on the property should be submitted as this informa-
tion may be of assistance in the evaluation process . Addresses 
and phone numbers are also useful so that these individuals may be 
consulted if questions arise concerning the documentation . 
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The field methods used to extract sufficient data to document eligi-
bility will vary from archaeologist to archaeologist . In general, 
however, the dimensions of the site or district must be defined, and 
enough data must be gathered to support the description of the site's 
significance . 

The important thing to remember is that archaeological sites are fra-
gile and nonrenewable sources of potentially significant data . Thus 
the amount of testing in a site should be limited to that which will 
get just enough data to meet the requirements of the documentation 
without extracting (and thereby destroying) data that are not neces-
sary to support the statement of significance or to define the 
boundaries . 

B .8 SITE EVALUATION (UNDERWATER) 

Once a site has been located, an attempt at identification is made . 
Inundated prehistoric terrestrial sites, like terrestrial prehistoric 
sites, must be classified by their spatial context and artifact typo-
logy . Inundated historic terrestrial sites are usually identified by 
historical research and/or their proximity to present and coastal ter-
restrial sites . Considering the minor change in sea level in the 
study area during the Historic Period, inundated historic sites are 
likely to be continuations of terrestrial sites . Historical research 
can often provide some clues to the identification of historic ships 
but artifacts, including ship remains, are the key to identification . 
Often historic ships, like most prehistoric inundated sites, can only 
be classified as being of a certain type, while historic inundated 
terrestrial sites can most often be identified by name . 

Initial investigation of an underwater site begins by remote-control-
led photography, remote video, or visual inspection conducted by mini-
submarine or diving bell . Artifacts may appear above the sediment or 
strewn over a rocky bottom . In the former instance, thin steel rods 
are carefully used as hand probes to help determine the extent of the 
site . Probes are limited by the length of rod which can be controlled 
by investigators at each site . Water currents and sediment may vary 
the length from 1 to 3 m. Type of ocean bottom will also affect the 
usefulness of probes . 

Probing only occasionally reveals remains buried in the bottom ; sedi-
ment coring may reveal more data about the site . Although coring is 
destructive to a site, it may be a reasonable means of investigating 
non-metallic anomalies in deep water, where other means of inspection 
may be impractical . Coring near a site, conversely, may be helpful 
in determining the local sediment stratigraphy . This in turn helps 
archaeologists determine the possible age, typology, and overburden 
of a site . 
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Before hand coring is conducted, at least 1 permanent datum point must 
be established--normally 2 or more pipes driven vertically into the 
sediment just outside of the suspected site area . If no sediment 
exists, marks are chiseled into rock . These points are plotted into 
the local surveying systems such as Universal Transverse Mercator . 
Locations of cores are then recorded by triangulation or bearing-and-
distance from the reference points . 

Electronic survey of a site can often provide excellent information . 
A magnetometer (or gradiometer), metal detector and sub-bottom pro-
filer are moved slowly over the site, usually by hand, along a pre-
established grid pattern . Digital results are translated into con-
tour maps of the site . 

Fig . IV-B4 presents the results of a hypothetical magnetometer and 
metal detector survey of a site . Originally noticed only as an 
anomaly on an electronic survey of a fictional lease block, the site 
may then be investigated by a detailed electronic survey . The distri-
bution of iron, displayed by the location and shape of magnetometer 
contours 1 through 8, indicates the shape of a ship outlined by cannon 
along her gunwales . Anomalies A and B would be the 2 ready anchors 
on either side of a ship's bow, and C could be a number of anchors 
typically stored together in the foreward area of the hull . The low-
intensity anomaly in the center (D) would possibly indicate the loca-
tion of the ship's shot locker . 

Metal detectors have a shorter range than magnetometers . Therefore 
metal detector anomalies on Fig . IV-B4 would only indicate metal ob-
jects near the sediment-water interface . A metal detector reacts to 
all metals, unlike the magnetometer which indicates only iron . A 
further analysis of Fig . IV-B(+could suggest the following possibili-
ties : 

1 . The hull is non-ferrous . 
2 . Two guns on the starboard bow (1, cc and 2, dd) are iron and 

nearer the surface than the other iron guns . 
3 . The stored anchors (C, ff-gg), if that is indeed the identi-

fication of the anomaly, are large and near the surface . 
4 . Tao non-ferrous anomalies (aa and bb) are near the surface at 

the stern of the ship, and one is near the center . 

Anomalies as and bb could well be small swivel guns, often mounted on 
the rails of the quarter-deck, or rear-top deck, of a sailing ship . 
They are easily classified by date and origin . As they are near the 
surface, these two anomalies would be the most likely targets for a 
test excavation . Figure IV-BS represents a contour map of the same 
fictional site, made by a sub-bottom profiler . The lines indicate the 
location of a . ship's hull under the sediment . The 2 inner circles (A 
and B) represent the remains of the masts . This information will make 
it possible to approximate the size of the hull from the remaining 
depth, breadth, and length . 
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Fig . IV-B4 

Hypothetical results of a small scale magnetometer and metal 
detector site survey . 
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D 

Fig . IV-B5 

Hypothetical results of a sub-bottom profile survey of the 
same site as Fig .IV-B5 . Contours are from an arbitrary datum plane below 
the ship . Contour interval is 1 meter . 
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Unless identifiable remains exist above the sediment, and if other 
means fail to provide identification data, it is necessary to exca-
vate test holes on a probable site . Most common of underwater exca-
vations tools is the airlift (Fig, IV-B6) . A typical airlift is made 
of 10-cm (4-in) diameter PVC irrigation pipe set more or less verti-
cally off the bottom (depending on current) . An air hose carrying 
compressed air is inserted into the bottom of the pipe . As the air 
bubbles rise up the pipe they expand and accelerate, drawing water 
through the lower open end of the pipe and up the pipe with them . 
Thus, the airlift becomes an "underwater vacuum cleaner" which will 
suck sediment up the pipe . 

The bottom end of the airlift is typically held 15 to 20 cm (6 to 8 
in) off the sediment . The excavator fans his hand over the sediment 
to draw it up into the airlift, while artifacts are left undisturbed . 
A sieve bag or box is often attached to the upper end to catch any 
artifacts mistakenly sent up in the airlift . 

The greater the vertical passage of the air bubbles in an airlift, the 
greater the lifting power . An airlift in water less than 4 m (13 ft) 
deep does not work well . In these situations a water dredge is used 
(Fig . IV-B7) . Water is pumped at an upward angle into the lift pipe . 
It carries other water in the pipe along with it--developing a vacuum 
unit like the airlift . For the same power output, an airlift is 
generally more efficient in water over 5 m (16 ft) while a water 
dredge is more efficient in water less than 4 m (13 ft) . 

To remove large amounts of overburden which may cover a site in shal-
low water, a "prop blaster" is used in place of less powerful excava-
tion tools (Fig . IV-B8) . The prop blaster is a large pipe which redi-
rects the propeller wash of a well-anchored boat . An excavator is 
able to remain on the bottom in the center of the wash to observe the 
progress of sediment removal . Because of the wash's tendency to dis-
sipate with depth, a blaster excavates a much larger area than an 
archaeologist waving sediment into an airlift with his hand . A diving 
observer may therefore miss a light artifact--such as one made of 
paper, textile, or leather--which is blown away by a blaster . Whereas 
a sieve box or bag can be used to collect artifacts which mistakenly 
get sucked into an airlift or water dredge in murky water, none can be 
used with a blaster . A blaster does have a number of advantages : 
1) in areas of lightly sedimented bottom and little current, the 
downward flow of clean surface water promotes good visibility in the 
hole being excavated ; 2) it is inexpensive to use the boat's engine 
instead of an air compressor or water pump ; 3) it removes sediment 
quickly . 

Light, unprotected artifacts in the top layer of a site would most 
probably have been removed by waves or currents before being covered 
by sediment . Artifacts, which might be disturbed by the wash of a 
blaster, are generally not found in the first layers of an underwater 
site . A blaster is therefore sometimes used as a cost-effective means 
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A typical airlift made of lOcm PVC pipe in 10 meters of water . 
It transports sediment-laden water away from the site . (Not to scale .) 
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of removing large amounts of overburden above a suspected site until 
the first stratum is reached . Variations on the prop blaster have 
been devised, including a completely underwater unit which can be 
placed near the bottom for use on a deep site (Bascom 1976) . 

A site's physical situation will greatly affect the cost of investiga-
tion . The type and amount of overburden, if any, will determine the 
time, tools, and methods necessary for excavation . As mentioned 
above, a thick overburden may suggest the use of a prop blaster, 
while a shallow overburden may suggest more controllable means of 
moving sediment . Sand can often be moved by making a circular motion 
with one's arms--creating a current which lifts the sand and moves it 
to the rear of the excavator . Silty mud, suspended in the water by 
an excavator's hand, must be removed by a natural current, an airlift, 
or a water dredge--otherwise visibility is greatly reduced . Although 
silty mud is more of a problem to remove, it, can protect archaeologi-
cal remains because it is often lacking oxygen to support living 
organisms which destroy organic material . 

Depth of water at an underwater site is extremely important . A shal-
low site, in water less than 10 m (33 ft), is generally simpler to 
excavate than a deeper one--but certain problems exist . Buoyancy 
control, important for accurate excavation and safety of personnel 
and artifacts, is particularly difficult when moving vertically in 
shallow water . Shallow-water operations are also dangerous to per-
sonnel, who often relax safety regulations even though normal diving 
dangers, such as entanglement and lung rupture, still exist . In 
addition, archaeological remains in shallow water are more likely to 
have been damaged by storms, waves, fishing gear, and treasure-hunting 
divers . 

Testing of deep-water sites, 30 to 45 m (100 to 150 ft), by divers 
presents a number of problems which are time-consuming and expensive 
to overcome . Excavators breathing compressed air below 30 m may be 
affected by "nitrogen narcosis"--a malady caused by the increased 
partial pressure of nitrogen in the air they breathe . This condition 
causes a drunkenness which becomes worse as one proceeds deeper . 
Safety, communications, and accurate work may be adversely affected by 
this problem . 

The increased partial pressure of nitrogen produces another problem. 
It dissolves in the diver's system quickly but comes out slowly . If 
it is allowed to remain at too high a level while ascending, a diver 
will suffer from decompression sickness, "the bends ." Decompression 
sickness can cause permanent damage or death . As the dissolving of 
nitrogen into one's system is a factor of duration and depth of dive, 
excavators are required to shorten dives for deeper sites . 

Deep diving demands excavators who are mentally and physically in 
good condition, and advanced training for both underwater and surface 
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support personnel . Communications and special safety equipment, dis-
cussed later in this chapter, are necessary . 

Excavation of a very deep site, 45-185 m (150-160 ft), presents prob-
lems to the archaeologist which are now being addressed in the field . 
At depths greater than 45 m (150 ft), nitrogen narcosis becomes very 
intense, making it almost impossible to conduct safe and accurate ex-
cavation . At present, the best technique of overcoming this handicap 
is to breathe a mixture of helium and oxygen instead of air . Helium 
does not have the narcotic effect of nitrogen . Special training, 
extra safeguards to prevent the use of improper mixture, and the pur-
chase of the compressed gasses and the equipment to handle them are 
necessary . 

Helium dissolves into a diver's body and must be allowed to come out 
of solution on a very deep dive, just like nitrogen . At sites just 
below 45 m (150 ft), one spends as much time ascending slowly, to pre-
vent decompression sickness, as one spends on the excavation site . 
Deeper sites demand progressively more relative time for the slow 
ascent . To overcome this problem, commercial divers routinely stay 
in a chamber pressurized to the same pressure as their working depth 
when not in the water . After a while the divers' bodies become satu-
rated with the gas, so that no more can dissolve . They therefore can 
work for an extended time on the bottom while not increasing their 
ascent (decompression) time . When they are through with a job, or 
their turn at the fob, decompression takes place in~a chamber on 
board a vessel, or ashore . This technique is termed saturation div-
ing . 

The need for trained personnel with great physical and mental stamina, 
and the cost of equipment and supplies for a proper saturation diving 
operation is very considerable . 

To date, only one archaeological site has been excavated using satura-
tion diving (Frey and others 1978) . Commercial divers performed the 
excavation while archaeologists, occasionally observing from a normal-
pressure observation bell or miniature submarine, organized and 
instructed . Archaeologists were also helped by still photographs 
taken by the divers and video records taken from the submarine . Com-
munication is difficult in such an operation, even on hard wire inter-
com, because of the acoustical properties of pressurized gasses, 
especially helium . 

Although the use of commercial divers is necessary at this time for 
very deep excavations, future work, in saturation oxygen-helium opera-
tions, may be conducted by specially trained archaeologists . Because 
of the deep-water techniques which have evolved over the past few years 
in the commercial diving business, archaeologists may now be trained 
to work safely at depths to 185 m (600 ft) . The expenses and logis-
tics involved, and the desire of archaeologists to participate in 
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saturation diving--whose long range effects are not totally under-
stood--must all be taken into consideration for a very deep site . 

An over-water operation requires logistical support from the shore, 
such as transportation to and from the site for personnel and sup-
plies, and the proximity of a recompression chamber (to treat decom-
pression sickness or lung ruptures) in the case of deep-water 
excavation . Retrieved artifacts, properly packaged at the site, must 
be transported wet to a proper conservation facility . As most water-
logged artifacts are fragile, special treatment is necessary for 
them . Finally, an often-overlooked logistics problem is the availa-
bility of expert service, advice, and parts for equipment . The ef-
fects of salt water and hard use not only mandate constant mainte-
nance but frequently cause equipment failure . Because most under-
water excavations include the services of a good deal of personnel 
and equipment, a long-term failure of a single piece of important 
equipment can be costly . 

Some special staff requirements are unique to the underwater situa-
tion . A staff member is assigned to record each artifact as it is 
excavated . Among others his or her duties measures and quickly 
sketches each artifact on its individual card, often under the pres-
sure of a backlog of finds which a dive team delivers in large groups . 
Another member of the staff is assigned to record all dives and 
other operations . 

Underwater photography is one of the major means of recording the 
progress of an excavation and helps determine the original spatial 
relationship of artifacts . To achieve consistently high-quality 
results, a person specializing in underwater photography is usually 
on the team . This person need not be a professional photographer, 
but should be one who has shown competency in underwater photography, 
which not only involves more complex lighting and optical problems 
than land photography, but also requires the photographer to have 
very good buoyancy control, an accomplishment that is necessary for 
handling the camera smoothly underwater, and requires much practice . 
The photographer is also often called upon to record artifacts, 
drawings and operations abovewater . 

Recording of a site is not considered complete without illustrations 
of the site and artifacts . Although illustrations of the site are 
often made on land, after excavation, illustrations made underwater 
during operations often help archaeologists better understand and 
plan the excavation, especially on sites with poor visibility where 
the illustrator can present a composite view which would otherwise not 
be seen . Artifact illustrations are important as they generally show 
more detail than photographs, and are the preferred method of record-
ing artifacts for publication . 

To insure safety, a divemaster oversees diving operations . The dive-
master gives lectures and answers questions on diving particular to 
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each site, evaluates and remains aware of the health, ability, and 
attitude of each diver, ascertains the serviceability of diving 
equipment, and requires safe diving procedures on the site . 

As some sites require large costs for transportation of personnel and 
supplies, these operations require a boat pilot or operator who is 
placed in charge not only of the transportation but also of the div-
ing barge and its moorings . A mechanic is also needed to maintain 
and repair the numerous engines, pumps, compressors, and generators 
normally used . 

B .9 DATA RECOVERY (LAND 

Once the Advisory Council's procedures have been applied to a pro-
perty and the various parties have reached an agreement that data 
recovery will take place, the recommendations of 36 CFR 66 should be 
followed . These proposed guidelines have been published in the 
Federal Register . This situation applies to B .10 below also . 

B .10 DATA RECOVERY (UNDERWATER) 

Data recovery underwater is a complex proposition . What follows is 
a discussion of present practice which may serve to make the non-
specialist aware of these complexities . These apply after B .9 above . 

In discussing excavation techniques, we shall first consider a typical 
underwater site, either an inundated occupation or a sunken vessel 
site, where the water depth is less than 30 m (100 ft) and there are 
no abnormal current or weather conditions . After the site has been 
located and a preliminary survey has been made, a grid frame is posi-
tioned over the site . It is normally oriented to true north or, if 
the site contains the remains of a vessel, sometimes to the bow of 
the vessel . The grid frame defines the datum plain unless the site 
is on a steep slope, where the frame must be stepped to facilitate 
recording (Fig . IV-B9) . In this case, one level section of the grid 
is the datum plain . 

To remove a light overburden, excavators often use their hands alone, 
especially when working with sand . A water current produced by 
making sweeping motions above the sand carries the sediment to the 
side of the site . If a site is on a slope, the whole excavation could 
theoretically be achieved without equipment . 

Airlifts, or water dredges in shallow water, are most often used when 
sediment must be moved . Sediment is raised off the bottom by a sweep 
of the excavator's hand . Artifacts, normally heavier than the sedi-
ment, will remain in position while the sediment is kicked up and 
carried away . The sediment-laden water must pass through a sieve 
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Profile of a stepped grid frame . One level is arbitrarily 
chosen as the datum plane . 
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screen before it is discarded, to insure against accidental loss of 
artifacts . If the site has clear water, sand, sediment, and good, 
experienced excavators, a sieve screen is often not used . 

Thick clay and mud overburden will not kick up easily . They are 
therefore picked up in small clumps and softly separated in the exca-
vator's hand while the airlift carries away the particles . A hollow 
rod, with pressurized air flowing in one end and out the other, is 
used to loosen sea grass clods when they cover the site . 

Once artifacts or structures are encountered, excavating proceeds by 
levels, whose depth below datum is determined by sediment and finds . 
At each level a record is made of the 3-dimensional position and 
orientation of all finds . This is normally achieved by measuring in 
three perpendicular directions (x, y, and z) with respect to the grid 
frame (Fig . IV-B10) . New methods involve the recording of distances 
from 3 distinct points to the subject feature (Fig . IV- B11) . These 
distances are converted to x, y, and z measurements by using a graphi-
cal method, computer, or programmable hand calculator (hazel and 
Smith 1979) . 

The former method generally requires 2 people and is only accurate to 
1 or 2 cm (0 .5 to 1 in) at best in water with poor visibility . 
Measurements taken with 3 semi-permanently attached tapes from 3 
points can be taken and recorded by 1 person, and tend to be more 
accurate, even in poor-visibility water. But the recorded measure-
ments must be converted later . 

Besides accurate measurements, detailed scaled illustrations are made 
of each area at each level . Area illustrations are incorporated into 
a larger site plan which helps in the interpretation of measurement 
records, and gives timely information for topside analysis of the 
excavation in progress . Drawings are made with a number-2 pencil on 
either "fogged" mylar sheets, or sanded white PVC or plexiglass . My-
lar sheets are kept for later reference . When PVC or plexiglass is 
used, it is photographed after each use before it is erased . The 
latter is handier underwater, but mylar sheets insure a permanent 
record of each illustration (S . Smith, pers . comet .) . 

Adverse conditions affect illustrators more than excavators because 
of the interpretive nature of their work . Already encumbered by the 
fact that objects appear a third larger and closer underwater, illus-
trators are greatly affected by cold water, poor visibility, and 
limited time (Ryan and Bass 1962) . 

To insure a complete record, a photograph is taken of each level of 
each excavation area on a site . Photographs are taken both verti-
cally and obliquely to help in the identification and interpretation 
of finds . Shadows produced by oblique lighting enhance the reada-
bility of photographs . Photographic discussions are not as accu-
rate as those of well made illustrations, but they are often more 
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Fig . IV-B10 

Measurements in perpendicular directions . X, Y, Z direct-
ions are perpendicular to each other . Z direction is vertical . 
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Fig . IV-B11 

Measurements from 3 points . Distances 1, 2, and 3 are 
recorded and later used in computing the X, Y, Z coordinates of the 
object (adapted from Mazel and Smith, 1979) . 
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complete . Photography is also much quicker underwater than illustra-
tion . Problems with poor visibility and field processing of film must 
be considered at some sites . 

Photography is often reserved for the first dive in the morning and 
again in the afternoon to help eliminate the poor visibility that is 
generated by excavation processes . Most archaeologists have the 
entire site photographed in this manner once or twice daily . 

Photogrammetry is occasionally utilized to record a site, supplement-
ing or superceding normal measuring techniques . Photogrammetry in-
volves the use of two overlapping photographs taken from different 
positions . The area recorded in both photographs can be observed or 
accurately projected in 3 dimensions . The resultant image can then 
be traced or measured in detail . 

The method requires clear water and good optical and processing 
equipment . Photogrammetry saves some time underwater at the expense 
of a great deal of time in processing the acquired data . It is there-
fore rarely preferred for any site except those which have clear wa-
ter and are so deep that divers' bottom time is at a premium . The 
photographs can be taken with one or more cameras, by hand or from a 
submarine . 

Curatorial care of recovered artifacts involves both recording and 
stabilization of finds . When an artifact is brought up, it is imme-
diately assigned a number which will always remain with it, even after 
treatment . A record is kept o£ the artifact's number, original loca-
tion, orientation, measurements, excavator, and date of recovery . If 
the artifact's type and the material of which it is made are distin-
guishable, they are also recorded . A sketch is done, and if the find 
is particularly important an accurate scale illustration and photo-
graphs are made for further study and possible publication . Struc-
tural timbers of ship remains are drawn at a one-to-one scale to 
facilitate theoretical or actual reconstruction . 

Due to stabilization problems, artifacts must be kept wet during 
recording . After recording, they are placed in holding tanks of salt 
water . If a find is particularly fragile it is first secured in 
packing material, such as burlap or bubble plastic, before being 
placed in a holding tank . Material such as clothing fabric, cannon 
wadding, or rope is first sewn into a nylon mesh to keep the artifact 
from disintegrating when transported or treated . 

Some excavations include material which is brought up, studied, recor-
ded, and replaced in its original position . This is done when re-
sources are not available for proper conservation of the material and 
vandalism is not a probability . Detailed scale drawings, notes, and 
photographs are then a necessity for each artifact which is to be 
redeposited . 
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Special Circumstances Which Affect Excavation 

Most sites have at least 1 special natural problem to overcome . One 
of the more common is turbid water . Archaeologists have only two 
senses, sight and touch, to use underwater . Poor visibility slows the 

pace of an excavation as archaeologists must utilize touch more than 
sight . 

Safety requires that traoexcavators work near each other on most sites . 

Since each diver must realize if the other needs assistance, they must 

either be extremely close to each other or be tended on a line from 

above when working in poor visibility . 

Taking measurements and illustrating are much slower, and prone to 
mistakes, when one must be only centimeters away from a measuring tape 

to read it properly . Sao people taking measurements as a team must be 
very well trained if they are to perform their task without seeing 
the opposite end of the measuring tape or rod . Photography is both 
difficult and time consuming when a wide-angle lens and lighting unit 
are used at close range to try to produce a usable photograph in tur-

bid water . Photogrammetry is impractical . 

Poor visibility can be caused by a number of conditions . When there 
is no current to carry away disturbed light sediment particles, the 
water can become black, offering absolutely no visibility . Airlifts 
or water dredges will vacuum particle-laden water away from a limited 
area . But water which replaces it may also carry disturbed sediment . 
A false current, created by pumping clear water from a perforated 
pipe across the site, has been used on at least one still-water site 
(Aime 1979) . 

Working in a fast current requires some changes in normal procedure . 

Safety lines are deployed to keep divers from being swept away, and 

divers often add extra lead to their weight belts to hold themselves 

on the bottom. But heavy excavators can damage a site if they are not 

careful to support their weight on the grid frame . Excavators can 

also have trouble keeping their equipment on in a fast current . Masks 

and fins are particularly prone to being swept away . Fighting to keep 

position in a current may lead to frustration and exhaustion, which 

are dangerous to archaeologist and site alike . 

Whereas a light current may actually help by carrying away sediment 
suspended during excavation, a fast current will often carry sediment 
over the site from elsewhere . Visibility is then greatly reduced . A 
fast current may also carry away light artifacts such as paper, 
leather, or fabric . Further, heavy vessel traffic encountered in 
harbors and shipping lanes presents a safety problem to excavations, 
so that work is conducted during low traffic periods . Special sig-
nals have been devised to warn off vessels which do not recognize 
the standard flags and to signal excavators that a dangerous situation 
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is developing . Local traffic, both commercial and recreational, is 
advised of the operation and a boat is kept ready for quick evacuation . 

Deep-water (30-45 m, 100-150 ft) excavation is a more complex opera-
tion than that in shallower water . Nitrogen narcosis, a drunken 
effect from breathing pressurized air, is first noticed at about 30 m. 
Its effect is greater for increased depth . At a depth of 45 m, most 
divers are incapable of making complex decisions correctly . Safety, 
accuracy, and efficiency are significantly reduced in deep water. 

To overcome the effects of nitrogen narcosis, excavators will often 
write instructions to themselves previous to a dive . They stay in 
closer communication than normal, and double check most measurements 
and notes taken of the site . Even with precautions, many mistakes 
are often made that would not have been made at a shallower site . 

Decompression sickness is a consideration for any diving deeper than 
10 m (33 ft), but is a special problem to people working below 30 m. 
At these depths nitrogen dissolves into the body rapidly, and must be 
allowed to slowly purge itself upon ascent, or bubbles of nitrogen 
will form anywhere in the body, causing damage and possibly death . 
An excavator may typically work for 50 minutes at 15 m (50 ft) and 
take only a minute to ascend to avoid decompression sickness . He will 
then have a significant safety margin . But 50 minutes of bottom time 
at a 30 m (100 ft) site requires, with no safety margin, 20 minutes' 
ascent time to avoid bubble formation . Application of standard 
safety factors increases the ascent time to 56 minutes, more than 
double the total time for the dive . 

People normally become quite cold after an hour in the water along 
the Northeast Coast . Typical bottom times are therefore 35 minutes 
at 30 m (100 ft) and 25 minutes at 45 m (150 ft) . Excavators are 
therefore not only hindered by the drunken effects of nitrogen nar-
cosis but are also able to spend much less time working on a deep-
water site . 

Standards of health and physical and mental stamina are higher for 
deep-water excavators . Personnel also require not only training in 
decompression diving but also in the routines of the deep site they 
will be working . Living habits must be closely watched as lack of 
sleep or alcohol in the body may adversely affect the decompression 
process . In sum, a deep-water excavation is less efficient, more 
complex, and therefore more expensive than a shallower excavation . 

Very-deep-water (45-180 m, 150-600 ft) excavations require a com-
pletely different diving procedure from that used in shallower sites . 
At depths greater than 45 m (150 ft), the intoxicating effect of the 
nitrogen in air is too great for safe use . Other gas mixtures, 
usually ratios of helium and oxygen, are breathed instead . Proper 
mixing of the gases requires careful attendance by well trained 
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personnel, plus special equipment . One of the effects of breathing a 
helium-oxygen mixture is a much increased rate of body-heat loss . 
Very warm diving suits and warm chambers are a necessity. Telecommu-
nications, normally a problem because of mask or helmet acoustics, 
are even more distorted by the use of helium. Electronic processers 
are presently being developed to try to correct the signal from the 
divers . 

Decompression procedures with helium-oxygen are similar to those with 
air . As one works deeper, ascent time increases for every minute 
spent on the bottom, but if a great deal of time is spent on the bot-
tom, the body will finally saturate with helium, so that staying 
longer than the saturation point would not increase ascent time beyond 
that required at saturation point . Thus a diver's bottom-working-
time-to-ascent-time ratio would improve when working beyond the 
saturation time at any depth . 

Saturation diving is used for most work deeper than 70 m (200 ft) . 
Excavators live in a chamber maintained at the same pressure as their 
working depth and work for a few hours on the site each day, not 
having to decompress because they remain at the same pressure . After 
a few days, they are slowly brought back to normal pressure in a 
pressure chamber, often the one in which they lived . 

Saturation diving for a very deep site, is less traumatic than normal 
diving on the excavators` bodies, as they only decompress once every 
few days and stay topside while another team saturates . This type of 
work demands excellent mental and physical health and a good deal of 
special training . Although excavation under saturation has only been 
done by professional divers with observing archaeologists directing, 
it may in future be conducted by archaeologists trained in saturation 
work . 

Mini-submarines, although expensive and requiring special logistics, 
can be helpful at a very deep site . The director or other staff, can 
drop down to the site in a submarine to observe, photograph, illus-
trate, direct, or help the excavator--always remaining at normal sea-
level pressure (Keith, pers . comet .) . Although mini-submarines are 
not cost-effective for shallower sites (Bass, pers . cow.), their use 
at very deep sites can be rewarding . 

Little work has been conducted on very deep archaeological sites . At 
present, good work can be done, but it is much more time consuming 
and expensive than shallower work . Systems used are either borrowed 
from commercial sources or are experimental . As new methods and 
systems for excavating these sites are developed, efficiency will 
probably increase . 
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Equipment 

Special equipment is necessary when conducting an archaeological 
operation on an underwater site . As previously mentioned, reference 
points, usually marks on vertical galvanized steel pipes which are 
driven into the sediment, are positioned before the preliminary site 
survey is conducted . Before excavation begins, a grid system is 
placed just off the bottom, on the site (Fig . IV-10) . 

Prehistoric archaeology is performed using the metric system . His-
toric inundated sites, by contrast, must be squared off in multiples 
of whatever units were used by the original occupiers of the site, 
or builders of the ship . When one knows the units used in the con-
struction of a vessel, the grid is constructed in multiples of that 
unit An English or American vessel would require a grid in feet--
4-ft squares being considered best for wooden ships because of vessel 
construction techniques . Squares are marked with the alphabet for 
rows and numbers for columns, with any convenient orientation (Fig . 
IV-B12) . Thus each square is identified by a number and letter, for 
example "2A" or "6D" . 

The grid is normally a rigid construction of angle iron or PVC 
plastic . It is supported outside the site by similar pieces set 
vertically in the sediment, and within the site by verticals with 
protective "shoes" of various designs to protect the site's surface . 
The grid serves 3 basic purposes : 1) as a reference system for 
measuring the 3-dimensional location and orientation of artifacts and 
features ; 2) as a reference system for discussion of the site, which 
must be conducted above water ; and 3) as rigid support for excavators 
and their equipment, whose effects can otherwise seriously damage a 
site . The grid system must therefore be stable, rigid, and accurately 
constructed and positioned . In special cases, where other means were 
used for measurements, the grid has usually been placed over a site 
without attention to accuracy (Steffy, personal communication) . 

No standard methods having been accepted for measuring a site, new 
methods are constantly being evaluated . At present, most measure-
ments are taken with plastic or fiberglass tapes, sometimes attached 
to thin aluminum bars for ease in handling . A number of measuring 
devices have been tried and discarded . For recording underwater, 
mylar is often used--a standard number 2 pencil will write and erase 
on it easily . These and a pencil sharpener are normally attached 
to a plexiglass board which may have an appropriate grid marked on 
it . Sanded white PVC or plexiglass is also used, but sketches must 
then be transferred or recorded after each dive, while mylar sheets 
can be stored directly . 
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Fig . IV-B12 

A grid frame, showing the labeling system and position of 
verticals . The grid is generally positioned horizontally and is the 
datum plane . 
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Photography is used on all underwater excavations where visibility 
permits . As close-up lenses, such as the 15 mm wide-angel for the 
Nikonos, have been developed, even sites with poor visibility are 
becoming photogenic . The most common camera being used by archaeolo-
gists is the 35 mm amphibious Nikonos with a 35- 23- or 15-mm lens . 
Its simplicity and acceptable quality make it suitable for use by 
other than photographic experts . For most other cameras underwater 
cases are available, which can offer more versatility to the photo-
graphic system . These, especially the larger-format cameras, often 
provide higher resolution, but also require more maintenance and 
expertise to use properly . 

Black-and-white and color film each offer particular benefits . Black-
and-white is cheaper and more easily and quickly developed, especially 
in a field darkroom, in that development and printing require less 
training and less control over the temperature of developing chemi-
cals than are necessary for color . Also, the contrast of black-and-
white prints can be easily adjusted in a field darkroom to enhance 
desired features . 

Color transparencies offer the advantages of color definition, espe-
cially when artificial light is used (most colors being filtered out 
of natural light during its passage from the surface) . Color defi-
nition assists in the identification of features for interpretation . 
Although it is expensive, is generally less sensitive to light, and 
normally requires more time and expertise to develop than black-and-
white film, color film is usually used as a complementary recording 
material . 

Artificial light is helpful with underwater photography, not only for 
the purpose of adding light and color to the subject, but also to 
produce helpful shadows which normally do not exist because of the 
diffusion of natural light in water . Commonly electronic strobes, 
either expressly-designed underwater units or dry units in special 
cases, are used . Occasionally, special flood lamps are brought down . 
These have the advantage of a surface power supply and constant light 
to help the photographer, but the power cord can be a serious hin-
drance if the photographer must be very mobile . 

Television cameras are being used for underwater sites to help 
archaeologists maintain observation during excavation and record 
details of the site . The units typically are coon small video 
cameras in underwater housings, which also include an attached flood 
light connected to the surface by cable . On the surface, a monitor 
displays the picture while a half-inch tape records both the picture 
and the observer's comments . If the camera is hand-held, the diver 
will often wear a helmet which offers voice communication with the 
surface . All communications between the surface and diver are also 
recorded on the tape . 
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After finds are recorded in situ , they must be carefully removed . 
Most are fragile and many are small enough to be easily lost or 
broken by an ascending fully-suited diver . Containers of various 
shapes and sizes and non-floating packing materials are kept avail-
able on the site . 

After each level of excavation is recorded, the site, or the area 
being worked, is excavated further . The size and typology of encoun-
tered remains determine the depth of each cut . When sweeping with 
hands is not possible, airlifts (as previously described) are the 
most common means of removing sediment . Fig . IV-B6 presents an air-
lift with its air hose placed in its lower end . Various valves and 
gadgets have been tried with the aim of making airlifts more effi-
cient, but because of maintenance problems and occasional incidents 
when accidentally freed airlifts have dug up sites, most excavators 
have returned to simply placing the air hose in the lower end of the 
pipe whenever the air lift is to be used . 

Water dredges (Fig . IV-B7)can be made of PVC or metal tubing of 
various sizes . The fact that they do not need a vertical component 
makes them advantageous to use as they can be attached to the grid 
frame while the excavator works with a flexible end . Unfortunately, 
easily maneuverable, flexible vacuum hose is difficult to obtain . 

A prop blaster (Fig . IV-B$)is a simple device made of rigid fiber-
glass or metal which fits around the screw of a boat, extends aft, 
and turns 90° toward the bottom . A safety screen over the intake 
guards against sucking in people or objects, and support bars and/or 
chains complete the apparatus . Three good anchors are set to assure 
stability and easy shifting of the vessel . Variations on this system 
have been designed : 1) A propeller may be mounted horizontally below 
a barge whose sole purpose is to excavate underwater (Methiews, 
personal communication) . 2) An electrically driven unit may be 
taken near_ the bottom for deep sites . 

Communication has always been a problem underwater . New equipment is 
constantly being designed and evaluated in an effort to supersede 
sign language . Simple communication between two divers, or a diver 
and the surface, is often accomplished by using a nylon line with 
prearranged signals . More complex communications are achieved by 
writing on mylar, sanded plexiglass, or PVC . A recent development 
is a device which will buzz when pushed--allowing divers or surface 
personnel to use any prearranged code of long and short buzzes . The 
device has a range of approximately 0 .25 miles (Johnson 1978) . The 
clear transmission of speech is of course the most desired communi-
cation system, yet it is the hardest to achieve . Units for trans-
mitting speech all include full-face masks, which cover not only the 
normal eye and nose area, but also that of the mouth . A microphone 
and earphones are part of the mask. Three mayor types exist : 1) hard 
wire, where sound is transduced into electricity and transmitted, as 
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with a telephone, by wire to the surface ; 2) sonic, where sound is 
transduced into lower frequency sound which is transmitted through the 
water to a receiver, which transducer the lower frequency to normal 
sound ; and 3) electromagnetic, where sound is transduced into electro-
magnetic waves which are transmitted as in a normal radio transmitter . 

The major problem, though it is continually being alleviated, is 
achieving quality acoustics in the mask for both talking and listening . 
Transmission of the signal by wire is excellent, but the diver is en-
cumbered by a wire leading to the surface . Transmission by sound or 
radio waves is less cumbersome but is subject to some outside inter-
ference . Current range limitations are usually not a problem at 
underwater sites . 

Because speech communication is not extensively needed when using 
experienced excavators, a compromise piece of equipment, the "tele-
phone booth," is used on some excavations (Fig . IV-B13) . It consists 
of a plexiglass dome filled with air, containing a remote unit of an 
intercom system . The dome is suspended above the bottom allowing 
divers to stand with their heads dry in the air bubble thus created . 
The intercom central unit is kept on the barge or float above and is 
connected by wire to the remote unit . Replacement air is slowly 
bubbled into the phone booth to keep the oxygen content up . The 
booth makes possible good communication to the surface when needed, 
and allows divers to talk to each other, when necessary, at the site . 
It also serves as an emergency air stop for divers on a deep site . 

Special topside equipment is needed to support the underwater opera-
tion . A barge or float is moored over the site . Although large ves-
sels are occasionally used as operations platforms, the expense is 
prohibitive in most cases . The barge deck must be high enough above 
the surface to protect equipment from waves and spray . It must have 
enough buoyancy to handle large shifts of weight, as certain proce-
dures require most members of the crew to congregate near an edge or 
corner . There should also be some protection for the crew from the 
sun, wind, and weather . 

Large storage tanks and smaller transportation tanks filled with salt 
water are kept available for recovered artifacts . Nonfloating packing 
material, often burlap, is used to secure transported finds . 

Both high- and low-pressure air compressors are needed . The high-
pressure compressor is used to fill scuba tanks (pressures required 
are between 2,000 and 4,000 p.s .i ., depending on the system) . These 
compressors are of a special "breathable air" type which minimizes 
harmful oil vapor in the compressed air . To ensure the purity of the 
air, special filters are used and the air is tested periodically (by 
state health officials in most areas) . If the high-pressure compres-
sor is at a land base, which is common, connected storage tanks are 
used to allow quick filling of scuba tanks at the end of the day . 
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Fig . IV-B13 

Cut away view of an underwater telephone booth . It is 
comprised of an air filled plexiglass dome on stilts, with a remote 
intercom box in it . 
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Low-pressure compressors are also needed to supply air to airlifts and 
to divers using umbilical cords for their air supply, to fill lift 
bags (discussed below), and to bubble into a phone booth, if any . 

As with high-pressure compressors, special designs and filters are 
used to minimize oil vapor if the air will be breathed . An air 
reservoir is commonly used to absorb temporary heavy usage, especial-
ly when excavators will be breathing from the system . Low-pressure 
compressors must be near, if not directly above, the site . 

Water pumps capable of handling salt water for extended periods of 
time are needed to power water dredges and water jets if they are 
used . A pump is also helpful to the conservator for washing arti-
facts . 

Lift bags of various sizes are stored on the barge (Fig . IV-B14) . 
Made of heavy plastic or rubberized canvas, these bags are used for 
slow lifting or lowering of heavy objects . Once a deflated bag is 
attached to a heavy object it is inflated with an air hose just 
enough to allow the object to be lifted . Many have a relief valve 
on the upper section to allow a diver to exhaust air quickly, there-
by decreasing the rate of ascent . Lift bags are used to move heavy 
artifacts, grid frames, moorings, etc . 

Two essential pieces of equipment are a boat for transportation to 
and from the barge, and a skiff for work and safety around the site . 

Radios provide logistic and safety communications with the shore . 
Citizens' Band radios are now preferred for most purposes as state 
police and the United States Coast Guard are now monitoring channel 
9 for emergencies . The expense is less for CB than for other trans-
mitters, and licenses are easier to acquire . Typically radios are 
kept on the barge, the transportation boat, and a land base . 

Special Equipment 

Conditions at a site may require special equipment to overcome diffi-
culties . Three of the most common problems are cold water, deep 
water, and heavy currents . Most water in the study area is cold 
enough to require a full wet suit for summer and autumn work . A full 
wet suit includes pants, jacket, hood, boots, and gloves . Water north 
of Cape Cod is kept particularly cold by the Labrador Current, which 
brings northern water south along the coast . North of Cape Cod full 
cold-water wet suits are normally used ; they are thicker and provide 
two layers of neoprene over the trunk portion of the body . 

In winter and spring, before the water has warmed, a dry suit is used 
in both areas . In fact, dry suits are occasionally worn in the sum-
mer north of Cape Cod . Dry suits allow divers to wear insulating 
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Cut away view of an air bag being used to lift a heavy 
object . One diver releases expanding air as the bag rises . 
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underclothes, and keep water off their skin . They are much warmer 
than wet suits . Although wet suits are occasionally used in very 
cold water, most divers cannot long maintain their proper body tem-
perature with them . Even a slight drop in body temperature sharply 
decreases the accuracy and efficiency of work performance and in-
creases any danger to personnel . A weather-proof area on the barge, 
and hot drinks or food are normally made available for surfacing 
excavators . 

Deep-water excavation presents physiological problems for the 
archaeologist . (As above, deep-water sites, 30 to 45 m [100 to 150 
ft] and very deep-water sites, 45 to 185 m [150 to 600 ft] are here 
discussed separately) . An excavator at a deep-water site must pro-
perly contend with the absorption of nitrogen into his body, or 
suffer from decompression sickness . Bottom time is limited, and 
ascent time is extended, by standard tables . Atypical dive, using 
the U.S . Navy tables with a safety margin, would be a bottom time of 
25 minutes at 45 m (150 ft) and an ascent time of 32 minutes--a total 
of 57 minutes underwater . 

An excavator working in deep water generally cannot surface directly 
without suffering decompression sickness . Arrangements must therefore 
be made to handle emergencies on the bottom . Divers carry extra air, 
using either 2 air tanks, or breathing from an umbilical hose while 
carrying a single tank for emergencies . Twin tanks are often fitted 
with 2 regulators for extra safety . Extra supplies of air, tanks 
or umbilical hoses, are stationed on the site . The telephone booth, 
mentioned above, is a particularly good source of emergency air . 

As the divers must stop at prearranged depths when ascending, sta-
tions with handles and extra air are established on a line hung 
below the barge . To decrease the ascent time, pure oxygen is some-
timESbreathed at the stations . This is normally sent down by an 
umbilical hose . 

Even when all precautions are taken, including training, health, 
rest, and equipment, decompression sickness can strike a diver, 
threatening permanent damage or death . Most organizations conduct-
ing deep-water diving require that a pressure ("recompression ") 
chamber for the treatment of decompression sickness be readily 
accessible . A recompression chamber requires a low-pressure, high-
volume compressor and storage tanks for compressed air . These cham-
bers are available in a variety of sizes . Because most problems 
include at least 2 divers, and a trained person should accompany them 
in the chamber, a 4-man double-lock chamber is often the desired 
size . "Double-lock" allows for the entrance or exit of personnel or 
supplies into the treatment chamber . A recompression chamber can 
also be used to treat a lung rupture, which is an uncommon, but very 
dangerous, accident which can affect excavators at any depth below 
2 m. 
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A very-deep-water operation (45-185 m or 150-600 ft) is generally 
conducted with a helium-oxygen breathing mixture to eliminate decom-
pression sickness problems . As mentioned above, a very deep-water 
excavation would normally require saturation diving, when excavators 
stay in a pressurized chamber between sorties into the water, and 
only decompress (ascend) after a few days . 

Saturation diving requires a great deal of specialized equipment . A 
pressurized living chamber, diving chamber, gas mixing equipment, 
emergency support equipment, and a barge or ship with a suitable lift-
ing capacity . Observation by archaeologists not on a particular 
saturation team is best achieved by using a mini-submarine with good 
observation ports, lights, and communications with the working exca-
vators and surface (Keith, personal communication) . 

Heavy currents at a site are bothersome and can be dangerous . A 
scuba diver is able to sustain only 1 knot in still water because of 
water resistance on his body and equipment . Even a half-knot current 
is a problem to an archaeologist, illustrator, or photographer under-
water . Heavier weight belts on the excavators and a stronger-than-
normal grid frame are helpful . 

When a current becomes heavy enough to curtail normal, free scuba 
diving, excavators will sometimes work with enough lead on their 
waists to be 10 to 20 pounds heavy in the water . They are then 
tended from the surface with a line, with which they communicate and 
are lowered and hauled in . Safety lines are positioned down-current, 
in even light currents, to give swept-away divers a boundary . 
Mooring anchors, for the barge and grid frame, must also be increased . 
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APPENDIX C 

PRESENT PRACTICE IN ARTIFACT CONSERVATION 

C.1 INTRODUCTION 

Waterlogged artifacts from a saline environment exhibit a range of 
deterioration conditions . Some appear to have suffered little damage, 
while others become distorted through immersion . Even though they may 
appear to be in acceptable condition, drying of artifacts without 
remedial treatment can disfigure the material (Fig . IV-Cl) . In or-
ganic materials, frequently all that remains are cell walls supported 
by salt water . Most inorganic materials suffer from the intrusion, 
and often the corrosive effect, of waterborne salts, especially 
chlorides . 

Until recent years, the need for conservation of waterlogged artifacts 
was not well understood . Artifacts were not treated or were super-
ficially cleaned . Few examples of these objects exist today . Experi-
mental treatments, especially when nonreversable, damaged or destroyed 
cultural artifacts . By contrast, if a reversible treatment is in 
progress, and is discovered to be failing, the processes can be 
reversed . Conservators and conservation scientists in many countries 
have devised reversible methods which, if not perfect, are acceptable 
until better techniques are developed . 

This section includes problems and techniques presently encountered in 
the conservation of waterlogged artifacts, from the U.S . and Canada . 
For each type of artifact considered, the discussion is general and 
meant only to acquaint the reader with the work currently being per-
formed . 

Conservation treatment of an artifact is dependent on its composition, 
its state of preservation, and the identity of any foreign substances 
within it . In the study area, foreign substances will consist mainly 
of water, the salts found in regional sea water, and compounds formed 
by an interaction between artifacts and their environment . 

C .2 ORGANIC MATERIALS 

C .2 .1 Wood 

Wooden artifacts are found in underwater sites more often than in 
terrestrial sites . The size, species, and spatial association of wood 
will help determine its conservation treatment . Wooden artifacts 
ranging in size from small tool shavings to ships' keels are presently 
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Fig . IV-C1 Orginally identical parts of wooden grape shot stands from 
an underwater Revolutionary War site . (On display at the Maine State 
Museum .) Piece A shrank less than 1% . Piece B is also distorted 
from its original depth of approximately lcm . Both pieces were made of 
soft wood . , 
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being excavated within the study area . Soft- and hardwood objects are 

sometimes found by themselves and sometimes in close association with 

metal, shell, or bone--a11 of which may affect the conservation of a 

particular piece of waterlogged wood . 

When wood becomes waterlogged, its microstructure is severely altered. 

Formerly strong cells become degraded until they are merely cell walls 

filled and supported by sea water . Excavated wood may look fine, and 

even feel sound, but be in very poor condition . In the past, exca-
vated wood was simply dried, with the result that the water evaporated, 

a surface tension problem created by the existing water often collap-

sed the weakened cell walls . 

Sometimes wood which is untreated or improperly treated is apparently 
undegraded, but its unsupported and weakened cell walls leave the 

piece vulnerable to any disturbance such as changes in humidity . This 

is the case with the Philadelphia , a Revolutionary War vessel raised 

from Lake Champlain, now on display in the Smithsonian Institution . 
Constant atmospheric humidity, consolidation, and attention 
from the conservator are required to keep the vessel intact . 

When found underwater, old wood can be in any condition--from spongy 

to hard and relatively strong . Before being moved, its condition must 

be investigated to insure against harming the artifact . In the past, 

it was assumed that wood suffered no damage as long as it was kept 

relatively damp . As research continues, it now appears that even 

slight drying of surface wood triggers a flow of water in cells 

throughout the artifact . Associated with this flow are pressures 

and surface tensions which can distort or destroy the internal struc-

ture . Wooden artifacts are therefore kept continually wet, with at 

least a film of water over the surface . 

While awaiting treatment in the conservation laboratory, the wood 

should be protected against biological attack . This is sometimes 

accomplished by using chemical biocides or recirculating fresh clean 
water . 

Before the wood is dried, something must be done to protect it from 

the surface tensions of retreating water . Several methods are pre-

sently used . The technique chosen for a particular artifact depends 

upon the type and condition of the artifact, available resources, and 
desired appearance of the finished object . The most common techniques 
are : 
1 . Slow drying--The object is placed in a container so that drying 

may take place at a controlled speed . 
2 . Polyethylene Glycol (PEG) 

A . Long Immersion--The wood is placed in a bath of water . The 
PEG is slowly added to the water and heat is applied . At a given con-
centration of PEG the wood is removed from the solution and allowed to 
dry slowly . 
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B . Freeze-drying--The wood is immersed in an aqueous PEG solution 
for a given time period . Following immersion, the wood is frozen and 
then freeze-dried . 
3 . Acetone-rosin--The wood is first dehydrated in acetone and then 

bulked with rosin in a warm bath of acetone mixed with rosin . 

In each of these methods the consolidant may be removed even after the 
wood is dry . This allows for new and better techniques which may be 
developed in the future . Storage of treated wood requires constant 
temperature and humidity . Some artifacts are quite fragile and there-
fore should be handled as little as possible . 

C .2 .2 Leather 

Leather artifacts can be found in prehistoric or historic underwater 
sites . They may be more fragile than wood and must be handled care-
fully, both underwater and after recovery . It is important to keep 
leather immersed in water . Any degree of drying can cause irreparable 
damage to its-structure . 

Treatment of waterlogged leather involves washing to remove salts, 
saturation with a bulking agent prior to slow drying or freeze drying, 
and surface consolidation or restoration . Treated leather can appear 
to be flexible and strong, but it is actually sometimes quite fragile . 
Storage with a constant temperature and humidity and a minimum of 
handling is essential . 

C .2 .3 Bone, Tooth, Ivory 

Bone, tooth and ivory artifacts can survive well underwater . Mammoth 
and prehistoric human remains have been found underwater in Florida 
(Cockrell and Murphy, 1978) . Problems with waterlogged bone are some-
what similar to those of wood . Treatment includes consolidation and 
bulking. 

Waterlogged teeth and ivory can suffer from delamination of their 
layered structure . Within the objects' structure, because the pres-
sure associated with a rapid change from salt to fresh water might 
cause severe damage, tooth and ivory artifacts are desalinated slowly . 
For the same reason, fresh water is slowly replaced by a consolidant . 
Bones, teeth and ivory should be stored in an environment of constant 
temperature and humidity . 
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C .3 INORGANIC MATERIALS 

C .3 .1 Glass 

Glass artifacts, common on historic sites, present problems similar to 
those of teeth or ivory . Sea salts, one major cause of deterioration, 
are trapped between structural layers of glass during its submersion . 
These salts can cause delamination of the glass if the object is al-
lowed to dry without attention . The salts precipitate into crystals 
(which have more volume than the salt in solution) and overlapping 
layers of glass can succumb to the pressure thus created . 

Water, evaporating from between outer layers of a glass object, can-
not be replaced quickly by water from deeper layers . Salt crystals 
will therefore quickly form, and a glass artifact will begin to spall, 
if it is allowed to stay out of water for even a very short time 
before treatment . 

Treatment at this time is similar to that of teeth and ivory . Experi- 

mentation and research aimed at discovering the best materials and 
techniques for treatment and storage of glass are presently continuing . 

C.3 .2 Ceramics 

Often the majority of artifacts found in prehistoric or historic sites 
are ceramic . If they are allowed to dry without careful desaliniza-
tion, problems similar to those of glass may arise. For this reason, 
ceramic artifacts and porous lithics are routinely treated in a manger 
similar to the one used for glass . If a glaze is present on a ceramic 
artifact, or the ceramic structure is known to be weak, the object is 
desalinated slowly like glass, and may even need to be impregnated 
with a consolidation solution . 

C .3 .3 Metals 

Conservation of metal artifacts depends on the metals involved . Iron 
is the most common metal found on historic sites . Tools, weapons, 
monitors, toys, and ship fittings are typical finds . Ferrous material 
in sea water is corroded by dissolved salts . A large ferrous arti-
fact found underwater will typically have a solid original core sur-
rounded by layers of corrosion . But each artifact, even at the same 
site, can be in a different state of preservation . Two cannonballs 
may look exactly alike, and, if carefully handled during excavation 
and treatment, will both retain their appearance . However, one with 
a solid core can weigh up to 6 lb while a deeply corroded ball of 
the same initial dimension will weigh only a few ounces . 
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Treatment for ferrous objects is started as soon as possible, because 
oxygen dissolved in the storage water can increase the rate of cor-
rosion . Objects left in the air for only a few minutes have been 
known to explode, as heat was generated from rapid oxidation . 

Treatment of ferrous artifacts must be complete ; any salts not extrac-
ted from, or immobilized inside the object, will continue corrosion 
within the artifact while it is in storage . Presently, electrolysis 
is the most common remedial conservation technique . Corrosion layers 
are electrolytically reduced, leaving the iron consolidated and ex-
punging foreign salts . Slow drying and a surface consolidant some-
time are used to finish the process . 

The treatment of all copper-based artifacts, even those alloys such 
as brass (copper and zinc) or bronze (copper and tin) is nearly iden-
tical . Prehistoric native copper and historic copper artifacts are 
commonly found along the eastern coast of the U.S . 

Copper objects found in underwater sites suffer intrusion of and 
corrosion by sea salts, especially chlorides . Treatment of copper-
based artifacts- can be conducted more easily if surface corrosion is 
removed, although.-this may destroy important surface details . . Elec-
trolysis similar to that used for treatment of ferrous artifacts can 
be used to eliminate chlorides and consolidate surfaces . After elec-
trolytic reduction is accomplished, the object can be immersed in a 
solution of benzotriazole (BTA)--a chelating agent . Benzotriazole 
reacts with copper. and forms a protective film on the metallic sur-
face . Somet.imes~BTA is used without first conducting electrolytic 
reduction, but the stability of the film in this instance is not 
well- . .established .: - ; This method is therefore .-used only when electroly-
sis is impractical .- Storage. of BTA-treated artifacts demands atten-
tion to the created protective surface . It-.if is scratched, oxygen 
and water vapor can start corrosion . 

Pewter (lead and tin) and lead artifacts are also common to historic 
sites . The inclusion of sea salts is mostly a physical problem, 
similar to that of ceramics . Treatment involves desalinization by 
immersion in fresh water. If the object is badly corroded, electro-
lytic reduction may be necessary. 

C.4 COMPOSITE MATERIALS 

Composite materials, sometimes known as concretions, are a mixture of 
organic and inorganic artifacts and rubble encased in a cement-like 
corrosion matrix . 

Treatment of a concretion, which can range in size from 2 in square 
to several feet in diameter, usually begins with an intensive exami-
nation . Because artifacts within the corrosion matrix may be invisi-
ble, radiography is a useful investigative technique . Following the 
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examination, a careful excavation (with small hand tools and care) 
using radiographs and photographs as a guide can reveal the artifacts 
within the concretion . Once separated, the organic or inorganic ob-
jects are dealt with as separate conservation problems using the 
previously mentioned treatments . 

As of this writing, no contingency plans have been developed for the 
conservation of newly discovered underwater sites . The present system, 
or lack of one, is insufficient . 
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APPENDIX P 

30 CFR PART 251 GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL (G & G) 
EXPLORATIONS OF THE OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF (PROPOSED) 
(Reprinted from the Federal Register 44(29) :8302-10) 

[ 4310-31-M] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Geological Survey 

130 CfR Part 2511 

::UT'f iA ':~1F~NTARY INFORMATION : 

AUTHOR 

1'lu primary author of the revision 
is i3ruck . r, Weetman. 

GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL (G i G) EX-
PLORATIONS OF THE OUTER CONTINENIAL 
SHELF 

Data Acquired Under Exploration Permit 

AGENCY: Geological Survey, Interior . 

ACTION: Proposed Rule . 

SUMMARY: This proposed rule 
amends the Outer Continental SY.r1f 
(OCS) geological and geophysical nx-
plurltion regulations, contained in 30 
CFR Part 251, in response to a pniwy 
decision by the Secretary of the 1 )u-
plrlment of the Interior to encourage 
companies to engage in pre-sale ~a-
structure, as well as off-strucuuie, 
drilling on Oc;S lends . Thc: decision to 
allow on-structure: drillin .- was made in 
<<n effort to prc;vidL important iii : .Y--
mauon about the hydrocarbon paLen-
tial of an area which cannot be ob-
tained by drilling only off-structi,re . 
Providing the flexibility for either on-
structure or off-structure pre-sale test-
ing utill result in a better estimaLe of 
the resource potential of a region than 
coned have been develoPkd with off -
structure drilling alone . 
DATE: Interested persons may submit 
written comments on Lhe propa;ed 
rule on or before April 1.0 . 1979 . 

ADDRESS: Comments should be ad-
dressed to Director, U . :, . Geological 
Survcy, U.S . Da t . :trtment of the Interi-
or, Restore, Vir� infa `l°092 . Comments 
u ill be availab!,: for public review A 
flea abode adSrcns fry:n i:45 a.m . to 
9 :1 ;> ;? . :n . nn rr :' ~iur wuiku:R days . 

I~C)I2 FURTHER INFORMATION 
CONTACT: 

lire :cr C: . Weetman, Senior Staff Ad-
Branch of Marine Evaluation 

C ;~.:nr~i, - : uUon Division, MS 640, U.S, . 
(itnl,)gical Survey, Restore, Virginia 
20fi2 .703) 860-7564 . 

BACKGROUND 

The i) . pa,rtment has redefined deep 
Sir;,tii.-,.liic tests so that the defini-
t :1en ii . .:lndes pre-lease, on-structure 
driilin, The Department will make 
e :ery rit :)rc to take all dr:.'ling results 
into rcr:nuu in its final de;>.rmination 
of ssaio f.wnats but will proceed with 
safe . ri listed on the currently ap-
pr<~~ ~~cl OC'S Leasing Schedule . In 
order for the data to be fully utilized 
in the i c r, ;e sale planning process, the 
~1 (11 4.u,dd be completed and the test 
:ia,a :should be submitted to the Direc-
tor no 1 : ttr than 3 months prior to the 
month i : : which the Proposed Notice 
of Sa.li appears on the Secretary's cur-
ro :-aly ~.I " ;)roved OCS Leasing Sched-
ule, ( .. : . . which an OCS oil and gas 
Ir,i,;e may be issued within 50 mites of 
the w . siie . If the test is in an area 
pct ii ; : , trd in the current planning 
;~~ficd~.ii~~ the usual submittal proce-

ii trcs s}-~ ;1ld apply. 
'I'i .+ t : 11towing modifications are Fro-

p+ s(A »> trio existing regulations . 
Sc ri ion 251.3(1) redefines deep strati-

traphi~; test to allow drilling of test 
arlls oi ; flie Outer Continental Shelf 
CsCS) directly on geologic structures 

ilvit, cup, :d contain oil or natural gas. 
i'izis 0 ange is part of an effort to fur-
1-re e::Ijand information on the petro-
1 :^,im t-rertial of unleased lands on 
Uw Oi 

:;(ctiu .~ *2L1 .5(a) has been expanded 
;, clarify the Department's position 
il :,,L ti ., issuance of permits is discre- 

io require that the Director 
"uc r! :: .;ores for rejection of a permit 

np, ;li.i, ;A, and to allow the Director 
Io ad .- the applicant of changes in 
.ht- r.pplication which would render 
,i,~~ apriwltion acceptable . 

251 .7 corrections of the ad-
l:e : ;svs of the filing locations have 
r ; I w,,; :e . 
: ;ecti, :r, 251 .8(c) has been expanded 

~ : ii .clude "possible discoveries" in the 
ii .3t o to be reported to the Di-
i c : :io+ i-, n: dLat.c.ly upon discovery . 
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S-1 ;oz1 251 .9(t:)(vi) has been added 
to :rqnire that an Environmental 
Report t_ submitted to the Director 
wicl, Lit drilling plan . This report 
,ha :l enable identification and evalua-
t :or. of !i e significant environmental 
roiiseqy. .ences of the proposed act .ivi-
tu s as wt:ll as all a.Ioruiatioi, available 
to the permittee at the time of appli-
cation . The report shall include a de-
scription of the proposed action, de-
scription of the existing environment, 
impact evaluation and mitigating 
measures, alternatives to proposed 
action, and unavoidable adverse envi-
ronmental effects of the proposed 
action. 
Section 251.9(c) is expanded to allow 

a penalty of up to 200 percent of the 
cost to each original participant after 
the Supervisor issues a public notice 
that significant shows or a possible 
discovery have been encountered in 
the tesL . Under present regulations, 
the permittee may charge a penalty 
up to 100 percent for late entry . It ap-
pears appropriate to allow the penalty 
to be higher than 100 percent for 
firms joining the consortium after the 
announcement of a hydrocarbon show 
or discovery . M insufficient penalty 
for post-discovery entrance would en-
courage firms to wait until wells are 
completed, joining only those consor-
tia that have shows or discoveries and 
thus have more valuable information. 
This could reduce the number of firms 
willing to incur the risks and costs of 
being original members and thereby 
reduce the number of wells drilled: Al-
lowing the original consortium to 
charge a higher penalty for late par-
ti^ipat:on after a show or discovery is 
announced would tend to reduce the 
benefits of late entry and increase the 
benefits of original membership . 
Section 251 .9(d) has been modified 

to bring it into confori:lance with the 
existing cultural resource lease stipu-
lation. 
Section 251.9(f) has been added to 

specify that deep straligraphic tests 
are to be completed no later than 3 
months prior to the month in which 
the Proposed Notice of Sale appears 
on the Secretary's curret:Uy approved 
OCS Leasing Schedule . This require-
ment is necessary to provide sufficient 
time for Government utilization of the 
data without causing delays .in sched-
uled lease sales. 
This 3-month period allows for Inter-

pretation and evaluation of the data 
for use in the Secretary's decision on 
the configuration of the proposed sale 
which is published in the FEDERAL Rsc-
iszi:a anal sent to the Governors of af-
fected States for a 60-day comment 
period . The Proposed Notice of Sale is 

the first indication to the public and 
to bidders concerning the specific 
tracts, bidding systems, lease terms, 
aid stipulations proposed for a sale . 
A'ha Secretary's tentative decision on 
the configuration of a proposed sale is 
male approximately 90 days before 
the final decision on the sale . 
1 he availability of the data :i 

mondhs before the Proposed Notice of 
Sale wili assure that it will to ati" ail-
hble fur final decisions u« the configu-
ration of the sale and fur evaluation of 
tracts for purposes of deciding wheth-
er to accept or reject bids received . It 
will also be available for any rev iew of 
a lease sale conducted by the Attorney 
General Under Sec . 8(c) of the OCS 
Lands Act as amended . 
The proposed regulation provides 

fur extensions of exploration permits 
beyond the established deadline when 
such an extension is determined by 
the Director to be in the national in-
terest. This will avoid the necessity Of 
shutting down drilling operations 
which bare been unavoidably delayed 
by adverse operating or other condi-
tions. It would also allow shorter lead-
times to prepare for sales if it is duter-
mir.ed to be in the national interest 
for near-term sales or sales in arias 
with short drilling seasons. 
Section 251.9(g) has been added to 

prescribe policy on disposition of a 
deep stratigraphic test whether on- or 
off-structure . To assure ma.xirntim pro-
tection of the marine environment, it 
is proposed that all deep strltigraphic 
tests be considered expendable and be 
permanently plugged and abandoned 
when all data and information desired 
have been obtairied . This provides not 
only for administrative conveii :vnce 
but also offers a degree of protection 
to the environment in the event a 
tract containing an abandoned test is 
not leased . All drilling and abandon-
ment will be conduced In cunform-
ance w:lh existing OCS Orders and 
Regulations . 
Section 251.11(b)(4) has b.-en ex-

panded to include "possible dis~cuver-
ie5" in the final report to be submitted 
to the Director. 
Section 251 .12<bX2) has been rewrit-

ten to clarify the deadlines for data 
submission after its inspection and se-
lection by the Director. 
Section 251.12(b)(4) has been ex-

panded to clarify the Director's right 
to inspect the data and information 
listed in this section as %cll as to select 
the data or information . 
Section 251.13(b) and (c) have ; been 

rewritten for clarity . 
Section 251.14(b)(1) has been ex-

pandi.r1 to clarify what will be released 
to the puLlic by th+~ Director in the 
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event a siraificant show or possible 
discovery is encountered in a deep 
slratigraphic test. When the ]Direttur 
detcrrrine :s that a siF;ziificant show or 
pos .ibie hydrocarbon discovery has 
been encountered in a deep bCi-ati-
graphic test, the Director shall issue a 
public notice announcing that a sig-
nificant slow or possible. hydrocarbon 
dicovery has been eucouncere :l . In ad-
dition, other nonproprietary data and 
inturmatio~: as appropriate to thr spe-
cific situ .tt :in will be' rel ; .sed at. this 
Litne. Privileged or proprietary data 
and information, r,1kv.,e of 
would can .i .rar.iise tl~, : connpetiuti~; pe-
:,inoii of any party participating in the 
t : st, will not be included in the public 
r : . .ice The public will have access to 
ali d:,ta and information from the test, 
it chiding those which were formerly 
proprietary, 60 days after the issuance 
of the first OCS oil and gas lease 
, ;,il!in 50 geographic miles of the test 
ire, or 5 Sears, whichever is sooner . 

Yianncrs, therefore, will have ample 
:n~.~ to use the data and information 

III prolecting .onshore impacts of 
f :, 1 .re development . 

:=. . rtion 251.14(b)(3) has been 
-i : :;ti6e3 to clarify the Department's 
,. r itic;n on disclosure of data alter the 
. " i .ir :ce of an OCS oil and gas lease 
within 50 miles of the test site . In the 
rent a test is drilled within 50 miles 
c . ; .in cxisting lease, the disclosure pro-
v;~,tun is not invoked until 60 days 
from ttie issuance of the next OCS oil 
«-t gas lease within 50 miles or 5 

ars after completion of the test, 
� 1,iche-ver is sooner. 

~=.~~ction 251.14(c)(3) has been added 
t : . clarify the position that all G .4s G 
cj, ..a anti information submitted with 
c : . . pplication for a deep stratigraphic 
t . . : ., except for Common Depth Point 
t( tai') seismic data, mill be made pub-
l . ; a~ ailable at the same time as the 
c! :iLa obtained from the test. The CDP 
~~ ; ,mjc data are exempt from disclo-
:. .I c because they may reveal strucWr-
.I1 information on unleased tracts. 
` . cti~:m 251.14(d) has been added to 

it, :~ ., the Director to disclose data or 
ir.to~mation to independent contrac-
tor tinder promise of confidentiality 
f . : . .inatysis or processing on the Gov-

r:ment's behalf . 
V should be noted that the proposed 

r . i ; :Ves incorporated into these regu-
iai .ona that relate to deep strati-
E~laic drilling are not intended to 
. , . . w dolays in the existing program . 
; :~i : ;diugly, any acceptable applica- 

receired prior to promulgating 
Il, . . :l modifications of these regula- 

Liin., ui .l be processed according to es-
i-'n)o regulations. 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT AND 
}tF'i,ULATORY ANALYSIS STATEMENTS 

i ; :v Department of the Interior has 
c : : t~ rinined that the revision of the 
c .~, ;,~tions fn 30 CFR 251, as proposed 

notice, kill not have a signif, 
c wa in-pact on the quality of the 
i .- : .un environment and, therefore, 
~~. : ; ; t :ut require pi eparaLion of any En- 

:r .uinicntal Impact Statement. Th~~ 
G~ ~ ~ .~rr :rent of the Interior has de.e ; 

that this document is not a si~~~ 
ru:e and does not require .i 

1, ;tori, analysis under EsecutiN 
.'~ . 12U -B t CF] Part 14 . 

Dated: February 2. 179 

JOAN 6I . DAVcNYURT, 
Assistant Secretnry 

of the Pclci-ior. 

Part 251 of Title 30 of th, Ccue cf 
Federal F,teguIa ; :o!� is amended to 
read as follows : 

Sec. 
251 .1 Purpose-
251.2 Appticabil[tl. 
251.3 Definitions. 
251 .4 Functions of Director. 
25! .5 Requirement of votices and permits. 
2E 1 .8 Forms for xnd permit applica-

tions. 
1251 7 Piling locations for notices avd 

permit applications. 
2518 General condi .ions of notices and 

permits. 
251 .9 Test drilling under notices and pcr-

mits. 
251 10 Observation c: esplcration conduct-

ed under permits. 
25 .11 Report of upeiations ea:diicteci 

under notices and permits. 
251 .12 Inspection, selection. and submis-

sion of data and information. 
251 .13 Reimbursen . : n_ to permittees . 
2,51 .14 Disclosure o. c' :,t : and inforn :ati ;in 

submitted under Rci'ulits. 
251.15 Termination . si : :,pension, and rep o-

cation of authority to operate under no-
tices and permits 

251 .16 Penalties. 
25117 Appeals. 

AUTHORITY: Sees, 5(ai, il, 26. Outer Curd-
net tal Shelf Land:: Art . at- amend,-d (43 
U.5 r . sets. 1334(a), 13 :0, 1352 (1948)r . 

§ 2..1 .1 Purpose. 

The purpose of the regulaticr_s in 
th:, part is to prescvi) :e policies, pruce-
diues, and requirer<<znts for eonducf-
int, geological and ~ec,physical c xE;la~ 
ration for mineral-! r-,ources and s :: ;ei .-
Lif ic research on i he Outer Continen-
tal Shelf without a It-43e . 
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1251.2 Applicability . 
ta) Permits and n ; .tices. The regula-

tions of this part are applicable to per-
mits issued and notices filed after the 
effective date of this part . The regula-
tions of this part are also applicable to 
anv "Permit and Agreement for Outer 
Continental Shelf Geophysical Explo-
ration" which, prior to the effrciive 
date of this part, is issued pursuant to 
the notice on Geological and Geo-
physlcal Exploration by the Acting 
Secretary of the Interior, dated 
August 27, 1975, and published to the 
FeDrawi. RzcisxEx on September 3, 
1975 (40 FR 40563 ) . If the regulations 
of this part conflict w:th the terms of 
Sections 4, 5, or B of s "Permit and 
?greement for Utter Continental 
S1 .elt Geophysical Exploration" 
which, prior to the effective date of 
this part, was issued pursuant to that 
notice in the FERE:R4L FZEGiSTER On 
September 3, 2975, the terms ct that 
se~:iion in the Perr .it and Ab:ecrnent 
sL<.11 control . 
(b) Leases. The regulations in this 

part shall not apply to geological and 
geophysical exploration conducted on 
a lease in the Outer Continental Shelf -
of the United States by or on behalf of 
the lessee . Those explorations shall be 
governed by the regulations [n Part 
:50 of this title . 

§ 251 .3 Detfnitions. 

When used in this part, the follow-
ins definitions shall apply : 

(a) Outer Continental Shelf. All sub-
merged lands which lie seaward and 
outside the area of lands beneath navi -
gable waters as defined in Section 2 of 
the Submerged Lands Act, 87 Stat . 29 
(43 U .S.C. sec . 1301), and of which the 
subsoil and seabed appertain to the 
United States and are subject to its Ju-
risdiction and control. 
ebr Act. The Outer Continental Shelf 

Lands Act, 8? Stat . 462 (93 U.S.C . sees . 
1331-1343), as amended, September 18 . 
1978 . 

(c) OCS Order. A formal numbered 
order issued by the Supervisor with 
the prior approval of the Chief, Con-
servation Division, Geological Survey, 
that implements the regulations con-
taiiwd in ails part or Part 250 of this 
title and applies to operations in an 
area of the Outer Continental Shelf. 
ld? Director. The Director of the 

Geological Survey, United States De-
partment of the Interior, or a Desig-
nee of the Director . 

(e) Person. A citizen or national of 
the United States, an alien lawfully 
adniiLced for permanent residence !n 
the United States as defined in is 
U.S.C . sec. 11Ulla>(20), a private, 

public, or municipal corporation orga-
rlzrd under the laws of the United 
St ates or of any State or territory 
thereof, and associations of such cici~ 
zeiis, nationals, resident aliens, or pri-
vate, public municipal corporations, 
States, or political subdivisions of 
States . 

( f l Third party. Any person other 
than a representative of the United 
States or the permittee. 

(g) Notice. The statement of Intent 
lu conduct geological and geophysical 
exploration for scientific research 
which does not include the use of sold 
or liquid explosives or a deep strati-
Braptiic test 
(h) Permit. The contract or agree-

ment approved for a specified period 
of nut more than 1 year under which a 
person acquires the right to conduct 
(1) geological exploration for mineral 
resources, (2) geophysical exploraticn 
for mineral resources, or (3) geological 
and geophysical exploration for scion-
titic research which Includes the u . .v 
of solid or liquid explosives or a deep 
stra:igrap:tic test . 

tit Geological exploration for miner-
al rc ::uvrcrs. And operation conciuctt .i 
on the Outer Continental Sli : " If which 
utilizes geological and geochemical 
techniques, including, but not limited 
to, core and test drilling, well logging 
techniques, and various bottom sam-
pling methods to produce data and in-
formation on mineral resources, in-
God;ng data and information in sup-
port of possible exploration and devel-
opinent activity or for other commer-
cial purposes. The term does not in-
cl :ode exploration for scientific re-
s(~,rch . 

e ji Geophysical espZoratioa for min-
em( resources. Any operation conduct-
ed an the Outer Continental Shelf 
a htch utilizes geophysical techniques, 
including, but not limited to, gravity, 
magnetic and various seismic methods, 
to l .roduce data and information on 
mmcral resources, including data and 
Information to support of possible ex-
plut : . i ion and development activity . 
Tot: term does not include exploration 
tar scienUfic research. 
c6} Geological and geophysical ez-

ploration for scientific research Any 
invf~stigation conducted on the Outer 
Continental Shelf for scientific re-
search purposes involving the gather-
ing end analysis of geological or gea 
ph " .ioal data and information which 
ru-c 1,iade available to the public for in-
spection sand reproduction at the earli-
csc s .raclicable time. 

;, Drip stratigraphtc test Drilling 
u hich involves the penetration into 
!hp 4ca bottom of more than 50 feet 
i :5 z meters) of consolidated rock or a 
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t-,t,d of more than 300 feet (91 .4 
wei ( " i ti) . 

Shallow test drilling. Drilling 
iriti the sea bottom to depths less 
(turn those specified for a deep strati-

r lest . 
k , : . Du ta. Facts and statistics or sam-

pl ;~ ; which have not been analyzed or 
pr, ~sed . 

ii,i vtalyzed geological information . 
I ;' i a .ollected under a permit which 

~ecn analyzed. Analysis may in- 
(-E . but is not limited to, identifica-
tion ci lithologic and fossil content, 
Vn ; ~ ,ialyses, laboratory analyses of 
pl,~, . :,al and chemical properties, logs 
r~r roa .rts of electrical, radioactive, 

and other well logs, and descrip-
irof hydrocarbon shows or hazard-
c.-v, conditions . 

(r,) Prc,cessed geophysical in,j'orma-
tvcr . Data collected under a permit 
wY,1i ii have been processed . Processing 

s changing the form of data so 
. . : facilitate interpretation. Process-
i~i : operations may include, but are 
r. : :l !~mited to, applying corrections for 

r : :. :i perturbing causes, rearranging 
f.) lillf.-I'Illg data. and combining or 
, .~~ :rsforming data elements. 

r ~, i Interpreted geological inJornta-
t+ . : . : K..nowlud6e, often iii the form of 
r'+ .^ n ::, devel< :ped by det.armining the 

of data and 
, ., . . .,ed i;,oto,~ic :~l in fort _,iation . 
(r) Interpreted geophysical ir :jorrna-

tion . Knowledge, oiled in the form of 
maps, developed by determining tile 
geological significance of geophysical 
data and processed geophysical infor-
mation . 

(s) Injornialion. This term, as used 
without a qualifying adjective, in-
cludes analyzed geological informa-
tion, processed geophysical informa-
tion, interpreted rvclngical informa-
tion, and interpreted geophysical in-
formation . 

§ 251 .1 Functions of Director . 

The Director shall regulate all oper-
ations and other activities under this 
Part and perform .ill duties prescribed 
by this part. In order to do so effec-
Live~y, the Director is authorized to 
issue OCS Orders and other written 
and oral orders and t;> Lake all other 
actions necessary to carry out the pro-
visions of this part and to prevent 
damage to, or waste of, any natural re-
source or injury to lift and properly 
from any activity hc-rEUnder. The Di-
rector shall confirm oral orders in 
writing as soon as pustiible. 

§ 251 .3 Requirement u( notices and per-
n1its. 

(a) Geological or geophysical explo-
ration for mineral re.~uurces. A person 

may not conduct geological or g~~n-
physical exploration for mineral re-
sources without a pc rmit . Separate 
perr_its will be issued for geological 
expioration for mirucral resources and 
for ~HOphysical explor,ition for miner-
al risources. Permit is .;nance is at the 
discretion of the Dire-tor . If the Di-
rector rejects a permit application, the 
:itatf _ment of rejection shall state the 
reasons for the rej( ction. The slace-
mer.t may advise the applicant of 
changes in the applicarion or othc-r ac-
tion_- which may rE:n .ic r the applica-
tion, if filed again, acceptable to tile 
Dire-tor . 
Qb ; Geological an d geophysical ex-

pfrj, : lion for scien:i;u~ research . (l) .? 
per: ,)n may not COIli1t1CT. geological and 
geo;.hysical exploration for scientific 
rest .:rch without a permit if the explo-
rati,,n includes the use of solid or 

explosives or a deep strati-
gra;;hic test . Separate permits will be 
iss~.ir-d for geologird exploration for 
scientific research and for geophysical 
exploration for sci:uf iiic research . 

(?) A person may conduct geological 
and geophysical exploration for srian-
i!fic research without r+ permit is' tine 
expl:)ration does rut include the use n( 
so1 id or liquid exp1t,_ :res or a deep 
;Uatigraphic test . tIowever, the 
per:. :)n must file ;0!h the Dirc~clor a 
notice of intent to coi,duct exploration 
wt:ici1 lops not Invo:re sauh explosives 
or a deep sEratigrai"leic lost at lca<.L 30 
cia;,~s prior to coma( life ?> :plur,i-
: .SOti Shallow test -~g ntay not he 
crnducted if within 21 day's of the 
filing of the notice the Director rejects 
the notice by sendng a statement of 
rejection by certified mail to file 
person who filed the notice . A state-
ment of rejection nay suggest change's 
in the notice which, if filed again, nay 
render the notice acceptable to the Di-
rector . 

§2151 .6 Firms for notices and pernut ap-
plications. 

(a) Notices. A notice shall not be oil 
a standardized form, but shall be 
signed and shall state : 
rl) The name(s) of the person(s) 

conducting or participating in the pro-
posed exploration . 
c2i The type of exploration and 

manner in which it will be conducted . 
(3) The location, designated on a 

:nap, plat, or chart where the explora-
tion will be conducted . 

(4) The dates, which shall designate 
a period of not more than 1 yeas, on 
which the exploration will be coni-
menced and completed. 
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(5) The proposed time and manner 
in which the data and information re-
sulting from the exploration will be 
made available to the public fur 'in-
spection and reproduction, such time 
being the earliest practicable time. 

(8) An agreement that the data anti 
information resulting from the explo-
ration will not be Sold or withheld for 
exclusive use. 

(?) M agreement to comply with the 
Act, the regulations in this part, appli-
cablr OCS orders, other written or 
oral orders of the Director, and other 
applicable statutes and regulations 
whether such statutes, regulations, or 
orders are enacted, promulgated, 
issued, or amended before or after the 
notice is filed. 

( 8 ) The name, registry number, reg-
istered owner, and port of registry of 
vessels used in the operation . 
(b) Permit applications . An applica-

tion for a permit shall be on a form 
approved by the Director . Each appli-
cation shall include : 

(l) The names) of the person(s)-
conducting or participating in the pro-
posed exploration. 
(2) . The type of exploration and 

manner in which it will be conducted . 
(3) The location on the Outer Conti- 

nental Shelf where the exploration 
will be conducted. 

(4) The purpose of conducting the 
exploration . 

(5) The dates on which the explora-
tion will be commenced and complet-
ed. 
(6) Such other descriptions of the 

proposed exploration as the Supervi-
sor may request of the applicant . 
251.7 Filing locations for notices and 

permit applications 

( a ) Geological or geophysical espio-
rution for mineral resources. (l) Appli-
cai : :ins for permits to conduct geologi-
cni or geophysical exploration for oil . 
gas, and sulphur shall be filed in caw 
plicate at the following Geological 
Surrey offices: 

(i) For the Outer Continental Shelf 
off the Atlantic Coast-the Area Oil 
and UaS Suprvisor, Atlantic Area, 1725 
S Street NW., Suite 204, Washington, 
D.C . 20008, 
tul For the Outer Continental Shelf 

in the Gulf of Mexico-the Area Oil 
end Gas Supervisor, Gulf of Mexico 
fir. a . P.O. Box-7944, Metalrie,. Louisi-
ana ?0010. 

!iiil For the Outer Continental Shelf 
aft . ~ie coast of the States of Califor-
nia. ' Oregon, and Washington-the 
Area Oil and Gas Supervisor, Pacific 
Area . Roam 7744, Federal Building, 
3 ;)ci h . Los Angeles Street, Los Anee-
Ic-~>, California 90012. 

c i r For the Outer Continental Shelf 
uii :iie State of Alaska-the Area Oil 
n. :id t gas Supervisor, Alaska Area, P.O. 
{3o ., Anchorage, Alaska 99510 . 

3-PUUcations for permits to con-
d ; - ,-L reclugical or geophysical explora-
t :Iz~~ f .,r minerals other than oil, gas, 
an i , .ilphur shall be flied in duplicate 
+ : i iir following Geological Survey of-
III . . : 

i, i~ or the Outer Continental Shelf 
oft t1.r Atlantic Coast and in the Gulf 
cf 5 : xico-the Area Mining Supervi-
s,.r .,a:.tern Area, Suite 204, 1725 K 
Street NW., Washington, D.C. 20006, 
(J- For the Outer Continental Shelf 

oft :ne States of Alaska, California, 
Ureg~:n, and Washington-the Area 
.+2fvin Supervisor, Alaska-Pacific 
Are .: . 345 Middlefield Road, Menlo 
Park, California 94025. 
0,1 C.eologdcal " and geophysical es-

t " to+, !li .n for scienti,(ic research. No-
and applications for permits to 

tun,t, :~t ~t,~ological or geophysical ex-
for scientific research shall 

b ;; ii4A in duplicate with the Area Oil 
.+r. :1 O1s Supervisor as indicated In . 
pxr;>aph <a>(1) of this section. 

;j 3.,I ~ general conditions of notices and 
~ . t mit.{. 

ta) Sialittes, regulations, and orders. 
l~:wpl. :r^tlon authorized under this 
E;an : : ;ad be conducted in accordance 
, :iii: she act, the regulations in this 
;: ur . applicable OCS orders, other 
wriii~ !i or oral orders of the Director, 
ii .id c~mer applicable statutes and reg-
ulations u~t :ether such statutes, regula-
e ic n . : nd orders are enacted, promul- 
at~~-; . issued, or amended before or 

uft,-r the notice is filled or the permit 

(b) General restrictions on oper- 
ra ;o~i t i:xpli ;i ..~iwi authorized under 
this part shall be conducted so that 
operations do not: 

(1) Interfere with or endanger oper-
ations under any lease maintained or 
granted pursuant to the Act . 

(2) Cause undue harm to aquatic 
life. 

( 3 ) Cause pollution. 
(4) Create hazardous or unsafe con-

ditions. 
(5) Unreasonably interfere with or 

harm other uses of the area. 
(6) Disturb cultural resources, in-

cluding sites, structures, or objects of 
historical or archaeological signifi-
cance. 

(c) Report olh3ldrocartio» shows, hy-
drocarbon discoveries, or adverse of 
Jecls . Any person conducting explora-
tion under this part shall immediately 
repcrt to the Director any hydrocar= 
bon shows, possible hydrocarbon dis-
coveries. or any adverse effects of the 
exploration on the environment . 
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aquatic life, cultural resources, or uses 
of the area in which the exploration is 
conducted. 

(d) No right to a lease Authoriza-
tions granted under this part to con-
duct exploration shall not confer a 
right to a lease under the Act . 

§ 2.51.9 Teat drilling under notices and 
prrmits. 

(a) Shallow test drilling. (1) Permits 
authorizing geological exploration for 
mineral resources by means of shallow 
test drilling may be issued by the Di-
rector . The Director mil also review 
notices under which shallow test drill-
ing will be conducted . 
(2) As a condition of a permit or 

after receipt of a notice, the Director 
may require the gathering and submis-
sion of, prior to the commencement of 
operations, high resolution geophysi-
cal data, processed geophysical infor-
mation, and interpreted geophysical 
I~iformation from, but not limited to, 
baths metric, side-scan sonar, and mag-
r.~~tonteter systems, so as to deterir:iiie 
shallow structural decal across and in 
the vi2lnity of the prnpuned test . 

(b) Deep stratiyraphic tests. Permits 
arithorizing geological exploration for 
mineral resources, or scientific re-
search by means of deep stratigraphic 
tests inay be issued by the Director. 

(1) The holder of a permit that au-
Uhori : as deep stratieraphic tests may 
1iot commence any drilling operations 
unless he hassubmit teil a drilling plan 
and the Director has approved the 
plan . Each drilling plan shall include : 

(i) Commencement and completion 
d~iccs proposed for drilling the test . 

(ii) A description of she drilling rig 
proposed for use shov%nig the design 
seal major features thereof, including 
f:~atures intended to prevent or con-
trA pollution. 

(iii ) The location of each deep strati-
gn.pY:ie test to be con :ii :cted, including 
surface and projected bottomhole lo-
cation for directionally drilled tests. 

(iv) An oil spill contingency plan and 
a description of all equipment and ma-
terials available to the permittee for 
use in containment and recovery of an 
oil spill, with a description of the capa-
bilities of such equipment under dif-
ferent sea and weather conditions. 

(v) Fiigh resolution geophysical data, 
processed geophysical information, 
and interpreted geophysical informa-
tion from, but not limited to, bathy-
metric, side-scan same, and 
magnetometer systems collected 
across any proposed drilling location 
so as to permit determination of shal-
low structural detail in the vicinity of 
the proposed test, and for stratigra-
phlc tests proposed to depths greater 

than 1.000 feet (304.8 meters) below 
the mudline, common depth point seis-
mic data from the area of the pro-
posed test location, and processed geo-
physical information and interpreted 
geophysical information therefrom . 

(vi) An Environmental Report . At 
the ::acne time the permittee submits a 
proposed plan to the Director, he shall 
submit an Environmental Report . The 
report shall address all activities in-
cluded Ln the proposed plan and shall 
identify- all environmental and safely 
features required by law, together 
pith such additional measures as the 
permittee proposes to employ . The 
report shall be as detailed as necessary 
to enable identification and evaluation 
of the significant environmental con-
sequences of the proposed activities 
and shall include all information avail-
able to the permittee at the time of 
submission . The Environmental 
Report shall include data and infor-
mation obtained or developed by the 
permittee, together with other perti-
nent data and information available to 
the permittee from other sources. The 
permittee shall cross-reference infor-
mation in the most recent applicable 
environmental documents and shall 
summarize pertinent information con-
tained in other published, accredited 
reports . The report shall clearly iden-
tify the source of all data and infor-
mation contained therein . The Envi-
ronmental Report may be tiered to 
other environmental documents or En-
vironmental Reports for the same or 
adjacent areas. Specific guidelines for 
implementing this section will be 
issued by the Director . The Environ-
mental Report shall contain the fol-
lowing sections: 
(A) Description o! the Proposed 

Action . The, section shall briefly sum-
marize the nature and scope of the 
proposed action contained ire the pro-
posed plan . This section shall include, 
but not be limited to, the following: 
Company and opt~~rncur name . objec-
tive of the propose : action, a descrip-
tion and location of vessels or plat-
forms, and time frames for completion 
of various functions. In describing the 
proposed action, the report ~ will also 
lI1Clil(f~' a discussion of equipment, a 
disco -.ion of oil split contingency 
p!s n :, -statements of certification of 
con-:.~ .cenc3' with appropriate coastal 
zone ;r.unagement programs when ap-
plicable, a comprehensive list of new 
or uniistial technologies to be used, a 
deLaii .~d description of these technol-
ogie-~, the location of travel routes for 
s:uppiirs and personnel, the kinds and 
appr+ :rinnatc quantities of energy to be 
used, and the environmental monitor-
inp. sys~ems proposed for use by the 
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1 �"r ; :, rroe . ?'he proposed action section 
%rili al :,u include suitable maps and dia-
qri:ms showing details of the proposed 
pro;cr t layout. 

(Fi) Iiescription of existing environ-
rriL ni . This section is to contain a nar-
raf ive :1 ~ ,cription of the existing envi-
ronm n :, and emphasis shall be placed 
on thus :: environmental values that 
may t,,, affected by the proposed 
acti . . : This section shall include, but 
nc-t b~ limited to, discussion of the fol-
lo ;vir., .,, Gt ology, physical oceanog-
rsp!is, -.;cher uses of the area, flora 
urA irsura, gultu;al .resources, socio-
eaYn :~; : ;iics, and existing environmental 
mon� ~ .!ang systems, other unusual or 
urJt,":~~ characteristics which may be 

by the drilling . 
iC, ! ~~ :pHct evaluation and mitigat-

ii~~~ This section shall con-
ir,i :; a narrative description or tabula-
tion ot r"lie probable impacts of the 
p: opo: .-d action on the environment 
ani existing mitigating measures, as 
well : iieasures which have been pro-
P-Wi .icy the plan, to mitigate the im-
pacts . 
!vi .~.'tiernatives to the proposed 

a ;t.i,i- This section shall discuss all 
relevant alternatives to the proposed 
rc~?~r. .,r major segments of the pro-
posra , . . uon which would result in less 
risk of adverse environmental impacts . 
(E) ~'r.avoidable adverse environ-

mert ., . ffccts of the proposed action . 
Ark: u-navoidable or irreversible ad-
vem: : ironmental effects that could 
u~tur . ., a result of the 'proposed 
ac~. :nn ~~tiall be summarized in this sec-

'The i.ermittee shall, when required, 
sabt,dt &n appropriate number of 
conic ir each Environmental Report 
to pv : . :'+t the Director to transmit a 
ropy to the Governor and Coastal 
Zone ?%. na~ement Agency of each af-
.'rctea 6:sit,e and to the United States 
Ufft,r- of Coasr.al Zone Management . 
i':w-,l7:rec! or shall transmit such 
copie" au tl :e same time he transmits 
copies of the applicable p!an . The Di-
rector hall also make codes of the 
Emir . ii : :z2i.cal Report available to the 
p~wtll : . in at^cr :i i .r. witY, the Free- 

(vii) Such other pertinent data and 
information as the Director may re-
quest. 

(2) After approval of a drilling plan, 
any modifications must be approved 
by the Director . A modfication includ-
ing relocation of a drill : :i e or bottom-
hole. location exceeding 600 feet (182 . 
meters) must be approvcd by the ti-
rector. 

(3) A deep stratigraphic test author-
ized by a permit shall be conducted in 
a manner which prevents blowouts, 
prevents release of fluids from strata 
into the sea, and prevents communica-
tion between fluid-bcwring strata of 
oil . gas, or water . The prrmittee shall 
utilize appropriate pro'cctive meas-
ures and devices specified by the Di-
rector. 

(c) Group participation . In order to 
minimize duplicative geological explo-
ration involving penetration of the 
seabed of the Outer Continental 
Shelf, a permittee proposing to con-
duct n deep stratigraphic test shall 
afford all interested persons an oppor-
tunity to participate in the test on a 
cost-sharing basis with a penalty for 
late participation of not more that 
100 percent of the cost to each original 
participant. The penalty shall be as-
sessed by the participants . When the 
Director releases a public notice that a 
significant show or possible hydrocar-
bon discovery has been encountered in 
a deep stratigraphic test, the penalty 
for subsequent late participation may 
be raised to not more than 200 perceiit 
of the cost to any original participant. 
A perniittee proposing to conduct shal-
low test drilling shall, when ordered 
by the Director or when provided in 
the permit, afford all ini.erested per-
sons an opportunity to participate In 
the test on a cost-sharing basis with a 
penalty for late participation of not 
more than 50 percent of the cost to 
each original participant. To allow for 
group participation a permittee skull: 

<1> Publish a summary statement of 
the proposed test In a manner ap-
proved by the Director . 

(2) Allow at least 30 days from the 
date of the publication for other per-
sons to consider participation in the 
program as described by the permit 
and loin as original participants. 

(3) Forward a copy o2 the published 
notica(s) to the Director. 

(4) Compute the cost to an original 
participant by dividing the total cost 
of the program by the number of 
original participants . 

(5) Furnish the Director with a com-
plete HA of all participants under the 
permit prior to commencing oper-
ations, or at the end of the advertising 
period ii operations begin prior to its 
close, and submit, on a timely basis, a 
lisp o".' oil late participant a. 

If the Director determines tY"t a 
change made in the p~ r :riL or drilling 
plan is significant, he shall require ad-
ditional publications . Persons wishing 
to join as a result of such readvertise-
ments within the time frame allowed 
will be considered to be original par-
ticipants. 
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(d) Cultural resources. Any person 
who holds a permit authorizing a deep 
stratitiraphic test shall, if requested by 
the Director, conduct stu6ies suffi-
cient to determine the posFible exist-
ence of any cultural resouv-s, includ-
ing sites, structures, or objects of his-
torical or a,-chaelolgical significant 
that may be affected by such drilling, 
and shall report the findings of time 
studies to the Director . Any person 
who holds a permit authci i:ing shal-
low test drilling or vtic has filed a 
notice for shallow test drilling ma ; be 
required to conduct such studies at 
the discretion of the Diri-c :o~. If any 
study indicates the po:,iibte presence 
of a cultural resource, a flail explawa-
tiun will be included in the report . The 
person shall take no action that nay 
result In the disturbance of cultural 
resources without the prior approval 
of the Director, and ii any cultural re 
source is discovered during a test, the 
person shall immediately report the 
finding to the Director and make. 
every reasonable effort to preser%e 
and protect the cultural resource from 
damage until the Director l:~.s gir,:ii 
directions as to its preserva :ion . 

(e) Orders and regulations . All Outer 
Continental Shelf regulations r, I ;it,ing 
to drilling operation.; in Part, :50 of 
this title and all OCS Orders relating 
to the drilling and abandonn:cii? of 
wells apply, as appropriate, to .lrillin,; 
authorized under this Part . Drpar-
tures from the requirements of OCS 
Orders shall be permitted as provided 
in § 250.12(b) of this title . 

(f) Completion time., for deep strati-
graphic tests. All permits authorizing 
deep stratigraphic tests will contain a 
provision that all drilling and testing 
shall be completed, with results sub-
mitted to the Director, at least 3 
months prior to the month in which 
the Proposed Notice of Sale is listed 
on the currently approved OC.S Leas-
ing Schedule which includes tracts 
within 50 geographic miles of ihE: test 
site . It the test silo is in an area. not 
listed on the Schedule, submission will 
be in accordance with terms of the 
permit of by § 251.12 of this part . The 
Director may extend the expiration 
date of the permit if it is determined 
that such an extension is in the na-
tional interest . 
(g) Abandonment of test . .A deep 

stratigra>>iric test will be considered to 
to 1ii eapcnduble wAl. It will be per. 
mariently plugged :end abandoned by 
the perrt?ittee accor:yng to rile regula-
tions in Part 250 of title and applica-
b:e regulations prior moving the rig 
Gff luC' :iLIGiI The pCf'lilltCi'c 1'.0! tnukP 

forms, and ̀ ,im^ frames ff-i completion 
of carious fun~~!ions . In ctc~;cribing 1,be 
proposed action . the : report. xvi1l also 
include a di .:cussion of ~~(~e :ipment, a 
discussion of oil spill voiltingt-ricy 
plans, statements of cert ification of 
consistency with appropriate coastal 
zone management programs when ap-
plicable, a comprehensive list of new 
or unusual technologies to be used, a 
detailed description of these teck)nol-
ogies, the location of travel routes for 
supplies and personnel, the kinds and 
approximate quantities of energy to be 
used, and the environmental monitor-
ing systems proposed for use t ; the 
permittee . The proposed action section 
will also include suitable maps and dia-
grams showing details of the proposed 
protect layout . 
(B) Description of existing environ-

ment . This section is to contain a nar-
rative description of the existing envi-
ronment, aitd emphasis shall be placed 
on those en-ironmental values :,hat 
may- be affected by the proposed 
action . This section shall include, but 
not be limited to, discussion of the fol-
lowing: Geology, physical oceanog-
raphy, other rises of the area, flora 
and fauna, cultural resources, socio-
economics, and existing environmental 
monitoring systems, other unusual or 
unique characteristics which may be 
affected by the drilling . 
(C) Impact evaluation and mitigat-

ing measures . This section shall con-
tain a narrative description or tabula-
tion of the probable impacts of the 
proposed action on the environment. 
and existing mitigating measures, as 
well as measures which have been pro-
posed in the plan, to mitigate the im-
pacts . 
(D) Alternatives to the proposed 

action. This section shall discuss all 
relevant. alternatives to the proposed 
action or major segments of the pro-
posed action which would result in less 
risk of adverse environmental impacts. 
(E) Unavoidable adverse environ-

mental effects of the proposed action . 
Any unavoidable or irreversible ad-
verse environmental effects that could 
occur as a result of the proposed 
action shall be summarized in this sec-
tion. 
The permlttee shall, when required, 
submit an appropriate number of 
copies of each Environmental Report 
to permit the Director to transmit a 
cop ;: to the Governor and Coastal 
Zone Management Agency of each af-
fected State and to the United States 
Office of Coastal Zone Management. 
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The Director shall transmit such 
copies at the same time he transmits 
copies of the applicable plan . The Di-
rector shall also make copies of the 
Environmental Report available to the 
public, in accordance with the Free-
dom of lnformationAct . 

(vii) S!u1i ether pert;~1MLt ~taia :and 
informa .tiori .^,s the Directo~~ map re-
q u °st . 

(2) After approval of a dri!li!iF p1 . n, 
any modifications must be ipproti-ed 
by the Dirc ;6nr . A modification i» :I :~d-
ing relocation of a dI'I1151Le or bo!tem-
hole.location exceeding 600 feet (182.8 
meters) must be approved Yy the Di-
rector. 

(3) A deep stratigraphic te : t author-
ized by a permit shall be conducted in 
a manner which Prevents 1010wolits, 
prevents release of f!iiids from strata 
into the sea, and Prevents communica-
tion between fluid-bearin,; strata of 
oil, gas, or water . The per:nittEe shall 
utilize appropriate protective ineas-
ures and devices specified by the Di-
rector . 
(c) Group participation. In order to 

minimize duplicative geological explo-
ration involving penetration of the 
seabed of the Outer Continental 
Shelf, a pFrmittee proposing to con-
duct a deep stratigraphic test shall 
afford all interested persons an oppor-
tunity to p--irticipate in the test on a 
cost-sharing basis with a penalty for 
late panic ipation of not more than 
'_00 percent of the cost to each original 
participant . The penalty shall he as-
sessed by the participants. When the 
Director releases a public notice that a 
significant snow or possible hydrocar-
bon discovery has been encountered in 
s deep strltigraphic test, the penalty 
fcr subsequent late participation may 
be raised to not more than 200 percent 
of the cost,jo any original participant . 
A permitt .f r- proposing to conduct shal-
low test dr :lliag shall, when ordered 
by the Director or when provided in 
the permit, afford all interested per-
sons an opportunity to participate in 
the test on a cost-sharing basis with a 
per_alty for late participation of not 
more than 50 percent of the cost to 
each original participant. To allow for 
group participation a pe:7nit:ee shall : 
(1) Publish a summary statement of 

the proposed test in a manner ap-
proved by the Director. 

(2) Allow at least 30 days from the 
date of the publication for other per-
sons to consider participation in the 
program as described by the permit 
and join as original participants. 

(3) Forward a copy of the published 
notices) to the Director. 

(4) Compute the cost to a.n original 
participant b3' dividing the total cost 
of the program by the number of 
original participants . 

(5) Furnish the Director with a com-
plete list of all participants under the 
permit prior to commencing oper-
ations, or at the end of the advertising 
period if op^rations begin prior to its 
close, and submit, on a timely basis, a 
list of all late participants . 

If the Director determines that a 
change made in the permit or drilling 
plan is significant, he shall i, . : aire ; ;,i 
di6ional publications. Persons wi :;h :i 
to join as a result of such r-aftcr:is, 
menu within the time fra~~ ~ allo .vvd 
will be considered to be ori ;:inal pa~ 
ticipants . 

(d) Cultural resources. Aii .., person 
who holds a permit authorizing a deeT, 
stratigraphic test shall, if reedier>t~ 1-1 h 
the Director, conduct Sti.cifrs suffi 
cient to determine the possible P,J,-# 
ence of any cultural resourci s, inuOu" 
ing sites, structures, or object,; i f ni ., 
torical or archaelolgical s :~ .ni ;isar~t 
that may be affected by such difl)frr 
and shall report the findings of !h 
studies to the Director . An, . persoi+ 
who holds a permit authori..ins shr:1 
low test drilling or who has fil+ u 
notice for shallow test drillin- may b~~ 
required to conduct such qtudier, n' 
the discretion of the Director . !i jr., 
study indicates the possibly nre§en;v 
of a cultural resource, a fu'. : c "xpSana-
tion will be included in the re7crt. . 'i + 
person shall take no action '»,l . trz~, 
result In the disturbance t f rzJKl.ita1 
resources without the prior appr(~.~ ' 
of the Director, and ii any V : :I tur. :t r : 
source is discovered during ~1 1 .< "si . !h 
person shall immediately rE11oit 0 -
finding to the Director r rid m :,6 
every reasonable effort V 1)r(~sei% 
and protect the cultural resource fi rv 
damage until the Director l~vs gig 
directions as to its preserver' 

(e) Orders and regulations . ~N U Out 
Continental Shelf regulattoi:s rcl :iti : . 
to drilling operations 1n N . .' 251 of 
this title and all OCS Ordi is I ci, ! i t 
to the drilling and abandonmrr)t 
wells apply, as appropriate, ~~ . drii :iru ; 
authorized under this Fact . Depa.r 
tures from the requirements c t O(' : 
Orders shall be permitted e,,~ procidi ,l 
in $ 250.12(b) of this title . 
M Completion times for dc<-p slrpf= 

graphic tests. All permits a-thorizing 
deep stratigraphic tests wit' iom!.sin a 
provision that all drilling anal Lc~~~ti~~ . 
shall be completed, with r~° tits sut 
mltted to the Director, <-.' lcaA 3 
months prior to the month I n a hi ~' 
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-the Proposed Notice of 8^!r is 1?s.k 
on the currently approvcA ') . :5 L~<^ : 
ing Schedule which incluulc s tract 
within 50 geographic milea et the lc, 
site . If the test site is in an wren not 
listed on the Schedule, : sbn:i ;lion wi'' 
be in accordance with terms of tt~~ 
permit of by § 251.12 of this F-trt . TJic 
Director may extend the c :.pirat .? ,~
date of the permit if it is deferrr.int 
that such an extension is in the na
tional interest . 

(g) Abandonment of test.. A i:ef 
stratigraphic test will be con.::-1(.-r- d ! k~ 
be an expendable well . It ,~ ;~U be Ii, r~ 
manently plugged and abandAnrc? 1 
the permittee according to ti, n~Vala 
tions in Part 250 of title at-1 r1>Pl~c : 
ble regulations prior to movliii; thie ~~ .~~ 
off location . The permit .tee trill mak+ 
every reasonable effort to ensure that 
the Plugs) permanently prevents the 
reirase of subsurface fluids into the 
soa and prevent(s) communication be . 
tv;cen oi'; gas, or water-bearing strata. 
If the tract cn which a deep stratigra-
pt:ic test has been drilled is later 
leased for exploration and develop-
ment, the lessee will not be held re-
sponsible for the test well, provided 
the lessee has not reentered the well. 

10 Bonds. Before a permit 8i1t.110T1Z-
in6 a deep stratigraphic test will be 
issued, the applicant shall furnish to 
t T e Bureau of Land Management a 
c; .;Nuzo te surety bond of not less than 
c 100,0:' conditioned on compliance 

ti .e terms of the permit, unless 
:,- al~pl:crrt maintains with or fur. 

nislies to ache Bureau of Land Manage-
m~~nt a bond in the sum of $300,000 
c~.ruiitiored on compliance with the 
tr: rms of the !,-ermft issued to him for 
tl :~: area u.`, the Outer Continental 
6n : ll: where he proposes to conduct a 
d . : p strz.tigraphic test . The Director 
r!ay reqjir2 a bond for shallow test 
ur .iing . Any bond furnished or main-
tained by a pct-son under this section 
sh,, :l be on s form approved by the Di-
r : ~i, r, Bureau oi Land Management . 

'. :.1 .10 "1bsenatioi, of exploration con-
u . .ctc : gender permits. 

c . : - Adrivor . A permittee shall, on re. 
y ; ;r-st of the Director, furnish food, 
q,, ., : ~ ors, 2nd transportation for an ad-
ti wbo is approved by the Director, 
aeI the permittee will be reimbursed 
L ; :!-e United States for actual costs . 
T'ta : advisor shall observe operations 
conducted pursuant to the permit and 
ad, I ^ the Director on the conduct of 
tit. operations as well as on any ad-
verse effects of the operations upon 
th environment, aquatic life, cultural 
r~~~,,: ;.rces, and other uses of the area. 
TLv fees charged by an advisor shall 
bi , . ; :i by the United States . 

. r. Federal inspector. A permittee 
.;y : :ill, on request of the Director, fur-
ni :.' food, quarters, and trapsqorta-
tic. : tur a Federal representative to in-
sp^rc operations, and the permittee 
t0I i he reimbursed by the United 
Si ;-' - : for actual costs . 

11 Report of operations conducted 
.~ uer notices and permits. 

IZ'eckly reports. Each permittee 
; ;hr:iit to the Director meekly re-

; .r r : - H rilch include a daily lob of op-
1'11:I [UtiS. 

051 Final reports. Each permittee 
ach person operating under a 

niawc shell submit a final report to 
the Director within 30 days after the 
con.; .i ; tion of exploration under the 

or notice . The final report shall 
rata,,fln (lie following: 

c 1 ~ A description of the work per-
fd. 

(2) Charts, maps, or plats depicting 
the areas in which the exploration was 
conducted and specifically identifying 
the lines over which geophysical tra-
verses were run or the locations where 
geological exploration was conducted, 
including .a reference sufficient to 
identify the data produced during 
each such operation. 

(3) The dates on which the explora-
tion was performed . 
(4) A report of any hydrocarbon 

shows, possible discoveries, or any ad-
verse effects of the exploration on the 
environment, aquatic life cultural re-
sources, or other uses of the a. ca in 
which the exploration was . inducted . 

(5) Such other descriptions of the 
exploration as may be specified by the 
Director. 

§ 251 .12 Inspection, selection and submie-
sion of data and information. 

(a) Submission of geological data 
aged analyzed geological information. 
(1) Each holder of a permit for geo-
logical exploration shall notify the Di-
rector immediately, in writing, of the 
acquisition or analysis of any geologi-
cal data collected under the permit . At 
any time within 1 year of receiving a 
notice of acquisition or analysis from a 
permittee, or within a longer period if 
specified in the permit, the Director 
may select all or part of the geological 
data and analyzed geological informa-
tion. The permittee shall keep the geo-
logical data and analyzed geological !n-
formation available for inspection and 
selection by the Director during such 
period, and the permittee shall submit 
geological data and analyzed geologi-
cal information to the Director within 
30 days after receiving a request for 
submission of them . 
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(2) Each submission of geological 
data and analyzed geological informa-
tion shall . at the direction of the Di-
rector, contain all or part of the fol-
lowing: 

(1) An accurate and complete record 
of all geological '(Including Beochemi-
ca17 data and information re.-rlting 
from each operation . 

(ii) Paleontological reports identlfy-
lng mic:oscopic fossils by depth (not 
resultir:g age interpretations based 
upon . su .-% identification) unless 
washed sarnules are maintained by the 
perniiltee for paleonlulogical . r Aerml-
nation and are made available for in-
spection by the Geological Survey. 

(iii) Copies of logs or charts of .ii.cC-
t .rical, radioactive, sonic, and other 
well logs. 
(h) Analyses of core or bottom sanr 

files or a representnthr cal or split of 
the core or bottom sample. 11, 

(v) Detailed descriNlwiis of 4ny hy-
drocarbon shows or liiussrdoue condi-
tions encountered daring operations, 
including near loe~<< ., ..l well control, 
abnormal Beopressures, and losses of 
circulation . 

(vi) Such other geological data and 
analyzed geological information ob-~ 
tained under the permit as may be 
specified by the Director . 

(3) A permittee shall not be required 
to submit interpreted Beologi:.sl infor-
mation under this Part of Title 30 
unless specifically required in this 
Part . 

(b) Inspection, selection; and sub-
mission of geophysical data and proc-
essed geophysical information. (1) 
Each holder of a per-nit for geophysi-
cal exploration shall notify tai .: Direc-
tor immediately, in writing, of the ac-
quisition, processing, or reprocessing 
of any geophysical data collected 
under the permit . At any time within 
1 year after receiving a notice of acqui-
sition, processing, or reprocessing from 
a permittee, or within a longer period 
if specified in the permit, the Director 
may select all or part of the geophysi-
cal data, processed geophysical infor-
mation, and reprocessed geophysical 
information. The permittee shall keep 
the geophysical data, processed geo-
physical information, and reprocessed 
geophysical information available for 
inspection and selection by the Direc-
tor during such period . 

(2) The Director shall have the right 
to inspect the geophysical data, proc-
essed geophysical information, or re-
processed geophysical information 
prior to selection in writing. This in-
spection may be performed on the per-
mittee's premises or, at the request of 
the . . Director, the permittee shall 
submit the geophysical data, processed 

geophysical Information, or repru-
"cessed geophysical information to the 
Director for inspection . Such delivery 
shall be within 30 days after the re-
quest for delivery is received. At any 
time prior to selection in writing, the 
Director shall have the right to 
return, without cost to the Govern-' 
ment except for reproduction costs, 
any or all geophysical data, processed 
geophysical information, or repro-
cessed geophysical information follow-
Ing either inspection and detailed as-
sessment of quality or establishment 
of price to the Government for proc- . 
easing or reprocessing. If the Director 
decides to keep any or all of the geo-
physical data, processed geophysical 
information, or reprocessed geophysi-
cal Information, the Director shall 
select them !n writing. It the inspec-
tion has been done on the permittee's 
premises, the permittee shall submit 
them within 30 days after receiving a 
request for submission of them. The 
Director shall have the right to ar-
ranBe, by contract or otherwise, for 
the reproduction of geophysical data, 
processed geophysical information, 
and reprocessed geophysical informa-
tion independently of the permittee 
and without relinbursement Of the 
permitt.ee for ro "pioductdun costs . 

(3) In the c "cvnl a pcrcnit.tee trans-
fers geophysical data or procc :, :;cd geo-
physlcal inform:ition to ac third party, 
or a third party v,ho has received geo-
physical data or processed geophysical 
information directly or indirectly from 
a perniittee, transfers the geophysical 
data or processed geophysical Informa-
tion to another third party, the trans-
feror shall notify the Director of such 
transmittal, and the transferor shall 
bind the third party, in writing, to the 
obligations of the permittee as speci-
fied in this section . 

(4) The right to Inspection and each 
submission shall include, at the direc-
tion of the Director, all or any part of 
the following : 

(i) An accurate and complete record 
of each geophysical survey conducted 
under the permit, including final loca-
tion maps of all survey stations. 

(ii) All common 'depth point and 
high resolution seismic data developed 
under a permit in a format and of a 
quality suitable for processing ; proc-
essed geophysical information derived 
therefrom with extraneous signals and 
interference removed, in a format and 
of a quality suitable for interpretive 
evaluation, reflecting state-of-the-art 
processing techniques ; and other geo-
physical data and processed geophysi-
cal information obtained from, but not 
limited to, shallow and deep subbot-
tom profiles, bathYmetry, side-scan 
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sonar, and magnetometer systems, 
bottom profiles, gravity and magnetic 
surveys, and special studies such as re-
fraction and velocity surveys. 

(5) A permittee shall not be required 
to submit interpreted geophysical in-
formation under this part of Title 30 
llnless specifically required by this 
part. 

§ 251.13 Reimbursement to permitlees. 
(a) Reimburvernent for reproduction 
osts . After the delivery or submission 

of geophysical data, processed geo-
physical information, and reprocessed 
geophysical information in acs c.rdance 
with § 251 .12(b)(2), the permittee or 
third party shall, upon a requa::t for 
reimbursement and upon a determin' 
tit-in by the Director that the request 
is proper, be reimbursed for the cost of 
reproducing the geophysical data, 
processed geophysical information, 
aid reprocessed geophysical informa-
tion at the permit:tee's lowest rate or 
at the lowest commercial rate estab-
lished in the area, whichever is less. 

(b) Rriinbursement for procrssinq 
and ?eprocessing costs. After the DI-
rector selects processed and repro-
cessed geophysical information by 
written :.off .̂e to the permittee or 
third ~ arty in accordance with 
§ 251 .12 ;b7(2), the permittee or third 
party, . upon request, shall be reim-
biir-rd only 1cr the costs zttxilwt~libv 
to proecssin^ Pt-,d reprocessing, ' ; c!is 
tinguisha:rd front the cost of dat : :~cqul-
s'1~on, as fol~~ ;~'- : (1) If the prrc.. .s :-,i :iE ; 
or rpprece5s+ng tia.s peen done by !iii 
perr:yittee in ? ire normal conduct of his 
business, the Director shall pay the 
coats at the lowest rate available to 
any purchaser for the processir;r or re-
processing of such data and informa-
tion; (2) If the processing or reprocess-
ing bas been specifically requested by 
the Director and has not been pre-
pared in the normal conduct of the 
permittee's business, the Director 
shall pay the costs of processing and 
rcproces:;ing such data. If any fraudu-
lent or collusive scheme is utilized by 
the permittee or by any person in con-
Junction with the permittee so as to 
affect the co:>t determinations under 
either paragraph (b) (1) or (2) of this 
section, the Director shall reimburse 
the permittee only for the actual proc-
essing or reprocessing costs which the 
Federal Government would have In-
curred had not the fraud or collusion 
affected the cost determination . More-
o~~er, any person who engages in such 
fraudulent or collusive activity shall 
be subject to prosecution pursuant to 
section 24(c) of the Act . 

(c) Procedures for establishing 
amount of reimbursemPnL Requests 
for reimbursement will contain a cost 
breakdown in sufficient detail to allow 
separation of processing and repro-
cessing from acquisition costs . Any re-
irnbursement . to a permittee or third 
party shall hF conditioned upon a de-
termination by the Director that the 
request for reimbursement as ori.gins~-
ly submitted or as revised is proper, 
and not the result of any fraud o: ~:ol-
lusion by the permittee or by any 
person in conjunction with the permit-
tee. 

g 231 .14 Disclosure of data and informa-
tion submitted under permits. 

;a) General. Except as specified in 
this section, the United States shall 
not snake available to the public ;1) 
trade secrets and commercial or finan-
cial information which are privileged 
or confidential and which are received 
from permittees, and (2) geclogical 
and geophysical Information and data, 
including gaps concerning wells, 
which are received from permittees. 

(b) Disclosure of geological data, 
analyzed geological in,/ormatior., and 
interpreted geological information. 
The Director shall disclose geological 
data, analyzed geological information, 
and interpreted geological information 
submitted under a permit as follows : 

(1) The Director shall immediately 
issue a public notice when any hydro-
carbon shows, hydrocarbon discocer-
les, or environmental hazards on un-
leased lands are discovered during 
drilling operations if the shows, dis-
cover Cs, or hazards are jud, ;-ti to, t., 
significant by the I)irectnr, Iii ',e ca,r 
of }iydroc. rbon shrios or pc, ;._, ; :. ; i 
drocarbon discoeeri-,, the 1);rtrt- :i 
will annow:ce tY.nl h ;, 9roca: bo~i 
have been vncountere :~ 4Jr that. a possi-
ble hydrocarbon discovery isa~- L'4 :I 
made. Other data acid infc~~!uari ;;~~ 
pertaining to the permit wil ; 'Ie r~~ 
leased according to the schedule prc~ 
vided in paragraphs (b) (2) or (t3) of 
this section, as approprfatc . 

(2) The Director shall snake a., 
ble to the public all other 
data, analyzed geological info:iiuatin :i, 
and interpreted geological iiarruia-
tlon, except geological data, anat~;:~ ;l 
geological information, and int+ rprrt~ 
ed geological information obtain d 
from deep stratigraphic tests, 10 ;;cars 
after the date of issuance of the 
permit . 
(3) The Director shall mKke :tiv3 :I : . 

ble to the public all geologicll . ' i oCu-
physical data and informatio : xcer :t 
common depth point geopliS :,ira,1 dmq 
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and information, obtained fr^rl dcNu 
stratigraphic tests .5 years aft. r cor.+-
pletion of the test well or 60 cal( ndur 
day's after the date of issuance A the 
first OCS oil and gas lease a ir .3in SU 
geographic miles (92.6 kilomc" t,prs) o : 
the test site after the completion of 
the test . 
(e) Disclosure of _oeoph7isical Jr!a . 

processed geophysical {nJorn?ntiun . 
and interpreted geophysical irr':rmu~ 
lion. The Director shall disclc.-~~ E;ru-
physical data, processed geo3~hysi:.al 
information, reprocessed 
information, and interpreted ge~ pliy :l-
cal information submitted under a 
permit and retained by the Dire "71 or as 
follows : 

(1) The Director shall make -availz-
hle to the public geophysical ~i :~~~i 10 
years after the date of issuancc A- If-,e 
permit. 

(2) The Director shall trakr ,~~atla-
ble to the public processed geat :l :,sical 
information, reprocessed geophYstc :l 
information, and interpreted ~c 
cal information 10 years after t h~ : dr+.te 
it has been submitted to the Dit:c~~:lar . 

(3) The Director shall make ~a aila .- 
ble to the public processed gecpl i~ ~ 
information, reprocessed geuE-h:'sec:,d 
information, and interpreted gr-~,~l~y ~' 
cal information submitted wil . i :n ̂ : : 
placation for a deep stratigraphir 1- ,'. 
or required to be obtained in ordt : to 
conduct a deep stratigraphir. . t 

:Jcording to the disclosure provision.-, dc-
fined for a deep straLigraphic c% i ;r! 
§ 251.14(b)(3) above, with the cxcc- .~ 
lion of common depth point ,+ . :sn~? . : 
data from the area of the prniivsed 
test location and processed g-1hysi-
cal information and interpreted Pco-
physical information therefrom tieh ;r_+h 
will be released under the pr, :, i : :io :is 
of § 251.14(c)(2) above. 
§21'i .15 Termination. suspension, and rev-

.wauun of authority to operate under 
:ntices and permits. 

jai 7'c»nination . The Direetor or a 
pt ~ ~,t tn who has filed a notice or who 
1?u:d, a permit may terminate the su-
tho;ity to conduct exploration under a 
n i ! . :e or- permit, as the case may be, 
~t r,p time without cause by sending 
a :t ; :teenent of termination by certi-
f : : : : . :ail to the other party at least 30 

in advance of the date such ter-
~r.ii .,icion is to be effective . 

Suspension and revocation. (1) 
'e i . '),rector may, by sending a state-
nnw,:c of suspension or revocation by 
cLr:ifi°d mail, suspend or revoke the 
r.n~hority to conduct exploration 
.ir.wr a permit or notice when in his 
Judgment the exploration or proposed 
f .̂ . . 1 . ration threatens immediate, seri- 

cii . or irreparable harm or damage to 
life ir.!_tkiding aquatic life, to y-operty, 
to t i'tural resources, to valuable min-
crel uvaosits, or to the environment. 
c+ :ri : s .ispensions and revocations 
: :!« : : ba effective immediately upon re-
cc!rr o[ :he statement . 

c :.' : The Director may, by sending a 
s1 ;.~, reiLt of suspension or revocation 
h ;' ' rnfied mail, suspend or revoke 
rile :loyhority to conduct exploration 
~tt:c~r .! notice or permit for noncom-
pIi ~ - - re %vith the Act, the regulations 
in ti :i5 G>srt, the terms and conditions 
of t' ., permit, applicable OCS Orders, 
e!i : : :~r ~aritten orders of the Director, 
n. :?i :,iirq . requests for any reports, and 
r!h- apr,licable laws and regulations. 
a shall be effective imme-
di,l ; . iy :Lpon receipt of the statement, 
au, i a rLva;ation shall be effective 
ti. i i ! :t urLher notice on the 30th 
d:t> ,It ,~r receipt of the statement, 
u:;L ~:J the breach or ululation is cor~ 
nci:~d by that time . Upon receipt of a 
s;,a~ :,r�~n ; of revocation asserting u 
tr~.AL or v,olatlon, the authority to 

,:xnl . .! :ition un,ter the notict " 
or jI :Ak tie susp . tided imined! 
ately, and the suspension shall remain 
in effect until the breach or violation 
has been corrected or the relocation 
becomes final. 

(c) Continuing obligations. Termina-
tion or revocation of the authority to 
conduct exploration under a notice or 
permit shall not relieve the person 
who filed the notice or who holds the 
permit of the obligation to abandon 
any drill sites in compliance with 
§ 251 .9(e), and to comply with all other 
obligations specified in this Part or in 
the permit or notice . 

1251.16 Penalties 
All persons conducting geological or 

geophysical exploration for mineral 
resoUPces and exploration for scientif-
ic research shall be subject to the pen-
alty provisions of Section 24 of the 
Act, as amended (43 U.S.C. Sec. 135U), 
for violation of regulations for the pre-
vention of waste, the conservation of 
natural resources, or life protection of 
correlative rights . This is in addition 
to any penalty which may be pre-
scribed in the permit for noncompli-
ance with its provisions or any action 
which may be brought by the United 
States to compel compliance with the 
prop isions of the pcr:; :it . 

§ 251 .17 Appeals. 
Orders or decisions issued under the 

regulations in this part may be ap-
pealed as provided in Part 290 of this 
title . 
[FR Dce. 79-4442 Filed 2-8-79 : 8:45 p.m.1 
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APPENDIX E 

PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS 

The following qualification criteria are excerpted and collated from 
the "Directory of Professional Archaeologists," the "Reservoir Inun-
dation Studies Project Diving Certification and Personnel Pre-Field 
Diving Requirements" (Lenihan 1977 ), and recommendations from the 
ICA research team . 

SOPA PROFESSIONAL II4PHASES 

Field Research : Field and laboratory experience under the supervision 
of a professional archaeologist (to include 6 months of field and 3 
months of laboratory experience), with a minimum of 6 months in a 
supervisory or other equally responsible role . An M.A . level quality 
report will be required . 

Cultural Resource Management : Understanding and use of the laws, 
policies, and programs that contribute to the preservation and manage-
ment of cultural resources . The conduct of archaeological surveys for 
environmental impact statements or similar documents, and the conduct 
of salvage or mitigation projects, do not ordinarily qualify as ex-
amples of cultural resource management activities, since they are 
normally in no way different from field research . An exception to 
this generalization would be a case in which a survey was integrated 
by the archaeologist into the development of a regional plan for pre-
servation, or some other program that required cognizance of preser-
vation law and policy . Examples of cultural resource management include : 
preparation of a plan for the protection of cultural resources on a 
local, regional, or state level ; preparation of archaeological over-
views or evaluations that are directly linked to management needs ; 
major responsibility in an agency or firm to fulfill such management 
responsibility . 

Marine Survey Archaeology : Background knowledge of coastal geomor-
phology and marine geology as this relates to cultural resources ; 
training in the principles, proper set-up and operation of underwater 
remote sensing devices (including magnetometer, side-scanning sonar, 
sub-bottom profiler, and bathymetric sounder), and ability to inter-
pret the output of these devices ; training in navigation . The basic 
one year experience requirement under supervision of a professional 
marine survey archaeologist or equivalent, must include 2 weeks` 
offshore training or the equivalent in the operation of the remote 
sensing devices ; 6 months of the year should be in a supervisory or 
independent role . 

Historical Archaeology : The application of archaeological techniques 
to sites relating either directly or indirectly to a literate tradi-
tion . Historical archaeology is most often devoted to the study of 
sites that date to the expansion of literate populations since the 
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15th century . An individual practicing historical archaeology is 
knowledgeable in the recovery and interpretation of both archaeolo-
gical and archival data, and is familiar with the history of tech-
nology and its material remains including both artifactual and 
architectural components and their conservation and preservation . 

RESERVOIR INUNDATION STUDIES PROJECT DIVING CERTIFICATION 
AND PERSONNEL PRE-FIELD DIVING REQUIREMENTS 

Core-Team Divers 

Swimming (no equipment) : 

1 . Swim underwater 75' on one breath with no dive or push-off . 
2 . Swim underwater 150' on 4 breaths with no dive or push-off . 
3 . Swim 400 yards, nonstop, in less than 10 minutes . 
4 . Swim 25 yards, nonstop, at the end of the 400-yard swim using 2 

resting strokes . 
5 . Demonstrate survival swimming for 20 minutes (treading, bobbing, 

floating, drownproofing, etc .) . 
6 . Tread water, legs only (hands out of water), for 2 minutes . 
7 . Tow another person of equal size 50 yards ; the first 5 yards the 

victim should be struggling ; demonstrate CPR . 
8 . Recover 10-1b . weight from a depth of at least 8' . 

Skin-Diving : 

(Note : All skin and scuba-diving skills are to be performed wearing 
a wet-suit jacket, a weight-belt adjusted for proper buoyancy, and an 
inflatable vest) . 

1 . Demonstrate swimming with snorkel and fins with and without a 
mask . 

2 . Skin dive to a depth of 15' and recover an object . 
3 . Swim 880 yards, nonstop, in less than 18 minutes (with skin-diving 

equipment, using no hands) . 
4 . Remove mask, fins, and snorkel under water and surface . After 

resting, dive and recover mask, fins, and snorkel on 1 breath . 
All equipment is to be in place, with mask and snorkel clear of 
water upon surfacing . 

5 . Complete rescue of another skin-diver . Execute a proper entry ; 
swim SO yards to another diver ; pick up diver on the bottom in 
a minimum of 8' of water ; bring diver to the surface ; administer 
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation in deep water for 1 minute ; tow 
diver 50 yards while administering resuscitation . 

Scuba-Diving : 

1 . Demonstrate a well-controlled scuba ditch and recovery : descend 
to the bottom in a minimum of 8' of water and remove mask, 
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snorkel, scuba, and weight-belt (retain fins) ; shut off air, 
swim 25' horizontally and recover equipment . The total exercise 
is to be completed with all equipment in place within 5 minutes . 

2 . Demonstrate scuba bailout : enter the water carrying mask, fins, 
snorkel, weight-belt, and tank with regulator attached (air shut-
off and regulator purged) ; settle to the bottom, assume a sta-
tionary location and don equipment . During exercise, control and 
possession of all equipment must be maintained . Upon completion 

of donning equipment, surface and tread water for 5 minutes with-
out the use of vest, snorkel, or regulator . Exercise must be 
performed in a minimum of 8' of water . 

3 . Transport another scuba diver 100 yards in less than 4 minutes . 

Person being transported may not assist . Both divers are to wear 

scuba, weight-belts retained ; breathing from regulator is not 
permitted . 

4 . Buddy-breathe with another diver while swimming horizontally 
underwater for 10 minutes--5 minutes as recipient, 5 minutes as 
donor . Divers are not to surface during the entire exercise ; 
masks are not to be worn . 

Other : 

1 . All divers on the core-team must be National Park Service certi-
fied, with a current medical examination form on file with the 
project diving officer . 

2 . All divers must fill out a project diving questionnaire, and pre-
sent a log of at least 50 open-water dives . Although a log is 
preferable, a signed statement of participation in at least 50 
dives, along with names and addresses of individuals who can 
verify (dive buddies or dive supervisors) this participation, 
would be acceptable . 

3 . A comprehensive written examination covering all areas of general 
diving expertise must be passed by all core-team members . 

Note : The above water-skills standards represent a combination of 
National Park Service diving requirements and the National. Association 
of Underwater Instructors (NAUI) assistant instructor skills test, 
with some additions and variations . National Park Service standards 
are met or exceeded in all cases . 

Visiting Divers 

Individuals wishing to participate in official project diving activi-
ties on a limited basis for a period not to exceed 2 weeks must meet 
the following requirements : 

l . Must be fully certified by a nationally recognized diver-certifi-
cation agency . 

2 . Must have a current medical examination form on file with the 
project diving officer . 
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3 . Must be diving under the auspices of a recognized state or Federal 
agency or institution . 

4 . Must be willing to observe all project rules and regulations . 
5 . Must be in the company of a core-team diver, who in all cases will 

be the dive leader . 
6 . Must have gone through one complete project orientation dive with 

the project dive officer or his designate . This dive would in-
clude training in standardized project signals, self-rescue, and 
buddy-rescue techniques and accident management procedures . 

Note : The above requirements may be modified in special circumstances 
at the discretion of the project dive officer . 

PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS 
RECOrMNDATIONS OF ICA RESEARCH TEAM 

The principal investigator (PI) will organize, guide, and report on 
the findings of the excavation . Whereas the PI on a terrestrial site 
is normally required to have a graduate degree in archaeology plus 
experience in the type of site to be excavated, at present those cre-
dentials are often not required for an underwater site--especially 
that of a historic shipwreck . 

Archaeological excavation underwater has attracted only a limited 
number of former terrestrial archaeologists, while formal graduate 
training in nautical archaeology has only recently been available in 
this country. At the same time, many people conducting underwater 
excavations here and abroad have no degree or have a degree in a dif-
ferent field . Some of these people have produced work and reports of 
acceptable quality . But as formal scholastic and field training con-
tinues for new students and established terrestrial archaeologists, 
it is assumed that a formal graduate degree, experience, and the 
proven ability properly to record an excavation will be required in the 
near future for a PI working an archaeological site underwater . 

As with any other type of archaeology, a PI must be familiar with the 
pattern and artifacts to be expected at a particular site . Proper 
interpretation of a Northeastern prehistoric site requires an arch-
aeologist who specializes in such sites, and the same is true for 
historic inundated and historic ship sites . Besides being an arch-
aeologist, the PI must have other skills . 

To follow the progress of an excavation, and to understand the problems 
involved with the operation, a PI should be, or have been on previous 
digs, an underwater diver . If the operation is beyond his or her 
depth capabilities, he or she must be able to observe the operation 
at will by electronic devices and preferably from a submersible cham-
ber or miniature submarine . API must also have a basic understanding 
of, though not necessarily possess the skill to use, a number of 
technologies involved in an underwater operation. The basic concepts 
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of conservation of artifacts ; underwater photography, illustration, 
and mechanics ; first aid, dive organization ; boat piloting ; and book-
keeping should be familiar to him or her . Because of the time neces-
sary to learn and perform these functions, the PI normally chooses a 
crew capable of conducting these specialties, although he or she 
understands them enough to keep them properly organized . 

A qualified professional conservator is most often in charge of the 
preservation of artifacts . Although until recently, few professional 
object conservators were interested in waterlogged artifacts, new 
interest in the field is now attracting both very experienced and 
beginning conservators . Because of the former lack of interest 
among professional conservators, archaeologists in the past have 
often been forced to attempt to preserve the artifacts themselves . 
This is a major undertaking, which only a few archaeologists were 
formerly able to perform successfully . The state of the art in 
waterlogged-artifact conservation is changing rapidly with an 
increase in research . There are therefore no reliable "cook books" 
available . Archaeologists now present underwater artifacts to pro-
fessional conservators, or to archaeologists who have specialized 
in conservation for some years and remain abreast of the latest methods . 
A conservator may actually control the preservation of artifacts from 
a number of excavations by using well-trained assistants in the field 
and laboratory . Most PI's prefer to have at least one well-trained 
conservation technician at the site who can communicate rapidly with 
a particular conservator or regional conservation laboratory . 
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APPENDIX F 

SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL ARCHEOLOGISTS 
CODE OF ETHICS AND STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE 

Each person listed in the Directory has agreed to abide by the follow-
ing code of ethics, and to be guided by the following professional 
standards . 

CODS OF ETHICS 

Archeology is a profession, and the privilege of professional practice 
requires professional morality and professional responsibility, as well 
as professional competence, on the part of each practitioner . 

The Ancheo.2og.izt'b Re,apun6ibi,eity to the Pub.ei.c 

1 .1 An archeologist shall : 
(a) Recognize a commitment to represent archeology and its 

research results to the public in a responsible manner ; 
(b) Actively support conservation of the archeological 

resource base ; 
(c) Be sensitive to, and respect the legitimate concerns of, 

groups whose culture histories are the subjects of 
archeological investigations ; 

,(d) Avoid and discourage exaggerated, misleading, or un-
warranted statements about archeological matters that 
might induce others to engage in unethical or illegal 
activity ; 

(e) Support and comply with the terms of the UNESCO Conven-
tion on the means of prohibiting and preventing the 
illicit import, export, and transfer of ownership of 
cultural property, as adopted by the General Conference, 
14 November 1470, Paris . 

1 .2 An archeologist shall not : 
(a) Engage in any illegal or unethical conduct involving 

archeological matters or knowingly permit the use of 
her/his name in support of any illegal or unethical 
activity involving archeological matters . 

(b) Give a professional opinion, make a public report, or 
give legal testimony involving archeological matters 
without being as thoroughly informed as might reason-
ably be expected ; 

(c) Engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit 
or misrepresentation about archeological matters ; 

(d) Undertake any research that affects the archeological 
resource base for which he/she is not qualified . 
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II . The Ancheo.eogi4t'b Reaponbib.i,tity to heA/h.is Co.P,eeagua 

2 .1 An archeologist shall : 
(a) Give appropriate credit for work done by others ; 
(b) Stay informed and knowledgeable about developments in 

his/her field or fields of specialization ; 
(c) Accurately, and without undue delay, prepare and properly 

disseminate a description of research done and its results ; 
(d) Communicate and cooperate with colleagues having common 

professional interests ; 
(e) Give due respect to colleagues' interests in, and rights 

to, information about sites, areas, collections, or data 
where there is a mutual active or potentially active re-
search concern ; 

(f) Know and comply with all laws applicable to her/his 
archeological research, as well as with any relevant 
procedures promulgated by duly constituted professional 
organizations ; 

(g) Report_kaowledge of violations of this Code to proper 
authorities . 

2 .2 An archeologist shall nod : 
(a) Falsely or maliciously attempt to injure the reputation 

of another archeologist ; 
(b) Commit plagiarism in oral or written communication ; 
(c) Undertake research that affects the archeological re-

source base unless reasonably prompt, appropriate analy-
sis and reporting can be expected ; 

(d) Refuse a reasonable request froma qualified colleague 
for research data . 

(e) Submit a false or misleading application for accredita-
tion by or membership in the Society of Professional 
Archeologists . 

III . The M.eheo.eag-i,az'a Redponbibi,eity to Fmpeoyeha and C,P.i.enta 

3 .1 An archeologist shall : 
(a) Respect the interests of his/her employer or client, so 

far as is consistent with the public welfare and this 
Code and Standards ; 

(b) Refuse to comply with any request or demand of as employer 
or client which conflicts with this Code and Standards ; 

(c) Recommend to employers or clients the employment of other 
archeologists or other expert consultants upon encounter-
ing archeological problems beyond her/his own competence ; 

(d) Exercise reasonable care to prevent his/her employees, 
colleagues, associates and others whose services are 
utilized by her/him from revealing or using confidential 
information . Confidential information means information 
of a non-archeological nature gained in the course of 
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employment which the employer or client has requested be 
held inviolate, or the disclosure of which would be em-
barrassing or would be likely to be detrimental to the 
employer or client . Information ceases to be confidential 
when the employer or client so indicates or wizen such in-
formation becomes publicly known. 

3 .2 An archeologist shall nod 

(a) Reveal confidential information, unless required by law; 
(b) Use confidential information to the disadvantage of the 

client or employer ; 
(c) Use confidential information for the advantage of himself/ 

herself or a third person, unless the client consents after 
full disclosure ; 

(d) Accept compensation or anything of value for recommending 
the employment of another archeologist or other person, 
unless such compensation or thing of value is fully dis-
closed to the potential employer or client ; 

(e) Recommend or participate in any research which does not 
comply with the requirements of the Standards of Research 
Performance . 

STANDARDS OF RESEARCH PERFORMANCE 

The research archeologist has a responsiblity to attempt to design and 
conduct projects that will add to our understanding of past cultures 
and/or that will develop better theories, methods, or techniques for 
interpreting the archeological record, while causing minimal attrition 
of the archeological resource base . In the conduct of a research pro-
ject, the following minimum standards should be followed : 

I . The archeologist has a responsibility to prepare adequately for any 
research project, whether or not in the field . The archeologist 
must : 
1 .1 Assess the adequacy of her/his qualifications for the demands 

of the project, and minimize inadequacies by acquiring addi-
tional expertise, by bringing in associates with the needed 
qualifications, or by modifying the scope of the project ; 

1 .2 Inform himself/herself of relevant previous research; 
1 .3 Develop a scientific plan of research which specifies the 

objectives of the project, takes into account previous 
relevant research, employs a suitable methodology, and pro-
vides for economical use of the resource base (whether such 
base consists of an excavation site or of specimens) consistent 
with the objectives of the project ; 

1.4 Ensure the availability of adequate staff and support facil-
ities to carry the project to completion, and of adequate 
curatorial facilities for specimens and records ; 
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1 .5 Comply with all legal requirements, including, without limita-
tion, obtaining all necessary governmental permits and necessary 
permission from landowners or other persons ; 

1.6 Determine whether the project is likely to interfere with the 
program or projects of other scholars and if there is such a 
likelihood, initiate negotiations to minimize such interference . 

II . In conducting research, the archeologist must follow her/his scienti-
fic plan of research, except to the extent that uaforaeea circumstances 
warrant its modification. 

III . Procedures for field survey or excavation must meet the following 
minimal standards : 

3 .1 If specimens are collected, a system for identifying and re-
cording their proveniences must be maintained . 

3 .2 Uncollected entities such as environmental or cultural fea-
tures, depositional strata, and the like, must be fully and 
accurately recorded by appropriate means, and their location 
recorded. 

3 .3 The methods employed in data collection must be fully and 
accurately described . Significant stratigrcaphic and/or associ-
ational relationships among artifacts, other specimens, and 
cultural and environmental features must also be fully and 
accurately recorded . 

3 .4 All records should be inteIIigible to other archeologists . 
If terms lacking commonly held referents are used, they 
should be clearly defined . 

3 .5 Insofar as possible, the interests of other researchers should 
be considered . For example, upper levels of a site should be 
scientifically excavated and recorded whenever feasible, even 
if the focus of the project is on underlying levels . 

IV . During accessioning, analysis and storage of specimens and records 
in the laboratory, the archeologist must take precautions to ensure 
that correlations between the specimens and the field records are 
maintained, so that provenience, contextual relationships and the 
like are not confused or obscured . 

V. Specimens and research records resulting from a project must be 
deposited at an institution with permanent curatorial facilities . 

VI . The archeologist has responsibility for appropriate dissemination 
of the results of his/her research to the appropriate constituencies 
with reasonable dispatch . 

6 .1 Results viewed as significant contributions to substantive 
knowledge of the past or to advancements in theory, method 
or technique should be disseminated to colleagues and other 
interested persons by appropriate means, such as publications 
reports at professional meetings, or letters to colleagues . 
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6.2 Requests from qualified colleagues for information on research 
results ordinarily should be honored, if consistent with the 
researcher's prior rights to publication and with her/his 
other professional responsibilities . 

6 .3 Failure to complete a full scholarly report within 10 years 
after completion of a field project shall be construed as 
a waiver of an archeologist's right of primacy with respect 
to analysis and publication of the data . Upon expiration of 
such 10 year period, or at such earlier time as the archeo-
logist shall determine not to publish the results, such data 
should be made fully accessible for analysis and publication 
to other archeologists . 

6 .4 While contractual obligations in reporting must be respected, 
archeologists should not enter into a contract which prohibits 
the archeologist from including his or her own interpretations 
or conclusions in contractual reports, or from a continuing 
right to use the data after completion of the project . 

6 .5 Archeologists have an obligation to accede to reasonable requests 
for information from the news media . 

INSTITUTIONAL STANDARDS 

Archeological research involving collection of original field data and/ 
or acquisition of specimens requires institutional facilities and sup-
port services for its successful conduct, and for proper permanent 
maintenance of the resulting collections and records . 

A full-scale archeological field project will require the following 
facilities and services, normally furnished by or through an institution : 

(1) Office space and furniture . 
(2) Laboratory space, furniture, sad equipment for analysis of 

specimens and data . 
(3) Special facilities such as a dark room, drafting facilities 

conservation laboratory, etc . 
(4) Permanent allocation of space, facilities, and equipment for 

proper maintenance of collections and records, equivalent to 
that specified in the standards of the Association of System-
atic Collections . 

(5) Field equipment such as vehicles, surveying instruments, etc . 
(6) A research library . 
(7) Administrative and fiscal control services . 
(8) A security system. 
(9) Technical specialists such as photographers, curators, con-

servators, etc . 
(10) Publication services . 

All the foregoing facilities and services must be adequate to the scope 
of the project . 
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Not all archeological research will require all the foregoing facilities 
and services, but a full-scale field project will . Likewise, all institu-
tions engaging in archeological research will not necessarily require 
or be able to furnish all such facilities and services from their own 
resources . Institutions lacking certain facilities or services should 
arrange for them through cooperative agreements with other institutions . 
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APPENDIX G 

PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS 

Archaeological Conservation, Staff of - National Historic Parks and 

Sites (Canada), Ottawa, Canada . 

Anuskiewicz, R. - U .S .A . Corps of Engineers 

Arnold, J . Barto, III - Texas Antiquities Committee, Austin, Texas . 

Baker, William A . - Hart Museum, M.I .T . 

Bass, George F . - Institute of Nautical Archaeology, College Station, 

Texas . 

Bridges, Sarah - National Register of Historic Places, Washington, D.C . 

Broadwater, John - Underwater Archaeologist, State of Virginia . 

Cockrell, W.A . - History and Records Management, Tallahasse, Florida . 

Canadian Conservation Institute, Staff of - Ottawa, Canada . 

Davis, Hester A. - Arkansas Archeological Survey, Fayetteville, 
Arkansas . 

Dincauze, Dena F . - Department of Anthropology, University of Massa-

chusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts . 

EG&G, Staff of (Walter Caron) - Waltham, Massachusetts . 

Ericson, Jonathon - Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology, 
Harvard University . 

Geometrics, Inc ., Staff of (Neil Hickman) - Sunnyvale, California . 

Gifford, John - University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota . 

Greene, Virginia, conservator - University of Pennsylvania Museum, 

Philadelphia . 

Grenier, Robert - National Historic Parks and Sites, Ottawa, Canada . 

Guarino, Joe - H .O . Mohr Inc ., Houston, Texas . 

Hamilton, Donny L . - Institute of Nautical Archaeology, College 

Station, Terms . 
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Johnson, Dr . Sven - Johnson Laboratories, Long Island, New York . 

Keith, Donald - Institute of Nautical Archaeology, College Station, 
Texas . 

King, Thomas F . - Interagency Archaeological Service, Dept . of the 
Interior, Washington, D .C . 

Klein Associates, Staff of (Marty Klein, Tom Cummings and others) -
Salem, New Hampshire . 

Lewis, Robert (conservator) - Maine State Muse, Augusta, Maine . 

McGimsy, Charles R., III - Arkansas Archaeological Survey, Fayette-
ville, Arkansas . 

Mazel, Charles - Western Electric, Greensboro, North Carolina . 

Miback, Lisa - National Historic Parks and Sites, Ottawa, Canada . 

Morris, Ken - Albany, New York . 

Murphy, Joseph R. - University of Albany, New York . 

Oceanonics, Inc ., Staff of (Jack Hill, Peter K. Trabant and others) -
Houston, Texas . 

Orgon, Robert - Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D .C . 

Roberts, Michael - Institute for Conservation Archaeology, Peabody 
Museum, Harvard University . 

Rose, Carolyn - Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C . 

Ruppe, Reymond - Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona . 

Shaw, Joseph, Dr . - University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada . 

Schomette, Don - National Archaeology Association, Upper Marlboro, 
Maryland . 

Spiess, Arthur - Maine State Historic Preservation Commission, Augusta, 
Maine . 

Steffy, Richard J. - Institute of Nautical Archaeology, College 
Station, Texas . 

Switzer, David - Plymouth State College, Plymouth, New Hampshire . 

Sytech, Staff of (Kelly G. Robertson) - Houston, Texas . 

Thomas, Philip - Bureau of Land Management, Outer Continental Shelf 
Office, New York, New York . 
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U.S . Army Corps of Engineers - New England Division, Waltham, Massa-
chusetts . 

Watts, Gordon, Jr . - Division of Archives and History, Raleigh, North 
Carolina . 

Wilson, John - Archaeologist, New England District, U.S . Army Corps of 
Engineers, Waltham, Massachusetts . 
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